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Pf?EFAGE.

This is neither a compendious nor comprehensive History of

the Parsis nor a Critical Dissertation on their origin, manners or

customs. It is only a collection qf Essays written with the object

of throwing fresh light on some dark <rorners of Parsi antiquities,

by offering new solutions of old difficulties or unearthing facts which

have hitherto escaped discovery. It is the product of twenty-five

years' industrious study of the subject and of long-continued and

persistent search for new materials and sources of information in

all directions. The first paper is probably the one round which

controversy will gather. The writer must leave his arguments to be

judged on their merits and beg to remind critics that no finality is

claimed for these suggestions which are avowedly tentative, and

which he will be the first to abandon as soon as more satisfactory

explanations are forthcoming. The second essay is the result of a

somewhat meticulous study of the Musalman chronicles of Mahmud

Begada for the purposes and from the viewpoint of Parsi history.

In the third, some knowledge of the results of Hindu epigraphic

research has been brought to bear on the elucidation of a synchronism

which has puzzled two generations of Parsi scholars. The account of

Mihrvaid and the paper which follows are based entirely on contem-

porary documents discovered by the writer. In three other studies,

the Postscripts of old Avesta-Pahlavi manuscripts have been, for the

first time, laid under contribution for supplementing the meagre data

for the history of the mediaeval period. One of these, the disquisi-

tion on the '

Colophons of Mihrapan' has attracted the attention of

European Orientalists and has even appeared in a French garb in the

Journal Asiatique (Sept.-Oct. 191 5). In the last and longest contri-

bution of the series, all the information that can be gleaned from the



Persian Revaycts about Parsi worthies oftlie i6th and 17th centuries

has been collected together and broughl under one view. At the

same time, an attempt has been made to solve, in the light of the

oldest and best manuscripts of these missives, a knotty point of

Iranian chronology which has been frequently canvassed by Pahlavi

scholars.

It has not been possible to observe a strict uniformity in the

transliteration of Oriental words and names, and the writer is also

painfully aware that the book is not without its share of the

typographer's ineptitudes. He can only express his regret for these

and other blemishes and liope for their removal in a second edition.

S. H. Hodivala.

Jun'igadh^ i/th Dec. igzo.



THE TRADITIONAL DATES OF PARSI HISTORY.

( A paper read befare the Society for the promotion of Tioroastrian

Research on 25th October, 1913.)

I propose to devote an hour this evening to an examination of those

* traditional dates in the history of the Indian Parsis which, in

spite of manifold contradictions and inconsistencies, are still quoted
"with an almost unreasoning confidence by many otherwise well-

informed persons, on account of their supposed antiquity or

perhaps, only for want of anything better to take their place. It

•must be a matter of sincere regret, all the same, to every one who
desires to acquire and to diffuse a well-grounded knowledge of the

history of our people in this country, that statements made on the

margins and fly-leaves of comparatively recent manuscripts by persons
of whose competence, sources of information and sometimes even

names, we are most unblissfully ignorant, should continue to be taken

upon trust and employed as arguments by scholars even in the
twentieth century.

I have said that very few of these statements are properly
authenticated and that some of them are absolutely nameless. But
this is not all. They exhibit the most bewildering diversity amongst
themselves and, if we are to believe them, the same event (the

arrival of the Parsis at Sanjan) occurred in 772, 895 and 961 Vikram
Samvat, i. e. 716, 839 and 905 A.O.

There is the same conflict as to the year in which the Persian

Zoroastrians must, according to these dates, have first begun to

abandon their homes for religion and conscience' sake. One of them
would make it out to have occurred in 582 A.C., another about 651

AC, and a third as late as 721 A,C. ( 777 V. Samvat.)

A much later event, about which for that reason, if for no other,

we might suppose they would be in agreement, is the subject of a

similar conflict. The Atash-Behram is said to have been brought
from Bansdah to Navsari, according to one of these entries, in 1472

V. Samvat, i.e. 1416 A.C, according to another in V. Samvat 1475,

*. e. 14^9 A.C., and not the least instructive fact about these rival

dates is that both of them are demonstrably wrong, and that the

Iranshah fire was taken to Navsari many years afterwards.!

+ Parsi Prakash p. 5 and Note.



Tho best known and most important ol" tlu'sc tiaditional entries

is the stAtcmcnt Avhich niivkcs Friday, Koz Ealinian, Mali Tir,

Shravan Slmd 9, (V.S, 772) tlie date of the first landing of tho Persian

Zoroastrians on Indian shores at Sanjan. For this there has hitherto

been no older antlioiity than Dastnr Aspandiarji Kanidinji,—iu

Avhose iianii)hlet on the Kabisah Controversy of 1820—Kculim Tarikh

Pdrsi^ui Kasar— it iirst appears. But 1 have foinid it lately on a

blank \n\gc. in a MS. eontaininj; the K ififiah-i-Savjcm and other tales

in IVrsian verse, which belongs to Ervad Maneckji Unwalla and
Avhith must bo at least one hundred and fifty years old. The actual

words iu this Manuscrii)t are,

The gist of Dastur Aspandiarji's narrative, -which throws light on
some dark places, is that the Zoroastrians in Persia were, thanks
to their knowledge of the Zend Avesta and the Janiaspi, warned

forty-nine years before the accession of Yazdajird of the Arab
domination that was to come and that some of them forthtvith
abandoned their homes for the woods and hills of Kohistan, in which
they spent a hundred years in all.

^^Mf. \^l 241^1 cl2(l a>ilHQ[l Ml«U(£l ffvt^ '-^[^ sniMt^ll U^h M<'^141 ^l^

"^hXi w'^.^^'ii q>HaMi {\<i<{[ Midi'il ^HicHid ^h^ d"Hl>i jAdi^i c-tw^ Mi^^iiH

ci V(i 2HPl'^M2{W ^\H SHAH'S SHlMt^ ^li Vi<RlH^ 'UicrlSHl. dR \^ HlS-

^ i'-nl^i \mlm jA^i * --^ *
(&n ^^ichmwi^i ^r ^c-ii ^it^i 1'^iqi c-ii3ii

^\^kh ^h Clit 811W Mi^iM^a '^}M^[, (pp. 122-6).



He then tells the story of the fifteen years spent in Old Hormuz;

and the nineteen at Div, adding on his own authority, (whatever
value ive may attach to it ), that it was at the latter place that they
acquired a knowledge of the Indian vernacular and Sanscrit

learning and that they were obliged to seek a new home because the

customs of the faith could not be properly observed there on account

of the rule of the Portuguese ? Rule of the Portuguese at Div in th©

8th century of Christ ! 1

^\'^W^\. ^MCH^l ^'-H'-H^A ^4^1 >iR^l KWiX^ ^K-fl -l«£l ^l^^ii. (p. 126).

The novelty introduced by him in the tale of the storm is that the

refugees vowed not only an Atashbehram but a Baj and Afriugan
in the name of the angel on the Behram-roz of every month.

(^>l^l y^^^R Xi'^'A %Ul ^l^ Cl'-il 5>ilK^<l3U-l i^mL-( p. 127).

In the account of the landing also he is much more circum-

stantial than the iCtsse/i. He informs us that the Raja forbade any
one to land except four of their wisest, on which that number of

Mobeds went up to the Hindu chief, and again affecting that Perfect

Number of the Pythagoreans, he asserts that the four Mobeds asked

for a four days' respite, when the Raja required them to expound
the principles of their faith, which they did in sixteen shlokas—the

square of four.—Then follows the important passage about the land-

ing which has been the subject of endless discussion as well as

confusion among us.

dl^ Rl<rn^ ^Ri^l <3M^^ <3d^Hl^l ^i-H ?A^l ci?A ?R^ ^l^l

^im ?A^l (fecil. ( p. 149).

There is nothing added to the Kissah account of the first Atash-

behram except that the day of installation is said to have been Roz
Adar Mah Adar, without, any mention of the year. Then again
there is no notable deimrture from Bahman's narrative except
that in telling the tale of the Sack of Sanj^n, Dastur Aspan-
diarji declares that the Iranshah was sent away to the Bansdah

jungles before the battle with Alafkhan and makes no allimioru

whatever to the twelve years during which it is said by Bahman to

have been hidden at Bdhrot,



ci?(l SHlM^^l ^1*^12^ ^^^R ^M i^H }/H ^d ^U^ ^l"^l^ ^3^11

i^ ^IH^l 5>iia^l t^^^R^ <W?,l'il <r»''^ia>i^ MH^li'Hid ^il"H i<\ "^iCHlaH^

'H^-ll^ avoo) a^(§a% <H^li >l<f. 'diii^Hl. (p. 153.)

He then sums it all up thus with an eye to the real object of his

pamphlet.

Cfl^ >i^^l ^ yt^^i'i ^l«r^ ^cil r\^^ 61C-1 ^IH'CI \<^^^ ^Hl ^H^nl \\1o

*Mia5>ii<^U ;^ a^i q^^i ?iiH ^. ( p. 157 )

It is needless to add thau most of the new features in this

narrative are of no particular interest or importance. They only

supply additional illustrations, if such were wanted, of the process by
which unauthorised accretions grow around a small nucleus of

primitive tradition. But there are in it two points which have an

important bearing on the chronological question and deserve notice,

in as much as they supply the links that were hitherto wanting for

arriving at a just notion of the mental processes by which many
of these results have been arrived at-

The first and most instinctive is the interpolation of the

apocalyptic or prophetical element into the narrative of Bahman.
The Persian Zoroastrians are said to have known all about " the evil

to come " and to have even made arrangements in anticipation, for

their personal safety and liberty of conscience, forty-nine years before

the accession of the last of the Sassanians, and nearly a decade

before the beginning of the reign of Khosru Parviz, one of the longest
and most glorious in the Sassanian epoch. The reason of all this

strange patchwork it is not at all difficult to understand. The Dastur
had seen somewhere the figure 772 which I have shew^n to exist in a
MS. written probably before he was born, but it had to be fitted into

the Kissah account of the 100 years in Kohistan and, the 15 and 19

years spent at Hormuz and Div. If he had followed Bahman closely,

the date of the lauding would have been 765 A.C., 770 A.C., 775 A.C.,
or 785 A.C., according as the starting point adopted was 631 A.C., the

accession of Yazdajard, 636 A.C., the date of the battle of Kadisiyah,
641 A.D., the disastrous year of Nehavend, or 651 A.D., that of
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Yazdajard's murder. In no case however, could it have been anything:

near 716 A.C. (772 V. S.), and the only way to obtain that number

was to subtract from the lowest of the four figures, 765, the number

49, make the wanderings in Kohistan commence forty-nine years

before the earliest possible date that could be taken, viz. 631, A. C.

and press the Zend Avesta and the Jamaspi into his service. Thus

A.C. 631-49=A.D. 582 + 100 (Kohistan) + 15 (Hormuz) + 19 (Div)=

716 A.C.=772 Vikram Samvat.

The traditional date of the consecration of the first Indian

Firetemple at Sanjan,
—Roz Adar Mali Adar 772 V. S., 721 A.C, is

nothing more than a conjecture, a corollary of this blundered figure

for the landing- As Bahman himself is absolutely silent about

the period that intervened between the arrival of the refugees and

the consecration of the fire-temple, and merely says that one day
the Dasturs waited on the Raja for permission to build an

Atashbeheram—it was assumed that many years had not elapsed.

Perhaps it was thought by the glossators a matter of filial duty
also to believe, that their devout ancestors had not allowed an

unduly long interval to pass before fulfilling the vow which they had
made in their time of trouble. Five years^were consequently taken

to be sufficient for preparations, and Roz Adar Mah Adar was chosen

in preference to any other day because it was that of the old Adar
feast or Festival of Fire.*

I will now take another of these entries, which is not at all

generally known, Ervad Maneckji Rustomji Unwalla has two mis-

cellaneous volumes of Avesta, Sanscrit, Pazand and Persian writings
in which it occurs in two forms : one in the Gujarati character,

another in the Pazand. The MSS. appear from a number of colophons
scattered about in the odd corners of different folios to have been
written by Ervad Darabji Maneckji Pahlanji Fardiiuji, about 1750

A.C., Samvat 1806. The substance of both the entries is found in

two places in the Introduction to Ervad Sheriarji D. Bharucha's
edition of Neriosenghs Sanscrit Writings, (Pt. II. pp. XVIII-XIX.), but
with the important omission of the last item.

In one of these MSS., we are promised on folio 274, (E. M. U. 12)

(
*
^*^ct \Vv3"H -Hi ^Hlcl^i^Vm ^iM-e^ C-ll5i5Hl M (^jAin

'

)

a " detailed account of hoAv or when the Atash Belu-am was brought
from Sanjan.

"
This promise is however not fulfilled there but on

a subsequent page in which we read in Gujarati : (Folio 290).

Alberuni, Chronology of Ancient Nations, Sachau. p. 21 1.
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cv^^ cH^Q-i MMY mni ^.

^ 5Hia^l'^^^R ^ll«n^ ^UU<1 ^'PIRII^ 'H^l'^ 5>H'lS"H-l CHlH^Hl cl

^'^Icl 1YV91 WH<^^<JV^^>ii CHl^^-ni. cl^ ^r^Hci 1.^^(> ^l^ \\Y< bV/^^^a

cH^fl-i =i^^i 3-HV3 nm ^. t

Now 777 + 50 + 100 + 15 + 19 + 300 + 14 = 1275 only. But the total is

1475. It follows thatwe must suppose the writer of the E.M.U. MSS. to

have meant that they spent the {'Aihl) remaining 200 years in Navsari,

in which of course he follows the Kissah. You will note here that the

speculative chronologer,—whoever he was—to whom we are indebted

for this reckoning, had a terminal point and wanted a starting

point. If he had worked backwards and attempted to follow the

Kissah closely, he would have had to put the starting point of

the wanderings in 761 A. D. = 815 V. Samvat. Thus,

V.S. 1475 — 14 (Bansdah) = 1461 — 12 (Barot) = 1449— 200 (Gujrat

towns) - 1249 — 300 (Sanjan) = 949 —19 (Div) = 930 — 15 Hormuz
= 915 — 100 (Kohistan) = 815 V. Samvat = 761 A.C. Cut there was
no traditional figure corresjoonding to this. The traditional dates

were only A.C. 716 and 721, and of these, the last was the nearest by
five. What was to be done ? Why, to draw upon the vague tradition

which spoke of a cycle of forty-nine or fifty-one or fifty years'

wanderings in Kohistan. That there was some such notion floating

about, some faint idea of a cycle of fifty (or forty-nine or fifty-one)

w^hieh was differentiated some how from the century spent in

Kohistan, is apparent from the manner in which Dastur Aspandiarji
also has handled his figures. The difference between the two
methods is this. Aspandiarji made the 49 years a part of the Kohistan

century, placing them in the very hegiyming. The other speculator

placed it at the end and tacked it on there, for Aspandiarji's treatment
involved the unthinkable supposition of making the wanderings
commence ata time when there were no signs of the fall of the
Persian monarchy.

But this gave him only V. Samvat 789
; Thus,

V. Samvat 1475—( 14 + 12 + 200 + 300-hl9-hl5-HOO + 50) - 1475
- 710 = 765 V. S. =. 709 A. C.

t Navsari Mehrji Rana Library MS. F. 23.
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But this also did not fit in with any of the traditional flpiires.

What tluMi Avas to bo done! Why, kjiofk oxit the 12 years of Bahrot,
for WHS ther(> not a tradition (of \\ liith also we have heard the echo

in Aspandiarji, and whith is the stcoiul in point above referred to),

that the Sanjan fire was sent to the Bansdah jungles at once and

before the sack. The account woidd then stand thus :

V. Samvat 1175—(11 + 200 +^300 + 19 + 15 + 100 + 50) = 1475—098
*= V . y. Ill == 721 -V c.

And so we get a figure identical with one of the two traditional

mnnbors. It is not made the date of the Arrival, because that would
entail the unthinkable notion I have already referred to, but of the

Commencement of the Wandering-—two very different events, it is

true, and separated by many decades, from each other ;
but are not

the Numerals exactly the same as those handed down from old times

for the date of sovie great event,—whatever it was—and is that not
suiiicient !

NoAv how did this idea of a fifty year's additional wanderings
originate ? I believe we mmst look for the source in the Kissah—a

couplet of wliich has been ingeniously made a peg on which to hang
this ueAV item.

ly '^iJ 8 >> l*^ I

^^J
<-^L« C>T jij^ «>'-;i'

^^^^ A^miJit o Aaj ijT jt

^;^^J '^^Ju^ J-i '^•^•'^ /^^-rr
—

^'^^'^ LT^^r »«»-*
(jfT ^Jt*^

^«.iAj iil^f
j^t^j i:jid j^ /•' — ^*«Lr'^ o'j^^«*.J J iv^^i'^.j^

"WTien the Kingdom had departed from King Yazdajard and

the enemy of the faith came and seized his throne, from that period

Iran was shattered. Alas, that that land of the True Faith became

desolate. In those times., or during that period {Baddngahi) everyone
was scattered, (Pardgand), everyone Avhose heart was bound up
with the Zand and Pazand. Then the Behdins and the Dasturs

concealed themselves altogether and could not perform the cere-

monies of the Faith, and they abandoned for the sake of their

religion their habitations, places, gardens, palaces and halls. They
remained a hundred years in Kohistan, when their condition

became of this description," (i. e. when they were unable to perform
the ceremonies of the faith on account of i)ersecution.)



If we narrowly examine the language of Bahman, we can easily

understand the mental processes of these latter-day chronologists.

' When the Kingdom had departed from King Yazdajard, from
that period, Iran was shattered.'

This couplet can furnisli and to our knowledge has furnished

three different starting points and therefore three different dates

for tlie arrival at Sanjan—770, 775 and 785 A. C.

It would not be at all difficult to maintain that the Kingdom
departed from the Sassanians in 636 A. C, when the Persian host was
routed at Kadisiyah,—or in 041 A. C, when the doom of the Iranian

Monarchy was i)ronovinced on the fatal field of Nahavcnd, or in

-651 A, C, when the hapless monarch was murdered in the Mill at

Marv-i-Slialijan. According as one or other of these three starting

points was preferred, one or other date Avould be put forward as

the true year. Indeed, Mr. J. J. Mody, favoured 775 in 1903*, 765 in

1905* and stood up for 785 in 190S,t and 721 is, as I have shewn,

only a manipulated re?ult of 765.

If we proceed further, we read (^,
^^'> '

<>'^ (Bad^ngahi)
"
During

that period or that interval, everyone Avas scattered," and it is only
after this statement about their having been scattered, that we are in

formed of the Dasturs and Behdins concealing themselves in Kohistan
and remaining there a hundred years. Now t5i^JI*V (Badang^hi) is

a delightfully vague phrase which may be made to mean a period of

almost any length or brevity. It was also noted, in the usual style

of glossators, that cjAa?)^j (par^gandan) came first and i:j<>"«i ly^tJ

(Nihiin shudan) afterwards. What more natural than to suppose
that a certain period intervened between the loss of the monarchy
and the beginning of the concealment in Kohistan and then to take

this initial period to have been about half as long as the Kohistan

Century ?

^^And there you have the genesis of the Fifty years of
*

^Ct^^i'Hlll
'

GjsX^—' Mutafarrak; Avhich is the exact Arabic equivalent of the
Persian cy^s

i^j
«
paragand."

A few words about the minor and feebler streams of tradition

to which I have more than once alluded in the course of this

discussion will not i)erhaps be out of place here. That all sorts

of confident statements about details were interpolated in course

*
B. B. R. A. S. Journal Vol. XXI p. lo and Centenary Volume p. 234.

t A few Events in the Early History of the Parsis p. 9.

2



of time, we have alrca.ly scon from tho narrative of AspaudiarjL
We know that tradition abhors a vatunni and dearly loves to fill

up any little pa])s that happen to have been left. We have heard

of the four Pasturs, the lour days of respite, the Bahrain Roz

Afringan and we all know that the usual explanation of the Parsi

aversion from eating beef is still connected in tho popular mind with
an undertaking to that effect sui)posed to have been given to Jadl
Rana at the time of landing, although there is not a word about
beef eating in the five conditions imposed by the Hindu cliief in the

Kissch-i-SatiJan or in the famous sixteen Shlokas of Aliadhj\ru.

All this- points to other streams of tradition and Ave have a proof
of the same in the curious 'Discovery of the Banyans and the
Persees"of Henry Lord, (1G21) who Avas at Surat about the same
time as Bahmau lived at Navsari and Avho w^roto his account from
information given by a Parsi of that tOAvn " whose long employment
in the Company's service had brought him to a mediocrity in the
English tongue."

After relating that the "Arabian captains of the sect of
Mahomed" invaded Persia in the reign of Yazdajard and that

Yazdajard
" Avas foreeu to fly to Karason (Khorasan) AA'here he died

suddenly," he says :

" These Persees not enduring to live contrary to the precept of
their own law and less able to reject their yoke, many of them by
privy escape and as close conveyance as they might, of their goods
and substance, determined on a voyage for the Indies purposing to

prove the mildness of the Banian Rajahs, if from these, though they
lived in subjection for matter of government, they might obtain

liberty of conscience in course of religion. So repairing to Jasques,
a place in the Persian Gulf, they obtained a fleet of seA^en junks, to

convey them and theirs as merchantmen bound for the shores of

India in course of trade and merchandise. It happened tiiat in safety
they made to the land of St. John's on the shores of India, and
arrived together at or near the port of SAA'aly, the usual receptacle
of such shippers as arrive there. A treaty AAas made by some of

them Avith a Rajah liA-ing at Nuucery [Navsari] publishing their

aggrievances and the cause of their coming thither, as also of their
suit to be admitted as sojourners AAdth them, using their own law
and religion, but yielding themselves in subjection to their goA'ern-
ment upon payment of homage and tribute, they Avere admitted to
land the passengers contained in five of their junks.



II

" The other tM'o junks remaining, one of them put into the road
of Swaley, and treated with a Rajah that then resided at Bariyav,.
neere unto Surat, who entertained them on like conditions to the

former : but the Rajah of that place having wars with a neigbouring

rajah who got the conquest, the Persees that resided with the

conquered were all put to the sword as adherents to the enemy.
The last junk coasted along the shores and arrived at Cambay,
where they were received upon the prementioned conditions, so

tliat howsoever this people have been dispersed in India since their

arrival, it has been from some of these places."*

You will see that if Aspandiarji ha,sfour Dasturs and &four days'

respite and drops Barot and brings in the Portuguese at Div in the

8th Century, Lord and his informant are not very far behind. They
have seven ships, one of which sails to Bariav and another to Cambay-
Five only of the seven make to the land of St. John's in safety, but

arrive someho^\' at Swaley—" the usual receptacle of such Shippers
as arrive there,

" no doubt in the 17th, but not therefore in the 8th

Century—and make the treaty with a Rajah of neither Sanjan nor

Swaley but 'Nuncery.' TJie inconsistencies in this halting and

incongruous narrative scarcely deserve or require any express

mention, but the quotation proves that there were other traditional

versions which were available to and occasionally made use of

by those curious inquirers, who speculated on these events in the

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries much as we have done in the

nineteenth and do in the twentieth.

There is still another date for the landing at Sanjan which

though it is mentioned in the Parsi Prakash, has found little favour,
and so far as I know has been never referred to by any one who has

taken part in these discussions; but that may be perhaps only
because it is hidden away in the supplement of that most valuable

repertory of facts, Mr. Bomanji Patell says that in a MS. of the

Kissah-i-Sanjan in the handwriting of Dastur Rustamji Tehmulji
Mirza of Udw^ra, dated V. Samvat 1872 = 1816 A. C, there is a note

to the effect that the Parsis first landed at Sanjan on Sunday, Roz 1,

Mah 4, Samvat 895 = 839 A. C.t

Here the Parsi Roz Mah is all but identical with that given by
Dastur Aspandiarji—Roz Bahman, Mah Tir,—though the week day
and year are different,

*
Discovery of the Sect of Banians and the Religion of the Persees, pp. 3-4 ed. 1630,

Pinkerton, Travels, VIII, 556-7.

t Parsi Prakash, Part X. p. 839.
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It is perhaps scarcely worth while to trouble about such an

absolutely unsupported statement, going not further back than
A C 18K5—and I have not been at all anxious about obtaining a clue

to it, but if we add up,

(Ora + 50 H 100 + 15 + 19) wo get 835 A. C.-891V. Samvat which is

only four short of 895 V. Samvat. Perhaps this arithmetician

took what I havi' called the initial period to be not 49 or 50 or

51 years but 54.

Now let us take the traditional dates for the Navsari Atash
Behrani whicli arc two, thougli both of them have been given up as

irreconcilable with the Kissah as well as with history by modern
writers.

The date 1416 A.D. = 1472 V. Samvat is given by Anquetilf and
seems to have been inserted somewhere in his copy of the Kissah.

It is also given by Dastur Shapurji Sanjana in his KissaJi-i-Atash-

beheram-i-Navsari written in 1765.

" If you would know the Yezdajardi year (in which this took

place) read seven hundred and eighty five (Yazdajardi = 1416 A.C.)

It appears to have been obtained by adding to A.C. 716—the

favourite date of the landing—700, the number of years in round
numbers Avhich, according to the generally received interpretation of

Sk much-discussed couplet in the Kissah, intervened between the land-

ing and the installation of the Atash Behram at Navsari. Let us see

what Bahman says :

***** * *

'rhey ( the Indian Parsees ) spent three hundred years less or
more at Sanjan after the landing and spread to Vankaner, Broach,
Naosari, Anklesar and Cambay during the two hundred years that
followed.

t Anquetil reached Surat on ist May 1758, obtained his copy of the Kissah on or
before 24th March 1759 and started from Bombay on 28th April 1761.
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Bahman then says that a few Dasturs' households remained at

Sanjan and he singles out for praise a priest of the name Khushmast,

adding that his son Khujastah was always performing the Yazashne

and Baj ceremonies. Lastly, we have :

A^f dilj\ (^''> J'JT^ ii)"^ j^ — /'*^<>^ ^l^ A-aii, (yl^JAj

" In this way seven hundred years elapsed and his descendants

multiplied in the town. When some years passed over them, the

heavens became untoward or unfavourable to them in this manner. "

It is not easy to reconcile these seven hundred years with the

statement about 300 + 200 = 500 which just precedes it and it has been
held by some that the couplet is an interpolation, though of the the
six Mss. of the Kissah—some of them very good and old—which I have
seen, there is not one in which it does not occur. Other critics have
out of it made capital for discrediting as worthless a writer who
speaks of five hundred years in one line and suddenly throws seven
hundred at our heads without any explanation. I ought to add that
there is a IviS of the Kissah lying upon the table which reads c f^ft

for «x^Ay. It is probablya copy ist's emendation but it is ingenious
and also interesting as indicating that the line had exercised the

ingenuity of our predecessors as it has ours. It is also worth noting
that Dastur Shapurji Sanjana takes the verse to mean that the
seven hundredth year of the Yezdejardi era had now arrived.

Anquetil du Perron is always worth hearing on such a matter.
Let us therefore see what he has to say about it.

" Les 700 et 500 ans sont des comptes ronds au lieu de 750 a 760

et 560 ou 580. Le auteur de cette relation adopte ordinairement le

plus courts et ses resultats sont difficiles a reconcilier avec la suite

des evenemens. Je suppose qu'il calcule d'apres I'epoque d'lezdedjerd
quoiq'il ne le nomme qu' a la fin^ a I'occasion du transport du feu
Bahram a Nausari.

" The seven and five hundred years are round numbers instead

of 750 to 760 and 560 or 580. The author of this narrative ordinarily

adopts the greatest brevity and his results are difficult to reconcile

with the sequence of events. I suppose that he calculates according
the era of Yezdejard which he does not mention upto the end, on
the occasion of the transportation of the fire of Bahram to Nausari."

Zende Avesta, Tome I. Pte. I. cccxx— i.
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This shows that Anquotil at least entertained no .suspicions as to

the genuineness of the couplet. Ho is pefectly right in holding tliat

700 is only a round number, and I take it that what Bahman himself

meant was this. Five hundred years had elapsed since the arrival of

the Parsis at Sanjan but 03i (200 + 300 + 15 + 19 + 100), in round
nmnbors seven hundred, had passed si7ice the abandonment of their

Jwnws or tJic beginning of their wanderings or since the loss of their

empire. And this is what Dastur Shapurji Sanjfina also says.

Lastly, let us take the other date for the Navsari Fire Temple,
Mr. Kharshedji Kama was the first to make public mention of it

in the Yazdajardi Tarikh ( 1870, p. 39) merely stating that he had
obtained it from a " friend.

"
Eight years later, Mr. Bomanji Patel

quoted it from a MS. of Yashts and Nirangs copied in Samvat 1856—
ISOO A.C.—by Fredun Framarz Sanjana, from an older MS. dated

1714 Samvat, 1658 A.C. But Mr. Bomanji did not give the Hindu

tithi. It also occurs in a MS. Notebook of Dastur Erachji Sohrabji

Jkleherji Rana's in the Navsari Meherji Raua Library (MS. F. 53.)

The statement purports to be that the Iranshah was brought

from Bausda and installed at Navsari on Wednesday, Ash^d
Shud 5, Roz Mahrespand, Mah Shahrivar, 1475 Samvat = 26tli

June O. S. (1419, A.C. )

Here I may be permitted to add a few words about the Roz
Mah—Mahrespand—Shahrivar » 26th '

June. To me, the idea of

Parsis attempting to bring over the sacred fire from Bansdah—more
than fifty miles, at that time of the year, through jungles and along
roads which are all but impassable even now during the rainy season,

appears exceedingly improbable. I propose to discuss this question
in detail in another paper and so it will suffice here to say that the

arguments advanced against it by Mr. Bomanji Patel himself have
been generally accepted by students of our early history and that

everything points to the Atashbeheram having been taken for the
first time to Navsari at a much later period.

There can be little difficulty now in perceiving that almost all

these calculators have drawn from a common fountain-head of oral

-or written tradition, and that the divergences are due to conflicting

interpretations of that source, attempts to supply its omissions, real

or supposed, and to minor streams of tradition which did not command
the same general acquiescence, but which still survived in the minds
.^nd memories of small sections of the population. The original
fitream of tradition, it is needless to say, is found crystallized in the
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Kissah-i-Sanjan, which in point of time is undoubtedly earlier than

[ many of these odd entries, and the discrepancies can be easily

accounted for by the ambiguities, obscurities and doubtful readings
of Bahman's text.

I do not propose to discuss here the merits and demerits of Bah-

man's interesting work, but it is plain that Bahman is not and does

not profess to be an accurate chrouologist. There is not a single date

to be found in his eight or nine hundred lines except that of the com-

position of the poem itself in the Khdtimdh. He never says of any
event that it occurred in such and such a year of such and such an era.

He merely implies that certain things happened after the extinction

of the Sassanian poiver and the domination of the Juddin—the Arabs
—a phrase which is exceedingly vague. Anquetil du Perron noticed

more than 150 years since that Bahman deals in round numbers (100,

200, 300, 500. aud 700 ) ;* and as if to impress upon his readers that his

are round numbers only, he explicitly declares in one place that the

number of years spent in Sanjan before spreading into the towns
of Gujrat was ' three hundred, more or less,

"
cAi^ j (*^ (Kamo-bish).

But whereas Bahman is professedly vague and openly declares his

numbers to be but approximately correct, his ambitious glossators,

not content with such indefinite information, have aspired to evolve

out of his succinct narrative, by more or less ingenious or imaginative
constructions of his phrases and chance expressions, chronological
schemes of their own, which have aggravated the confusion and
made it almost impossible for us to arrive at the truth.

It is consequently easy to see that while exhibiting many appar-

ently inexplicable differences, all these calculations bear throughout a

curious family resemblance. It is evident at a glance that there are

some items in the reckoning which are common to all of them, some

postulates which all of them accept without question. At the same

time, there appear to be a few indeterminate factors which every
one manipulates according to his own sweet will, and in such fashion

as will bring up the preconceived result that is required by himself.

I do not think there can be any serious doubts about these manipula-
tions or the artificial character of all these reckonings.

What then are we to conclude ? Why this, that the sooner we
relegate these figures as they noio are to the limbo of exploded errors,

the better for the early reconstruction on a sound critical basis of our

* Tome I. Pte I. cccxx note.
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History. I may be wrong, but after an lionest attempt to arrive at

the truth with all the strength of my understanding, I am compelled
to believe that they are not at all like the dates with which our

historical manuals have made us familiar, precise and reliable state-

ments as to the sequence of events which were recorded at the time

when, or not long after the events themselves occurred. I believe

these statements to be speculative dates, calculated dates, ex post
facto results of calculations made upon the basis of a few generally

accepted postulates, but combined diversely by different persons
with conjectures, emendations and probable estimates of their

own. In other words, I believe these statements to be the fruits of
that historical curiosity which is always a plant of late growth
even among civilized nations, and to be therefore comparatively
modern. I believe them to have now misled and bewildered us,
in all conscience, for a sufficiently long period, and I cannot but
think that if in spite of making notable progress in other branches
of Iranian research, our ignorance of early Parsi history in this

country is to-day almost as j^^dense as it wys fifty or even a hundred
years ago, it is due in no small measure to the obsession exercised by
these unlucky niunerals.

At the same time, I beg that you will not misunderstand me.
When I say that these entries are not worthy of acceptance, at
least in tehir present form, and that most of them are based on
speculative or ex post facto calculations, I do not mean that those
who jotted them down at odd moments on margins and fly leaves,
had any knowledge of their unauthenticity or any intention to
delude or even to perplex any body. All I mean is that those who
first made these calculations and those who copied their results, were
men, who like ourselves, were anxious to know when these most
interesting events occurred and how those events were correlated the
one to the other. Just as chronological systems have been con-
structed in our own days, just as Dr. Wilson propounded one with
his Jayadeva for Jadi Rana and A. C. 1507 for the Sack of Sanjan,*
just as Wilford put forward another with his three different emigra-

tions, and eighteen thousand refugees,! just as the compiler of the

Bombay Gazetteer has his, just as every one of these has had and
perhaps, still has followers, so these forerunners of ours in the same
department of inquiry made up systems of their own by accepting or

Indian Antiquary Vol. I Pt. i, B. B. R. A. S. Journal I. i8o.
t Asiatic Researches IX. 235.
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rejecting, favouring or disfavouring some view about this, that or

the other detail. Far from intending to deceive any body, they were

deceived themselves. Far from being open to any imputation of bad

faith, theirs were honest attempts, pioneer attempts, to construct for

the satisfaction of their own understandings an intelligible

chronology out of their materials. To adopt another comparison,

which ought to go home to this Society at least, if to no other, they

attempted to do something like what so many writers, Asiatic and

European, Alberuni and Hamza Isfahani, Tabari and Firdusi, Malcolm

and Mordtmann, Ouseley and Rawllnson have attempted to do for

the chronology of the Sassanians, the Ashkanians, or the Kianians.

The calculator who first pitched upon Samvat 1472 or 777 was no
more to blame than Malcolm and others of his ilk who thought

Cyrus was identical with Kaikhusru or Darius Hyst4spes with the

Avestan Vishtaspa and raised on that basis an imposing superstruc-

ture of synchronisms which has been long since blown down to the

ground. He was raistaken as we now know Malcolm to have been,
but he was as honest an investigator as Sir John or any other of the

numerous host—Arab, French, German or English—who have been

fighting over the bones of the Sassanians and Kianians.

3
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THE TRADITIONAL DATES OF PARSI HISTORY.

(A paper read before the Society for the Provioiion of Tioroasiriah

Research on 15ih November, 1013.)
*

I projjoso to submit for your dispassionate consideration to-day
a new view of the second of the two most iiiii^ortant traditional

dates in the early history of our people, according to tvliich the

Sanjan fire is said to have been brought from BAusda to Navsari on
Roz 'JO, Mah 6, Asluld Shud 5, Wednesday, Samvat 1475 [A. Y. 788 ;

26th June 1419 A. C, Old Style.].

This statement is found mentioned in print for the first time in

the '

Yazdctjardi Tdrikh' of Mr. K. R. Kama (1870) as one of two
old Hindu-Parsi synchronisms for Avhich he was indebted to some
friends unnamed.

Eight years later, Mi-. Bahmauji Bahramji Patell wrote :

>il i>^^l (feM2:/5HR ^fH ^'MijiH t^i^S. iH^HiH^I <fedl c^ <3\\^ %i<:^b H^icii

mi Cir-U'vl C-i>HHlc{l rtlV^inl ^'^Cl I^H^ (^ =H. 1^00 )
^i c((H^Ui>i^

rlH^l^ C-imi^l ^^ Cini (i^-iy y"^Cl \Vv9M, ^l<r/ R.(> "Ml^ H (cll. R.H ^
ca^, Wlt^ W. ^.) i<l <H^*^ill ^. >i*yiW'-llC-ll a^^^ ^'<m^ cl«il «*i"HRH2i'

^l^^l^5i) ^<fe<5i) ^It^Hl clH<5V aJl. >i'ai^2i) <rn>ll=tM2i> ^.Vr^i^ Ml It'll Ml^«ll

^l^Wl^d =H^l^ 1^ ^l^ <1^l ^'H^ ^ Pl^«^l =^l"H^l "^^l ^ "^^ ^M^l*^

"Mr. Rustomji Jamshedji Bamboatwalla, a Zoroastrian of this

city has shown us a MS. of Yashts and Nirangs copied at Bulsar

in Samvat 1856 (A, C. 1800) by Fredun Framarz Sanjana from an

old Codex of the Yazashne written at Navsari in Samvat 1714

(A. C. 1658) by Dastur Hamjiar Ram Sanjana. In this MS. the

* A few passages have been added and two or three points further elaborated.

I Yazdajardi Thrikh p. 39.

3. Parsi Prakash, 5. Note.
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fire temple of Sanjan is said to have been brought to Navsari on Roar

29, Mah 6, Samvat 1475 (26th June, 1419 A. C). The date for the same
event which has been given to us by Dasturs Erachji and Jamaspji

Sohrabji Meherji Rana and Ervad Mancherji Jamaspji Vacha of

Bombay from notes in their posssession is in complete agreement with

the above. But considering the actual historical facts, it is not at

all possible for the fire temple to have been brought to Navsari

in that year."

Now we have all felt the weight of some at least of the argu-
ments which can be urged against this chronological statement. In

the first place, it is not in accord with the Kisseh-i-Sanjan. The

author of that narrative places the transportation of the Iranshah

from Bansda to Navsari, twenty-six years after the sack of Sanjan

by Sultan Mahmud Begada. But Mahmud came to the throne only
in 1459 A. C.*, so that if there is any truth in the Kisseh account,

the event could not have, by any means, taken place before 1485 A. C.

Secondly, it is admitted on all hands that Changa Asa was the

Behedin who took the most prominent part in inducing the priest-

hoods of Sanjan and Navsari to compromise their differences and
instal the sacred fire at the latter town, Bvit the Revayets—contem-

porary documents of unimpeachable authority on such a question—
represent Changa as living between 1478 and 1511 A. C* If Changa
then, was even a hundred years old in 1511 A. C, hewould be only a

boy of eight in 1419, A. 0., and if he was ninety or less, he would
not have been born at all at the time. On the other hand, actual

calculation has discovered that the five items here mentioned,
the Parsi Roz Mah, the Hindu tithi and the week-day, all coincide

for the year 1475 (Vikram Samvat)% a most remarkable fact in

favour of the authenticity of a part, at least, of the entry, as it is not

very likely that any Zoroastrian priest possessed in the subsequent
centuries the knowledge and mathematical equipment necessary for

computing correctly from the Parsi date the corresponding Hindu
tithi or vice versa. And supposing there was some person capable
of doing this, it is difficult to understand why he should have gone
out of his way and taken the iinnecessary trouble of wor-kiug out two

3 Bayley, History of Gujarat, i6i; Mirdi-i-Sikandary, Bombay Text, 75, Fdzal

LutfuUa's Translation, 41 ;Briggs, Ferishta, IV. 43-46.

4 Parsi Frakash, 6-7, Ervad M, R. Unwalla's Lithographed Text of Darab Hormazd-

yar's Revayet, II, 379-396.

5 Yazdajardi Tdrikh, 39-4O.
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dates when one—either the Parsi Roz or the Iliudu Tithi—would
have suJEficed by] itself.

What then can be the solution of this puzzle, for such it really

is. It is perfectly certain that tlie week day, the Roz Mah and the

Tithi all tally for the Vikram Samvat 1475, but it is almost

equally certain that the event associated with the day in question

did not occur in that year at all. The only tenable sujjposition is

tliat the Roz Mah and Tithi portion of the memorandum is correct,

but that the statement concerning the Navsari Fire temple is

unhistorical ;
in other words that so'me interesting or me^norahle event

did occur on Roz 29, Mah 6, Ashad Shud 5, V. S. 1475, but ihatit

was not the installation of the sacred fire at Nvsari,
"

I am happy to be able to exhibit to you today not only the

Bamboatwalla MS. seen by Mr. Bahmanji Patell, but its original,

the collection of Yashts and Nirangs transcribed in Samvat 1714

(1658 A C). For the first, I have to make my acknowledgements to

Mr. Eamboatwalla's daughter, Mrs. Dossibai R. Chinai, for the second,
to a member of your own Society, Ervad Manekji R. Unwalla.

The actual words employed in the Bamboatwalla MS. are :

^1 anm^i RiC^J^m «i5m;fiHi HHi^fl^Hi rl^ h^^j^i am
^IV >l({l*i* ^f^S & (Heading in red ink.)

"^(XlH ^ HCH^Ui -H^i CH^. (Written in black ink.)

jJ>l{^i
^^ ^l^. ( in red ink

).
aJ^ ^m. InW. <HMl4i ^"^4 ^^H'lR'i'

"Han SH^ ^I'cicl \V9\V 41 ^UChKI ^^C-ft 4dl cl an^lC-l^ PH^ian ciiCH j/l^ ^.

6. I am indebted to Mr. M. P. Kharegat I. C, S. for bringing home to my mind this

significant result of the chronological coincidence.
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Before discussing the meaning of the passage itself, let us hear
what the copyist Fredun FrAmarz tells us of the history of the

memorandum, his own manuscript and of its orginals.

" This was written," he declares,
" from an old book, the writer

of which had himself transcribed it
"

( the memorandum not the

entire manuscript) "from an ancient codex of the Yazashne in the

Jiandwriting of Dastur Hamjidr R4m Sanj&nA..

" This book was copied in Balsar by me, Ervad Fredun Ervad

Framarz, Ervad Rvistam, Ervad Khurshed, Ervad Hoshang Sanj^nA
on the blessed day Shahrivar, the blessed month Shahrivar, Samvat
1856. The name of the writer of the old book was Ervad Hormaz-

y^r, Ervad Framroze Ervad Kamdin Ervad Kuka Ervad Hormazdyar
Ervad Padam, and he transcribed it in the Samvat year 1714. 1 have

copied my book from his original.
"

You will notice that there are material differences between the

paraphrase of Mr. Bahmanji Patell and the actual statements of

Fredun Framarz, and nothing perhaps can better illustrate the

danger of relying without verification even on the most careful

writers in such small points.

In the first place, Fredun Framarz of the Bamboatw^lla volume,
does not at all assert ( as Mr. Bahmanji makes him do ) that he

copied his book of Yashts and Nirangs from the Yazashne codex of

Dastur Hamjiar Ram Sanj4na. What he really says is that he did so

from an exactly similar collection of Yashts and Nirangs transcribed

in Samwat 1714 by Ervad Hormazydr Ervad Framarz, and that the
latter had jotted down this particular memorandum in his MS. of

Yashts and Nirangs from something which he had come across in

the Yazashne codex in the handwriting of Dastur Hamjiar Earn

Sanj^n^. Now the name of this Dastur Hamjiar R^m Sanjan^ occurs

in Jdsa's Revayet of 1516 A. C.^ and it was this error about him
whom I knew to have flourished long before 1658 A C. ( Samvat 1714 )

that made me entertain serious dovibts of Mr. Bahmanji's accuracy.
But I was unable to pursue the inquiry until I obtained an inspection
of the Bamboatwalla volume, and then discovered in the collection

of Ervad M. R. Unwalla the older MS. of Ervad Hormazy^r Framarz.

Let us now proceed to determine the meaning of the passage

itself, which I quote again for facility of reference.

7. My Revdyet MS. written by Mahrnush Kaikobad, A. Y. 1022. (1653 A.C. ) foL 97 r.
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The only poiut of any importance here is the meaning of the word
" Thunak." We all knoAV that ' ihciixak

'

is used for " the place or seat

of a deity or idol" and ^ anict^l «^^^IH ^illi Mtll"^2;ii of^'oii^iHi may
be taken to mean that " the Atash beheram was lodged or installed

on its seat during the [ Paitishaham ] Gahftmbilr [ of Samvat 1475 ]."

But there are insuperable difliculties in the way of understanding the

five words in this sense, for if we do so, the question immediately

arises,
" In what town or village was it so installed during the Gaham-

bar of Samvat 1475?" Was it in the town of Navsari? certainly not,

for almost all scholars are agreed that Navsi\ri is out of the question,
that Samvat 1475 ( A.C. 1419 ) is absolutely too early.^ Indeed, that is

the hypothesis fi^oin u-hich ive all start and ivhich we cannot noiv go hack

upon. Well then, if it was not Navsari, was it Sanjan ? No, certainly
not either, for if Parsi tradition is agreed about one thing, it is this

that the first Fire Temple was consecrated at Sanjan many hundred

years before Samvat 1475 (1419 A. C.)
* What then is to be done?

There is no other common noun sense of ihdnak that will serve, and
of the two places ( Navsari and Sanjan ) to which the phi'ase so vinder-

stood can possibly apply, both arc Jor historical reasons inadmissible.

It follows that Thdndk must be taken as a proper noun, and " Shri

Atashbeherarn thdnak padhdtya'' will then mean" the firetemple
went to or was installed at Thana."

It is common knowledge that the present town of Thana is men-
tioned in the Silhara inscriptions of the eleventh and twelfth centuries

»s ShH Sihdnak. The Shri is a mere honorific and Dr. Fleet under-

Standing it as nothing else has actually written the name "Sihdnak"

only every where. ^°
Indeed, the expressions

" Shri Mumhdi bandar^
"

and " Shri Siirat bandar^ "
are vised even now on ceremonial occasi-

ons and were all but universally employed in the commercial and

even private correspondence of the first half of the last century.

8. B. B. Patell, Farst Prakdsh, 5, note. J. J. Mody, A Few Events in Early Parsi

History, 52-3.

9. Bombay Gazetteer XIII, Part i. 249.

Mody, A Few Events, 11— 13.

Patell, Parsi Prakash, i.

10 Kanarese D}Tiasties, Bombay Gazetteer I, i, 542-3-4.
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The essential form therefore is
" Sthdnak " and this is actually-

found to occur in a grant of Bhojadeva II. of Saka 1113, A. C. 1191

in which his father Vijayaditya Silhara of Karhad is said to have
" reinstated in their territory the fallen lords of the province of

Sthcinaka or T/iana."" It is easy to understand how this form
" Sthanaka" would by the elision of the sibilant become "

Thanak,"
as Sthdneshwar, becomes Thaneshwar/' Sthankundura, Talgund,^"

Mulasthana, Multdn.^*

But all doubts on the matter are set at rest by the fact that

the town or district of Thdna IS ACTUALLY SPOKEN OF AS
•' THANAK "

in a Sanscrit work of the twelfth century. There is in

the Tanjore Palace Library a sort of political Cyclopoedia written by
the Western Chalukya king Someshwardeva, called Ahhilashtirtha-

chintaniani}^ In the second chapter of the third book of this

work there is a list of sixteen towns and countries famous in those

days for "
producing silk and other cloths.

" The names of all these

were taken down by Dr. Burnell and the Note has been found

among his papers and published by his coadjutor Sir Henry Yule,

Here Thdnaka is mentioned for its silk and other cloths along with

China, Mahachina, Avantiskshetra ( Ujjain ), Pandyadesha, ( Madura. )

Anitavata
( Anahilvad, Gujerdt), Mulasthana (Multan, ) Vangadesha

( Bengal) ete.^" That this " Thdnaka "
is no other than our Thana is

proved beyond doubt by the following facts gathered from Arab and

Portuguese writers. Abul Feda (1275—1331 A. C.) speaks of Tana
as celebrated for producing a kind of cloth called TandsV Later,
and in the days of its decline, the Portuguese historian De Barros

( 1523-1552 A. C.) says that it was in his time full of people who lived

by the silk trade and that it possessed a thousand silk looms,^® and
Dom Joao de Castro

(
A. C. 1541) informs us that it once provided

work for 900 gold cloth and 1200 plain cloth hand-looms."

But there is an older record still in which the same form occurs
with a very slight difference. In a Rashtrakuta record in the Dasa-

11. Bhandarkar, History of the Deccan, 255 ; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, 544> 548, 570.
12. Albiruni, India, tr. Sachau I. 199.
13. Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, 287.
14. Cunningham. Ancient Geography. 233 ; Albiruni I. 298.
15. Bhandarkar, Deccan 221

; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, 456.
16. Yule and Burnell ; Hobson-Jobson, ed. Crooke, S. V. Burnell, Classified Index of

Tanjore Palace Library, 141,
17. Yule, Marco Polo, ed. Cordier II. 396. Da Cunha, Bassein, 180.
18. Nairne, Konkan, 37, quoting Decadas VII, 224.
19. Bombay Gazetteer. XIV. 358.
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atara temple at Elura, Dantidurga ( 754 A. C. ) is said to have

subdued the Kings of Malwa, Liita and Tonka (4l?li).'° Lata is

of course South Gujarat from tlie Mahi or the Kim to the Daman-

gang^'^ and Tanka {l^h) is most probably another form of Thdnak
or Th^na which with the elision of tlie final ' K '

occurs later as Tana
in the Arab writers Mas'udi (913 A. C. )," Alberuni (970-1031) A
C.,)" Al Idrisi ( 12th Century )*• and Ibn Batuta ( 1342).'=

Well then, if TMnak is the modern Thdnci, the paragraph will

mean,
" On Roz Mahraspand Mah Shahrivar, Ashad Shud 5, Wednesday,

Samvat 1475, the Atashbeheram went to or was installed at Thana
during the Gahanbar. The Behedins and the Anjuman brought it

to Navsari after it had been taken from Sanjan to Bansda.
"

To me, this appears, in the present state of our knowledge, as the only
tenable construction. I know that the question is a difficult one
and I should be the first to welcome any other interpretation
which will fit in not only with the ordinary dictionary meaning of

the word but %vith the facts of Parsi history, but so long as no such

suggestion is forthcoming, I submit that this is deserving of careful

consideration-

Having settled the meaning of the words, let us now consider

their significance.

In the first place, then, if the Sanjdn Fire-temple was still at

Sanjan in lJi.19 A. C, it is manifest that not only Sir James Camp-
bell's theory of that town having been sacked and its Parsi

colony exterminated by AMuddin Khilji's Alafkhan or Ulughkhdn
between 1295 and 1315 AC. but all other theories, hypotheses and

conjectures which place that event before 1419 A. Care absolutely

untenable.

Secondly, we have here a confirmation from the testimony of

Dastur Hamjiar Ram Sanjana who was living in 1516 A, C,—five years

only after the death of Mahmud Begada,—of the fact asserted by

20. Bhandarkar, Deccan. 195; Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, 388.-9.

21. Fleet, ibid, 310.

22. Prairies d'Or. I. 330-1; Elliot and Dowson, I. 24.

23. India, tr. Sachau. I. 203,205,409.

24. Elliot and Dowson I. 89.

25. Yule, Marco Polo II. 396; Elliot and Dowson, III. 619.
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Bahman Kaikobad that after the sack, the sacred fire was taken to

Bdnsdd and thence brought to Navsdri. This testimony is all the

more valuable as it appears from the Genealogy ( Fihrist ) of the

Sanjana priests that this Dastiir Hamjiar's father Ram was actually

the son of Chhayan Sahiar himself,
^'^ one of the three priests express-

ly mentioned in the Kissah as the faithful guardians of the Iranshah

during the critical Bansdah period.

It is most unfortunate that we are not informed why the Fire of

Bahram was thus taken from Sanjan to Thana in 1419 A.C. We can

only indulge in conjectures of our own about the reason, and though
it may be hazardous to do so, intelligent surmises have their own uses

in history. Let us first of all inquire then, if the subsequent annals

of the Navsari Fire-temple cannot throw any light on the obscurity.

Now, we know that in the eighteenth century, the sacred fire had

during troublous times of tumult, invasion or Mahratta raids, to be

transported more than once to some place of safety for fear of dese-

cration, and we even possess contemporary memoranda of the jDriest-

hood having been driven to this course on at least three occasions

between 1733 A.C. and 1803 A.C. The Pdrsi Prakdsh records, on the

authority of a note in a Manuscript belonging to Mobed Ratanji

Hoshangji of Balsar, that the old Sanjan Iranshah had to be spirited

away one night in 1733 A. C. from Navsari to Surat on account of a

Pindara or Mahratta raid, and that the Sanj^n^ priests returned with

their sacred charge only after three years { 1736 A. C. ), when things
had quieted down. The same chronicler notes, under the events of

1776 A. C. from an old Fihrist of the Navsari Dar-i-Mihr, that the

Atash Behram then but recently consecrated at that town, had to be

carried off one night to Siirat and installed temporarily in Dadabhai

Manekji Sheth's Haveli on account of a great Mahratta incursion or

raid {^i£[ m^) in Navsari itself.
'*

Lastly, we learn from an entry in

a Miscellaneous Note-book of the late Dastur Erachji Sohrabji Meherji

Rana's, that in Samvat 1859 ( A.C. 1803), the Navsari fire had to seek

an asylum once more in Surat on account of some invasion or inroad,

and to be kept some where in the suburb of Rustampura.
3»

26 Dastur Jamaspji Sohrabji Mehrji Rana's Manuscript Genealogies of all the Athornans

in India and a Sanjand Fihrist {MS.) kindly procured for me by Mr. J. D. Bharda B. A.

27 Parsi Prakash, 0,33.
28 Parsi Prakash, 53-4, Note.

29 Navsari Dastur Meherji Rdnd Library, MS. F 53.

V
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Now, 1733, 1776 aud 1803 A. C. were all years of confusion and
disturbance in Gujrat. Pilaji Gaikwad Avas assassinated in the year
1732 A. C. at the instigation of the viceroy Abhoysingh

^° and Umabai
Dabhado and Daniaji GaikAvad, determined to take vengeance,
overran the province in the usual Mahratta fashion. 177(5 A. C. fell in

the First Mahratta Avar, and 1803 A. C. in the second great contest

of the sarue name. If Ave once suppose then that the Saiijan Fire

temple had, for some reason, to be temiwrarily removed to Thaua in

1419 A. C, Ave are at once led to iziquire if there Avas at the time in

the political condition of that part of the Northern Concan anj-thing

corresponding to the Gujrat disturbances of 1733, 1776 and 1803.

The Musulman chronicles of the Gujrat and Bahmaui dynasties
fail to give a satisfactory ansAver, but some light is forthcoming,

though not of the very clear or quite trustworthy sort from the

legendary annals of certain Hindu Castes Avhieh, though they received

scant notice in the last century from Mr. Nairne,*^ Dr. Gerson Da
Ciuiha^' and Sir James CampbelP^ have been recently taken more

seriously by Mr. Edwardes and Mr. Jackson.

It is not necessary for our jourpose to dAA^ell at any length on

these local legends AA^hich are very conflicting and hopelessly defective

in chronological accuracy. I shall therefore give the substance only,
to enable you to form your OAvn estimate of their Avortli.

In a Mahratti chronicle called the Bimhakhyan and elscAvhere

we are told that a Bimbraja or Bhimdeo established himself as ruler

of the North Concan and made the island of Mahim near Bombay
his capital about Shaka 1216 ( 1294 A. C. ) One account makes this Bimb
Raja a son of Ramdeo YadaA^a of Deogiri, another a Solanki prince
from Anahilvada, and the Palshikar Brahmans and others aver that

they came over Avith him from Paithan on the Godavary. But this

is not all.
"
Kanoj, Gorakhpur, Udaipur, Anahilvada, Champaner and

Paithana are each mentioned as his plaice of origin, and by their

very number lead one to infer that the traditionary tale of his

coming has been much embroidered. "^* This Bhimdeo is said to have
lived upto Shaka 1225 ( 1303 A. C. ) and to have been succeeded by his

30 Grant Dufi, History of the Marathas, I, 437.
31- History of the Konkan, 27.

32. Origin of Bombay, B. B. R. A. S. Journal, 1900 { Extra Number ), 34-7,
33- Bombay Gazetteer, XHI, Pt. I, 62-63.
34- Edwardes, Gazetteer ©f Bombay City and Island, II, 15,
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son Pratapbimb or Pratapsliah to whom moreover is credited the

erection of another Capital city named Pratappur ( Pardapur ) at

Marol in Salsette. Pratapshah, the son, is alleged to have been, after

a reign of 28 years, defeated and slain in 1331 A. C. by his brother

in-law, Nagardeo of Chaul, who is declared in his turn to have

succumbed in 1348 A. C. to Malik Niku, a Musulman invader from

Vadnagar in Gujerat. Ve7'y little indeed is knoion of the history of

the North Concan "
upto the establishment,

"
I am quoting from Mr.

Edwardes, " of the beneficent authority of the Gujrat Sultans. X X X

"During the reign of Sxdtan Ahmed of Gujerat, Malik-us- Sharq, a

Gujerat noble of renown was posted for some years at Mahim and,

in addition to instituting a pi-oper survey of the land, did a great deal

towards the improvement of the revenue system. A bout the same date

occurred the great rebellion of the Bhongles, the descendants of Bhim-

raja's Bhandari Sardars, Avho were men of considerable importance
and wealth. According to one account, the Bhongles excited disaffec-

tion among the subjects of the Ahmedabad monarch, and having

thereby seized the island of Mahim and its dependencies successfully

held them for eight years against Sultan Ahmed Shah. Others opine

that the rule of the Bhongles was of a longer period, but whatever

the duration of their supremacy may have been, it is tolerably certain

that the nature of their public actions could not have conduced to a

very firm establishment thereof. According to the Bimbdkhymi, these

Sirdars could not command the allegiance of a discontented people

among whom the ride of the Bhongles ivas synonymous tvith everything

false, disrderly and corrupt in the adtninistration of a Country."^^

But these traditions have not been permitted to stand alone. It

has been attempted to bolster them up by " three Persian documents"

which have been supposed to throw valuable light not only
on the history of the Island of Bombay, but extolled for providing
the true solution of the Sanjan question.

°°

These papers were printed for the first time in Mr Narayan
Vithal Vaidya's Mahratti history of " Deshastha Shukla Yajurvedi

Brahmans "
( 1884 ) and were referred to by Mr. EdAvardes in the

" Rise of Bombay
"

(
1900 ), but having subsequently, in close exa-

mination with Mr. A. M, T. Jackson, seen reasons to regard them as

spurious, no notice was taken of them in the later
" Gazetteer of the

35, Edwardes, Rise of Bombay, 24-5.

35. Times of India, 19-11-1912, Jame Jamshed, 23-4-1913.
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City of Bombay,
"

except in the following candid and cautionary
footnote. " Three Persian documents printed in Vaidya's Shukla

Yajurx^edi Bradhmnna are quoted in Edwardes' Rise of Bombay,
pp. 25-6, a? further proof of Bimb's ascendancy. But of those two
bear seals showing that they are copies made in A. H. 1124, while the

third bears date A. H. 819, A. D. 141(5, in the lirst year of the Bedar
Sultan Alauddin Ghazi, whereas the Deccanis did not occupy Mahim
tiU A. D. 1429."

^'

But there are stronger and much more conclusive reasons for

looking with sxispicion upon these papers. The first paper is said to be

a Firman or Persian Sanad reissued during the Musnlman regime of a

Ddnpatra given by Bimbraja to Purushottam Kavle, ^tt^S '^IM^I-

^^ 5^35n?fr ^R^cT ^^ ^^ l^cJe^TT ^Jn^rHt ^m^.
- The Musulman

sovereign who is said to have issued it is not even named, nor is the

year of reissue mentioned, and these defects are by themselves suffici-

ent to condemn the paper. But letting that alone, we find that in

the very first line, the date of Bimbraja's
"
Dan'patra is said to

have been "
28tli Zilhajjah, 708 Fasli, 1221 Hindi (Shaka)." Now it is

common knowledge that this Deccan Fasli year which is a modifica-

tion of the Hijri reckoning was first introduced into these parts only

in the time of Shah Jehau about 1637 A. C.
"^ How then is it possible

to look with anything but distrust on a paper in which it is

expressly mentioned, although it claims to have been executed in the

North Conean so early as 1299 A. C. and that also at a time w^hen

the Mahomedaus had scarcelj'- a footing in the district ? Moreover,

Raja Bimb is said in this paper to have jjitrchased the Sirdesai and

Sirdeshpandye Watan of certain villages from Chagunabai "vvidow of

Govind Mitkar for the sum of 24000 iJit/ais. (J^o). NowRiyals are

coins of Spanish or Portuguese origin which were no doubt current

dui'ing the Sixteenth and later 'centuries in these parts, but it is im-

possible to understand how they could have formed the general

Measure of value anj^vhere in India before the beginning of the

Sixteenth century. This statement about the 24000 Riyals given as

purchase money recurs in the other two Persian iiapers also.
**' It is

true that in the Mahratti versions, the word Hone is substituted by

37 Gazetteer of Bombay City and Island II, 17, Note:

38 Vaidya, Shukla Yajurvedi Brahmana, Appendix, p. i

39 Grant Duft, History of Mahrattas, I 106 ; Cowasji Patell's Chronology, 52.

40 Vaidya, Appendix, 23,38.
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the translator, and in one case the word Riy&l is inserted side by
side with Hone in brackets,

*^ but that cannot save the Persian

originals, every one of ivhich is branded with suspicion by this cir-

cumstance, in as much as they bear the dates 1299 A. C. (1221 Shaka,)

1414 A, C. (
817 A. H. ) and 1496 A. C. ( 901 A. H.)

*'
all dates anterior

to the year of the first advent of the Portuguese in India (1498 ).

The second paper is dated 817 A. H. ( 1414 A- C.) and is stamped

with the seals of four officials in which the words j^jU 4^jaJ I^
^^^h^.4>»

iS.A I A^ " First year of the reign of Sultan Alauddin Ghazi,'^
*'

stare every one who can read Persian in the face. Now this Alauddin

Bahmani [ the Second-] came to the throne only in 838 A. H. ( 1435

A. C. ) according to Ferishta.** And it is not Ferishta alone who

says so. The Burhan-i-Massir, another excellent chronicle of that

dynasty ( written 1604-1008 A. C.) which often differs from Ferishta,

is in complete accord with him on this point.
** The Tdbakat-i-Akhari

also has the identical year for the accession. *' But this is not all.

The numismatic evidence, which in all cases of doubt is invaluable,

tells exactly the same tale. Not a coin has been ever found of

Alauddin Shah II of an earlier date than 838 A. H.
(
1435 A. C. ) or of

a later date than 865 A. H, (
1461 A. C. )*® This discrepancy in a

matter of the greatest importance is absolutely fatal to the paper,

and it is therefore scarcely necessary to refer to another proof of

spuriousness, the use, namely, of the word "
Rupee

"
^^jj otvrhieh.

Abul Fazl explicitly says that "
it was first introduced in the time

of Sher Khan*' "
(1540-5 A. C. )

The third paper ( dated 901 A. H. 1496 A. C. ) contains, among
other things, some precious specimens of historical truth. The original

passage is such a jumble of fact and fiction, that it is scarcely
worth while to give an exact translation, but the substance is

briefly this. In the year 1208 Shaka ( 1286 A. C. ), Suryvanshi
Ramdeo Rana of Devgiri and his son Bimb'went to visit Sultan
Alauddin Badshah in the city of Bidar. Alauddin bestowed on

41 Ibid 4.

42 Ibid 21,24,38. In the translations, the date is said to be 1416 A. C, but this is an error.

43 Briggs, II, 417,421 Ferishta, Lucknow edition. I. 328.

44 King, Indian Antiquary, XXVIII 235.

45 Lucknow edition, 417—8.

46 Gibbs, Numismatic Chronicle, 1881, Pt. Ill 91. Codringron, Ibid, 1898, Pt II, 267;

Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, 301. H. Nelson Wright, Catalogue of the

Indian Museum, II 201. 47, Wilson, Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, S, V.;.

Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbarif Blochmann's tr. I 31.
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Bimb, tho title of Bimbsliah and callod Inm "Son." Next year,
however the Sultan was oiTeudod by soniothiiifj: that they had done,
took back Deogiri, and Kamdeo was put to death in Shaka 1210

( 1288 A. C). Now, there are in this paper at least three blunders so

gross about iccll knoivn facts as to make it all but worthless as an
authority for statements about matters unknown. If this Ramdeo
was the Yadava ruler of Deogiri and this Alauddin was the Khilji
Sultan of Delhi, (

as every body admits, ) hoAv could the father and
son have gone to Alauddin's Court, in 1286 A. C., nine years before
the date of his accession

( 1295 A. C. ) ? Then again, Deogiri .'is said

to have been taken next year, that is, eight years before Alaudin
became Sultan. Lastly, Ramdeo is said to have been put to death
in 1210 Shaka (1288 A. C), although all the Musulman historians

explicitly declare that he was alive in 1309 A. C.*' ( 709-10 A. H. )

The only conclusion is that these papers are not genuine,
and everything points to their having been tnanufactured in their

present fortn at least, at some time in the seventeenth or eighteenth

century, most probably about 1124 A, H.
( 1706 A. C. ) the Date

stamped on the seal ^of the Kazi Mahammad Kasim who is stated to

have certified them.

Those of you, gentlemen, who are acquainted with the recent

literature of the Saujau question cannot be ignorant that two out

of these "
original Persian documents " have been repeatedly cited

and their importance and significance for Parsi history magnified

by Mr. R. P. Kakaria. As some persons may find it difficult to

believe how Mr. Kakaria who is never weary of extolling his own
critical sagacity and turning up his nose at the credulity and

unreasoning faith of others could have swallowed these spurious

writings, I will quote his own words.
" All inquirers have assumed that the Sanjan Raja was under the

Hindoo ruler of Gujerat who had his capital at Patau, north of Ahmed-
abad. But Sanjan was then under the Hindu kingdom of Deogiri in

the Deccan, and it is to the annals of the Hindu and then Mahome-
dan Kings of the Deccan that we must look for some new light on
the episode of the Kisseh about the destruction of that town. " x X X

According to some original Persian documents dating from the

fifteenth century printed some years ago, this Bhimraja, on learning

48 Barni, Tdrkh-i-Firoz Shahi, Elliot and Dowson, III, 203, Amir Khusni,
T^rikk-i-Aldi. Ibid, 87. Ferishta. Briggs, I, 371.
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that his father Ramdeo was attacked by Alauddin Khilji in his

capital of Deogiri, the modern Daulatabad, proceeded southward from
his state of Oodeypore or Udwada and took possession of the narrow

strip of north Concan along the coast as far south as Bassein, Salsette

and Bombay. In one of these documents, dated 1496, that is already

during the reign of Begada, it is explicitly stated that Bhim
took Sanjan and built fortification walls, leaving there a garri-

son. * * * * As said above, we must look to Deccan history for

a likely answer. Among the documents already alluded to there is

one dated 1416 from which it appears that the North Concan in

which Sanjan lies was subject to the Bahmani Kings of the Deccan

in those days, and people carried their disputes to Bidur, the capital

of these kings to be finally adjudicated.
" *^

It is not at all difficult to see how explicitly and directly Mr.

Kakaria has relied upon these papers, nor to estimate the real value

of the light thrown by their means on the Sanjan question. It is

plain that they are the very props and pillars of his Bahmani theory
and it is on their strength that we have been asked to reject Bahman
Kaikobad's narrative of the Sack, and to pin our faith to a conjecture

about Mahammad Shah Bahmani having exterminated the Parsi

colony becaiise, forsooth, he is said to have once marched toivards

Navsari, fifty miles north of Sanjan, and to have "found the country

abounding in game." ! I

*^

It is not without reluctance that I have entered into this

discussion, but every historical inquirer has a duty to perform and it

is incumbent upon him to sound the note of warning to fellow

students, especially in a case like this, where six years after Mr.
Edwardes (who was the first to refer to them), had publicly declared

these papers to be sophisticated, they have once and again been held

up as incontrovertible proofs of a fanciful conjecture about one of the

most interesting events in the history of our people in this country.

The name of Mr. S. M. Edwardes has been so often mentioned

by me in this paper, that it is necessary to make public the following
letter if only in justice to that gentleman.

Bombay, i^th November ipij^

Dear Professor Hodivala,
In reference to our conversation yesterday, I think it only right

to say that the three documents which I quoted in my " Rise of

49 Times of India, ig-ii-igiz. See also Jdme Jamshed, 33-6, April 1913.
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Bombay" in 1901 as further proof of the ascendancy of Raja Bimb
were taken directfrom Vaidycis work. When six years later, I was

engaged in compiling the Bombay City Gazetteer, I asked the late

Mr. A. M. T. Jackson to write the Hindu period of the island's history,

and in connection with his note on the subject, we together discussed,

among other things, the authenticity and credibility of these three

Persian documents. Mr. Jackson was definitely of opi7iion that the

three documents were not reliable, and that they might have been

manufactured at a later date than that at which they purport to have

been drawn up. After hearing all he had to say—and he was a

critical scholar— I came to the conclusion that he was right and that

these Persian documents are not historical. In consequence, no mention

was made of them in the Gazetteer and Mr. Jackson, moreover,

inserted the footnote at page 17 of the second volume of the City

Gazetteer, which gives some of the reasons for rejecting their

authenticity. As you rightly point out, the use of the word "
Riyals"

is another reason for suspectitig their doubtful origin and for the

reasons given both by Mr. Jackson in 1906 and by yourself in our

conversation yesterday, I feel convinced that they cannot be relied

upon and that they are not authentic.

The History Chapter of the Bombay City Gazetteer gives briefly

all that we definitely know of Raja Bimb and the people of his age

and a good deal of our account of him is purely traditional. But

though definite proof is lacking, I feel certain that Raja Bimb did

rule over Mahim and that at a later date the Bhongles headed a revolt

against his successors.

Yours Sincerely,

S. M. EDWARDES

These papers disposed of, let us now turn once more to the tradi-

tional statements themselves and consider them on their own merits

without being prejudiced against them by any unwise attempt to

prop them up by "
original Persian documents "

so-called, of the thir-

teenth and fifteenth centuries.

It is not necessary for our purpose to enter into a detailed exa-

mination of the legends about Bimb Raja, concerning which all sort*
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of opinions have been held. '" The least unfavourable is that of the

most recent investigators, Mr. Edwardes and Mr. Jackson. "Yet
with all this conflict of testimony," we read in the Gazetteer of the

City of Bombay, " one must in the end accept the fact that a king
named Bimb ruled in Salsette about A. D. 1300, that he made Mahim
in Bombay his capital and granted various offices and rent-free lands

to his followers.
" " As for the point of greatest interest to us today,

the disturbed condition of the Northern Concan about 1419 A. C, Mr.

Edwardes is confident that " some revolt against Mahomedan rule in

which the Bhandaris played a leading part about the end of the

fourteenth century resulted in the temporary eclipse of the overlord-

ship of the Ahmedabad Sultans."

The traditional accounts of the Bhongle revolt may or 7iot be

inexact accordance with fact. Some say that it took place in 1356

A. C." Others place it at a later period, sometime, that is, after 1411

A. C, the date of the accession of Sultan Ahmedshah of Gujarat

against whom they believe it to have been raised. Some declare

that it lasted for eight years, others that it was of longer dura-
tion.*^ Some are positive that it was the work of Nathrao Bhongle,
others believe some of his descendants to have been the leaders.'*

But the tales of their "
false, disorderly and corrupt

"
administration

and all the other incidental references, point to a period of general
disorder and migovernment due to the absence of a central authority.
There is therefore, nothing improbable in the supposition that when
the district around Sanjan ivas a prey to the conflicting claims of two
rival Musulman powers and the local Hindu chieftains,

^^ the Parsi

priests were compelled by the actual or apprehended violence of some
local tyrant or powerful invader, to fly with their most'precious posse-

50 Nairne, (Konkan, 27 ) says, "it seems scarcely worth while to try to connect these

legends with real history, when there is nothing to enable us to advance beyond the region of

conjecture.
"

Sir J, Campbell { Bombay Gazetteer, XIII, Pt i, 62) thinks
"
the correctness of

the story is doubtful
" and calls Bhim "the legettdary King of Mahim" ( XIV, 344). Dr,

Gerson da Cunha
( Origin of Bombay, 34 ) opines that " with two exceptions, there is little

that is worth recording about him "[ Bimb ] and that "the Hindu period of the history of

Bombay is thoroughly confused in names, dates and facts," ( ib, 35 ).

51 Gazetteer of the City of Bombay, II, 20.

52 S. M. Nayak, History of'the Parbhus, 61.

53 Edwardes, Rise of Bombay, 24-5, Gazetteer, II, 20. 54 Ibid.

55 A_ land-grant stone dated Shaka 1354 ( 1432 A. C. ) of a Hindu chief with s

Devanagari inscription has been found in Sanjan itself. Bombay Gazetteer, XIV, 303 ;

XIII. ii. 441 note. Another dated Shaka 1273, (1351 A. C.) has been found at Sonavli, ib. 314.

H
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ssion, the Fire of Bahrain, from the iiufortified township of Sanjan to

the stronghold of Thaua, defensible as it was both by sea and land.

And here I may bo permitted to invite your attention to a

passage in the Kissch-i-SaiiJaii, which has always struck me as enig-

matical, and of which no one so far as I know, has yet perceived the

histoincal significance. I venture to think, however, that in the light

of the above explanation, it can be used to elucidate and be itself eluci-

dated by this most interesting memorandum. After relating that

the refugees from Diu stayed 300 years in Sanjan and continued for

another 200 years to spread into the various Gujarat towns, (Navsari,

Broach, Cambay, Auklesar, Variav and Vankaner ), Bahman Kaiko-

bad says.

66 ^f /i jt^Jj oU-T ^5* j^J
A^'^t j_jj^j j^JjJU t^

ji^yt
I^J'^

" In those days, the decree of fate fell upon the families of the

Dasturs who abode in the town of Sanjan : I do not know what be-

came of thof'e Dasturs [ or where they went ]. There was a Dastur

then, virtuous, of good intentions and eloquent; the name of that

Dastur was Khushmast and his steps were always in the waj'-s of good-
ness. His son's name was Khujastah and he delighted m performing
the Baj and Barsam ceremonies, x X x When some years had passed
over him, the heavens became untoward in this manner. "

( Mahmud
Begada heard of the Raja of Sanjan &c. ),

What then was this " decree of fate,
"

this t^aJ
^^a, which befell

the Dasturs of Sanjan a few years before the reign of Mahmud
Begada (

1459-1511 A. C. ) ? May it not be that this calamity of which.

Bahman speaks so darkly and of the nature of which he candidly con-

fesses his ignorance, was connected in some way with this event, this

very migration of the sacred fire to Thaua of which not only the Parsi

date but the Hindu Tithi, unlike that of any other event save one

in our early history, has been carefully recorded and preserved ? It

goes without saying that the event itself of which the date was so

56 M. R. Unwalla's lithographed text of Darab Hormazdyar's Rewayet, II, 349.
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meticulously noted down, must have been an important and memo-
rable one, though the actual circumstances have been blotted out of

the popular memory. All the same, Bahman's expressions show that

there was a faint but distinct recollection in his day of some great

calamity in which the priestly families who were the guardians of

the Iranshah had been especially involved. The blow had fallen

most heavily upon the sacredotal order and the memorandum before

us points in the same direction, in as much as it records the date on
which they were obliged to fly for their lives with their sacred

charge to Thana.

We may take it then that disorder and niisgovernment, if

not actual anarchy prevailed in the North Concan during some

years immediately preceding the permanent establishment of the

supremacy of the Gtijarat Stdtans in the district. Fortunately, it is

possible to predicate the exact date of that event from the

Musulman historians. We have the explicit declaration of the

Tabcikdt-i-Akbari, that after a good deal of fighting near Thana and
Mahim between the Gujaratis and the Bahmanis, the entire district

was incorporated into his dominions by Sultan Ahmed Shah I of

Gujarat, ( the grandfather of the Begada) in 1430-1431 A. C,^^ A study
of the original authorities shows that between the decline of the

Tughlak power in the last decade of the fourteenth Century and
the establishment of the Gujarat overlordship, the North Concan
became a happy hunting-ground for the old Hindu Nayales and chief-

tains tvho attempted to reassert their hereditary sway over these

parts.
^^ These last acknowledged or repudiated, according to circum-

stances, the overlordship of the Gujarat or Bahmani rulers who were
each struggling for the sole dominion in the district and between
whom the Northern Concan was torn by internecine conflict until

the qtiestion was finally settled by the repeated defeats of the

Bahmani forces both by sea and land in 1430-31.

57 Lucknow edition, 459. Bayley, Gujarat, 1 16-8. Briggs, Ferishta, IV ,28-30. Text,

Lucknow edition, II, 188.

58 There was a Hindu Rai in INIahim whose daughter was married to Fatah KFian,

son of Sultan Ahmed Shah, about 1432 A. C. ( Bayley, Gujarat, 116 note, 120 ; Tabakat-i-

Akbari, Lucknow edition, 460. See also Briggs, IV, 28 Ferishta, and Lucknow Text, I, 327,

where there is an explicit reference to numerous Hindu 7?a;a^ having become masters of tlie

Northern Konkan.
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Permit me now to siim up the results, such as they are, for want

of r)iore satisfactory evidence^ of this inquiry.

First then, it is practically certain that Roz 29, Mah 6, Ashad
Shud 5, Wednesday 1475 Vikram Samvat is not the date of the

installation of the Sanjan fire at Navsari, but of some other event.

Secondly, if the Sanjan fire was still at Sanjan in 1475 Samvat

(1419 A. C), it necessarily follows that the Parsi colony had not been

sacked, nor the inhabitants '"

killed, enslaved and driven into the

liills
"
by Alauddin Khilji's viceroy Alafkhan or Ulugh Khan.

Thirdly, if this entry can be traced to a statement in the hand-

writing of Dastur Hamjiar Ram, a grandson of Chhayan Sahiyar

himself, we have in it a remarkable confirmation by an almost con-

temporary witness of that part of Bahman's account which relates

to the Bansdah episode.

Let me also mention some other probable or conjectural conclu-

siotis which I regard as interestiiig s2)eculatio7is, but which I shall hold

myself in readiness to modify or reject altogether for any good
reasons that may be forthcoming. They are,

1. That the sacred fire had, for some reason, to be removed to

Thana during the Paitishahm Gahambar of Vikram Samvat 1475.

( Roz 29-6, Ashad Shud 5, Wednesday ), and that the flight was
probably due to some invasion or raid or act of violence.

2. That the Northern Konkan in which Sanjan is situated was,
during the forty years which intervened between the decline of the

Tughlak power ( CtVca 1390 A, C. ) and the conquest of Tliana and
Mahim by Ahmed Shah Gujarati in 1430-31 A. C, a prey to anarchy and
disorder on account of the rival claims of the Bahmanis and the

Gujaratis ;
and that advantage was taken of this state of things by

the local Hindxi Chieftains among whom the so-called Bhongle
Sardars who are said by tradition to have raised a revolt against
the Musulmans may perhaps be included.

3. That while the district of Sanjan was in this unsettled state^

the Parsi priests, who were neither Hindus nor Mahomedans and had
reason to apprehend the hostility of both the warring factions, were
overtaken by some great disaster which seemed to them like a
" decree of fate

" and that this calamity, in which many Parsi priests

perished in some manner unknown, was perhaps identical with the

flight to Thana of which the date is here recorded.



THE SACK OF SANJAN.

i A paper read before the Society for the Prosecution of Zoroastrian

Research on 11th October, 1913.)

'TpHE Sack of Sanjaii may with triitli be called the standing
*

puzzle of Parsi History. The poetical account of Bahman
Kaikobad Sanjana is well-known to the general reader, has been

frequently the theme of animated discussion in our periodical

literature, and European as well as Parsi scholars have during

the last eighty years been strenuously endeavouring to find some

extraneous confirmation of Bahman's narrative. So early as 1831,

Dastur Framji Aspandiarji Rabadi^ offered the suggestion that the

Parsi colony of Sanjan must have been exterminated about the year

1507, A. C, in which Mahmud Begada is said by his historians to have

led his forces against the Portuguese and to have halted at Damaun

on his way to Bassein and Mahim." Thirteen years later, Dr. John

Wilson lent the weight of his name to an exactly similar supposition

in a note appended to Eastwick's English translation of the Kisseh-

i-Sanjan^ and Mr. Dosabhai Framji submissively followed the

Doctor in his History of the Parsis*. The first note of dissent

was not sounded until twenty years later, when Mr. Bahmanji

Behramji Patell pointed out that Alfkhan, the general of Mahmud
who must, according to the supposition of the Doctor and the Dastur,

have sacked Sanjan about 1507 A. C. was stated by the Musulman

annalists of the reign to have rebelled against his master in 1494 A. C,

and died in 1496 A. C. At the same time, Mr. Bahmanji declared that

1. Hddisdn&mah, 122,199 notes.

2. Mirat-i-Sikandari, Litho. Text
( Bombay, 1831 ), 126. Fiizlulldli Lutfullah's Trans; 75:

Tarikh-i-Ferishta, ( Lucknow Text.), II. 204.

3. B. B. R. A. S. Journal, I. 182, note.

.4. Aistory of the Parsis, First Edition, ( 1858), 16.
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all othei attempts to trace auy reference to the invasion of Sanjau by

the Begada's battalions in the Moslem chronicles had been hitherto

attended witli no success, though of course, it was i^ossible that a

minor expedition against a small township under one of the Sultan's

lieutenants might not have been thought Avorthy of notice by his

historians. He concluded Avith the pronouncement that "
looking to

the surrounding circumstances"—a conveniently vague phrase which

might mean anj'thing and everything and also nothing at all—the

destruction of the toAvu must have taken place within the first ten

years of Mahmud's accession, i. e., between 1459 and 1469 A, C
Dissatisfied with all this guess-work, the comj)iler of the Bombay
Gazetteer went off at a tangent in another direction altogether and

opined that the Mahmiid Shah of the Kisseh was not Mahmud

Begada at all, because, in the first place,
"
all authorities were agreed"

that after long wandermgs, the Sanjau fire was brought to Navsari

early in the fifteenth century ( 1419 )," and because, in the second,
" the

completeness of Alp Khan's conquest of Gujarat left little doubt that

Sanjan fell to his arms." ' Sir James Campbell's high authority and

the official imprimatur have contributed not a little to secure

for this view a few adherents among our own jieople and

Mr. Dosabliai Framji,'' Mr. Pallouji B. Desai ^ and some others also for

whom the reversal of popular verdicts possesses a strange sort of

attraction have followed his lead.

5. fcirsi Prakash, 5 note.

6. There is no such agreement. On the contrary, ahnost all Parsi writers now recog-

nise the impossibility of reconciling the date with well-ascertained historical facts.

Parsi Prakash, 5, note : J- T- Mody, A Few Events in the Early History of the

Parsis, 53-61.

7. Bombay Gazetteer, XlII, Part i. 250. note. The conquest was so far from being

complete that the Konkan is not so much as mentioned in any of the Musulman
histories of the period. I hope to examine the whole question and the wiwarra7i/ea

assztmptions on which this opinion is based in another paper.

8. Ilistorj' of the Parsis, ( Second Edition), I. 43.

9. Tdrikhi-ShaMn-i-lran, II. 394-399.
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It is easy to see that tlie problem that we have to solve is merely
this : To find in the authentic annals of the Gujarat dynasty some

mention of an invasion of the district of Sanjan or some place or

places in its immediate vicinity by the armies of Mahmiid Begada
and under a commander named Alf or Ulugh Khan

; or, failing an

express reference to Alfkhan or Ulugh Khan as general, some proofs

of a person so called having occupied a position of trust and import-

ance in the reign of that Sultan. We have seen the solution put
forward with no little hesitation by Dastur Framji Rabadi and Dr.

Wilson. We have also noticed that the Compiler of the Gazetteer

finding an Ulugh Khan and an Alf Khan mentioned, the one as

conqueror, (1295-1297 A. C.
)
and the other as viceroy (

1300-1315 A. C. )

of Gujarat under Alauddin Kliilji, cut the knot by supposing that

Bahman, while correctly informed as to the name of the lieutenant

Tvas mistaken about the personality of the sovereign, and muddled

up two names so easily distinguishable, at least by a Persian scholar,

as Alauddin Mahammad Khilji and Nasiruddin Mahmiid Begada.^'*

In 1905, Mr. (now Dr.) Jivanji J. Mody appeared upon the scene,

and examined the cxuestion in an elaborate paper in which he pointed

out that an Alf Khan was governor of Morasa under Mahmud, that

he rebelled against his sovereign in 1494 A. C, was pardoned and

again taken into favour, but consigned soon afterwards for a wanton

murder to prison, where he died either in the course of nature or by
poison in 1496 A. C. (901 A. H.). We have seen that Mr. Bahmanji
Patell had shoivn long before that Alf Khan was a distinguished

officer of Mahmud's and had made his rebellion the basis of an argu-
ment against the Hadxsanamah suggestion. The ncAv thing in

Ervad Jivanji's paper was the attempt to put forward the date 1490

A C. for the Sack, and suppose it to have been the work of an army
sent in 895 A. H. ( 1490 A. C. ) by Sultan " Mahmud against Dabhol

near Ratnagiri, where Bahadur Gilani was carrying on piracy."
^^

In support of this conjecture, Ervad Jivanji quoted the following

two sentences from the Mirat-i-Sikandari.

" When the land army reached Agahi (Agasi) and Basai (Bassein)

on the borders of Gujarat and the Dakliin, the regents for Sultan

10. European scholars unacquainted with Persian often mix up Mahammad and

Mahiinid, two names really so dift'erent that a writer like Bahman would be as far from

confounding the one with the other as an Englishman from jumbling up John and fames.

11. A Few Events in the Early History of the Parsis, 42-3.
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Itfahitmd Balimani reflected, that Sultan Mahniud Gujarati had been
a patron to their Kings. + + + A lettt-r was sent to Sultan Mahmud
Gujarati, stivtiug that the armies of the Dakhin were his faithful

friends but they required that he would give orders that his army
should stop where it was, as tlio punishment of Bahadiu" appertained
to them. " »»

To the above, the Shams-ul-Ulama appended the following
comments of his own.

" We see then that in about 1490 A. D., Sultan Mahnmd's army
7iad covie up to Bassein. aSo it appears that it was at this time, i. e.,

1490 A.D. that Alaf Khan, one of Sultan Mahmud's officers, viay have

attacked Sanjan which w^as on ilie way of the 'inarch of his army to

Bassein."^^

I am afraid that Ervad Jivanji has, by laying undue stress upon
the inadequate account of the transaction in the Mirat-i-Sikandari
" shunted the car of inquiry on to the wrong line." Indeed, that

account is so very meagre and unsatisfactory as to have constrained Sir

E. C. Bayley, its translator, to declare in a note that "
it slurs over

the disagreeable part of the narative."^* But taking both the sentences

relied upon by Ervad Jivanji, and interpreting them most favourably,

it is imi^ossible not to perceive that not a tvord, is said therein about

any conquests made by the land army or of any military ojDerations

undertaken by it. All that is implied is that it reached Agahi and

Bassein and did not advance further, because the Bahmani ministers,

imder.«tanding the gravity of the situation, determined to be before-

hand with Mahmud and took prompt measures to quell the disturb-

ance themselves, lest the powerful Gujarat monarch should make it

a iDretext for armed inteiference and invasion of their territory.

But let us see now if the Mirat-i-Sikandari itself can tell us anything
more about the incident. Here are some important lines not quoted

by Ervad Jivanji.

" The Sultan was enraged at hearing of these proceedings,

[Bahadur Gilani's piratical attacks on the ports of Gujarat]. He sent

12. A Few Events in the Early Tlistory of the Parsis, 42-3.

13. Ibid, 43.

14. Bayley, History of Gujarat, 219, note. He has consequently thought it his duty to

supplement it from other sources.
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Malik Sarang Kiivani-id-Mulk with a large army and fighting

elephants against Dabhol by land, and by sea he sent three hundred

ships filled with armed men and furnished with guns and muskets. + + + .

In the end, the whole army of the Dakhin marched against

Bahadur. He offered battle, was defeated, taken alive, and his head

was cut off and sent to Sultan Mahmud Bahmani, who apprised

Mahmud Gujarati of the fact and that King withdrew his army."^*

You will note that his own authority, the Mirat, explicitly declares

the leader of the land army to have been not ilie Turk Alf Khan ^°

but Malik Sarang Kiwam-ul-Mulk, of whom the Mirat tells us in

another place that he was a converted Rajput slave who rose to high
office under Sultan Mahmud and founded the suburb of Sarangpur
which still exists near Ahmedabad.^^

So far as to the " Sikandari ". Let '^us go farther afield and

examine the fuller narratives of the Tarikh-i-Ferishta and the

Tabakat-i-Akbari, in each of which works there are two accovmts of

the affair, one in the section devoted by each to the Bahmanis,^^ and

the other set apart for the chronicle of the Gujarat Sultanate.^" It is

not at all necessary to reproduce the tedious details of the operations

against Bahadur and I will quote here only the shorter of the two
accounts in Ferishta and supplement it with the accurate and

impartial summary of the events prepared by Sir Edward C. Bayley
from these two authorities.

" In the year 900 H, one Bahadur Geelany, an officer of the

Deccany Government, having revolted from his master, collected a

force consisting of from ten to twelve thousand men, and also a fleet

with which he not only seized on the jjorts of Goa and Dabul, but

went so far as to lay hands on some Quzerat vessels trading along

the coast. lie afterwards landed, and took possession of the island

of Mahim giving up the town to plunder. On information of this

15 Bayley's Translation, History of Gujarat, 219. For the original Persian, See Mirat,

Bombay Litho. Text ( 1831 ), 124.

16 His father Alauddin Sohrab is called a Turk by Ferishta, ( Lucknow Text ), H.

191 ; Briggs. IV. 37.

17 Aiirat-i-Sikandari, Text, I43, Bayley, Gujarat, 238.

18 Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Lucknow Text, I, 368-71, Briggs, H, 539-544. Tabahat-i-Akbari,

Lucknow Text, 432-436.

19 Fefishta, Text, II, 203. Briggs, IV, 71-2. Tabakat-i-Akbari, lb. 478-9.
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event tlie admiral Safdar-uI-MooIk was sent to MiUiim by sea and
Koiravi-ul-uMooIk marched with a force by h\ud. The fleet experien-
ced a heavy gale olT the port, in whieli most of the vessels were
stranded : on Avhich occasion the enemy came down to the beach
and massacred the ci*ews as they Avere washed ashore. The admiral

himself was taken prisoner, and all the fleet fell into the enemy's
hands. Kowam-nl-Moolk hearing of this disaster, on his arrival near

Mahim, sent a messenger to the King and halted till further orders.

Mahmood Shah now deputed an envoy to the King of the Deccan

complaining of the outrage committed by Bahadiu* Geelany, and that

monarch, marching against the rebel, ( notAvithstanding a disaffec-

tion of the nobles of his Court ), seized his person and caused him to

be executed: and Sufdur-ul-Moolk, the Guzerat admiral, was released

from prison and the fleet of the late Bahadur Geelany which fell in-

to the hands of the King of the Deccan was delivered over to the

admiral's charge." ( Briggs, Fcrishta, IV, 71-2 ).

Sir Edward Bayley writes :

"The Tdbakcit places the Gujarat expedition against him

[ Bahadur ] in 895 [ A. h. ] which seems to agree with the facts stated

in the context, but while the author of the Mirat-i-Sikandari slurs

over the disagreeable part of the narrative, it is given both by
Ferishtah and the Tahakat-i-Akbari at fvill length. Practically they
both concur in saying that there were two expeditions from Gujarat;
the first under Kamal Khan and Safdar Khan according to the

Tabakat-i-Akbari; under Safdar Khan alone according to Ferishtah ;

the other under Kiwam-ul-Mulk. According to the Tabitkat-'l-Akbari

the fleet was under Safdar-ul-Mulk and was wrecked. Kamal Khan
whose force was small Avas amused by Bahadur Gilaui with offers of

submission and then suddenly attacked, and after a very bloody
battle defeated, both leaders being Avounded and taken prisoners.

According to the account of the Tabakat-i-Akbari, (Avhich seems the

most probable story ), Kiwam-ul-Mulk's army was not sent off till

the news of this defeat reached Mahmud Bigarha. What passed then

is not quite clear, though apparentfy KiAvam-ul-Mulk considered it

inexpedient to attack without aid from the Dakhin. On this

Mahmud sent an ambassador to the Bahmani Court, and on receiv-

ing the formal complaint of the Gujarat king, the Bahmani Go-

vernment was roused to A'igorous action, which seems to have been

necessary, as Bahadur aspired to independent sovereignty. The
result Avas a long compaign or series of campaigns, related at great
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length by Ferishtali and also by the Tahakat-i-Akbari, which resulted

in the death of Bahadur and the release of Safdar-ul-Mulk, to whom
according to Ferishtah, Bahadur's fleet was made over on his release."

( Gujarat, 219, note ).

A glance at these passages is sufficient to convince any one

that on this occasion, the arms of Mahmud instead of being covered

with glory or crowned with conquest were overtaken by disaster

and disgrace. The fleet was wrecked, the land army was out-ma-

noeuvred and put to the rovit, the admiral (and according to the

Tdbakat, the general also )

'° taken prisoner and the reinforcements

despatched to the front reduced to a condition of inglorious in-

activity by the skilful diplomacy of the Bahmani ministers. A cursory

perusal of the longer narratives in the Bahmani sections of our

authorities further shows that the theatre of war on this occasion

was not anywhere in the neighbourhood of Sanjan, but in the

Southern Mahratta country, round Jamkhandi, Mirach, Kohlapore,

and Panhalla ( all of which are expressly named ) and that nothing

of any note took 'place ivithin a hundred miles of Sanjan.
^^

Such are the difficulties in the way of our accepting Ervad Jivanji's

main proposition. There are others which are connected with its

corollary, viz., the date he assigns to the arrival of the Sanjan
Iranshah at Navsari. He supposes Sanjan to have been sacked

in 1490 A. C, and accepting without reserve, the figures given

by Baliman, he holds that after twelve years' wanderings in

the Bahrot hills, and fourteen years' stay at Bansdah, the sacred fire

found a home at Navsari in 1516 ( 1490 + 12-^14 ) A. C, 885 A. Y. '^^

It is common knowledge that there are two traditional dates for this

last event, 785 A Y., 1416 A. C. and 788 A. Y., 1419 A. C. Ervad Mody
proposes in the hope of deriving some support for his own conjectural

date, to amend the former to 885 A. Y. on the supjoosition that a ' 7
'

has on account of the blundering carelessness of some copyist

usurped the place of an ' 8 ".'* Now it is admitted on all hands, and the

Shams-ul-Ulama also maintains, that it was Changa Asa avIio took the

most prominent part in inducing the Sanjanas and Bhagarias to

20 Briggs, II, 539-544. Tabakat-i-Akbari, ( Lucknow Text ), 432-436. In the Bahmani

chapter, Ferishta states that the general Kiwam-ul-Mulk also had been captured by Bahadur

and that he was released with the admiral Safdar-ul-Mulk on Bahadur's death. Text, I, 371-

21 A Few Events, 49.

22 Ibid, 62.
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compromise theii' differeuces and establish the Iranshah at Navsari.*'

The question therefore is, was Changa alive in 1510 ? Ervad Mody him-

self ack)iOAvledges that he was dead in 1520 A. C, because in a deed of

gift to Ranu Jaisang of Samvat 1570 ( 1520 A. C), the signature of his

son Manek Changa is found at the top instead of his own. '^* It is

further certain that the first Revayet of Nariman Hoshang of 1478 A.C.

was addressed to him, and his name occurs in the superscription of

anotlier letter brought by four Persian Zoroastrians in 1511 A. C. '*

Puither we cannot go, and there is every reason to believe that Changa
was not alive in 1516 A, C. 1 possess a copy of the Revayet of Eehdin

Jasa, of which I give below the address, as'it has not been hitherto

publisfied.

The Navsari names which occur immediately after the usual

preface are

Behdiu Manek Changa, Dastur Nagoj Asdin, Dastur Jaisang

Dada, Dastur Pahlan Annan, Dastur Khurshed Wacha, Dastur

Chacha Wacha, Dastur Asa Dahian, Dastur Hira Dada, Dastur Asa

Rustam, Dastur Bahram Rustam, Dastur Nagoj Rustam, Dastur Rana
Jaisang, Dastur Wacha Jaisang, Dastur Chanda Pahlan, Dastur
Mahiar Asa, Dastur Chayyan Asdin Saujana, Dastur Dhanpal
Jaisang Sanjana, Dastur Hormazyar Ram Sanjana, Dastur Bahram
Khurshed Sanjana, and Behdin Kamdin Tabib ( Physician ), Behdin
Asdin Mehervan, Behdiu Dahian Rana, the nephew of Changa Shah,
Behdin Asa (son of) Behram the son of Cli^nga, Behdin Rana
Jamasp, and Behdin Manek Behram.

The names of the notables of Surat, Anklesar, Broach and
Cambay tlien follow.

The date occurs at the end where there is a long list of the
Iranians who subscribed to the document.

JL ^'j' iU ^jL? ijj
j,j jSA ^jJlJ^j j ufjl^

'^ij'H "^^j^

23 Kisseh-i-Sanjati, M. R. Unwalla's Litho. Text of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet,
n. 353-4-

24 A Few Events, 58.

25 Parsi Prakash, 6-7, and Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet, II, 379, 380, 391.
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" Finished with blessings, pleasure and gladness on the day Daipa-

dar, month Aban, 885 of the year of the Emperor Yazdagird, the

son of Khusru, son of Hormazd." "

It will be seen that the name of Manek Changa, the son. occupies

here also the place of honour instead of that of his father and that

the name of Khurshed Kamdin, the Sanjana patriarch which occurs

in the earlier Revayets of 1486 and 1511 A. C.
"

is also conspicuous

hy its absence. This double omission appears to me too significant to

be accidental, and can lead to but one conclusion, viz., that both these

worthies had been by death prevented from being the signatories

of the letter to which the Revayet of Jasa was the Iranian reply,

that is both of them had been gathered to their fathers a year at

least before Roz Depadar Mah Aban 885 A. Y., ( 1516 A. C. ), the

date of the letter of the Persian Zoroastrians."

Another point which goes decidedly against Ervad Jivanji's surmise

deserves careful consideration. If Sanjan was not abandoned by the

Parsi Colony before 1490 A. C, if it had a Zoroastrian community
numbering between five and six thousand souls, ( for such must have

been its strength if it was able to furnish fourteen hundred adult

males to the Raja's army ) and if that community was, moreover,

the custodian of the Sacred fire, it is difficult to understand why no
notice whatever is taken of such an important congregation of the

Faithful in the two Revayets of Nariman Hushang which are both

anterior to 1490 A, C. The omission becomes almost inexplicable

when it is borne in mind that the smaller colonies of Anklesar

Broach and even Cambay are more than once explicitly mentioned.''*

26 This manuscript contains a number of Revayets and was written by Mahrnush
Kaikubad in A. Y. 1022, Roz Astad, Mah Adar ( 1653 A. C. ), according to a colophon on

Folio 208 a. The names and the date of the Revayet itself are on Folio 97 b, and 133 a.

respectively.

27 Farsi Prahash, 6-7 : M. R, Unwalla's Litho. Text of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet,
II. 383, 391-

28 The question is definilely settled agai7ist E}~vad Mody by the explicit reference to

the Navsari Atashbeheram in Nariman Hoshang's Revayet of i486 A. C. ( 855 A. Y. ) ;

See Darab Hormazdyar's autograph MS. of the Revayets in the Bombay University Library,
Folio 176 a.

29 M. R. Unwalla's Litho. Text of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet, II, 378-380. Hushang
Ramyar of Broach and Herbad Homan of Anklesar are especially mentioned as if they were

the leaders of the Parsi Communities of those towns. Surat and Cambay also are spoken of

as centres of Parsi population. Ibid. H, 379.
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The onJIy conclusion then is that the 1499 date cannot stand and

that the Parsis of Sanjan were driven from their homos and hearths

some time before and not after 147S A. C. the date of the first

Revayet.

But if Ervad Jivanji's conjecture is no more tenable than others

which have gone before, are we to despair of ever finding a reasonably

satisfactory solution of the puzzle? By no means. I beg to offer

for the candid consideration of my fellow-students a theory which
first occurred to me about ten years ago in the course of my study
of the Niunismatic history of the Gujarat dynasty in the original

authorities. Let me plaee the passages themselves before you.

fc^juL .j_j «ji-«:l ^,jO
cil5 \\ .J I) /*li J t>^ a'^J^ ^^-y^ /»^^j*

c:-.jli IV) I Ij iJ.-ci (_^olo ,jJv^^ Jk«jI> , -.^oC^x ,J « i S^JlS L^Xh .-.

c> JjJ i*"*^ Ur*« j^ ^^^. y^^-^ '^ji'*'*^^ ^) (j^->- '-^j^*^ ('^^.t?) "-^^-i*^ Jw«

U?!^ jjj
iXAi- ^U^ ^J_.

^^ t-J;*ai^ ^jj li^^^*^^ (J-^'j^ U^^^
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^\ Hi^J c:jjU ^/o.5_j ^^V-' "^'^ ^--'l-?^ S^^^ fjz ^^^/^^(j*^^

^ JUJJ ^l^ <^'^. '-^^«»^ j^^ ^'^j^ J^j-)^-*) y^h.:>-\^ i\x^
S^jJ-*'

J^J ^:;U^ \) y^2 SJ^-A^ «j)^jT JLjj' ^j ^Aii ^li UU^ii^ Jlxxijl

c::^*J.>.
\j ^^ij-^ jJjk^I j-n-^A^j

j_5^^y ^-31^ ^ •^Ij j^'^-* u^?"

^V t:^;*^ >>^-^ J "^JJ^. -^^ J^ iji^^ ^^J^^ djAS\^ y^liaL ^
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/// / / «

>^1^ *Lui^t^
-UflJU l^^r-U aUiJ l^isuil i>s^lt J*-» U.

" In the year 869 A. H., Sultan Mahmud started with a large army
in the direction of the fort of Bdtvard and the port of Dun [ or

Dawan ] which are situated between Gujarat and the Konkan. The
ruler of that district fought many battles and having been defeated

on every occasion begged for quarter out of helplessness. He then

paid his respects to the Sultan and surrendered the castle and his terri-

tory to the Moslem forces. The fortress of Bddar* is an extraordi-

nary fort. In altitmde its top reaches the skies and in strength it

* This shows that Ferishta read the name Eadar
jO^i

in as much as he

makes it rhyme herewith .jU 'extraordinary. The 4) is easily mistaken for a . in Persian

manusciipts. It may be also noticed that in the Bombay and Lueknow texts, the other

name is Ih'm or Dawan
( ^j,. J )

not ' Doora' as in Briggs.
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rivals the ivall of Alexander. It had not upto that time fallen into

the hands of the Musalmans, and confident in its strength, the Raj^ of

the district of Dun [ Dawan ], vinder which are a thousand villages

had filled with the wind of arrogance the palace of his brain and

brought together a large army and great treasures. A body of men
of the nature of demons and of the temper of fiends were kept

employed by him and posted on the roads for plundering travellers

and way-farers. ( Verse ).

" He entrusted the roads to rogues

[ so sharp ] that they could carry away your nose from between

your eyes.
" The Sultan took possession of his treasures and buried

hoards and a few days afterwards honoured the king with a dress

of honour and a girdle and sword of gold. He bestowed the castle

and the territory also upon him and returned to Ahmedabad with

an enormous booty." Tarikh-i Ferishta, ( Bombay edition, Vol IL

385-6 ).

" Two years afterwards ( 869 ), Mahmood Shah marched with a

large army towards Bdvur, an extraordinary hill fort considered

impregnable by the inhabitants. From thence he proceeded to

Doora and Purnalla, places situated between Concan and Guzerat

and defeated the infidels in several actions; and the Raja was

obliged to give up his forts, and to throw himself on the mercy of

the Mahomedan conqueror who after having obtained from him a

large sum of money, restored his country into his hands "—Briggs
'

Translation of Ferishta, IV, 51.

" In the year 869 A. H. [ A. C. 1465 ], it was reported to Sultan

Mahmud that the Zemindars of Bdivar and of the port of Dmi [ Dawan ]

were interfering with the shipping. These men had never received any
chastisement from the Sidtans of Gujarat and were very turbulent
and rebellious. The Sultan's well-wishers endeavoured to dissuade him
from the enterprise by describing the difficulties of the road and the

strength of the fort ; but the Sultan marched to subdue the country
and to punish the turbulent. After great difficulties he reached the

fort, when the commandant came out and fought bravely and at night
retired within the fort. This continued for several days, the enemy
displaying great valour. At last by chance, the King himself

accompanied the forces up the hill of Bawar ; when the enemy per-

ceived the royal umbrella, they were panic struck, and the Comman-
dant came out and sued for quarter. The Sultan graciously

agreed and passed the ijen of forgiveness over the page of their

V9
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offences. The commandant and the chief men of these parts received

dresses of honoxir and presents. The Sxiltan then went to the fort;

when he reached the upper part of the fort, the Commandant pre-

sented a very large tribute. The Sultan returned it at the same

interview, with a dress of honour and a gold-mounted dagger. The

Commandant agreed to pay a yearly tribute, and the government of

the country was entrusted to him," ( Tahakai-i-AkhaH. ) t

" In this year [ 869 A. H ], Sultan Malimud of Gujarat marched to

attack the fortress of Bdvrad and the port of Dun [ Dawan ]. The

ruler of the territory [ Hakam ] found himself reduced to a helpless

condition after several days' fighting and, having begged for quarter,

surrendered the fortress and the port. The Sultan taking pity on

him, restored the country to him- The chief [ Miikaddam ] of the

place waited upon the Sultan with whatever valuables he could

come at in the way of a present and the Sultan then returned to

Gujarat." Tarikh-i-Alfi, (Mull^ Firuz Library MS.)

" In 869 [ A. H. ], the Sultan descended upon the castle of Bdrdu,

which was on the top of a hill lolthin the boundaries of the well

knoion-port of Daman. He slaughtered and plundered because of

the disturbances created by the inhabitants of the land. When the

Sultan ascended the fortress for conquering it, its master gave up the

keys and surrendered it. The Sultan entered and looked about him

and then left and came down." Ulugh Khani's Arabic History of

Gujarat, (ed. Ross, 1910, p. 18 ).

"In the year H. 869 (A.D. 1465), he [Mahmud] marched to

the mountain Bdivar, and after reducing the fort returned."

Mirat-i-Sikandari, Bayley's Translation, 178.

" In A. H. 869, he [ Mahmud ] marched against the Barodar

mountains, conquered the rock-fortress and returned to his own

country." Mirat-iSikandari, FazluUah Lutfullah's Transla-

tion, 52.

1 1 give Bayley's version, History of Gujarat, 178-9 note, though his text appears to have,

in some places, differed slightly from that of the Lucknow Lithograph.
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I have no doubt that one or other of these passages has at some
time or other been read by many persons, but the conjoint iveight of
the testimony when all of them are taken together, has not been,
I believe, really perceived by any body. For this, the uncertaintywhich
surrounds the transliteration, and consequently, the identification of

the names of places and persons in all languages which employ the

Semitic alphabet is mainly responsible. In them, everything depends

upon tlie determination of the correct reading by the careful colla-

tion of valiants occurring not only in different authors but in

different manuscripts of the same author, a labour which in this case

no one has hitherto thought of undertaking.

I have brought together about twenty of the various readings,

without a critical examination of which the real objective of the

exiiedition must remain in doubt and obscurity, as it has tip to the

present. Of the three place-names occiirring in these passages, I will

first take ^ 5
"^ j

which may be read Dwi as well as Davmn. Sir E. C.

Bayley has the following note on the point.
" It is said that the

country lay between Gujarat and the Konkan. Briggs considers the

place to be Dharmpur. It was clearly north of Bombay, for as has

been seen, that appears to have been the southernmost Gujarat

possession on the coast, the Dakhin possessions lying below it. There

is a little port marked Dunnu near to which a spur from

the Ghats runs into the low country ;
and from the stress laid on the

difficulty of the way, and the fact that the fort of Bawar was on a

hill, this may possibly have been the scene of the compaign under

description.
" ^° This is neither very illuminating nor assuring and

the hesitating tone of the whole note cannot but strike the reader.

Similarly, the writer of the Musulman section of the Bombay Gazet-

teer '

History of Gujarat
'

says :

" The seaport
' Dun '

may be Dungri

hill, six miles from the coast. But ' Dun '

for ' Dahnu ' a well known

port in North Thana is perhaps more likely^
" Fortunately, we

have other and clearer lights. The name occurs twice in the Mirat-i-

Sikandari, once more in Ferishta and once again in the Tabakat-ir-

AkbaH. Of the two Mirat references, the first is to be found in

30 Bayley, Gujarat, 179 Note.

31 Bombay Gazetteer, I. i. 245 Note.
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the imssage about the 1507 A. C. expedition of Sultan Mahmud
against the Portuguese.

jlL^ J_j5u5>- t<::-^^« *—
J/iaj ^l,ojuuJ J Ls. ci-^; y'x^ .ij ^\'\ Jotj

j^ilLX-j A^
jU'

t--^Xo x^ "^I ^>- (^-.^i UJ*^ ^ii\j i^^y^ '^3'V'

" In A. H. 913
(
A C. 1507-8 ) he took an army against Chaul

( Cheval ) and thence marched against Bassein and Mahaim on account
of the disturbances created by the Firangis. AVhen he arrived at
Dun

( Dahanu? ) lie received news that Malik Ayaz, a slave of the
Sultan and Governor of Diu, with ten Turkish ships, manned by
Turkish troops had gone to the port of Chaul ete."^' You will

gee that Mr. Fazal Lutfullah, the translator, is here disposed in the

body of the text to favour the identification of Dun or DaAvan with

Dahanu, but it appears from the Index at the end of the work,

prepared after further study, that he afterwards hesitated between
Dahanu and Damaun.^^ Tlie corresponding passage in Ferishtah is as

follows.

tf-j^ _j 1^1^ J i^*^i J'^^-! *-r'*'^. 2f J>-i> Ui JiA*is « J ii yo.^\^ ;^iUaL<»

34

Briggs unhesitatingly reads and has no doubt of its being
Daman in his rendering which I quote below :

—
" And Mahmudshah also anxious to aid in the expulsion of these

strangers [the Portuguese] sailed with a great fleet first to Daman
and then to Mahim."'''

32 Fazal Lutfullah's Trans., 75: Bombay Text, 126.

For Bayley's version, see Gujarat, 222.

33 Mirai-i-Sikandari, Translation, Index, xiii.

34 Ferishta, Lucknow Edition, II 204.

35 Eriggs, Ferishta, IV. 74. In the corresponding passage Ulughkhani writes

^^1^ Daman, I, 37, line 11.

The Tabakat-i-Ahbari also (Lucknow Text, 479) has
(j» J (Dun or Dawan).
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The second refereuce to Dun or Dawan in the Mirai-i-Sikandari
occurs in the chronicle of the reign of Ahmed Shah II., and there Dun
ie curiously enough linked with our own Sanjan,

"As he could not produce any effect by the investment of

[ Surat ], Changiz Khan had to call in the Portuguese by ceding to

them the Gujarat dependencies of Dun {Daman) and Sanjan
(St. John) as a price for their help."^^ Here the satne translator who
once favoured the identification Avith Dahanu unhesitatingly declares

that Dun is Daman and inserts that name himself in brackets.

The gist of it is that Dun or Dawan can be only Dahanu or Daman.
For the purpose of my argument, either ivill do equally ivell, for both
are almost equidistant from Sanjan. Dahanu is only fourteen miles

south and Daman sixteen miles north of Sanjan by rail. But I have

no doubt myself that it is Daman and not Dahanu, and the question

is settled in favour of the former by the authority of an Arab
historian whose work has been made available to scholars only
within the last three years.

Some years ago, Dr. E. Denison Ross discovered in the manu-

script collection of the Calcutta Madressa an Arabic History of

Gujarat of which no other copy was known to exist anywhere else.

This unique manuscript the Government of India selected Dr. Ross

himself to edit and translate for the Indian Texts Series in which
the first volume of the text appeared in 1910. The author, Abdulla

Mahammad Ulughkhani was born in Mecca about 1540 A. C. and
first came to India in 1555 A. C. In 1559 A. C. he entered the service

of his first master Mahammad Ulughkhan the Habshi, a distinguished

Gujarat noble, as secretary. He afterwards served the Emperor
Akbar, then Seyf-ul-Mulk, another Gujarat Amir and lastly Fuladkhan,
a Khandesh notable. He appears to have written the book after 1611,

though the latest date mentioned in the work itself is 1605 A. C.

Dr. Ross gives it as his opinion that his history is among other things
"
especially valuable in respect of Indian and Persian jn-oper names

which our author as a foreigner takes great care to si^ell correctly

36 Mirat-i-Sikandari, (Bombay Text, 1S31), 399.

37 Fazlullah Lutfullah, Trans. 286.
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nnd in many places to c.v23^fliu."" This is just the sort of help we
-want, and we fiml that iu the account of the expedition against
Bdrdu of 869 Hijri (H65 A. C), he takes care to state that the
liill fort was

/ /

jJl «-J. rJ^cM , JlJJi^j^
M I Im^tjX^, I .

•
JuOl JkJS- (_3

" on the boundary of the well-known port of Daman," ""

But let us sup])ose for argument's sake that Dun'J^or Dawan is

Dahanu. What then is Ferishta's Purnalla ? Can any one acquainted
with the geography of the district entertain a doubt that it is Parnera ?

In fact, the local knowledge of the compiler of the Svirat District

Gazetteer enabled hini to identify the two names so early as 1877,

though in consequence of following Briggs implicitly without consult-

ing the original text, he has mistaken ' Doora ' *"
[Dun], for Dliarampur.

"
Parnera, a hill-fort 4 miles S. E. of Bulsar and 120 miles N. of

Bombay, rises to a height of five hundred feet above the plain.
From its commanding position, tlie fortified summit of the hill has

long been considered a place of consequence. Originally a Hindvi

fort, it remained under the Raja of Dliarampur till about the end of

the 15th Century it was taken by Mahmud Begda, King of Gujarat

(1459—1511) ."
*^

We have thus identified two out of the three place names.

What then is the third and the most important ? The name Barad
is found written in the following seventeen forms in different

manuscripts, lithographed texts and translations.

I.
jj\i

Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Lucknow Text, II. 196, line 24.

jOl Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Lucknow Text, II. 196, line 10.

., b Mirat-i-Sikandari, Eayley's MS. ( History of Gujarat, 179 ).

\j „ „ Bayley's History of Gujarat, 178.

,
. I, Tabakat-i-Akbari (Litho Text), 469.

JJ

38 Ulughkhani, Arabic Text, ed. Ross, I., Introduction, vii.— viii,

39 Ibid, I. 1 8.

40 Tbis is only some old copyist's blunder. In the Bombay as well as the Lucknow Text

of Ferishta, the name is clearly written
j^j J (Bombay, II. 385- 6; Lucknow, II. 196.)

41
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Jj
b Tarikh-i-Ferislita, Bombay Text II, 386,

J ,l> Mirat-i-Sikandari, Bayley's MS. C.

^ U » (5ir Salar Jang's MS.),

.^b
Tabakat-i-Akbari (Mulla Firoz Library MS.).

. 4)b Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Bombay Text, II, 385.

jj^\j
Mirat-i-Sikandari, Litlio Text, (A. C. 1831), 93.

.Jj.'u >j » (Fazalulla Lutfulla, Trans.), 52.

^ jj^b „ „ Bombay Text, (A. H. 1308), 86.

j» b Tarikh-i-Alfi, (Mulla Firoz Library MS.).

• J.b Ulugli Khani's Arabic History, ed. Ross, 18.
^ J •

j..b Tarikh-i-Ferislita, Bombay Text, II. 385.

A critical examination makes it clear that all these variants are

more or less corrupt forms of only tivo archetypes j . b Bdrad and
jij^

b

Bciriid, both of which are still in the mouths of the people. The

Bombay Gazetteer calls the hill Barat, the residents of the district

Barad, and the Parsis generally still continue to speak of it as

Bdrot. It appears from the authorities referred to in the Tarikh-i-

Ferishta and the Tahakat-i-Akhari that their primary sources for the

reign of Mahmud were two works called the Tabakat-i-Mahmiid

Shahi and the Maasir-i-Mahmud Shahi,*'' and Ferishta quotes directly

from the former an interesting story in the course of which the

name of the hill fort under discussion is clearly written <J . b Barad.^'

It may be taken therefore that the form Barad or Bartid was used

hy one or other of the older chronicles and that later compilers and

their copyists, ignorant of the real name which is never again
mentioned in the Gujarat annals, distorted and disfigured one or the

other form according as the source of their own information or of

those from whom they transcribed at second hand, had preferred one

to the other,

42 Ferishta, Lucknow Text, I. 4. Tabakat, Lucknow Text, 3.

43 Ferishta, Lucknow Text, II. 196, Bombay Text, II, 386.
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Now if Dun is Dalmnu or Daman, it docs oiot really matter

tchicht and Parnalla is Parncra liill fort, is there any other

place in the neighboiirliood except the hill fort of Barot which can

be identified with j. b or Jt.b Barad or Barud ? Is there any
other place to Avhich the descriptions will apply? Or, to put it

differently, is there a word in the descriptions and comments of the

chroniclers which will not apply to Barot? Ferishta informs us,

(according to both recensions of his text), that ' Badar ' was an

extraordinary fortress of great height and strength. Ulughkhani
declares that Bardu was a strong fo7'i on the top of a hill. The

Tahakat-i-Ahhan also talks of its strength and of its having been

situated on a hill and further avers that the roads were very difficult,

a fact to Avhich all those who know anything of the neighbour-
hood can testify even in the twentieth century. Lastly, Feri'shta

speaks of the men like devils and of the nature of "
ghouls

"
(fiends,

demons) who were employed by the Raja to plunder on the high

roads—an evident allusion to the criminal propensities of the black,

faced Dliondias, Naikdas and other aboriginal races, for the large

numerical strength of which the Parnera division of Surat district

is remarkable even in our own days.**

Now let us see if this receives any confirmation from the official

account of Barot Hill.

"
Saujan Peak or St. John's Point, better known as Barat hill,

1760 feet high, stands about fourteen miles south of Sanjan. It

begins to rise at about three miles from the shore and from a round

central mound slopes gradually to the north and south. It is an

important land mark for sailors, being visible for forty miles in clear

weather. In a cave cut out of the rock in the form of a house with

Avindows, doors and pillars, the Parsis hid their sacred fire when
they fled from Sanjan. Barat is said to have been the residence of

one Bhungli Raja, who according to the local storj', was so called

from his having a magic bugle or Bhxingal, which sounded at his

door without any one blowing it."

The compiler adds in a note that " this Bhungli Raja was pro-

bably the Chief of Baglana, which is probably a Hindu word slightly

changed by Musulmans into " Garden land."*^

44 Bombay Gazetteer, Surat, VIII, 289.

45 Bombay Gaaetteer, XIV, 304-5.
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Before leaving this part of the subject I may say that the writer of
the History of the Musuhiian Period in the Bombay Gazetteer (I. i. 245)
has suggested that Barud or Barudar is Bagwarah, but there are

strong reasons for rejecting the proposed identification. In the first

place, there is scarcely any jihonetic resemblance between either of

these names and Bagwarah. Secondly, the first part of the word in
all the varianta is Bd and not Ba, and most of them cannot with

any show of reason be twisted into '

Bagwara '. Thirdly, Ferishta

explicitly declares that Badar was situated " on the top of a hill

which in height approached the skies and that in strength it rivalled

the walls of Alexander." Similarlj^, the Tdbakat informs us that " it

was an extraordinarily strong fortress," and Briggs speaks of it as
•' an extraordinary hill fort which was considered impregnable

by the inhabitants." Scarcely a word of this will fit in with what
we know of '

Bagwara,' which is only a " small hill."
*® Nor is the

fort itself so situated or constructed as to have ever deserved a

reputation for extraordinary strength, much less for impregnability.

Indeed, we have it on record that it was one of the " small forts to

the south of Surat "
captured by the Marathas in A. C. 1672. A hundred

and eight years later, the place was again taken by a small body of

troops detached by General Goddard under Lieutenant Welsh, who
had no difficulty in driving back ' ' the Marauders

" who had taken

possession of it.*^ Lastly, the Tahakat-i-Akbari distinctly states

that Mahmud was obliged to undertake the expedition against the

Hindvi Chief of Bawar because he was "
interfering with the shipping,"

i. e. carrying on piracy. This also is quite inapplicable to Bagwara
which is very much inland, while Barat hill " rises only three miles

from the shore and is an imijortant laud mark for sailors, being

visible for forty miles round in clear weather,"
*^

just the place, in

fact, for a pirate strong hold. As for the remains of a fortress on Barot,

there is no doubt that there are five or six chambers or caves, one of

which is forty feet long, and a subterranean passage said to have its

exit on the road leading to Sanjan.*^ It is further certain that

46 Bombay Gazetteer, Gujarat, Part II. 5.

47 J. A. Baines, Maratha History of Gujarat, Ibid. I. i. 387, & 409.

Grant Duff, History of the Marathas, I. 211.

48 Bombay Gazetteer, XIV. 304-5.

49 S'^fU Vayfvian, Sth IMarcb, 1905. (Desciiption of a visitor).
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eiskn'7is for holding Avater have been " hetvii in j)l(icefi
"

out of the

rocky scarp
*° and all t/wsc " traces of former inhahit.a)if>i

" '"
suffi-

ciently indicate that iJw slralcgic vahw of a hill dominating the whole
district had been turned to account by some local chieftain in

bygone times.

So far as to the place names. On looking narrowly at the

narratives themselves we find fairly close agreement with tlie Kisseh,

closer perhaps than we have any right to expect. Though the

Musulmans do not acknowledge a decisive reverse, the TabaJcat

candidly declares that the Raja displayed great valour, repeatedly

made Aigorous sallies during the day-time and retired behind the

walls only after nightfall. Ferishta and the Tarikh-i-Alfi explicitly

state that the Raja fought more than one battle. The Kisseh

account also shows that Malunud's forces encountered a stubborn

opposition and the Tabakat admits that the first attempts to take

the fort were unsuccessful and that the Raja surrendered his strong-

hold only when he thought that the entire force of the Sultan was

concenti'ating and coming up the hill to take it by storm. Accord-

ing to the text of Ferishta, which Briggs used for his version,

Mahmud's forces "
proceeded after taking [ Barad or ] Bawar

to Doora ^^ and Purnalla [Daman and Parnera], defeated the infidels

in several actions and the Raja was obliged to give tip his forts"

May we not, Avithout anything like a violent exercise of the imagi-

nation, say that Saujau which is only a few miles distant, was one

of the places or forts taken after one of these " several actions."

Another point worthy of note is that the language of Ferishta

as well as Nizam-ud-din-Ahmad of the Tabakat-i-Akbari points not to

one but at least two Hindu Chiefs or Zamindars having made
common cause against the invader, knowing themselves to be equally

imperilled by his aggressions. Nizam-ud-din Alimad says,

and Sir E. C. Bayley rightly takes them to be tivo different persons

and translates :
"
[It w^as reported to Sultan Mahmud that] the

Zamindars of Bawar and of the port of Dun were interfering with

the shipping."

50 Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. Part i. 7.

51
' Doora '

j is obviously a copyist's blunder for
lojJ Dun or Dawan intlie MS.

used by Briggs for his translation.
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-Again we are told,

" The commandant and the chief men of those parts"
^' here

mentioned must inchide the person spoken of as Raja of Dun and
other chieftains of this part of the North Konkan. who, we have
reason to believe, Avere not, a few in number." At any rate, we must

suppose the Raja of Barot to have been a dijferent person

altogether from the Chief of Sanjan, for the Kisseh represents the

latter to have been slain in the last day's battle/* This also goes
far to explain why the Parsi priests anxious to preserve the sacred

fire from desecration and outrage sought and obtained, after the

crushing defeat and death of their own local chief, the protection of

his still surviving and prosperous ally, the Rajah of Barot—than

whose mountain-fastness surrounded by woods and jungles no more

eligible place for their purpose could have been found. Another state-

ment made by Ferishta as well as Nizam-ud-din Ahmad deserves some
notice. The Tabakat states that " the Zemindars of Bawar and of

the port of Dun had never received any chastisement from the

Sultans of Gujarat." Ferishta puts it in a stronger form still and

positively declares that the fort of" Barad " had not upto that

time fallen into the hands of the Musulmans." This is again in

accordance with the Kisseh which implies that their first experience
of the fanatical violence of the Musulman invader was obtained by
the Zoroastrians of Sanjan only in the reign of Sultan Mahmud
Begada.

These statements are further important as furnishing a categorical

negative to the assertions of those who suppose the Sack of Sanjan
to have taken place in the time of Alauddin Khilji or at some other

time in the Fourteenth Century.

I have referred above to a curious story about this expedition

against Barad which Ferishta has transcribed from the Tabakai-i-

Mahmnd Shahi-^vohBhly a contemporary chronicle.

^i\ AVr ^A^ ^J yS f^:L^^\ j^3m^^ \S^ J^.^.^U Cl^'liUl? ^t>

52 Bayley, Gujarat, 178-9 Note.

53 Nairne, History of the Konkan, 30; Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. ii. 441 and

Note ; XIV. 210, 303, 314. Ferishta distinctly says that the Raja of Dun or

Dawan possessed a thousand villages.

54 M. R. Unwalla's Litho. Text of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayat, II. 352.
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U-^li c—;liil Sr'^i' c-'k"^ J^^ Jyo.^1* ^;ILL<. ^JwUftJ^ ij*x^«j^

" It is written in the " Tahakat-i-Mahiiiud Shahi " that in the

year 872 A. H., Sultan Mahmud saw in a dream the world-adorning

beauty of the Sun of the Sky of Prophetship, (may the blessing of

God be upon him and on his family), who ordered the taster of his

favour to present to him [Mahmud] tAvo trays from the table of his

grace. The interpretation of this dream was that about that time

two great gifts and two magnificent boons would fall to his lot, viz.

first, the conquest of the territory of Dun [Dawan] and Blirad, and

second, the conquest of Girnal, which is situated on a hill the top
of which mounts to the skies.""

There is here nothing incredible in itself—for it is only the

account of something seen in a dream—and the tale is interesting as

well as instructive. It shows that the expedition against Daman and
Barat was not an insignificant affair, at least in the eyes of coiitcnipo-

raries. It was placed in popular estimation on a par with another

notable achievement of the Begada's—the capture of Girnar, for like

that famous stronghold, Barat and Daman were not taken without

stubborn resistance and great loss of life on both sides and this

is just what old Bahman also gives us to understand.

You will see, gentlemen, that with the light afforded by these

jjassages, we have come up very close to Sanjan, if not to Sanjan
itself, and may be said with justice to have folloAved in the track of

the Kisseh with some hope of ultimately securing at least one-half

of the prize. Let us start now in quest of the other half of our

problem and inquire what the Moslem chronicles can teach us about

Ulugh Khan or Alf Khan.

55 Tarikh-i-Ferishta, Bombay edition, II. 386. The words employed here to describe

the height of Girnar are almost identical with those used for Barad and deserve

notice.
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It must be said, first of all, then, that there were about this time
ttvo Alf Khans, who were father and son. Alauddin Sohrab was a
Turkish Maivld of the Sultan Ahmed Shah (grand father of the

Begada). He was governor of the important frontier fortress of

Kareth or Sultanabad in the reign of the Sultan Kutbuddin-Mahmud's

elder brother ;
and an interesting story is told of his having on one

occasion employed mental equivocation worthy of a casuist trained

in the schools and " vindicated his loyalty very much at the expense
of his good faith."

He appears to have first borne the title of Ala-ul-Mulk and to

have been subsequently raised to the higher dignity of Alf Khan.
He is also recorded to have taken an active part in the intrigues

which terminated in the deposition, after a reign of only 27 days
of the incapable Sultan Daud, and the accession of Mahmud Begada.'*

It does not appear when he died ;
but in the chronicle of the reign

of Mahmud, he is never mentioned except as the father of his son

Alf Khan or Ulughkhan the second, as we may call the latter.

Ulughkhani gives the full name of the son as

Al Amir-al-Kabir-Baha-ud-din Ulugh [ Alf ] Khan bin Ala-ul-

Mulk Ulugh [ Alf ] Khan Sohrab.''

Ferishta calls him Alfkhan bin Alfkhan. As his father

whose name was Alauddin at first bore the title of Ala-ul-mulk, so the

son, whose name was Bahauddin was first entitled Baha-ul-mulk in

conformity with a custom of the time. The Mirat-i-Sikandari tells

us that this Alfkhan Bhukai, so called perhaps to distinguish him
from his father, was one of the three friends and companions of the

Sultan Mahmud' s youth. This can scarcely apply to the father who
was too old to have been the companion of the boyhood of the

Begada who ascended the throne at the early age of fourteen."

56 Ferishta, Text, II 199, 249 : Briggs IV, 37, 38, 216, 217,

Mirat-i-Sikandari (Bombay Text, 1831), 53,-4, 60, 74.

Bayley, History of Gujarat, 135-6, 143, 160, 220.

Tabakat-i-Akbariy Lucknow Text, 463, 466, 554.

57 Ulughkhani ed. Ross, 33-4.

58 Tarikh-i-ferishta, Lucknow Text, II, 196, 203.

Briggs, IV, 51-2, 72-3.

Mirat-i-Sikandari, (Text), 93, 125, 141.

Bayley, History of Gujarat, 179, 220, 228.

Tabakat-i-Akbari, ( Text ), 469. 479.
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It is extremely likely that this companion of tlie Sultan's youth,
this " Mawlazadch "son of the Mawla of the Sultan's grandfather
was one of the ccmmanders of division to Avhom the task of subduing
the country round about Barot and Daman was entrusted, and that

unluckily for the Parsis of Sanjan, the subjugation of their Hindu
Raja fell to his lot. It is certainly curious that in all the chroni-
cles of Mahmud's reign the narrative of this expedition against
Barot is immediately folloioed by the story of a wanton murder,

( i~Sj^\^J? <-r-.*-» f<>
^s Ferishtah puts it ), committed by this man, while

the Sultan was out on a hunting excursion in the direction of Ahmed-
nagar ( Idar ).

" Next year, 870
( A. D. 1466 ) Malimud proceeded to Alimednagar.

On the way, thither, Balia-ul-mulk, son of Alifkhan otherwise called

Alauddin son of Sohrab, murdered one of the Sultan's troopers and
then fled and hid himself. ""

It is scarcely worth our while to pursue the wretched story. It

will be sufficient to say that nothing is said of his having been

punished in any way for the offence. This might or might not have
been his first, but it was certainly not his last achievement in the homi-
cidal line. We know from other passages that after embezzling his

soldiers' pay and defrauding his too indulgent master he went out
in open rebellion, attempted but ignominiously failed to secure, the

protection of his master's hereditary enemy, the Sultan of Malwa,
surrendered at discretion and was restored to favour. But he
broke out again only three months afterwards, murdered his own
' Arz Begi^ or ' Naih-i-Arz Begi' (Master of Requests or Deputy
Master of Requests), was arrested in consequence and thrown into

prison where he died in the course of nature or as some say, of

poison.""

Now there is nothing at all improbable in this sort of person hav-

ing abused to their utmost extent the rights of conquest against the

handful of fireworshippers who had dared to resist him and his

battalions. Nor is there any particular reason to be skeptical about

the fourteen hundred Behdins having repulsed his three thousand

59 Ferishta, Lucknow Text, II, io6. Briggs, IV, 51. Mirat-i-^ikandari, ( Text), 93.

Bayley, Gujarat, 179, whose version I quote.

•60 Ferishta II, Text, 203, Briggs, IV, 72-3, Mirat-i-Sikandari, Text, 125, Bayley,

Gujarat, 220. Tabakat-i-Akbari, 479.
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horsemen "^ on the first occasion. It is not at all unlikely thAt

expecting very little resistance, he had brought with him a numeri-

<?ally weak force "" and it stands to reason that when he encountered

a stubborn opposition and sustained something like a reverse, hie

sought and obtained, (as the Kisseh says), reinforcements from, the

Sultan's head quarters in the neighbourhood,"' and inflicted soon

afterwards, if not on the very next day, a crushing defeat on those

who had dared to defy him. Indeed, it would have been a wonder if

this unhappy victim of "homicidal mania," for such he might be truly

called, had not let loose the fury of his passions and "
killed, enslaved

and driven into the hills,""* as the Gazetteer writer puts it, the

inhabitants of the doomed little town.

This, gentlemen, is my case. I do not pretend that every link in

the chain of evidence is perfect. There are many things which await

elucidation, many, perhaps, which we shall never be able to know^

or explain, but we must not forget that we have no right to expect to

ascertain everything about such a matter after the lapse of

many hundred years.

There is now only one point about which I should like to say a
few words. It is in relation to Bahman's allusion to Champaner,
The passage is very clumsily and obscurely worded, and has been

interpreted by Ervad Jivanji Mody in a manner that has not com-
manded the assent of any one I know. Bahman says,

^^l:^^<^ lJIj j\
fcXi, ifl^ ji j*.<^

_
U^j^^ ji'^ }^

Jl-» '^J'f- <^\

" After certain years in the lapse of time, the Shah heard of the
Rai of Sanjan. After five hundred yea rs had elapsed [from the arrival

6i Kissek-i-Sanjan in Unwalla's Text of Darab Ilormazdyar's Revayet, II, 349.

62 Kadim Tarikh Parsioni Kasar, 1 52. Eastwick says the number W£ls only

two thousand. ( loc. cit. 182 ).

63 Kisseh-i-Sanjan, Ibid. 351.

64 BomVjay Gazetteer, XIV. 302.

65 Kisseh-i-Sanjan in Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet, Text, II, 349.
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of tho faitliful in Hind ], Islam was introduced into Champanor. A

good Shall was born with fortunate omens. In that city he was

enthroned. His name was called Sultan Mahmud. His subjects called

him the " Shadow of God. WJwn after certain years,'"^ he was

informed that there was a prince in the direction of Sanjan etc.
" "'

The difficulty is about the second line. The language employed
is exceedingly vague, and if anything precise is made out of

it, it can only be by straining and wresting it from its true purpose.

All that Bahman says is that when five hundred years came in India to

an end ( aI:^'^ «a^' )
Islam came to ChavipanerJ" ThisEastwick takes

to mean " After five hundred years had elapsed [ from the arrival

of the faithful ] in India, Islam was introduced into Champaner,
"

adding the words I have placed in brackets on his oivn account,

Ervad Jivanji will have it that " Islam came to Champaner at the end
of five hundred years [ since its iritroduction ] in India," interpolat-

ing ivords of his otvn." Both interpolations are absolutely conjectural
and of the two, Ervad Jivanji's is the one with the smallest warrant.

The truth is that Bahman's notions of chronology were far from

being so precise or clear as some people imagine. There is not a

single date in his whole narrative, not an event of which we are told

that it occurred in a certain year of any known era. The reason of

this probably is that Bahman himself did not know in what year of the

Yazdajardi or any other reckoning, the Parsis first landed at Sanjan
or left Persia

;
in other words, he himself had no starting point. He

therefore contents himself with stating everywhere in a rough and

ready sort of way, that this event or that happened 100,200,300,

500 or 700 years after some other*—of ivhich other, hoivever, no date is

given. He was sure that the Sack of Sanjan had been the work of

the Begada and we have seen that he was right. He had also

heard what almost all men of any education in Gujarat know
that this Mahmud Shah had earned his sobriquet of Begada by
his conquest of the two farfamed Hindu strongholds (^14) of

Champaner and Girnar and he consequently mentions in a casual

66 A/iler what ? Coming to the throne ?

67 Eastwick's Translation, B. B. R. A. S. Journal, I, 1S2.

f8 A Few Events in Early Pars! History. 28.
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i>vay that the Raja of Sanjau owed his destruction to the sam»

conqueror whose name was then in every one's mouth as the first

Moslem victor and master of Champauer. It is of course possible to

interpret a few words of his strictly and make them the Imaginary
basis of a definite date for the Sack or for a charge of anachronism

against the writer but it would be a mistake to do either. Nothing,

indeed, can be a greater error than to suppose that Bahmaa
was a great poet, a serious historian or a man of multifarious

and accurate scholarship- At the same time, he was not an ordinary
man. He belonged to a family possessing remarkable literary apti-

tudes, a family which included such men as Darab Homazdyar,
Hormazdyar Framarz, and Dastur Barzo Kamdin, and it would be

folly to suppose that all his statements are unworthy of credit.

But it must be also recognised that he is occasionally out

of his depth and I should not be at all surprised if it was proved
that he was ignorant of the real date of the storming of Champaner
altogether. Historical studies have never been much affected in the

Ijast by the learned of any persuasion in this country. The Maho-
medans are, generally speaking, not so open to reproach in this matter

as the Hindus and the Parsis, but really good Mahomedan histories

are by no means so plentiful as they might be, and in their manner
of treating the subject there is certainly considerable room for

improvement.*" Those Parsi priests of old who cared for letters in the

seventeenth and even the eighteenth century were mainly interested

in their own religious literature and looked upon all other depart-
ments of learning as only ancillary to their theological studies. For
an accurate knowledge of the progress of Moslem conquest in India
or elsewhere, they cared not only very little, but it was probably
the very

" abomination of desolation
"

to them, annals only of the

triumphs of those ' Juddin ' who were the bitterest enemies of their

ancient faith. The Moslem histories were in their eyes only worthless
Bihlia a Biblia, books which were no books, woiks which they would
not have read even if they could have got them. The exact systems
of chronology for the establishment of which 2ve make such strenuous
efforts were in their estimation, only vanities and futilities and
one date was to most of them just as good as another. And if there

was here and there a person with a "
chronological conscience,"

69 Elliot and Dowson,' History of India, I. xix—xx.
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some one seriously axioiis about ascertaining the precise sequence of

events, he was rarely able to procure the books which could set liis

doubts at rest. Briefly, it is ini])ossible to form anything like a just

estimate of Bahman's little poem without considering his environment

and Avhen we do so, we cannot but consider it a mistake to make
laboured efforts to extract a definite chronological statement from a
casual allusion in a passage confessedly vague and obscure.



jADi ranX and the kissah-i-sanj/n.
c-

( A Paper read before the Bombay Branch of the Royal

Asiatic Society on 2^th November, ipij. )

It is fairly well known that almost the only source of our know-

ledge of the early history of the Indian Parsis is the Kissah-i-

Sanjan, a narrative in Persian verse written by Bahman Kaikobad

Hamjiar Padam Sanjana in 969 A. Y. (1600 A. C). The substance of

the first part of Bahman's account, as Anquetil calls it, of the "
Parsi

'retreat ",
^

is that some time after, (it is not said how long after), the

kingship had departed from Yazdajird and the Moslems had come
and seized his throne, the Dasturs and Behdins finding it impossible
to observe the customs of the Good Faith took refuge in Kohistan (a

district of Khorasan in Eastern Persia) and after having remained for a

Iiundred years in that mountainous and wild region, fifteen years in Old

Hormuz and nineteen more in the island of Diu, they arrived at Sanjan
when a Hindu chief named Jadi Rana was ruling there. As Bahman
does not give us anything like a precise chronological starting-point,

it remains open to his readers to infer whether a long period of time

,
or a short one, whether many years or a few only intervened between

the departing of the monarchy from Yazdajird and the commencement
of the Kohistan wanderings. The result has been that later writers on

tlie subject have adopted various starting-points of their own and at

least six different dates have been put forward for the first arrival at

Sanjan, of which the earliest, Vikram Samvat 772 (716A. C. )is

separated from the latest, Vikram Samvat 961, ( 905 A. C ) by a hun-

dred and eighty- nine years.
^ To take a few of these only; the compiler

of the Imperial Gazetteer speaks of "the influx of Parsi Refugees in 775

A. D.
" * Ervad Jivanji J. Mody in a paper read before this Society in

1900 adopted the same year, starting from 641 A. C, the date of the

decisive Arab victory of Nehavend and adding to it 134 ( 100+ 15 +
19 ).

* Five years later, in another paper, he favoured "J^^ A. C.
* and

— ^

1 Le Z-nd Avesta, Disc. Prelim. CCCXVIII; Tome 11. Pte II, XXXIV—XXXV.
2 For Eastwick's translation of the passage, see B. B. R. A S. Journal, I. I73.

3 Imp. Gaz., art. Sanjan.

4 Journal, B. B. R. A, S, XXI, 10.

5 Journal, B. B. R. A. S., Centenary Volume, 224.
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very soon after, he discarded 641 A. C. for 651 A. C
(the year of Yazdajird's death), and fixed upon 785 A. C»

(651 + 100+15 + 19) and even erected upon that shifting and scarcely

stable foundation an imposing chronogical fabric.
"

Then, again, there

is hidden away in the Appendix of Mr. Bahmanji Patell's most val-

uable repertory of Parsi facts, a paragraph to the effect that according

to a marginal comment in an Udwara MS. of the Kissak-i-Sanjdn

dated 18 16 A. C, the Parsis first landed at Sanjdn on Roz Hormazd,
Mdh Tir, Sunday, Vikram Samvat 895 ( 839 A. C. ).

'

Lastly, Ervad

M. R. UnwalM can show two MSS. written about 1750 A.C., accord-

ing to which the same event must have taken place in 961 Vikrani

Samvat ( 905 A. C ).

But the most famous traditional date and that which, in spite of
its inherent improbability and other unanswerable objections, Ijas

commanded the assent of writers, critical as well as uncritical,
^

is that

which first found its way into print in the " Kadim Tdrikh Parsioni

Kasar" ofDastur Aspandiarji Kamdinji, a polemical treatise, which

has the merit or demerit of having blown into flame the smouldering
embers of the Kabisah controversy. I have recently shown in another

place that it occurs elsewhere also, in a MS, namely, of miscellaneous

Persian verses about 15o years old, and I should not be at all surprised if

it is ultimately traced much fvirther back. The actual words employed
in this old Manuscript are:

This date is Friday, Shravan Shud 9, Roz Bahman ( 2 ), Mah Tir

( 4 ), Samvat 772.

It is now forty-three years since Mr. K. R. Kama pointed out in a

Gujarati pamphlet on the "
Yazdajardi Era "

that the Hindu Tithi

here given does not coincide with the Parsi Roz Mah. ® Later calcu-

lations made by others also by the best modern methods show that—

Shravan Shud 9,772V.S.=7th July 716 A. C. (N.S. ) 3rd July,

7I6 A. C. ( O. S. )

6 A Few Events in the Early History of the Parsis, p. lo

7 Parsi Prakash p. 839.

S Romer, Journal, R. A. S. IV. 360. Bombay Gazetteer, XIII, Part I. 249.

9 Yazdajardi Tarikh (18'JOJ ,17-21.
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Adhika Shravan Shud 9,772 V. S.=5th August 716 A, C.

(N. S, ), 1st August 716 ( O. S, ).

Roz Bahman, Mah Tir, 85 (A.Y.)(Shahanshahi),= 28th September
716 A. C. ( N. S. ), 24th September 716 ( O. S.

).

Roz Bahman, Mah Tir, 85 (A. Y.) (Kadmi),=29th August 716
A. C. (N. S.), 25th August 716 ( O. S. ).

Adhika Shravan Shud 9, 772 V. S.sRoz Depadar, Mah
Khordad 85 ( A. Y. ) ( Kadmi ).

Shravan Shud 9, 772 V.S.=Roz Adar, Mah Ardibehesht 85

(A. Y.) (Kadmi).
Mr. Kama expressed his conviction that there was an error some

where— i. e., either in the year or in the Roz Mdh—and that either the

one or the other stood in need of correction. He also pointed out

that the Parsi Roz Mah and the Hindu Tithi as well as the week

day talliedperfectly for Vikram Smnvat ggz (pj6 A.C.), but he was

for some reason averse from facing the necessary consequences of

such an alteration, and adopted the middle but misleading course

of supposing that it was not the year but the Roz Mdh that had been
* muddled '

in the course of transmission. The emendation, therefore

for which he himself exhibited the most decided partiality was that

we should read Roz Tir, Mdh Second, ( Ardibehesht ) instead of Roz

Bahman, Mah Tir ( Kadmi ).

^^
I venture to say that such an error as

he imagined to have been committed, is scarcely within the bounds of

probability. If Mr. Kama had urged that Roz Bahman, Mdh Tir

had been mixed up with Roz Tir, Mah Bahman, it might
not have been difficult to admit that such a confusion was

possible, but that Roz Bahman, Mah Tir should have been mixed up
with Roz Tir, Mah Ardibehesht, Roz 2, Mah 4, with Roz 13, Mah 2,

must appear to most Zoroastrians, if not to outsiders unfamiliar with

our nomenclature, almost unthinkable.
" But even ' as it is

,'
Mr. Kama's

10 Ibid. 21-24.

11 " Mr. K. R. Kama has discovered,
"

says the Bombay Gazetteer,
" that these Hindu

and Parsi dates do not fall together till the Christian year 936. He suggests a simple
change in the Parsi date from Roz Bahman, Mah Tir to Roz Tir, Mah Baha man,
which gives the Hindu date Shravan Shuddh 13th, Samvat 772, or within four days
of the accepted date.

"
XHI, Pt. I, 249. Thrs is not at all correct Mr. Kama really

proposed to read Roz Tir, Mah (2) Ardibehesht, not Bahman. Nothing perhaps can—
illustrate my contention better than this unconscious mistake of the Parsi compilers
of this account. Indeed, Mr. Kama himself sul^equently appears to have perceived
that his first position was scarcely tenable, and adopted the other alternative, thought
,he never advanced a step beyond conjecture. See the Proceedings of the Zarthoshtt

Diniii Khol Karnari Mandali. ( 1902 ), pp. 200-201.
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suggestion does not really meet the difficulty at all, for even if we read

Roz Tir, Mdh Ardibehesht, there is not anything like the perfect coin-

cidence that is alone of any significance^ between the Hindu Tithi and

the Roz Mdh, but only an approximation within four days.

At the same time, the incontrovertible objections to the year itself

remain unanswered. Indeed, it is plain from what I have said about

the alternative dates, 839 A. C. 905 A. C. etc., that intelligent

Parsi chroniclers had long before our own days perceived that

yyz V. S.=:7i6 A. C. was absolutely too early and irreconcilable with

the Kissah-i-Saujan as well as with many well-known facts. I have

often thought that it was the year that had been muddled

and it was most unfortunate that Mr. Kama should have lent the

weight of his authority (which was deservedly high), to the improbable

supposition of the Roz Mali only being wrong and the year being

right, and thus given a fresh lease of life to the old error. I may say
that it is long since I first entertained this notion, but it is only within

the last year or two that I have obtained satisfactory evidence on the

matter, which I propose to submit to your candid judgments to-night.

My theory then is that V. S. 772 is a very old misreading of

V. S. 992, which has been transmitted from generation to generation
and which is responsible for that chaos which still reigns in Parsi

chronology. I am, of course, aware that the burden of showing the

probability as well as the origin of such an extraordinary blunder

lies upon me, and I will, therefore, proceed at once to show that in the

writings and inscriptions of the tenth and eleventh centuries of the

Christian era, the symbol for the number nine ( 9 ) is so very much
like the modern Devanagari sign for seven ( 7 ) that this is not the

only mistake of the kind which has engendered confusion and con-

troversy. Were it not that this happened many years since and

human memories are short, it would be scarcely excusable to point

out at length to the members of this Society that the gifted Bhau

Daji committed an almost identical error in a paper read and

discussed probably in this very room. He took the date of the

inscription of the Silhdra Mdmvdni in the temple of Ambarnath near

Xalydn in Thdna District to be Jyeshta Shudi 9, 782 Shaka (instead

of g82 Shaka
).

Dr. Burgess confidently declared on architectural

grounds that the building was not of the eighth but of the tenth.
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Shaka century and even cited the opinion of James Fergusson,
but the palaeographist could not understand how the architect

could be right or how the symbols could be read in any other way,
*'

and the date of the inscription, remained for some years, a questio

vexata among scholars. At length, Bhagvanldl Indraji gave
to the Society a revised transcript and translation of the ancient

record and read Shravan Shud 9, Shaka 982.
13

Fortunately, Bhau Daji's as well as Bhagvanlal's facsimiles are to be

found in the Journals and a glance at them must convince any one,

however strange it may appear, that what looks almost exactly like

a modern Devnagari, Mahratti or Gujardti 'seven '

is really a 'nine'.

It is scarcely necessary to add that archaeologists are now, for all

the old doubts and surmises, absolutely unanimous in the matter and

the discovery of a series of other Silhdra inscriptions and copperplates
has made it impossible for any one to adhere to Bhau Daji's reading.

Nairne ^* Bhandarkar and Kashinath Telang
^^

unreservedly accept

Bhagvanldl's view, and though Dr. Fleet vigorously contested

the point in 1889^" and made a last valiant stand behind the trenches, the

conjoint weight of Silhara testimony has forced him to yield

and admit in a note to the 1896 edition of the " Kanarese Dynasties"
that ''Bhau Daji's reading of 782 Shaka was wrong and that Pandit

Bhagvanldl correctly read it 982,
" ^^

Let us now hear Bhagvanldl himself about the cause of the error—
the matter of the greatest interest to us.

" Of the year, Shaka Samvat 982 is read. The first figure resem-

bles nearly the modern Ndgari 'seven' but the curved stroke of this

figure does not appear to have been so much curved as that of the

one in the inscription is, even a few years ago and would not there-

fore have been so represented at this earlier period. In Valabhi

inscriptions, however, I have found a similar figure representing

12 B. B- R, A. S. Journal, IX. 219.

13 Ind. Antiquary IX. 43. B, B. R. A. S. Journal, XII. 329.

14 Konkan, Bom. Gaz. I. ii. i8.

15 Indian Antiquary, IX. 43. B. B. R. A. S, Journal, Centenary Volume, 43.

16 Ind. Ant. XVIII. 94.

17 Bombay Gazetteer, I. ii, 543 note.
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*

nine,
'

and in an inscription of Alia, Magistrate of Bhojadeva of

Gwalior, the date 933 is thus written v»^^, and its value is therein

expressed in words thus :

The figure 'nine
'

in this inscription is very similar to the one now
under notice. From this the date can be inferred to be 982. The

only difficulty that I feel in the above inference is the difference in the

form of the ' nine
' which stands for the day of the month in the

same inscription, and to which I cannot by any means assign any
other value than' nine.' The difference can only be accounted

for by supposing that there were two figures in use at the time to

denote the same number,
" ^^

As it is now twenty-seven years since this was written and as a

quarter of a century is a period sufficiently long, at least in the his-

tory of archaeological research, to produce revolutions, you
have a right to demand the production of some later

authority. Fortunately, nothing can be more conclusive than the

following passage from a paper on " A New Silhdra grant of Shaka

1049" t»y Professor K. B. Pathak which appears in your volume
for 1903.

" This grant,
"
says Mr. Pathak,

"
is also of interest in furnishing

a correct interpretation of the inscription in the temple of Ambarn^th
near Kaly^n which has formed the subject of controversy among
scholars. The date consists of three decimal figures, the first of

which closely resembles the modern Ndgari 7. Dr. Bhau Daji read

the date as Shaka 782. Dr. Bhagvanldl Indraji, on the other hand,

interpreted it as Shaka Samvat 982, because a figure closely resembl-

ing a modern Nagari 7 really stands for 9 on the Vallabhi grants
and in an inscription of Bhojadeva of Gwalior, dated Vikram Samvat

933. Dr. Fleet has contributed an elaborate paper in which he

upholds Dr. Bhau Daji's reading on the ground that ( i ) in the Valla-

bhi grants we are concerned with numerical symbols and ( 2 ) that

we are dealing with very different parts of the country in respect of

the Ambarndth and Gwalior inscriptions. These objections are

removed by the present grant in which the last figure in the date

18 B. B. R. A. S. Journal, XII. 331.
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closely resembles the modern Nagari 7, though its value is definitely

given in words as
•

nine.
'

This affords an interesting confirmation

of Dr. Bhagvanl^l's reading of the date in the Ambarndth inscription

as Shaka 982.
" "

You will see that Mr. Pathak does not seem to have been aware of

Dr. Fleet's note of 1 896, which I have already quoted. Putting that

aside, there cannot be a shadow of doubt that there were two figures

in use in the loth and nth centuries of the Christain era to denote the

number '

nine,
'

one of which resembled the modern Nigari symbol
for

'

seven,
' and the other that for

'

nine.
'

It thus becomes quite easy to understand how some Zoroastrian

priest committed the very error from which all his learning and expe-
rience could not save Bhau Daji, and just as the Doctor misread

782 Shaka for 982 Shaka, so the priest thought 992 V. Samvat was 772
V. Samvat and left us, in consequence, a fruitful legacy of blunder, con-

fusion and preposterous assumption. But this is not all. Just as the Parsi

date is Shrdvan Shud p, 992 V.S., so the Ambarndth date is 982 Shaka,

Shrdvan Shud p, ( or according to Dr. Bhau, Jesht Shud 9 ),
and the

symbol for the day of the month in both facsimiles is exactly like a

modern Nagari
' nine

' and does not resemble the symbol employed for

*nine' in the number of the year (982). It is easy to perceive how

this fact must not only have produced the error, but afterwards pro-

onoted and confirmed it for seeing one sign exactly like the modern

symbol for
'

nine,
'

the Parsi priest must, like the Hindu Doctor, have

inferred that the other stood for a different number altogether and

could not by any means be anything else than a ' seven '.

To my own mind, this is not only a satisfactory explana-
tion of the origin of the error, but a convincing proof of 992 ( Vikram

Samvat ) being the genuine traditional date of the landing. But I have

no intention of asking you at this stage to accept my amendment as a

substantive historical proposition and I will at present merely request

you not to altogether discard such a supposition if only to enable me
to proceed with my argument.

Supposing then for a moment that the Persian refugees did land

at Sanjan in 992 V. S.=936 A. C, what is it that accerdited history

19 B. B. R. A. S. Journal, XXI. 506.
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teaches us about those who were the masters then of that part of the

present Thdnll District ? It is now common knowledge that the

Silhdras of the North Konkan, were a dynasty who ruled there in-

dependently or in subordinate alliance with the Rashtrakutas of

Malkhed, the Chdlukyas of Gujerdt and perhaps also others, from

about 830 A. C. to about 1260 A. C, with some interruptions. The date

for their second King Pullashakti is 843-44 A. C, and their capital

was at Puri which Wathen, Nairne and others
'"*

are in favour of

locating at
" the Moreh bunder or landing on the north-east corner

of Ghdrdpuri or Elephanta, but which Mr, Edwardes " and

Mr, Jackson
'* would identify with Thana itself These Silhdrds

speak of themselves as Lords of the Konkan and designate their

territory, the Konkan fourteen hundred, of which the chief towns

appear from their epigraphic records to have been Sthdnaka,

(Thdnd ), Shurparaka ( Sopdra), Chemul (Chaul ), Lavantata(Londd),
Uran " and above all, Hamyamana, or Hanjamananagara, that is

Sanjdn itself. The last is mentioned four times in their copper-plates,

W0., those of Arikesarideva, 939 Shaka ( 1018 A. C, ), Chittarajdeva,

Shaka 948 ( 1026 A. C. ), Anantadeva, Shaka 1016 ( 1094 A. C. ), and

Apardditya, Shaka 1049 ( 1127 A. C. )
34

Now let us hear what the Parsi tradition crystallized in Bahman
Kaikobad's verses has to say about the matter, "In that territory,"

Bahman declares,
" there was a good Raja who flourished there in

righteousness. His name was Jadi Rana, who was liberal, wise and

prudent. A Dastur went before him with offerings, selected for his

learning and understanding. He blessed him and said, 'O Rdy
"Ri-yin (King of Kings), grant us a place of abode in this thy city.

We are poor and have sought thy protection. We have arrived

in thy city and at thy abode. We have arrived here by reason of

our faith. We have heard that in this place is one of virtuous acts

20 History of the Konkan, Bombay Gazetteer, I. ii, 16. Bom. Gaz. XIV. 401-2.

21 Rise of Bombay, 14.

22 Gazetteer of Bombay City, II. 9 note.

23 Nairne, Bom. Gaz. I. ii. 16 and Fleet, Id. 543.

24 Asiatic Researches, I. 357, Buhler, Ind. Ant. V. 276. Telang. Id. IX, 33, Pathak, B. &
R. A. S. Journal, XXI. 505. Nairne. Bom. Gaz. I ii, 15; Fleet, 3. 538.
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descended from the kingly Riyin, whose fame perpetually extends

through Hind." ^'

Such is Eastwick's version, to all but the last sentence of which it is

not worth while to raise any serious objection. But it is on the same

last sentence that everything turns and of which you will permit me

%o say, the true significance as well as signification has not been

perceived by any one.

I will repeat Eastwick's rendering of the last three lines.,

" We have heard that in this place is one of virtuous acts descended!

from the kingly Riyin [ Shahrayan is the word m the original'^ whose

fame perpetually extends through Hind."

In other words, Eastwick has been obliged to understand ' Shah^

as an adjective in the sense of "
Kingly," to make some sense out of

the verses. In the Gujardti version, Dastur Framji Aspandiarji does

not tackle the difficulty at all but simply passes it over.

»^>115h ?li(HM 3 ^ ^MaHl'fl Aim t^^flaMlinl ^SHlH^l ^lil^lfll'l'H SRhShWHC
^S'lm*!^ =M «v^U §M^ Si& ^1<M S.*^"

" We have heard that there is in this place a famous king
renowned throughout Hindustan and descended from Kings," ( (jbi^ )j

as if the vocable Shah had not been used at all and the real word was

Rayan only and not "
Shahrayan'* I have no doubt that the fault

is not in the translators but in their text, that it is the reading that

is corrupt and cries for correction, I am sure that the true lection of

this otherwise meaningless collocation "Sh^hrdydn." is ^'Shallahrayan,'*

the plural, according to the rules of Persian Grammar, of "
Shilahral\

the name of the dynasty to which the ruler of Sanjan in 936 A. C.

—992 V. S. belonged, a name which occurs in seven or eight different

forms, viz :
—

25 B. B. R. A. Journal I. 175-6,

26 Hadisanameh, I02.
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Silihara, Shaildh^ra, Sil;lydra, Silira, Shildyar, Shril^ra, Silhar.'
"

The lines will then mean :
—

" We have heard that in this place is a Raja descended from the

Shilahras of virtuous acts, who are ever renowned throughout
Hindustan."

Nothing can be plainer or clearer than this, and nothing also can

better illustrate the compliment in the last words than the pompous
title to which all the Silahras lay claim of being T^garapura paratnesk"

wara,
"
Supreme Lords of Tagarapura," (the ancient and far-famed

Tagara of the geographer Ptolemy), just as the Hoysalas and the

Yadavas style themselves Dwaravatipura Varadhishwara, Lords of

the excellent city of Dwdrdvati (Dwarka)
" and the Kadambas,

Banavastpuravar-Adhishwara, Lords of the excellent city of

Banavltsi."

Supposing then that the Hindu Raja whom the Parsi priest

approached with a request for protection was descended from the
" Silhdrds whose fame perpetually extended throughout Hindustan,"
which of the members of that dynasty must have been on the throne
in 936 A. C—992. V. S. ? Well, we have the testimony cf the Arab
Mas'udi that when he was in the Konkan in 916 A. C, the ruler of

Saimur or Chaul was named "
Jhanjha""" and all archaeologists are

agreed that Mas'udi's Jhanjha was the fifth Silahra. The sixth was
his brother '

the beautiful Goggi
'

as he is called in the Bhandup
copper-plate.'

SI

" From him sprang a son famed for astounding and enchanting
deeds, the illustrious prince Vajjadadeva, a chief of Kings." Now it

is unfortunately not possible in the present state of our knowledge
to predicate the exact year of Vajjadadeva's acession, but there is

nothing whatever to militate against the conclusion that he reigned
about 940 A. C, and that he is the Jddi R^n^ of the Kissah, whom

27 Bombay Gazetteer, Nairne, I. ii. 15. Ind. Ant IX, 39 note.

28 Fleet, Kanarese Dj-nasties, Bom. Gaz. I. ii, 490, 517.

29 Ibid. 558.

30 Prairies d' Or. (Barbier de Meynard), II. 85.

31 Ind. Ant. V. 279, Journal, R. A. S. F. S., II, 383, IV. 109.
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Wilson sought to identify with Jayadeva, (or Vanraja the Chavda

ruler of Anhilwdda)
" and Campbell supposed to have been " some

Y^dava chief of South Gujerat."
"

In the first place, then, we know that only one reign
—

perhaps a

short one—that of the " beautiful Goggi"—intervenes between Jhanjha,

who was reigning in A. C. 916 and Vajjadadeva ( or Jddi ), We also

know that there were thirteen rulers between Pullashakti, the second

king, for whom we possess the date 843-4 A. C, and Anantadeva, the

fourteenth whose records of 108 1 and 1095 A. C, we have found. This

gives a total of 252 years for thirteen reigns, and the average of

nineteen years and a half for the duration of single chieftain's rule.

Now, supposing Pullashakti had come to the throne only five years

before 843, Vajjadadeva would, according to this approximate

calculation, have become king just about 935 A. C, 991, Samvat

Vikram.

I have no doubt that Jddi is the local or familiar Deshi form of the

name and it is impossible not to be struck, as Buhler was, by the large

number of Deshi forms, Vappuvanna, Jhanjha, Goggi, etc, in the

dynastic list of these Mahdmandleshwars of the Northern Konkan. '*

The dropping of the suffix
'

deva,' which is a mere honorific, would

scarcely require any explanation. At the same time, it would be a

serious error of omission not to note that to Parsi priests of the loth

century, it was an imperative necessity. Assigning to the word 'Deva'

as they did, a meaning entirely the reverse of that which it bears ia

Sanskrit, they must have been peculiarly averse to append it to the

name of a prince whom they could not but regard with feelings of

gratitude and reverence. Ervad Shahriarji Bharucha, who has recently

produced a critical edition of Neriosengh's Sanskrit Writings, tells us

that that great Iranist never employs the word 'Z^^z^a' except in the

Iranian sense of * demon \ and the reason is not at all difficult to

understand. Neriosengh must have known that if he had used it in

32 Ind. Antiquary, I, No. i.

33 Bom. Gaz. XIII. pt. i, 249.

34 Ind. Ant. V. 280 note.
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any other sense or followed the Sanskrit Dictionaries, he must have

been all but incomprehensible to his own people. (Part I, Preface, ii.

note.)

What then remains to account for is how 'Vajjada' has been chang-

ed into Jddi. Of the procope of the ^ which is so common, e.g.^

(Gujarati) ii^i, ^i^i^ij ^^l', '^\^\'^V* ii=i3-, Hi^ug-" ^t^i" -wa etc., it is

scarcely necessary to give examples, but I have been able to put

together from only two books—and those the best of their kind—
Bhandarkar's Dckkan and Fleet's Kanarese Dynasties more than

half a dozen parallel cases which absolutely clinch the matter.

I will first take the name of Vajjadadeva's own father. It

occurs as
'

Goggardja
'

in the copperplate edited by Mr. Pdthak, and

elsewhere as
'

Gog^/,
'

with the *

Rdja
'

dropped and final
*

/ ' added just

as in JddV.^'' Similarly, a Mandalik or feudatory of the Silhdras of

Karhdd is called indifferently Gonkadeva or Gonk/ in the inscrip-

tions (i 182 A.C.)" Then, again, Someshwar Kalachuri becomes Soma or

Sovideva (1167-1177 A. C.)^" ; Jomma or Joma of the Gutta family of

Feudatories also is spoken of as 'Joyideva (1181 A. C)*° and in both

these cases, if the ' deva ' was dropped, the name would become Sovi

or Joyi^ (just like Jddi). The name of Lokaditya, a feudatory of

the Rashtrakuta Krishna II is contracted to Lokade.** So also the

form Paramaddeva which occurs in various dynastic lists is changed

into Permddi, ( exactly like Vajjadadeva into Jddi, with the *a
'

elong-

ated and the final 'z' added), Paramardi, Paramardideva, and

Paramardin. ** The seventh case is that of Vaddiga, a Yadav

chief of Seunadesha whose name assumes the forms Vandiga and

Badagi and Vadugi, with the '^' again elongated and the final */'

35 Belsare, Gujarati-English Dictionary S. V.

36 A. V. Williams Jackson, Persia, Past and Present. 380 note.

37 B. B. R. A. S. Journal XXI. 512.

38 Bombay Gazetteer, I. iL 5 ^6, 548. Ind. Ant XIV. 22,

39 Jbid. 227, 484.

40 Ibid. 579, 581.

41 Jbid. 411 and note. Ind. Ant. XII. 217.

.j^ Jbid. 225, 452, 458, 460, 470, 515, 516.
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added just as in ]hdl*' The eighth but not the last case (for*

tnany others can be quoted) is that of Brahma, a general of the

Chalukya King Someshwara IV, who is indifferently designated

Bomma, Bammafa and Ba-mmzdeva .**

After having thus shown that Vajjadadeva is the Jddi of Bahman

and Parsi tradition, allow me to proceed to another question of great

interest. The Kissah account leaves the decided impression that the

Hindu Riija was a very tolerant and liberal-minded sovereign in

matters of religion. He not only permitted the refugees to land, and

gave them permission to build a fire temple without the smallest

hesitation, but gave them all kinds of assistance in consecrating it.

The passage is fairly well known and I will therefore give only the

last line.
" The prince Jadi Rdna himself sent abundant offerings of

every description.
"
*^

Now this is just what we should expect of the Silhdras from their

epigraphic records,
" From the numerous references to Shiva in the

Silara inscriptions," says Telang, "the family may well be inferred

to have been devotees of Shiva. Jimuta Vahana's name, however,

certainly suggests Buddhist associations. Probably, the creed of the

princes was not of a narrow sort and the evidence is daily accumulat-

ing that so late even as the loth and nth centuries of the Christian

era, sundry Hindu princes shewed considerable catholicity of spirii

as between Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina."
**

Similarly, Nairne tells us

of their cousins, the Silharas of Kohlapur that they
"
appear to have

been tolerant Kings, as one copperplate records grants to Mahadeva,
Buddha and Arhat. ( Journ. B. B. R. A. S. XIH. 17. )"

*'

A later but equally competent witness, the lamented A. M. T.

Jackson, who wrote the Hindu chapter for Mr. Edwardes' interesting^
"
Gazetteer of Bombay City," is even more emphatic.

" So they

passed away these fine old Kings of Thana and Bombay, nor failed to

43 Ibid. 231-2, 513.

44 Ibid. 237, 464.

45 Eastwick, B. B. R. A, S. Journal I. i8a

46 Ind. Antiq. IX. 46.

47 History of the Konkan, Bom. Gaz. I. ii. 17 {note.
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leave to posterity the sign manual of their tolerant and able rule.

They fostered trade, particularly trade with Moslem lands, permitting

the merchants thereof to build mosques within their territory, appoint-

ing a Musulman Judge to decide their disputes and generally treating

them with great favour (Al Masudi II. 85). Jews, Christians, and

Fire worshippers immigrated in large numbers to Chaul and other

towns, the chief of which were Sinddn (Sanjan),"
*'

Sup^ra, Thana,

Chaul, &c.

But we have better evidence even than that of the scholarly and

critical Jackson for the
"
regard and sympathy entertained by

" these

fine old Kings of Thana" for their Zoroastrian subjects. There is lying in

the Museum down-stairs a sandstone slab recording the grant by Anan-

tadeva, the 14th Silhara, in Shaka 1003— ^o%\ A. C. of some drammas

to the " Khdrasdn Mandli."
** The writing is somewhat defaced and

Pandit Bhagvdnlal who deciphered it was not quite sure of the read-

ing Mandli or perhaps of the meaning of the phrase
" Khurasan

Mandli " which he has italicised and marked with a query. But it

may be suggested that the royal gift was meant for the people from

Khorasan—the Parsi refugees
—whose connection with that great

province of Eastern Persia is repeatedly mentioned in the Kissah—
i—^anjan—one of the chapters in which is headed

" Account of the coming of the Behdins from Khorasan to the country

of Hindustan." And again, in his account of the building of the Fire

Temple, Bahman says,

,jU\;CS- ^^\ '^tJiJ
^^Jj' A^— ^jLl ji ^ jii J;J (i^lAjl ji

" All their affairs were prosperous in as much they had brought with

them the tools and skill of Khorasan.''
^°

It is a pity that we cannot say anything positively of the purpose of

the gift, and it may be perhaps useless to say anything where it is impos-

48 Gazetteer of Bombay City, Vol. II 12.

49 Nairne. Konkan, Bom. Gaz. I. ii. 19, XIV, 379.

50 Eastwick, B. B. R A. S. Journal. I. 180.
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sible to advance beyond the region of conjecture, but I should like

to invite your attention to the curious fact that of the twenty-five

grants of the Silharas, three only, besides this one, record gifts

of money or drammas and all those three were made for strictly

religious 'purposes.

The object of the first gift of the sort (the inscription is on the

architrave over the verandah of Kanheri Cave No. 78 and of the

time or Pullashakti, 765 Shaka = 843-4 A. C.) was the repairs of the

Buddhist monastery and the provision of clothes and books for the

priests.^^ The second donation (temp. Aparaditya, Shaka 1109=1187

A. C) was made for the "
worship by five rites of the God Vaidyanath

of Darbhavati."
" The third is dated ii7iShaka= 1249 A. C. in

the reign of Someshwar and is a donation to
" Uttareshwar Mahadeva

q{ Shri Sthanaka "
(Thana)."^® It may be a hazardous conjecture, but

it is 7«j-/ /(7jj-z/^/^ that the fourth money grant of the same kind may
have been connected in some way with the erection and maintenance

or repairs o{ the fire temple of the Khorasan Anjuman the exact Parsi

equivalent of the Sansrit Mandali, ( if that is the true reading of the

three letters about which Pandit Bhagvanlal was not quite sure).

Let me pause for a moment on the results arrived at. I have

shown that the reading 772 V. Samvat is a mistake for 992 V. Samvat

and I have explained how the error arose. I have, by making a very

slight emendation of an '

alif
'

into a '

lam,' (two letters which are

almost alike in cursive Persian and which are constantly being

mixed up by copyists) in an hitherto incomprehensible line of the

Kissa/i, proved that according to a Parsi tradition recorded in 1600 A. C,

the ruler of Sanjan in 992 V. Samvat was a Silhara and that his name

was Jadi Rana. I have lastly demonstrated from epigraphic records

that this Jadi Rana was no other than Vajjadadeva, the seventh

Silhara.

I request you particularly to note that this name Silhara which I

have shewn to exist in the Kissah itself is the patronymic of a

51 Fleet, Kanaresc Dynasties. Bom. Gaz. I. ii. 404; Ind. Ant. XIII. 136.

52 Nairne, Konkan, Bom. Gaa. I. ii. 20 n. B. B. K. A. S. Journal XII. 335,

53 Ibid, 21.
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family of princes of which all recollection had vanished from the

minds of the most learned in local history until it was unearthed by

archaeological research within only the last hundred years. I regard

the absolutely unconscious preservation of the Maine by Parsi tradition

and the unexpected confirmation of Bahman'.s statements by Hindu

inscriptions as the most convincing proof hitherto discovered of their

resting on a nucleus of, not only genuine oral tradition, but perhaps
of very old written memoranda.

After this resume of the argument itself, allow me to invite your
attention to some of the corollaries of the proposition. In the first

place, then, it explains why not a single reference to the Parsis in

Western India during the 8th, 9th and loth centuries has been ever

found though they are popularly supposed X.o have arrived so early as 716
A. C. It enables us also to understand why the earliest notice, the first

Kanheri Cave Pahlavi inscription, is dated only ICK)9 A. C.,** and the

second 1021 A. C. It makes besides, the traditional date of the founda-

tion of the first Parsi colony
—that of Navsari—not only perfectly intelli-

gible and free from suspicion but consistent with the Kissah-i-

Sanjan also. That date is said to be 511 A. Y/^ =1142 A. C. or 551

A. Y.
" 1182 A. C. that is, four hundred years and more after V. Samvat

772 (716 A. C), the supposed traditional date of the landing. It has

been incomprehensible to many why the Zoroastrians should have

taken four hundred years and more to spread out to a town only

fifty or sixty miles distant from Sanjan. Bahman tells us that the

peregrinations began
"
three hundred years more or less

"
after

the landing. The more or less now acquires a very real mean-

ing which is simply this, that the first settlement in Southern Gujerat—
that of Navsari—took place less than three hundred years after

the landing and that the Zoroastrian colonies in some of the other

towns (Vankaner, Anklesar, Variav, etc.) came later. Now if we

take 1 182 A. C. as the date of the Navsari colony, we have an in-

terval of 246 years
—

just what B ahman says
—a few less than three

hundred.^'

54 Bombay GaEctteer, XlV. 187-8, Arch. Survey Reports. X, 62-5. Mr. K. R. Kama read

the first date 999 A. C. (368 A. Y.) instead of 378 A. Y (1009 A. C), Zarthosti Abhyas
Part iii. 160. Parsi Prakash. 2. Dr. E. W. West read 37S A. \'. Ind. Antiquarv,
IX, 265.

55 Parsi Prakash^ 2 note.

56 Bhagarsath Vanshavli p. I.

5? Eastwick, B. B. R. A. S. Journal I. 181.
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Moreover, it removes one of the principal difficuties in the way of

acceptiiifi- the Athorndn Genealogy. A glance at the pedigree of the

Broach Dasturs shows that there are, at the most only thirty-three genera^

tions between the late Mr. Ardeshir Sohrabji Dastur Kamdin," who was

born in 1838 and a Dastur Shahpur Shahriar, who is said to have been

one of the first band of refugees. If we accept the date 716 A. C,
there would be thirty-three generations only in 1122 years, giving
the inconceivably high average of 34 years for a single generation.

But if we adopt 936 A. C. 992 V. S., you have only 902 years and

an average of only twenty-seven years which is still high, but which

is not improbably due to some names having slipped out between

Shahpur Shahriar and Hormazdyar Ramyar. It may be noted that

the ten generations which immediately follow after Hormazdyar are

taken, as Dr. E. W. West has rightly observed," from that " best

of all authorities for early dates," a contemporary colophon—the

colophon, namely of Peshotan Ram Kamdin's MS, of the Book of

Arda Viraf and Gosht-i-Fryano of 1397 A. C.^° Lastly, it would make
Bahman's statement that Mahmud Begada's Sack of Sanjan
took place about five hundred years or a little more after the landing

perfectly harmonize with historical facts, for I have recently shown
elsewhere that that disastrous event occurred, according to the

Musalman historians themselves in 1465 A. C.

In a word, this change will, over and above placing the early history
of the Parsis in India on the sound critical basis of a date derived from

unimpeachable epigraphic evidence, restore order in the hitherto chaotic

realm of Parsi chronology, bring daylight where there has hitherto

been only darkness and solve not one but many difficulties which have

been heretofore insuperable in that department of inquiry.

Here, I may be permitted to say a few words in anticipation of a

possible objection. It may be said that the Shaka era was used

throughout the Western Coast at this time and that all the Silahr^

dates are in that era. How then could the Vikram Samvat have been

employed by these Parsis ? The answer is easy. These Zoroastrians

58 Bharuch Dastur Khandan ni Vanshavli and Dr. West's letter in J. J. Mody, Irani

Vishayo. Ill, 199-200.

59 Letter in Irani Fishayo, III 199.

60 Haug and West, Book of Arda Viraf, 246, 26S,
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came to Sanjdn from Diu in Kattyaw^r and it was there thej^ had

become first acquainted with the Hindu system of reckoning time. It

is well known to scholars that the Hindu era generally in use in

Kattyawar and Gujarat during these centuries was the Vikram and

not the Shaha Samvat. All the Chavda, Chalukya and Vaghela dates

of the Gujarat province are in the Vikram era, and the numerous in-

scriptions also of that period mentioned in the Kattyawar Gazetteer

are almost all in the Vikram era/\

I have said above that some of Rahman's statements appear to have

been based not only on a nucleus of genuine oral tradition, but, perhaps

of written memoranda. Those memoranda were no doubt made inter-

mittently and without system and the few w hich remain show, as I

have proved elsewhere," signs of much blundering and misapprehension

in their present state, but they must be pronounced trustworthy and valu-

able whenever, in virtue of extraneous support, we can be sure of their

havingbeen correctly read and transmitted in the original form. Indeed,

Bahman himself tells us at the end of the poem that he had written the

Kissah according to what " he had seen and also learnt from the

conversation of his elders."

As he does not make any reference whatever to contemporary
events or even to any which occurred within a hundred years of the

date of the composition of his narrative ( 1600 A. C.
),
we must take it

that he means by
" what he had seen," notes and memoranda which he

had had the opportunity of reading with his own eyes. He is more

explicit as to the name of the person from whom he derived the

substance of oral tradition.

61 Bhagvanlal and Jackson, History of Gujerat, Bom, Gaz. Li. 149—206. Kattyawar
Gazetteer, p. 357, Inscription of (V.S. 1042), p. 653. (V.S. 1076), p. 515. (V.S. I141),

p. 693, (V.S. 1139), pp. 282, 543 (V.S. 1202,) pp. 543, 609 (V.S. 1225), p. 547 (V.S.
1260), p. 691 (V.S. 1262), p. 664 (V.S. 1264), pp. 652, 664 (V.S. 1272), p. 686

(V.S. 1320), an4 many others.

62 See my ^papers on the "
Traditional Dates of Parsi History," (Iranian Association Jour-

nal, Jan, and Feb. 1914).
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"
I have heard this from a wise Dastur, who was always renowned

for virtue. May the Dastur whose name is Hoshang live long, whose

wisdom had always great excellence. He had read the Zend Avesta

also and thus driven away devils from himself. He was manifestly
the Dastur in his city and the Faith always received lustre from him.

In those days his authority zvas exercised over all and he managed
t'ke affairs of the religion. Whosoever consulted himabout the secrets of

the faith, performed all religious duties according to his advice. In his

own town, where he was the (universal) teacher, his pupils were devoted

to him heart and soul (or he was devoted heart and soul to his pupils).

He told me this tale according to the sayings of the men of old and

repeated ( the secret facts or ) the obscure history of the men of the

True Faith." ( The translation is my own ).

^^

It is perhaps unfortunate that the name of Dastur Hoshang's father

is not appended, but that really makes no difference whatever. The

expressions employed, the epithet Dastur of the city, the reverent

manner in which his informant's piety and learning are spoken of, the

allusions to his being the universal referee on religious matters, and

above all, the explicit declaration that his authority was exercised over

all and that he "
managed the affairs of the religion" in a word, that he

was the acknowledged religious head of the commufiity can apply to

but one person living in 1600 A. C, the famous Dastur Hoshang As^

Sanjan^, of Navas^iri. The Maktuh-i-Fredun Marzaban, a letter of

introduction from the Iranian priests which, according Dr. West

(Index to Darab Hormazdyar's MS. Revayet in the Bombay University

Library), must have been written about 1570 A. C, is addressed

63 The second couplet does not occur in some copies, but I have found it in at least three old

and good manuscripts and it was not absent from Anquetil's Copy. (Le Zend Avesta,

Tome II, Pte. II, sxxiv.)
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among tlie Navsari priestliood to only two notables, Dastur Mahidr

( Rana), wlio died in 1591 A C* and this Dastur Hoshang (Asil), and

among the laity to the brothers Minocheher and Nosherwan Bahman
Manek Changa, the first of whom died in 1640 Samvat, 1584-A. C,

according to an old DisdpotJii.^^ About thirty years later ( 1601 ),
the

name of Dastur I loshang Asa again occurs in the Revayet of Kaus

Mahiyar and then, it is not in the second place but in the very first,

the place of honour, just what we should expect from Bahman's

statement,"" Now I have been able to put together the pedigree of

lloshang partly from this old Disapothi
"' and partly from the papers

left by a famous y\thornan genealogist, Dastur Jamaspji Sohrabji

Meherji Rana"\ The account obtained from these sources is confirmed

by a Sanjana Fihrist kindly procured for m.e by my old friend Mr. J.

D. Bharda—It is as follows :
—

Hoshang-Asa-Kamdin-Chayyan-Asa-(or Asdin)-Khorshed-Kamdin.

In a word, Hojhang was lineally descended from Khorshed Kamdin,

\.\\Q Khorshed Biizurg-i-Sanjana of the Revayets of i486 and 151 1, one

of the three revered ministers of the Iransliah, who had personally

endured the heat and brunt of the day in the evil times of the

Bansdah wanderings. Hoshang must have been in 1600 A. C, a man

of great age, older certainly than Bahman, who repeatedly speaks of

himself as Bahman-i-pir, the
'

aged Bahman,'
" whose youth was gone

and old age had arrived." I have attempted to fix approximately the

birth-dates of Hoshang's ancestors, on the probable supposition that

Hoshang was about seventy years old in 1600 A. C.

Born, Circa, A. C. 1530, Hoshang, mentioned in the Revayets of

Circa 1570 A. C. and 1601 A. C.

„ „ A. C. 1507, ./4i-a mentioned in the Revayet of 1553 A. C.

„ „ A, C. 1484, Kamdin.

64 Parsi Prakash, 9,

65 Rustamji Jamaspji Dastur, Bhagarsafh Vanshavaii; 240.

66 Parsi Prakash, 839.

67 Bhagarsath Vanshavli, 241,

68 For these papers I have to make my r.ckowledgments to Ervad Mahiar Nowroji Kutar.
The same pedigree is given in a Khordeh Avesta MS, written in A.Y. 970 (1601 A.Cj
by Herbad Shapur Dastur Hoshang Asa. {Navsari Meherji Rana Library M S, F, 4 ;

Proceedings, Kholkarnari Mandali (1891). p. 44,
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Born Circtty A. C. 1461, Chayyan mentioned in the Revayat of

1516 A. C.

„ A. C. 1438, Asa (Asdin)

A. C i/:^iS, Khorshed Kmndin „ i486 and 151 1 A. C.

Now taking the earliest date and the latest, \ve get a period uf one

hundred and fifteen years and the reasonable average of twenty-three

years for a generation. Now Hoshang's grandfather Kamdin C!.ay}an

must, according to these approximately calculated dates of birth, have

been twenty-seven years old at the time of Khorshed Kamdin's death

about 1 51 1 A. C, and sixty-six when Hoshang himself was twenty.

It is quite possible, therefore, that Hoshang heard the story of the Sack

of Sanjan and its sequel from one to whom Khorshed Kamdin, himself

an eyewitness, had told it. And if Hoshang Asa born about 1530 A. C.

could have heard it from his own grandfather (a man sixty-six when he

himself was twenty), he must have had opportunities of hearing the

same story from other grey bearded priests or laymen (his grandfather's

contemporaries) who had in their turn received it from some parent

or grandparent who had lived in the same age as Khorshed Kamdin.

In the same way, itcan be proved from the same sources that Bahman
Kaikobad was a direct descendant of Khorshed's colleague Nagan

Ram, the pedigree being, Bahman-Kaikobad-Hamjiar-Padam-Kama-

Narsang-Nagan-Ram.

In other words, whatever may be said of the authenticity and

credibility of the earlier events metioned in Bahman's narrative or of

those belonging to the intervening period, the story of the Sack and

the Bansdah wanderings appears to rest on evidence removed, but

one step or twofrom that of eyewitnesses. It is now acknowledged
even by those who are most disposed to discount his worth that

Bahman's statements about Changa Asa are fully borne out by the

contemporary evidence of the Revayets of Nariman Hoshang, in both

of which that w^orthy is represented in the same light, viz., as a philan-

thropic layman observant of religious rites, and devoted to the cause

of spiritual reform.""

Let us go now back a little further and hear what the Kissah says,

about Sanjan itself. Bahman Kaikobad tells us that the
"
Raja gave

them permission to abide in the land. He ordered that their men of

70 Eastwick, B. B. R, A. S. Journal I, 1,87-9.
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rank and age, of good (iisposition and wise of counsel should examine

the land minutely and when they found a vacant spot should inform

the Mobed thereof A place in the desert was fixed upon. It was a

pleasant spot and there they fixed their abode. When the Dastur

saw the soil was good, he selected the place for their residence. The
Dastur named that spot Sanjan and it became populous as the lantl

of Iran.'""

All this turns out on examination to be really more accurate than

one has a right to expect in a "
poetical narrative." There is, no

doubt, notwithstanding" the mention of a Shiddn by the Arab

geographers of the ninth century, that the Konkan Sanjjin first came
into existence only in the tenth century, and that its prosperity dated

from the incoming of the Parsis and other foreigners. The writer of

the chapter on the Arab References in the Bombay Gazetteer History
of Gujerat has seen this very clearly and pointed out that the earlier

references of Biladuri 892 A. C, Ibn Khord^dbih 912 A. C. and

Mas'udi 91 5 A. C. are all about the Kacch Sinddn.'^

There can be no doubt that the Konkan Sanjan was originally a

colony founded by the Zoroastrian refugees who gave it its name
after Sanjan, a town in the Khwaf district of Kohistan—that Kohistan

in which they first took refuge for religion and conscience's

sake and which they afterwards abandoned for more distant lands for

the same reason. The Arab Geographer Yakut in his Moajjam-ul-

Bulddn, mentions four places of that name, one of which was
situated near Nishapur and the other was this township in the district

of Khwaf." Mr. Guy Le Strange informs us in his excellent mono-

graph on the Nuzluxt-ul KuCuh of HamdullihMustawfi thaf'Khw^f with
its district lies to the south of Bakharz and Mustawfi gives as its chief

towns Salam, Sanjan and Zuzan.'"^ The same accurate writer gives

us to understand elsewhere that Salam, Sanjan and Zuzan were the

chief centres of population in the district of Khwaf in the 8th century

of the Hejira, and that Ydkut calls Zuzan " a little Basra for its

70 Eastwick, B. B. R. A. S. Journal. I., 179.

71 Bom. Gaz.. Vol, I. i., 520-1,

72 Barbier de Meynard, Dictionnaire de la Perse, 323.

73 Me&opotatnia and Persia under the Mongols, S6.
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trade and refers to it as a shrine of the Magians.''^*" That the name
was first given by the Parsis and is not of indigenous origin is further

proved by the artificially Sanscritised forms '

Hamyamana,' and
'

Hanjamananagara
'

of which such a good Sanscritist as Telano- said

he could not make anything so late as 1880/' It is easy to suggest and
it has been since suggested by many that the Sanscritised form is

connected with the Persian word '

Anjuman\ Avestaic Hanjamana,
meeting, assembly, congregation of the Faithful.

But I am not aware of any one having pointed out that this name,
'

Hanjamananagara,' the Sanscritised form of Sanjdn bears exactly
the same meaning as Hamdan. The equivalent of Hamadan "

in the

ancient Persian inscriptions is Hagmatana [old Persian Hangamatdna^
Behestun, 2, 7(>-77'\ which means literally

' a place of meeting, con-

course of many ways
' and Hamadan to-day is a meeting place of

as many highways from various parts of the kingdom as when
it was the Median Capital.""

Now whether the name of Sanjan can, through Hamadan, be

etymologically affiliated to the old Persian Hangamatdna or not,

it is certain that the Konkan Sanjan came to be a real Hangamatdna or

Hanajamanagara
" a meeting of many nations, a concourse of many

ways." The Arab Idrisi tells us in the 12th century that itwas populous,
its inhabitants noted for industry and intelligence, rich and of a warlike

temper and that the town was large and had an extensive commerce."

Indeed, it appears to have had a large population of foreigners,

Moslems, Parsis and Hindus, and this is, perhaps, the real meaning

of the phrase ^^flHW^K ^^ ^^ 5fJJ^^ which Buhler took to refer to
" the three twice-born castes,"

" which Telang, though coming after

Buhler, said he could not understand," and which Ervad Jivanji

Mody has attempted to identify with the three classes ofParsi Priests,

"Dasturs, Mobeds and Hirbads," as if Parsi priests could have

74 Lands of the Eastern Caliphate, 358.

75 Telang, Indian Antiquary, IX. 44.

76 A. V. Williams Jackson, Persia Past and Present, 150.

77 Elliot & Dowson, History of India, I. 85,

78 Ind. Antiquary, V. 280.

79 Ibid. IX. 38.

12



by any possibility been so numerous as to constitute the entire fiopula-

/zb« of a Arr^^ commercial town under a Hindu prince in the twelfth

Christian century.^" The truth is that Sanjan, like many other Thana

ports at this period, gradually came to have a very large ncn-Hindu

population of different races and religiojis.

Mr. S. M. Edwardes has put this very neatly in the ' Rise of

Bombay.'
" The Silharas seem to have fostered colonization and

trade in the highest degree, and to have introduced into these sparsely

populated islands a social and religious element hitherto unknown.

Hindu, Musalman, Parsi, Persian, Arab, Jew and Chinaman all

visited and settled in the Thana ports of their day or braved the

dangers of the sea and they were not few. * * *
. Ten thousand

Persians and Arabs made their homes in Chaul, the Jews brought a

living freight of women, eunuchs and boys by way of the Gulf to

Chaul, Sanjan and Sopara.""

This is further shown by the name " Navteri Nagari
"
by which

old Sanjan is still spoken of by the common people.
"
According

to a story current at Dahanu and Umbargaon, Sanjan," says the

Bombay Gazetteer,
" was so large a city that it was called Navteri

Nagari, or the city that measured nine koss by thirteen."" Nine

koss by thirteen indeed ! An area of 468 square miles 1 !

It is needless to say that this is only an instance of meaning-

making and folk etymology. The real signification is probably
" Town

of the Navdyats"—new comers, foreigners, especially ''descendants

of Arab and Kufi Settlers." Let us see what Hobson-Jobson—one

of the finest productions of Anglo-Indian scholarship
—can tell us

about the matter. "
Navait, Naitea, Nevayat. a name given to

Mahomedans of mixed race in the Concan and S. Canara. This is

apparently a Concani word connected with Sanscrit 'Nava'—'new' and

implying converts.'* Castanheda is then quoted to show that they
were " Sons of Moors and gentile mothers," and Purchas made to

bear witness that they were " mesticos of mixed seed, of Moor
fathers and Ethnike mothers." The high authority of Wilks also

80 Ibid. XLI. 175.

81 Rise of Bombay, 7.

82 Bom. Gaz. XIV. 301. Note.
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is adduced to prove" that they were " the descendants of the early-

Arab emigrants from Kufa who landed on that part of the Western

Coast of India called the Concan." '* Ferishta is even more explicit
" The Mahomedans," he says,

" extended their dominions in Malabar ;

and many of the Princes and inhabitants becoming converts gave
over the management of some of the sea- ports to the strangers whom

they called Nawdyits (literally, the New Race)."
*'

I may add that the

historian Mas'udi informs us that
"
the sailors of Siraf and Oman who

were constantly on this sea and visited various nations in the islands

and on the coast" were called Nawdjidak, yjc>-Li
®°

In a word

Sanjan was csW^d Navtert Nagart, "Town of the Navayats," just

as Old Kayal was named "
Sonagar or Jonagar, a Tamil corruption

of Yavanar, the Yavanas, the name by which Arabs were known, and

the name most commonly used in the Tamil country to designate the

mixed race descended from Arab colonists, who are called Mapillas

on the Malabar coast, and Lubbtes in the neighbourhood of

Madras." "

83 Historical Sketches, I. 243.

84 Yule, and Burnell, Hobson Jobson, ed. Crooke, j. v; see also Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. 232,

XIV. 303.

S5 Briggs, Ferishta, IV. 533.

86 Mas'udi, Meadows of Gold, Sprenger, 277.

87 Caldwell's MS. note in Yule, Marco Polo, ed. Cordier, II. 372. This parallel from an

unexpected quarter is as interesting as it is instructive and almost settles the question.
The grave-stone about eight hundred years old with an undeciphered Kufic inscription
which has been found at Sanjan is certainly

" a trace of the Arab merchants and Kufee
settlers whose descendants are still found as Navaiyats forming a separate class at

Sanjan, Sopara and other Thana coast towns." Bombay Gazetteer, XIV. 303.



THE KISSAH-I-SANJAN.

Foreword.

••«-

In the eight hundred and sixty-four lines of the Kissah-i-Sanjattf

we have, committed to writing for the first time, the traditional

account of the Flight and first adventures of those ancestors of

the Indian Parsis, who abandoning almost every thing dear on earth

for the sake of their pure and ancient Faith, sought refuge on the

shores of Hindustan.

Of the writer, Bahman Kaikobad Hamjiar Sanjana, we know
little except that he put the finishing touch upon his verses on the day
Khordad, of the month Farwardin, in the year 969 A. Y. (A. C. 1600),

.that he was already considerably advanced in age at the time and
that he came of a family noted for its literary tastes and

aptitude for the composition of Persian verse. Bahrnan's father

Kaikobad Hormazdyar or Hamjiar, whose ** heart delighted only
in calling the Iranshah to mind," appears to have been a leader among
the Sanjdnd priests settled in Navsari and is mentioned immediately

after the famous Dastur Hoshang Asa himself in the Ravayet of

Kaus Mahiyar, A. Y. 970 (A. C. 1601). Bahman's brother, Vekj!
Kaikobad is similarly the second man of note (the first being Dastur

Shapur Hoshang—Hoshang Asa's son) included in the superscrip-

tion of the Ravayets of Bahman Aspandiar (A. Y. 996—A. C. 1626-7).

Moreover, Darab Hormazyar to whom we are indebted for the

first systematic classification of the valuable traditional knowledge—
theological, casuistical, ceremonial and liturgical

—embodied in the

Persian Ravayets, was one of his grand-nephews. Darab himselfwas not

devoid of some skill in verse as is proved by his metrical version of

the Minokherad. (West, Sacred Books of the East, XXIV. Introduc-

tion, pp. xxiii-iv) Lastly, the famous Dastur Burzo Kamdin Kaikobad,
whose name occurs several times in the Ravayets from A. Y. 996 to A. Y,

1039 (A. C. 1626—1670) was also the son of a brother of Bahrnan's.
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It may be as well to mention here that Dastur Barzo Kamdin's

reputation was not confined to the adherents of his own faith. It

appears from a passage in the Dabtstan^ which on account of the

blundering ignorance of the Mahomedan scribe has not^ to my
Jitiowledge, attracted the attention of any Parsi scholar, that Barzo

was personally known to the author, whoever he was, of that

remarkable work.

Adverting to the question of the birthplace of Zoroaster, he says

that he had been told by Mobed Tarrau of Busdwari in Gujarat,

that Zoroaster was really born, not in Azardbddgan, but at Rai.* I have

little doubt that the true reading of the personal name is Barzo, and

of the place-name Navsari, and that the priestly informant of the

author of this seventeenth century Cyclopaedia of Religions was

Dastur Barzo Kamdin Kaikobad Sanjana who was alive at the time

and who died, according to an old Disapothi, in Samvat 1732

j(A. C. 1676).!

An English translation of the Kissah-i-Sanjan was made in

1844 at the suggestion of Dr. John Wilson by E. B. Eastwick and

published in the first volume of the Journal of the Bombay Branch of

the Royal Asiatic Society. Eastwick's manuscript which is now

in the Wilson Collection of our University Library, was far from

correct and his version is full of errors to which it would be un-

gracious and unprofitable to draw pointed attention after the lapse of

so many years. A more correct version in Gujarati had been printed

along with other pieces in a volume of very unequal merit by Dastur

Framji Aspandiarji Rabadi in 1831. The Kissah is, with all its faults,

so indispensable to all serious students of the early history of our

people that I have ventured to offer another rendering, in which I

have attempted to adhere as closely to the text as the genius of the

two languages and the frequent obscurity and other defects of

Bahman's style would permit.

I have not thought it necessary to encumber this translation with

textual notes or various readings, but it may be perhaps as well

as to say that I have relied for the most part on a copy of the

*Dabistan, Persian Text, (Calcutta), p. 123 : Shea & Troyer I. 263-4.

t This Disapothi belongs to Ervad Mahiyar Navroji Kutar.
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Kissah appended to a valuable Autograph Manuscript of Dastur

Darab Hormazdyar's Ravayct written in A. Y. 1049 (A* C. 1680), whichj
is in my own possession. I have also had before me the Manuscript
which Eastwick used, and the h'thographed text which has been

reproduced (not very correctly, I regret to say), from a later autograph

copy of the same Ravayet belonging to Ervad M, R, Unwala.

1^4

IN PRAISE OK THE UNITY OF THE CREATOR EXALTED.

In the name of the Wise and Most Holy Lord, whose praises I

sing with all my soul every moment. Him 1 thank profusely night

and day, for my spirit rejoices only when grateful to Him. In season

and out of season, I do nothing but repeat His name, for He is of

he universe Eternal King, He only is puissant and mighty ever-

lastingly and the eyes of His slaves have the gift of vision {Hi. are

seeing) only through Him. He is in all places our refuge and our

protector, the forgiver of our transgressions and the acceptor of our

apologies. He has always hearkened to our grievances and it is He
who has given us wisdom and shown unto us [the path of] Faith. Cheri-

sherof the stranger and Sovereign of the Universe, pardoner of the sins

and overlooker of the backslidings of mankind, He is our Eternal

Guide, the companion of our private hours and the resolver of our diffi-

culties. Thou hast, [O Lord], perfect power over creation. Thou only
art Ruler Absolute and thy Kingdom only is never-fading. Thou art

the Lord of Lords, marvellous, peerless and without a second- By Thy
might, thou fashionest out of clay the figure of a man and then

instillest into it the joyous and gladsome soul. Thou conveyest the

seed from the spinal column unto the matrix and it is Thou who
delineatest upon the [seminal] fluid the picture [of humanity].

It is Thou who hast given body and form to the germ and implant-

ed therein the Macrocosm {lit. the World) itself. Thou hast given
unto man not only a tongue for outward [expression], but an inner

sense likewise. Two eyes hast Thou bestowed upon him for seeing, two

ears for hearing and a tongue for speech, which may revolve in Thy
praise like a wheel. A nose Thou hast endowed him with for appreciat-

ing pleasant odours, and feet for standing [erect] in prayer. Thirty-two

pearls hast Thou linked together in a row and imparted the sense of taste

also to our mouths. So perfectly does Thy Creation c.oincide with the;
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first design on Thy Tablets* that one would stake {lit. give) life itself on

the perfection of Thy art. It is Thou who hast instilled sorrow into

the hearts of lovers and the joy and luxury of grief are also Thy gift.

Thou hast built up both worlds out of Nothing and it was Thou who
madest Man superior to the Angels.^ Deity Supreme is befitting with-

out question only to Thee, and of all things Wisdom has borne

witness to Thee only. Whenever I give Thee boundless thanks,

it is my tongue that is honoured thereby. Love of Thee hath

thrown its halter {lit. cord) around my neck and I must perforce

run wherever I am dragged in its train {lit. noose). Nor can I

help obeying the behests of the Lord who has cast us hither and

thither according to His will. Of Everlasting Existence no one is

worthy except God, for He only is without His like. The

entire Creation has proceeded from Thee
;
to the cosmos hast Thou

given this form out of Wisdom. Thou madest Adam out of clay and

inscribed [upon his forehead] the name of Thy Vicegerent'

Thou only dost not admit of change ;
Thou art also He who taketh us

by the hand. No one else is like Thee, nor dost Thou resemble any
one. All that exists has proceeded out of Thee. Earth and Sky are

Thy handiwork, and the children of Adam Thou hast made the Glory

{lit. ornament) of creation.

Bahman has set his face towards Thy presence-gates ; keep Thou his

heart enlightened in this world. Replenish it with theGood Religion and
release him {lit, his head) from the bonds of sorrow. Keep him ever

abounding in faith and render out of Thy bounty his soul full of the

light [of the spirit]. Save Thou, I possess no patron and in both worlds

1. The '

doxology
'

is a stereotyped feature of all lengthy poetical compositions among
the Arabs and Persians and Bahman while imitating those models, employs here,
as in some other places, phraseology which is Musulman, not Zoroastrian. cf. Quran,
Sura. VI. 38.

" There is no kind of beast on earth, nor fowl which flieth with its

wings, but the same is a people like unto you : we have not omitted anything in
^!!\c book of our decrees.'" that is,

" the Preserved Table, wherein God's decrees are
written and all things which come to pass in the world, as well the most minute as
the more momentous are exactly registered." Sale, Koran, 10-1-2 note.

2. cf.
" And when we said to the angels,

' Bow down and worship Adam,' then worshipped
they all save Iblis.

"
Quran, Sura II. 32. Rodwell, 341.

3. cf. Quran, Sura II. 28. "Wlien Thy Lord said to the angels, 'Verily I am about to place
one in my stead on earth,' they said, 'Wilt tl;iou place there one who will do ill there in
and shed blood, when we celebrate Thy praise and extol Thy holiness'.? God said,
Verily, I know what you know not.' Rodwell, 340.
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ray hopes are all in Thee. O Master loving-kind, Thou hast pardoned
my faults and my tongue is for ever weighing epithets [In Thy praise].
Thou hast succoured my worthless soul and graciously shown favour unto

Thy slave. To whom shall I turn if Thou cast'st me off, to whom shall I

flee, for Thou hast no compeer. [Lord], I am ashamed of the imperfection
of my words [in Thy praise], for this sort of learning [i.e. poetry] has not

fallen to my lot, I have come before Thee apologising [for my short-

comings] for Thine is the Kingdom for ever. O Thou who upholdest the

Universe, lift me up [also], for I am thy thrall, humble as the dust of the

earth. Never shall I make aught but Thy doorway my Kibla
(z'.e. add-

ress my prayers to any one but Thee). Tell me only what I shall choose

that it may be good in Thy sight {lit. to Thee), and which may bestead

(///. go with) me in the Life [Beyond], for this yokefellow of mine (z.e. the

physical body), I know, will not wend with me there. In the end, the

rolling spheres will turn me to dust [like every thing else]; why then

should I have any dread or fear of Death ? Give me but to utter with

my tongue the Ashem Vohu* at the moment when my soul is about to

take its way to Paradise and whenever my spirit departs from its body,
do Thou show unto me an angel and make one of the Holy Guardian

Spirits^ befriend my soul, so that it may be glorified (/zV. receive light).

Gracious Lord, forgive for Thy Mercy's sake, any sins that may
have been by me committed unwittingly (Izl. secretly). Indeed, what

excuses can old Bahman urge before Thy tribunal, for [he knows] he

has been very remiss in Thy service. Forgive his offences notwithstand-

ing and exonerate his soul from its secret lapses. Accept, O Lord,

4. cf. "A time maybe when the merit of one Ashem Vohu is as much as the value {qimat) of

this world and that other world," and
"
that [As/iem Vokzi] whose nature is as much as

this world and that other world is when they recite it at the time of the dissolution of

life, for if he be not able to recite it himself, friends and relations give it into his mouth.

If he be fit for hell, he becomes fit for the Ever-Stationary, and if he be fit for the Ever-

Stationary, he becomes fit for Heaven and if he be fit for Heaven he becomes fit for the

Supreme Heaven". Saddar, LXXX. 5, 10- 1 1. West, Sacred Books of the East,

XXIV. 344. See also M. R. Unvala's Lithographed edition of Darab Ilormazdyar's

Ravayet, I. 18.

5. Farokar (Av. Fravashi).
"
Embryonic or immaterial existences, the prototypes, spiri-

tual counterparts or guardian angels of the spiritual or material creatures afterwards

produced." West, Note on Bundahisb, I. 8: Sacred Books of the East. V. 5.
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these utterances and fervent prayers, for I have beheld Thy wondrous

works of every sort. Lord, Thou knowest my [most] secret thoughts,

why then dost Thou toss me thus about on fruitless errands ? [I know

that] in this world our salvation can come from Thee only; wherefore

then should I look for my redemption from others ? Mj/ youth hath

departed mid old age arrived asid. my straight cypress (/.^. erect stature)

is lifting its head heavenwards. Old Bahman is the humblest of the

humble; be Thou his friend and take him by the hand on all occasions.

Thou only art my Judge in both worlds, Thou only my help in

feebleness and old age. Wash off from my eyes the sleep of ignorance,

O Lord, and turn Thou my face towards knowledge {lit, wakefulness).

Do not, O beneficent Sovereign, take me away in the state [of sin] in

which I am. Nothing save transgression can come out of man
;
lead

Thou me towards Thyself along [the path of] Faith. I have been groan-

ing thus piteously at Thy gate only that Thou mayest not reckon my
name among the sinners. Wert Thou but to show Thy slave any favour,

his head would be exalted in both worlds. I have set my heart (Jit. face)

on meditation of Thee and repeatedly turned my thoughts towards

Thee. I now beseech Thee, who art the Judge of our needs and our

prayers that Thy Mercies {lit. wonders) may be made manifest to me.

NARRATIVE OF THE COMING OF THE MEN OF THE GOOD FArTH FROM

KHORASAN TO INDIA.

Hearken now to a wondrous tale {ht. a wonder among tales)

recounted by Mobeds and ancients. Were I to tell it [at length], no

description would be adequate, and no paper sufficient for the writing

thereof. Therefore will I select but a portion and say but one

word out of a hundred. I have heard it from a wise Dastur who was

ever renowned for goodness. May the Dastur whose name is Hoshang

and whose wisdom had always great excellence live long.® The Zenci

and the Avesta likewise he had studied and driven away all Evil Spirits

6. This couplet is left out in some copies, but I have found it in at least three old and good

Manuscripts and M. Huart of the Bibliotheque National has borne witness to its occur-

rence in Anquetil du Perron's copy of the Kissah. (L V, Suppl. Persan. 200). There

can be no doubt, therefore, of its genuineness. See Mody, A Few Events i;i the Early

History of the Parsis. 4 note. Anquetil, Le Zend Avesta, Tome I, Pte. ii. xxxiv.

^3
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from himself. He was manifestly the Dastur {ayydn, evidently, plainly)

of the city and from him the Faith had always become full of

lustre. In those times, his authority was exercised over all
(/. e. his

commands were obeyed by all) and he managed many spiritual affairs.

Every one who took counsel with him on the mysteries ofthe Faith acted

according to his advice in matters of religion. In the town in which he

was the preceptor, the hearts and souls of his disciples were delighted

with him.^ He repeated to me this tale in the words of the

ancients and discovered to me the hidden secrets of the Righteous.

He narrated this story to us one day and strung the pearls of history

with ykill. May the Dastur who told me this tale have virtue ever-

lastingly for his fellow. I repeat the story as he told it and relate the

[hitherto] unknown deeds of the People of the Good Faith.^

® The saintly Zoroaster showed us the true path in Religion in

the days when king Gushtasp lived. He had described in the Avesta

all the stages {lit. states) through which his Faith would pass and said :

*' A Tyrant will appear ;
three times will the Good Creed be shattered

and the People of the Faith ruined and worsted. That conqueror

will be named Sitamgar
^°

[the Tyrant] and by him will the Religion of

Virtue be reduced to despair. Give heed then unto what I now say of

the Faith's doings," Every thing happened as he had spoken and the

People of the Good Faith groaned and made moan. Sikandar

(Alexander the Great), came at last upon them and publicly burnt

7. or " he cordially delighted in teaching his pupils."

8. I have discussed the significance oi this passage in a foregoing paper, "Jadi Rana and

the Kisseh-i-Sanjan,"

9. The writer here follows pretty closely the Pahlavi Bahman Yasht. II. 15-22, West,

Sacred Books of the East. V. 198-201. See the Persian translation of the same in

M. R. Unvala's lithographed text of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet, II. 85-88.

10. Alexander the Great is supposed by some to be referred to in the Pahlavi Bahman Yasht

(II. 19) 2i% Akandgar-i-Kilisiyakih. Darmesteter suggested that " ^

Skandgar' (Kv,

Skendo-Kara, Pen. Sikandgar) 'causer ofdestruction' would be an appropriate punning
title for Alexander from the Persian point of view." West, on the other hand, thinks

that Akandgar is probably a miswriting of Alaksandar or Sikandar. Sacred Books of

the East, V. 200 note. Others, again, are of opinion that there is no reference what-

ever to Alexander in the above passage. However that may be, Bahman Kaikobad's

"Sitamgar" {oppressor) can be nothing else than "a punning title" for the great

Macedonian.
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the scriptures of the Creed,"^ which was despised for three hundred

years
^^ and the Faithful were oppressed. Then after a time^', a

Defender of the Faith appeared and Ardeshir seized the kingdom.
Then once more the Good ReHgion revived and in the world became of

good report. He got Arda-i-Viraf sent to the Presence Divine for

[securing] a description of the World of Spirits. But after a time,

the Evil Spirit again wrecked this [right] road and once more brought

disruption into the Faith, of which evil reports arrived from all sides„

When after a while
^*

king Shahpur appeared, he once more made it

illustrious and Adarbad i-Mahrespand the Devout girded up his loins

in its service. Seven kinds of metal {lit. brass) were molten together

and poured upon his body [without doing him harm]. Thus did he

resolve all the doubts ofthe Faithful and the Creed once more acquired

lustre. From the times of Shahpur to those of Yazdagar it continued

to receive honour and worship. Then the days [assigned] to Zoroaster

by Time (Fate) came to an end and not a vestige of the Good Religion

remained, [so that] when the Millennium of Zoroaster was over, the

[happy days of] the Good Creed also reached their limit.^^

When the sovereignty departed from Yazdagar, the Unbelievers^®

came and seized his throne. From that period
^^ Iran was shattered.

Alas for the land of the Faith which was rendered desolate. During

those days" all were dispersed, all {lit. every one) whose hearts were

11. See a brilliant note vindicating this statement ofthe Parsi books in Haug and Hoshangji,
Book of Arda Viraf, 142-3.

12. Alexander the Great defeated Darius at Arbela in 331 B. C. and Ardeshir Papak's
accession cannot be placed earlier than 226 A. C. There was therefore an interval

of 557 years and not 300 between Alexander and the Sassanian. See Alberuni's

remarks on this confusion in the Parsian Chronology in the Athar-al-Bakya, t-r,

Sachau. 116— 121. West, S. B. E. XLVII, Introduction, xxxii.

13. Pasazwai Mtiddati—Muddat is here employed to signify a period of three hundred

years.

14. Here also the phraie is "Pas az Muddat" Ardeshir died in 241 A. C. Shahpur II

reigned from 309 A. C. to 379 A. C. See, West, S. B. E. XLVII. xxxv.

15. The Millennium of Zoroaster and its termination are distinctly mentioned in the

Pahlavi Bahman Yasht, II. 23. West, Sacred Books of the East. V. 201.

l6- /itddin. lit. People of another faith. The Arabs are meant.

17. Here again the phrase is az-flw-wMoJaj^, an exceedingly vague expression which seems

to be applied to a period of almost any length.

18. Badanghhi. See the paper on the Traditional Dates of Parsi History, ante 8-9, for my
view of the real signification of the whole passage.
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attached to the Zend and Pazend. When all the laymen and Dasturs

suddenly went into hiding for the sake of the Faith, they left their

homes, dwellings, gardens, palaces and halls and abandoned them all

for their Religion. In Kohistan, they abode for a hundred years.

When they were in this plight, a virtuous sage once bethought him

seriously [of their state] and said to his companions, "It will be diffi-

cult [for us] to remain here [much longer] for fear of the Unbelievers."

So the Dasturs and laymen incomparable departed for the city of

Hormuz." When fifteen years were spent in that clime, every one of

them had endured much trouble from the Miscreants.*" The sage

Dastur who was with them there was a mighty astrologer. He looked

into his ancient Tables [and said,]
" The period during which we were

[permitted by Fate] to eat and drink [in this land] has come to an

end. It will be well if we ieave this country. We must go out of

this region forthwith, [otherwise] we shall all fall into a snare and

prudence will then be useless and our business spoilt. It will be better

therefore for us to fly from these fiends and Miscreants to Hindustan,

and run away towards Ind for fear of life and religion's sake." Then a

ship was made ready for the sea. Instantly they hoisted sail,

placed the women and children in the vessel and rowed hard for Hind.

When the ship came in sight of land, the anchor fell at Div.

There they went down, took up their abode and their feet stuck

19. This is not the famous island of Hormuz, but the old city on the main land. "
It was

on the northern shore of the Persian Gulf, about 30 miles east of the site of Bundet
Abbas or Gombroon. Sir Louis Pelly has traced the extensive ruins of the old city,

which stand in the present district of Minao, about 6 or 7 miles from the fort of

that name. ' Hormuz ', says the Geographer Abul Feda,
'
is the port of Kerman, a city

rich in palms and very hot. One who has visited it in our days tells me that the

ancient Hormuz was devastated by the incursions of the Tartars and that its people
transferred their abode to an island in the sea called Zarun, near the Continent and

lying west of the old city. At Hormuz no inhabitants remain but some of the lowest

order (in Bnsching, IV. 261-2).'
"

Ibn Batuta also discriminates between Hormuz

or Moghistan on the main land and New Hormuz on the island of Jerun. Yule,

Marco Polo. ed. Cordier, I. iio-iii. The name ^Moghistan—the land of the

Moghs—Fire-worshippers
—is most instructive and significant.

-2a Darwand, Av. Dregwant ; The Darwand,
* wicked ', is the infidel who does not keep

the Zoroastrian law. Haug and Hoshangji, Book of Ardaviraf, 178, note.
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iast in the soil of that spot. The People of the Good Faith stayed

there for nineteen years, at the end of which the Stargazer once more

[sought to] divine the future. The aged Dastur having looked into

his Tables, said : "O my enlightened friends, hence also must we hie to

another spot in which will be our second home." All of them were

delighted by his words and they set sail quickly towards Gujarat.

When the vessel had made some way into the sea, a disastrous storm

approached. All the Dasturs of the Faith were thrown into conster-

nation and their heads turned as in a whirlpool.'^ They rubbed their

faces before the Presence Divine and stood up and made loud laments,

[saying], "O Thou Wise One, come to our aid on this occasion {lit. busi-

ness) and for once deliver us from this distress. [And] Thou, All-

conquering Bahram, befriend us and bring us out triumphant from

this trouble, [If we possess] Thy favour, we shall not care for the

tempest and give no place to fear in our hearts. Hearken then to the

complaints of the helpless and show Thou the way to us who are lost

[in this waste of waters]. If we escape from this dreadful storm,

(///, whirlpool), if disaster does not confront us and if we reach

the realm of Hind with cheerful hearts and merry, we shall kindle

a great fire to Bahram. Deliver us then from this strait and keep us

sound (srong). We are resigned to everything [that comes] from the

Lord, for save Him we possess no other [friend]." By the blessing of

the Fire of the Glorious Bahram, all of them luckily got over

that trouble; their supplications were instantly heard and the Lord

came to the rescue. A prosperous gale began to blow, the light of

Heaven [to shine] and the contrary wind ceased. When the Captain
with {lit. opened his tongue to utter) the Holy name of God upon his lips

steered the ship with vigour, and all the Dasturs and laymen also made

Kusti," the vessel drove instantly into the sea. Then Providence so

ordered it that all those people arrived near Sanjan.

21. Or "
they felt giddy in (or were stunned by) that calamity."

22. The " Kusti is tied round the waist in a peculiar manner during the recital of a parti-
cular formula in which Auharmazd is blessed and Ahreman and the demons arc

cursed." West's Note on Bundahish, XXX. 30, S. B. E. V. 129.
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In that region was a virtuous Raja who had opened his heart

{lit. head) to holiness. His name was J^di Rana; he was Hberal, sagaci-

ous and wise. A Dastur renowned for learning and prudence went to

him with gifts and invoked blessings upon him and said :

" O Raja of

Rajas, give us a place in this city : we are strangers seeking protec-

tion who have arrived in thy town and place of residence. We have

come here only for the sake of our Religion, for we heard that there

was in this place a Raja descended from the beneficent Shillahras," ever

renowned throughout Hindustan, who gave people shelter in his town

and kingdom and regarded them with the eye of compassion. We
were cheered by these tidings {lit. thoughts) and have approached thee

under favourable auspices. We have now reached thy city in the

hope ofescaping from the Miscreants." The hearts of all the followers

{lit. men) of the virtuous Raja were gladdened and their souls charmed

by these words. But when that prince beheld them'*, a terror suddenly

fell upon his heart. Fears for his crown entered his mind and

[he thought] that they might lay waste his kingdom. Frightened by
their dress and accoutrements, he questioned the Dastur about their

religious mysteries {lit. inner secrets).
" O thou devout Dastur", he

at last said,
*' Tell us, first of all, the gist of the matter {lit. the secret of

the business). What are the customs of your Creed, which of them are

open and which concealed^'' ? Let me first of all see what your beliefs

are and we will then arrange for your residence here. Secondly, if we

give you shelter, you must abandon the language of your country,

disuse {lit. cast aside) the tongue of Iran and adopt the speech of

the realm of Hind. Thirdly, as to the dress of j^<?«i^' women, they should

wear garments like those of our females. Fourthly, you must put off

all your arms and scimitars and cease to wear them anywhere. Fifthly,

when your children are wedded, the marriage knot must be tied at

23. I read Shillahraydn, not Shdhrayan, for the reasons stated in the paper on /adi Ratta

and ihe Kisseh-i-Sanjan.

24. Shan,
' them ', but it may also mean "

dignity, stature."

45. e. e. outvvard professions as well as the really secret doctrines. Persecuted sects were

rJftcn under the necessity of having two sets of opinions, one for home and the other

"for foreign consumption."
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evening time. If you first give a solemn promise to observe all this,

you will be given places and abodes in my city.
" When the Dastur

heard all this from the Raja, he could not help agreeing to all his

demands,'*''

Then the old Mobed addressed him thus, "O sagacious king,

hearken now to what I say of our Creed. Do not be heavy-hearted on

our account, for never shall any evil [deed] proceed from us in this land.

We shall be the friends of all Hindustan and everywhere scatter the

heads of thy foes. Know then for certain that we are the worshippers

of Yazdan (One God) and have fled from the Miscreants only for our

religion's sake. We have abandoned all we possessed and borne many
hardships on the road. Houses and mansions and goods and chattels

we have all forsaken, O auspicious prince. We strangers are of the

seed of Jamshid and reverence the Sun and the Moon. Three other

things also out of Creation'^, we hold in honour, viz. the Cow, Fire and

Water. Thus we adore the Fire, Water, Cows and the Sun and the

Moon likewise. It is the Lord who has created all those things that are

on earth and we pray to them, because He Himself has preferred {lit,

chosen) them.'^ Our sacred girdle {Kusti) is made of seventy-two

threads and we repeat {lit. make) when we tie it on, solemn professions of

Faith. Our women when in their manner behold not either the sun or

the sky or the moon, because they are the sources of light in excelsis
;

26. There is evidently something wrong here. The Raja first says that he would not give
them permission to reside in his territory, until he was satisfied of the unobjectionable

character of their rites and doctrines. But without waiting to hear a word of expla-

nation, he forthwith proceeds to dictate four conditions, the last of which—that

relating to their marriage ceremonies—discovers an tmexpeded familiarity with their

usages. If they were such utter strangers to him, how could he know such a minor

mailer as that their marriages were celebrated in the morning and not in the evening
as with the Hindus ? Can it be that the lines relating to the conditions have by
some accident been misplaced and that they should come after the D^stur's harangue ?

It is perhaps also worthy of note that Bahman Kaikobad repeatedly avers that

the first emigrants brought the women of their own race with them.

Z"]. I read Kdinhtash, All the Mss have Jiitidtash or Jhinhnash, which is unintelligi-

ble to me.

aS. or ' Wc pray to him who is Self-chosen or Self-Existent.'
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oor do they touch fire or water. They stand strictly aloof from every-

thing, whether during the radiant day or the darksome night and sit apart

until the catamenia have ceased. They look at the fire and the sun only

when they have washed from head [to foot]. So also, the female who

gives birth to an infant must live apart for forty days. She ought to

keep aloof [all the while] just as if she were in her manner and if

this rule is not observed, it is vile. [Similarly], when a child is born of

a woman before its time (///. in a few months only) or when the babe is

still-born, the mother {lit. she) does not [among us] go or run about

hither and thither, nay does not even hold converse with any one. A fe-

male in that state also must keep severely aloof for forty-one days." All

their other rites and customs also he described one by one to the Raja.

When the mysteries of the Good Faith were thus expounded and the

pearls of discourse strung in this most elegant manner, and when the

Hindu Raja heard the oration, his mind regained perfect ease.

That good king forthwith commanded that they should

reside in his dominions. Then some persons who were in-

telligent, good-natured and resourceful surveyed the land, dis-

covered a spacious plain and informed the Mobed. A spot in.

this wilderness was chosen, of which the soil was excellent and

there they made their abode. The people also liked the place

and a city appeared where there had formerly been a jungle,

desolate and uncultivated, but there they all descended, old as well

as young. When the Dastur beheld that fine spot, he chose a site

for their dwellings. The Dastur gave it the name of Sanjan and it

was soon flourishing even as the realm of Iran. From that day the

surname i^ajtjana came into vogue ;
know that the town is named

after them^' There they remained in joy and comfort and everyone

prospered in the end according to his wish.

One day,*° they happened to have some business with the

Raja, and all of them went with cheerful hearts {lit. thoughts)

29. Strangely inconsistent not only with the statenaent in the first hemistich of the same

couplet but also with fact.

30. Note that there is nothing here which can support Dr. Mody's assumption
as to five years having elapsed between the landing and the consecration of the

Fire temple. All that Bahman says is that they went to the Raja one day after

they Wire settled in the town.
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to him. The Dastur then addressed him thus :

" O Prince, you
have given us a dwelling spot in this land. We now wish to

install in the Indian clime the Fire of Bahram. [But] the land

must be cleared for three farsangs, so that the ceremonies

[connected with the consecration] of the Niragn may be duly per.

formed. No alien should be there present, save and except

the Wise Men of the Good Faith. No person belonging to another

creed might be there. Then only will the Fire be consecrated. If

any strange person make a noise there, the religious rites will doubtless,

be all of a sudden interrupted.
"
Quoth the Raja then,

"
I have given

you the permission. I am disposed to be very liberal in this matter.

I rejoice ( lit. prefer, choose) with allmy soul that such a Prince ( shaJt )

should be installed in my time. Indeed O sage, than this [act]
what can be better ? Go then speedily after his business, and gird up
thy loins.

" That very instant, the Prince issued his commands and gave
the Dastur a pleasant site. The Hindu Rana JadiJiad the land at once

cleared on every side. All the Unbelievers within three Farsangs were

removed and no one remained there except the People ofthe Good Faith.

No one dwelt around within three Farsangs of it, and no one stayed
there save Zoroastrians (//A men) of knowledge. Round the Aurvis-

gaK on all sides [ stood ] Dasturs, every one of whom shone, in virtue

of his sanctity, like the sun himself. They watched there day and night,

for to do so was the command of the Lord. In those days, they were

all men full of knowledge and capable in matters relating to the Faith.

For several days and months they recited Yazashnes and Yashts

^'^' ' ' — I. - I ! I I . I I ^1. III.!. »> 1. I ! I I ! .^ II .1 M,| , ,. ,
I I ^ .,.,1—.iM^i——^P—1»

31. Farsang,^ measure of lengtli which raries considerably according to different authori.

ties. It is sometimes said to be equivalent to a league, sometimes to 12000 cubits or

18000 feet. For the different estimates, see Alberuni, India, W. Sachau, II. 67-8^
Elliot and Dowson, History of India, I. 24, Ain-i-Akbari, tr, Jarrett, II. 4x5-6
note, Pietro Delia Valle says a Cos is half a Ferseng or league of Persia and that a

Cos will answer to a little less than two Italian {English] miles. Vorsages. ed. Grey.
I. 23.

32. Nirang, "The ceremony relating to the preparation of the ^^ff/ijs, Cow's urine, which is

used as the most efficacious means of purification." Haug and Hosfaangji, Book of

Arda Viraf, 147 note.

33. Aroisgak or Auroisgah. "The consecrated space within which the Yazashna ceremony
is performed." West supposes the word to be derived from the Ay. Urvesa, goftL

Note on Dadtsian-i-Dinik, XLVm, 13. Sacred Bookj of the East, XVHI. i6j.
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and worked with great energy. The laymen also were preoccupied in

the business and provided, out of [their zeal for] the Faith, all various

things necessary. The Prince J idi Rana also sent offerings ofevery sort.

In those days, all the arts and industies ( lit. workshops ) were in the

hands of the People of the Good Faith. Things were everywhere

easy for them for they had brought along with them all the

tools ( or means ) from Khorasan. With all those resourses derived

from Khorasan, they were able to accomplish their task with-

out any trouble. The reason was that several parties of Dasturs

and Laymen of holy lives had also arrived at that spot. In their

company were several alchemists also and the favour of the Lord thus

made things easy for them. They had brought along with them ample
resources and they thus consecrated the Fire according to the dictates

of religion. The aged Dasturs thus installed the Iranska/i '*
beaming

with light, in conformity with the rites [ prescribed ] in our creed. In

those times, men were [ deeply J versed in spiritual matters and were

able to observe religious precepts on account of their wisdom. In

our own age, the Lord only knows what True Religion is
; [ men do

not ],
and [ all religeous ] action is, [ after all

], only a matter ofpersonal

satisfaction.^*

All the laymen and Dasturs then celebrated in that land

an extaordinary festival with entertainments. In this way,
ikree hundred years, more or less, passed away and the people
in small numbers or large, left the place. They bispersed in

the land of Hind in all directions, and selected places to

their minds. Some turned their faces towards Bankaner, others fell

off towards Broach, a few went away in the direction of Bariav. All

eastened towards diffeaend spots. Some reached the town of
Anklesar or walked away proudly to the city of Cambay. Others

dragged all their goods and chattels to Navsari, with pleasure and

34. "The Prince or Lord of Iran "
[Persia]. The ancient Fire now lodge at Udwada is

still known by this name.

35. The whole passage is most significant and throws, when read side by side with the
Persian Ravayets, considerable light on the history of the Indian Atash Beherams.
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good luck. VVhereever any one felt [himself] comfortable, there he

made his home. In this manner were spent two hundred years in joy,

prosperity and quiet. In those times, several Dasturs' houses were left

in Sanjan town. One of God's Judgments then came down upon them,

but I do not know what became of all those Dasturs, {or where all of

them went). There dwelt one virtuous Dastur, young, well-intention-

ed and fluent of speech. The name of that Dastur was Khushmast and

his aspirations were always towards virtue. A son [he had], who bore the

name of Khujastah and whose [sole] delight was the performance ofthe

ceremonies of the BCii^'^ and the Barsam^\ His perpetual avocation was

the celebration of the Yazashne, and the Baj and the Barsam were his

constant companions. He was so deeply versed in the Yazashne that he

has still left his mark in the AurvisgQ^h {i.e. he is still remembered there).

That saintly person lived in good repute [on earth]; may he possess

joy and bliss in Paradise [also].^'* In this manner, seven hundredyears

went by and many of their descendants had lived in that town.

When several years passed over, the heavens became untoward,

the world suddenly became strait unto them and Time (Destiny)

resolved to take their lives.

36. Baj,
" This kind of prayer, Av. Vak, a word or phrase, Pah. Vdj, Pers. Baz, is a short

formula, the beginning of which is to be muttered in a kind of whisper, or {accordim^ 'f

the Pahlavi idiom)
•
is to be taken

' and ' retained
'

inwardly (as a protection while

eating, pra)'ing or performing other necessary acts) by strictly abstaining from all con-

versation until the completion of the act, when the prayer or Vaj is to be spoken
out, that is, the conclusion of the formula is to be uttered aloud, and the person is

then free to speak as he likes." West, Note on Shayest-la-Shayest, III. 6,

Sacred Books of the East, V. 278.

37. The BaisafK—"Av. ^ar«/«a or bundle of sacred twigs is an indispensable part of the

ceremonial apparatus ; it is held in the hand of the officiating priest while reciting

many parts of the liturgy and is frequently washed with water and sprinkled wtth

milk. It consists of a number of slender rods varying with the nature of the

ceremony but usually from five to thirty-three. These rods were formerly twigs
cut from some particular trees but now thin metal wires are generally used."

West's note on Dadistan-i-Dinik, XLIIL 15. S. B. E. XVIII. 142.

38. Eastwick says with some reason of the lines placed between asterisks, that they are very
obscure and appear entirely unconnected. J. B. B. R. A. S. I. l8r. But Sec the

paper on the Traditional Dates of Parsi History, 12—14 ante.



9HAH UAMMUD SfEHDS AN ARMV Ar.AINST THR RAJA QF SANJAN, WHO
HEARS OF THE SAUS.

When some years had passed by in the revolution of the

spheres, the Shah came to know of the Raja in Sanjan.* Islam reached

Chapaner some time after five hundred years had expired in India.

A good and fortunate Shah appeared and sat on the throne in that

dty. They used to call him Sultan Mahmud and his subjects spoke

of him as the Shadow of the Glorious Lord. When he was informed

some years afterwards, (/. e. after his accession to the throne) that there

was in Hindustan a Raja somewhere near {lit. in the direction of.) San-

jan, one of the Vazirs spoke thus to Alf Khan;"
" The victorious king,

commands that you should speedily set out with an army for Sanjan
and wrest the country from the Raja." At the command of the Sultan

Mahmud, Alf Khan rushed forth like smoke, got all his soldiers in-

stantly ready and let his eagle [standard] fly in the air. Then, he led

forth his troops and arrived at the prosperous town of Sanjan.

When the Hindu Raja heard of his troops, and learnt that he had.

brought together from all quarters a host of thirty thousand chosen

horsemen,*^ each ofwhom had two mounts," and who were all heroes

in battle and [cavaliers] of renown, he was terror-stricken by the

tidings. But he regained his senses in an hour and immediately

summoned all the Mobeds, Hirbads and laymen.*' The virtuous Raja

then said to them,
" What do you now propose to do, O my faithful

friends? My ancestors have patronised you and always been good

39. The name can be read Alaf Khan as well as Ulugh Khan.

40. Eastwick has two thousand in bis translation. Journal B. B. R. A. S. I. 182. Acqaetil

puts the numher at Soixante mille. Le Zend Avesta, Tom. I. i. 321. Si-hazar

{thirty thousand) is so likely to be mistaken in Persian for Sih-hazar {three

. thousand) that the latter is, as likely as not, to have been what Bahman himself

wrote. Bahmanji ^Patell also understood the words io me&n three thousand. Parsi

Prakasht 4.

41. *Duaspah.' "A trooper is called *

Duasjiah' if he has two horses and Sihaspak, it

three, in order to change horses during elghars or forced marches.*' Blochmann,

Ain-i-Akbari. (Tr.). I. 241. See also Irvine. Army of the Moguls, 23.

42. Dasturs, Mobeds and Hirbads are the three classes of ZoroastriMi priests, the £rst

l^iog the highest.
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to you. Gird up your loins, all of you, then, in my service

{lit. business) and take you the lead in the battle. If you acknow-

ledge the obligations you owe to my forbears, do not forget the duty

(JiU bring your head out) of gratitude." Then the ancient Mobed
tnade answer^^

"
Do, not, O Raja, be heavy-hearted on account of this

host. So long as even one of us is alive, the heads of a hundred

thousand [of thy] foes will we scatter. Verily, such is our wont in

battle and so long as we are in life,^ such is our worth. Not a single

individual from among us will turn back even were a millstone to

whirl upon his head." The Prince on hearing this speech, bestowed

upon him a suit of honour of every sort*'. In those days, there were

several warlike {ht. worthy, fit to fight) males of the Good Faith, old as

well as youngr When they were all reckoned, fourteen hundred

were entered on the rolls. Forthwith they saddled their steeds, the

drums were beaten and the horsemen stood up. Then all the men of

the Good Faith drew themselves up in line with the Raja's forces in the

battle field.

ALF KHAN FIGHTS WITH THE HINDU RAJA AND FLIES BEFORE ARDESHIR.

When the first white [streak of] light emerged {lit. showed) from

the sable night and the sheen of the stars descended into the bottom of

-the abyss {lit. cave), Alf Khan and his horsemen put on their

armour and approached the field. Embroidered {lit. jewelled, inlaid)

saddles were placed on the chargers and banners on the backs of the

elephants. The horses were harnessed for fight and the battle-field was

43. I take this to mean a complete suit, L e. of seven pieces.
*' There were," says Irvine,

*'five degrees ni khilaf'\ those of three, five, six or seven pieces.
* *A three piece

khiU^f given from the Khild!t-khanah consisted of a turban {dastar\ a long ceat

with very full skirts {Jamah) and a scarf for the waist (kamarband). A five piece

robe carae from tlie Toshah khanah (storehouseJor presents), the extra pieces being

a tuiban ornament (Sarpech) and a band for laying across the turban {Balabattd^

For the next grade, a tight fitting jacket with short sleeves called a Half-slecTC

{Nimah-astin) was added. A European writer, Tavernier, (Ball, /, 163) thus details

the seven-piece Khilat ; (i) cap, (2) a long gown {Kabak), (3) a close-fitting eoat

{arkalon) which I take to be alkhaliq, a light coat, (4) two pairs of trousers, (5) two

shirts, (6) two giidles, (7) a scarf for the head or neck." Army of the Mt^uls. 29.

See also Yule and Burnell, Hobson Jobson, ed. Crookc, S. V. Killut.
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crowded by the elephants,** The captains marshalled their troop;-',

in battle array and the fighting gear was everywhere held ready.

When that great host was drawn up in the plain, the brazen bugles were

at once blown. Tiius was arrayed a host on either side, one [belonging

to] the Moslems and the other to the Hindu Raja. Day and night

were astounded at the sight, and even the horses were exhausted by
over-much galloping. The leaders on the two sides were as two water-

dragons struggling with each other with the fury of tigers. The earth

grew dark as pitch with the clouds from which rained swords and

spears and darts. So many were slain of both ranks in that strife

that there were everywhere heaps of slain. There was no one to

hearken to their moans nor any one to help them, for such was the

Eternal Judge's doom against them. Not a man could be seen from

among that host; all appeared to have fallen without discrimination in

the action. Suddenly, there was a rout in the Hindu ranks, so that no

one could recognise another in the encampment. Then a devout Layman
of the Good Faith said to his comrades : "I do not behold, either in front

or rear, so much as one of our Indiauallies. The Hindus have fled from

the field. No one save ourselves of the Good Faith remains on the

battle ground. Now is the hour of combat, O my dear friends, now

does it behove us to march in line of battle like lions. If we all rush

upon them in a body, we shall surely pour out the blood of the foe

with sword and arrow." The Layman who was the first to enter the

field was one who bore among them the name of Ardeshir. That

very moment, the renowned Ardeshir spurred his swift courser into

the field. Springing all of a sudden, he came up to the [Moslem] ranks

clutching an iron spear. Then he stood up in the arena, javelin in

hand, clad in armour and girding a sword. And first, the arrows rained

everywhere, the corslets of the warriors were pierced and the world-

illuminating sun was so hidden from view that no one could tell

{lit. know) if it was day or night. The eyes of the luminary were

blinded {lit. covered) by the dust, and everywhere man fell upon man;

you might say that the earth had a coat of pitch out of which.

44. Or ' The field seemed too narrow on account of the fighting of the elephants.'
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the arrow heads gh'stened like diamonds. At last, of the throwers of spears

and wiel ders of maces, but few remained [alive] out of thousands,

and though land and sky grew black and gloomy, the soil was, by the

blood of the chiefs, dyed red like the tulip. [Indeed], the blood gushed

out of their bodies as from fountains and their bucklers were, by the

blades, shivered into fragments. Men's armours then became the

calamities of their lives. Every minute, men were becoming the

guests of Death {lit. Time)*' and the [dead] v/arriors buried from

head to foot in iron [mail] were blazing like the shining sun.

Shafts kept flying on both sides and blood was flowing

along the black soil. Javelins penetrated (///. dug into) breasts

and bosoms and^blood oozed_out from coats of mail. But no one

turned his face away from the blow of an adversary and every

weapon was crying for blood." The soil itself looked as if [it were

made] of iron on account ofthe horse-shoes [with which it was bestrown].

Men were wading in blood upto their knees {lit. calves of the legs).

The struggle lasted in this wise for three days and nights until men's

hands and feet were aweary. The sabres flashed like lightning

on all sides and heads were scattered by the trenchant blades. The

[might of] Islam was at last overthrown and destroyed in that engage-

ment with the Hindu prince. AlfKhan ran away in the darksome

night, forgetting his baggage and losing also the [right] road. Before

Ardeshir, his entire army fled, now stumbling now picking them-
,

selves up. Many of the enemy fell into his grasp and he stood

triumphant at the close. All the tents, baggage and furniture [also]

came at once into the possession of Ardeshir.

ALF KHAN FIGHTS AGAIN WITH ARDESHIR AND IS VICTORIOUS.

When the sun rose from above the hills on another day, and the

earth became once more resplendent with light, a great shout arose on

either side of the two hosts. Once again the land was

45. This obscure line may also mean
* Time (Death) became the guest of mankind every moment.'

46. Or ' All the instruments of bloodshed were in requisition.'
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in commotion and many were the heads which turned stupid on

account of the noise of the bells and the Hindi trumpets. Once more

Alf Khan was ready for fight and the drums resounded. When the

famous Ardeshir beheld that host, he strode up swiftly and said forth-

with to the well-advised Hindu Prince, "We are only one to their

hundred. What do you think it [lit. sec] good for us to do, now that a

still larger force has arrived. [As for ourselves], we will either

give up our own lives or take theirs, and stand [firm] on the battle

field with that determination and the Lord will stand our friend,

for He has always been the resolver of our difficulties." All of them

were cheered by this speech and many hearts were thus delivered

{torn sorrow. That instant, Ardeshir donned his coat of mail and once

taoTc eame out to do battle with the Khan. Then Ardeshir the

rcnov«ied rushed like a lion upon the ranks of the foe], with a lasso

banging by his saddle as on a squire errant's, a sabre of Indian [steel]

at his girdle [Itf. waist] and a javelin in his grasp. Then he proudly
shouted aloud, "O lions! why were you so confounded [the other day] ia

the [hour of] fighting? Who now is your commander, what may be his

name and what does he wish to have?" A champion advanced and said,

"Here am I who can pour out the blood of [many] men at a [singlej

blowv" Under him was a spirited (hf. bounding) charger and he came

op. at a gallop (/if. run) to do battle with Ardeshir, with a

javelin in his hand and glaring on all sides like a drunken man.

Be hailed Ardeshir and said, "Now be on thy guard, O thou

ef stainless birth, for an adversary is before thee. Show then thy
ewiv skill or mastery." Ardeshir called out in reply, "Here is thy

antagonist quite ready." Then the two fought like lions in the arena

and^ as if they were weary of their own lives. In the end, Ardeshir

vanquished him and hurled him down from the back of his steed. Then

fimging the lasso and dragging him towards himself, he dismounted

ao^ struck off his head. When Alf Khan saw him slain, his heart was

fined with woe. That instant, he gave orders that all the Parsis as well as

tiM^Raja should be slaughtered and that not one of them should be left

a^ve. Longing for vengeance, he rushed to support his men-at-arms and

the din^ of battle (//A the cry of "Give, Give") arose. Swords clashed
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and blood flowed in rivers on land. When the troops on both sides

joined battle, blood gushed from their bodies in torrents. It was as

if a wave had rushed in from an ocean of gore. Everywhere men were

[lying] exhausted. There was not room enough for even an ant to

creep in. But what [avails it] if man proposes, unless God disposes

£likewise]. Then Ardeshir dashed into the thick [of the fight] and

his days came to an end. An arrow pierced his middle and came out

on the other side. His body was enfeebled by wounds, for every one

of his limbs was a fountain of blood. Then he tumbled down head-

long from the saddle and his troops were thrown into disorder and

confusion {lit. without feather or wing). Alas for that courageous

chief, whom Time at last gave to the winds. When the Fates

are angry, the hard stone becomes [soft] like wax. Though he fought
and strove [with all his might], of what avail was it since Fortune had
turned its face away from the man ? On both sides, many warriors

were slain, leaders and men of renown and worth. Then also was
the Raja killed and a loud wail arose on the battle field. Alas for

that Hindu prince who fell and whose city became on all sides a

desert.

FLIGHT OF THE MEN OF THE GOOD FAITH TO THE HILt OF BAHROT
AND THEIR GDINO TO BANSDAH.

The People of the Good Faith also were dispersed. There is

in Hindustan a hill named Bdhrot. Many crept into it to save their

lives. Man has no resource against God's decrees. Twelve years

thus passed and they had carried the Irdnshah along with them*

After a time, by the Lord's command, they forgathered again with

then: relatives and kindred. Taking the Fire ofBahram also with them-

selves, all of them arrived at Bansdah. When the tidings reached

that town, every one came out with loving kndness and three hun-

dred horsemen with several persons of note went forward to escort them.

They brought the Fire into the town with a hundred [marks] of reve-

rence. It was as if a sick man had secured a panacea.*' Thence

47. Pasahr Padtakr., ^oiQcimg from poison, an antidote, in which sense it is used

habitually by Avicenna. Bezoars are hard concretions formed in the bodies of animals,

to which antidoUl virtues were ascribed, and especially
to one obtained from the

stomach of a wild goat in the Persian province of Lai-. Ibn Baithar sayt that Bezoar*

vrere laid upon the bites of venomous creatures and were believed to extract tne

poison. Yule and Bumell, Hobson Jobson, ed. Crooke, S. T. Bexo«r.
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forward, Baiisdali flourished as if it was perpetual spring there. Time

passed in this wise and persons of Behdin h'neage, old men as well as

women, came to adore the Iransh^h from every district in which there

were [People of] that pure Creed. Just as, in earlier times, men used to

go on a pilgrimage extraordinary (//A unparalleled) to the far-famed

Sanjan, so the Parsis now came to Bansdah from various places
with numerous offerings. Afterwards, when fourteen years had

elapsed,*^ the spheres [again] revolved [in a manner] favourable to their

affairs.

DESCRIPTION OF THE CONVEYANXE OF THE FIRE OF BAHRAM TO NAVSARI

BY CHANGASHAH.

A layman then appeared who had not his peer at the

time. He came forward in those days to preserve the religion and

many notable things (//A signs, marks) proceeded from him. He was

the Dahyovad ;*' his name was Changa, son of Asa and he solaced

the hearts of the People of the Good Creed. That good-natured
man would not suffer the Faith to fall into neglect in those latter

days. He gave money (Iz't. purse) out of his own wealth to those

who had no Sudra and Kushti (the sacred shirt and girdle). Many [ex-

cellent] provisions that man made for the creed. No afflicted person

[ever] went to him for whom, poor man, he did not provide some relief

or whose heart he did not cordially set at ease. In those times, several

Behdin People came into the Faith under his auspices {lit. by his

good fortune.) Indeed, my tongue cannot fully {lit. plainly) praise this

layman who managed the affairs of the creed so well. One year, that

man of stainless birth went to the Firetemple in pursuance of a vow.

It was the time of the Jashn-i-Sadah, and the Firetemple was then at

48. These lines have 1/cen by seme taken to mean that twelve years were spent at Bahrot

cwo' fourteen others in Bansdah, making .in all twentysix. Others have understood

Bal^man to say that the fourteen years last spoken of include the preceding twelve,

and that fourteen years express the extreme length of the period which intervened

between the Sack of Sanjan and the establishment of the Fire temple at Navsari. See

ante, p. 8.

49. Pahl. Dahyopat, Av. Danghu-paiti, chief ruler. Changa Asa's son Manak also is

stj'led Dahyovad (Desai) in the Ravayet of Shapur Asa or Kama Asa of 896 A. Y.,

(IS27 A. C.)
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Bansdah. O brother, the Jashn-i-Sadah fell on Roz Adar, Mah

Adar.*° That devout and enlightened DCiwar''*- carried along with him

several laymen and Dasturs. All of them prostrated themselves at

the sight of the Fire and offered it worship. Every one then

took once more the road [homewards] from the House of Prayer with

pleasure and pride. Starting thence, the men returned to their homes

full of gladness and joy. When two or three mo7tths of tliat year^^

had elapsed, an idea occurred to {lit. he brought the idea into his heart)

that benevolent person and he called a meeting of the whole commu-

nity {Anjuviari) and led the discourse on to the Fire-Temple. "I desire,

O my well-wishers,
" he said,

"
to bring that Prince of Princes here.

If we behold the face of that Lord every day, our religious merit will

be exceeding great. Moreover, we have to endure great hardships

every year on the journey, for there is heavy rain during that month,

[Adar], and it is difficult for us to go there then. What can be better,

O friends, than that we should proceed to Bansdah with some men of

discernment, and bring here the Fire of the glorious Bahram, so that

we can view it every day. Our means of livelihood [are sure] by its

blessing to grow much more abundant and the hearts also of the People

50. Bahman seems to have thought that the Jashn-i-Sadah of the ancient Iranians wag

identical with what is now called Adar fashn, but Alberun; declares that the former

fell, not on the ninth day of Adar, but on the tenth of Bahman. Athar-ul-Bakyaki

Chronology of Ancient Nations, tr. Sachau, 213 and 424. The Bttrhan-i-Kataa

says the same. S. V. Sadah.

51. The Dawar. "Pahl. Datobar, upholder of Justice or Judge was, like the Dastur, a ratu^

head or chief in the old Zoroastrian community. He appears to have held a high

rank which was probably hereditary, as it is still claimed by a Parsi family at Surat,

though not acknowledged by the majorit}-." Haug and Hoshangji, Book of Arda

Viraf. 143 note. See also Parsi Prakash, 15, 70.

52. Bahman declares here that the Iranshah was brought to Navsari two or three

months after the Adar Jashn, that is, the event must have taken place, making

allowance for the days passed in negotiations and the journey from Bansdah, in the

month of Farvardin. This will be a hard nut to crack for those who pin theis

faith in Bahman's chronology and at the same time uphold the reliability of the tradi-

tional date, Roz Mahrespand, Mah Shahrevar, Samvat 1475. The truth is that the

two are absolutely inreconcilable.

53. It has been urged against Bahman that Adar mah must, in Changa Asa's time have

fallen in September, and that September is not at all a rainy month in Gujarat^

but both these assertions can be easily proved to be of very doubtful accuracy.
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of the Good Faith will be filled with light." All were delighted by
this speech, because they would then be no longer dependent on {lit.

free from, i.e. rid of the trouble of going to) Bansdah. With a hundred

tnarks of reverence they brought the Fire away and gave it a fine house.

It had three attendants of the Good Faith, who accompanied it.

Night and day, the worship was celebrated by that one associate [of

the three] whose appointed [duty] it was. Of one of them the name was

Nigan Ram,'* and his desires were always turned towards the observ-

ance of [the precepts] of the Religion. The second Dastur's name was

Khurslied and his father was Kiam-ud-din who was in Eternity. The

third Dastur, Chayyan the son of Saer, also was always to be seen in its;

service. They had their families and kindred also with them and all

of them accompanied the Iranshah. They were received with great

respect and pomp and were treated honourably. The three Dasturs

thus reached Navsari with their relatives after a long journey. In

those days, that pious Dawar befriended these priests of the Iran

shah. May this slave's homage reach him from this world. May
he have a place among^ the Celestial Spirits.

CONCLUSION OF THE NARRATIVE.

Thanksgivings infinite and praises boundless, to the Creator of

the World and the Cherisher of his slaves, who set my tongue going

on this subject and graciously revealed unto me this door out of the

Unknown. Lord, make the Dastur who revealed this tale to me

happy in both worlds. I am the humble person hight Bahman who

has his home and household goods in Navsari. Know further that

my father is Kaikobad whose heart is delighted [only] when calling

the Iranshah to mind. His sire was the Dastur Hormazdyar. May
his place be in the resplendent Abode of the Blest. Know, O friend,

that his surname was Sanjana, for by all kinds of wisdom was he fitted

%Sanjid€h, liU weighed,) for affairs. This surname of Sanjana was given

him on account of the wisdom which he showed [to exist] in our

religious practices. They gave him the title of ' Dastur of the Faith
'

54. Bahman himself was a lineal descendant of this Nagan Ram, the pedigree being Bahman,

Kaikobad, IlamjlAi, Padam, Kaman, Narsang, Nagan, Raro. See ante. p. 87 .
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also, and the road of piety was everywhere kept open through him, («. e.

he solved all religious difficulties). He had been settled in Navsari

you may reckon, (t. e. approxiniately\ for two hundred years. A hundred

thousand blessings upon him and also upon the souls of all the other

Pillars of the Faith.

Thus have I, by the will of the Lord, successfully indited the story

ofour People, [in the hope] that when a devout person reads it, he may
pronounce a blessing on me at the end. Many many thousand blessings

from me on that virtuous character and man of those times. May He
of the Immortal Soul [Zoroaster] send his Spirit to God and secure his

pardon from the Supreme. May his Spirit always receive praise and

his soul be perpetually at peace {lit, freedom from want). It was m
the nine hundred and sixty-ninth year of the Era of Yazdagard
that this tale was completed by my pen. On the day Khurdad of the

month Frawardin, were these verses finished correctly {lit. according

to rule). I have written this narrative and brought it to a conclusion,

and I expect for it a reward from no one save the Lord, and I desire

from my readers nothing but benedictions, for thus will my honour and

fame grow. May that soul abide with Him of the Immortal Soul

(Zoroaster), who reads me with a pleased heart. I have related in this

narrative what I have seen and what I have heard from the conversa-

tion of the old. My preceptor" has, moreover, corrected it and

thus have many flowers sprung up in this pleasance. May the Lord

bestow upon him the full period of natural life (i. e, may he live for a

hundred years,) and may all the years of that life be like the spring

time. In telling this tale, I have ever observed the ways of the truthful.

Pronounce then befitting blessings upon me, whenever you peruse

{lit, see) this delectable narrative of mine. Laudations infinite and

praises countless on the pious Zoroaster. May you [reader] have

given you the Grace Divine to invoke blessings upon my sottl.

55. There is nothing improbable in the supposition that Dastur Hoshang [Asa] from

whom Bahman declares he heard the whole story was this teacher as well as the

corrector of these verses.



THE COLOPHONS OF MHHRAPAN KAIKHUSRU.

(A paper read before the Society for the Prosecution of Zoro-

astrian Research on 5th December 191 4.)

It is now nearly seventeen years since the name of the late

Dastur Jamaspji Minocheherji appeared on the title-page of the first

fasciculus of a volume of miscellaneous Pahlavi Texts of which the old-

est and most authentic Manuscript was in that scholar's own possession.

All the remaining fragments appear to have left the hands of the

printer before the Dastur's death in 1898, but it was not till the begin-

ning of the current year, that they were really published and made

available for study and examination. I have no desire to canvass

the literary or other merits of the historical, didactic and religious

writings transcribed, without much thought of order or method, by the

famous scribe Mihirapan Kaikhusru in the ancient Codex. I propose

to invite your attention only to the Colophons scattered with no

illiberal hand over his pages—Colophons which are valuable not only

on account of the paucity ofsurviving vouchers of such antiquity in Parsi

Manuscripts, but which possess the rare merit of discovering interest-

ing details about more than one Zoroastrian scribe of the Middle

Ages and throwing welcome light on the obscurest period of our

history. I shall, in the first instance, discuss the "
postscripts proper

"

of Mihrapan himself, and reserve for another occasion an examination

of the older Colophon of the Aerpat Dinpanah, which has been
"
copied in

"
by Mihirapan and supposed to demonstrate the exist-

ence of a fire-temple at Broach in 324 A. Y. (955 A. C.)

(A) *Denman Ayibatkar baen yom Khurshit badna Shatnivar,

Katim Vahljakik Shant-i-shash sad navadayok, baen shatun Tdmnak

pavan jazlrak zarae li din-bandak Matun Apan Kaikhusru Matun

Apan Aerpat nipisht. Vad sad va panjah shant kar framaet !

» ' ' .. — -.
1 ,1 1 III'

I. These transliterations and translations are cited from the Introduction to the Texts,

written by Mr. Behramgore Tehmuras Anklesaria, pp. 4-8. The Italics are mine*
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"
I, the servant of the Faith, Mehr-Awan Kaikhusru Mehr-Awa",

the priest, wrote this memorandum in the district of Tdmnaky in the

island of the sea, on the day Khurshid (of) the month Shahrivar of

X\\e.o\A ecclesiastical y^3.x^()\. May it be useful till a hundred and

fifty years !

"

(B) Frajaminit denman nipik pavan Hindukan pavan shatun

l^dnak, pavan Atash-beta, baen yom Fravardin va badna Atun Vahijak

madam shant shash sad navad-ayok. Li Din-bandak Aerpat-zat

Matun-Apan-i Kaikhusrub-i-Matun-Apan-i-Spendyat-i-Matun-Apan-

Marzpan-i Baharam nipisht. Kana mavan karitunat va amuzat, afash

kar azash vabidunat, afash pachin azash vabidunat, li mavan nipishtar

homanam pavan nyokih arzanik yakshunat, va akhar min vatart

pavan patitik arzanik yakhshunat afash pavan geti tan husrub, afash

pavan minoe ruban ahlub yahavunat ! Aetun yahavunat ! Aetuntar

yahavunat ;
Farkho yahavunat.

"This copy was finished in India, in the district of Tdnak, in the

fire temple, on the day Fravardin, and the ecclesiastical month Adar

of the year 691. I, the servant of the faith, Aerpat-born, Mehr-Awan,

( son ) of Kaikhusru, son of Mehr-Aw an ( son ) of Spend-yat, ( son ) of

Mehr-Awan, ( son ) Marzpan, ( son ) of Baharam wrote it. May he

who reads and learns ( it
),
makes use of it, ( or ) copies it, consider

me, who are the scribe, worthy of blessing, and worthy of absolution

after death ! May his person be famous on earth, his soul holy in

the spiritual existence. May it be so ! May it be the more so ! May
it be auspicious !

*'

(C) Yom Dadu-pavan-Matun, badna Tir, denman ku rasak min
bahar Chahil nipisht homanam

; kana mavan daret, kana mavan

karitunet, valman rae niyakan valman rae vahisht bahar arzanik daret.

"
I wrote this copy for Chahil on the day Dae-pa-mihr of the

month Tir. May he who keeps it, he who reads it consider him and

his forefathers worthy of Heaven !
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^ ^<lHs^*n^^ii^ mm\<i ^j^ en^ f<1 f^<'^ iH<^ jt^rr ^^imnf ^m^
^ fl^R 'TR^ 5jr^ ^OT s<ji «i^ -«<if^^«f gwrrS xt^t^ ^'^ hw%[^<[

fe^M 5I75RTJTT iiWR'4 ww\ 9fT^[^WT?r »Tnr^ 'iwr ^; ^df g^ar^^

^^RT q«% ^ ?r^ sjT^ ^rf^c5w '^Rt *iThk»wl ?r«fr i![cjw (^»m (sic)

" In the year 1377 A. V., on Wednesday, the 14th day of the

month, Karttika, corresponding to the day Fravardin, month Adar,

690 A. v., the Farsi priest Mihirwan, who came from Persia, on an

invitation by letter couched in very respectful terms, wrote this book

of Shahnama Gushtasp, Pandnama Adarbad Maraspand in memory
of the late Sangan, son of the late Chahil in the district of Thana at

the time when Sultan Geyasdin came to the throne. May he who

preserves and studies this book remember the pious forefathers of

the late Chahil.
" '

The first thing in these statements that arrests our attention Is^

that the name of the place in which the first part of the old Codex is

said to have been finished, is written Tdmnak [or Tcijnok] in the Pahlavi

Colophon ( A ) indited on Khurshed Roz Mah Shahrivar VahijaJtikt

691 A. Y. But we read in the Colophon ( B ) that the entire Manu-

script was finished, ninety-eight days later, in the Atash-bet& or fire-

temple of the town of Tdnak.

It has been justly observed by Haug that
" the correct reading of

the words is the most difficult task of the editor of a Pahlavi text,"*

and if we had had nothing but these Pahlavi postscripts to go by,

the task of predicating anything with certainty of a place-name

a. The first Colophon is fonnd in the middle of the Codex at the close of the frag-

ment entitled Hanakhtunishn'i'Mandum-i'Ceii, fol. 74<»« All the others occnr at

the end. Geldner has noted that "
like many other Vendidad Sadas, the Iranian

Codex JPl has a double Colophon, after Vdg and at the end." Avesta, Proleg-

omena, p.v. He has also pointed out that "to several texts, Peshotan [Ram Kam-

din] has appended a special postscript
"

in the collective Codex M ft. ibid. p. x.

3. Book of Ardaviraf, Introductory Essays, xxii.
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which is written Tamok* or Tamnak on one page and Tanak on

another would have been by no means easy. Indeed, it would have

been scarcely possible in that case, to say whether the first Manu-

script copied by Mihirapan Kaikhusru in India was finished at Thana
or Daman or Tena or Damka.^ Fortunately, we have here, as in two

other Codices of Mihirapan's^ the collateral guidance of a Sanscrit

postscript and all doubts and surmises are precluded, by the translitera-

tion, in an alphabet which is among the most perfect in the world, of

the actual name of the locality. That name is unmistakably written sprt

Thana in the Devanagari character, and to it the epithet ^$5T^

is applied, which has been left out in the above translation, but which

I shall presently explain.

The testimony of this Sanscrit Colophon is all the more weighty
because instead of being a literal translation of any one of the three

Pahlavi postscripts, it is a condensed paraphrase of them all, in which

fresh details about the copyist and his environment have been em-

bodied without the sacrifice of any material fact recorded in the Pahlavi.

Here Thana is called %55T^, ?. e.,
"
standing on the shore of the Sea."^

The corresponding expression in the Pahlavi, pavan jaziyak same

( or arek
),
has been taken to mean "

in the island ofthe sea," but we all

know that Thana is not situated on any island, and it is impossible not

4. Tamok is the reading of E. W. West ;

' Pahlavi Literature
'

in Grundriss def

Iranischen Philologie, II. 113.

5. Tena and Damka are both villages in the 01pad Taluka of Surat district, which

appear to have had a large Parsi population in the seventeenth century,

Parsi Prakash, 14 and 'i\2', Jamc Jamshcd, 1 8-3- 1903.

6. The Yasna Codex K5 has "a double Colophon in Pahlavi and Sanscrit on fol.

326^.
''

Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, vi. The Sanscrit Colophon of the Vendi*

dad Codex L4 is preserved in Pt2 and may be seen in Darab Dastur Peshotan,

Pahlavi Vendidad, xlvii.

7. q«5T^^ with the '^

dirgha'* 'u' synonymous with ^T^^K, on the shore of

the sea. ^^f, tide, flow, stream, current ; the coast, sea-shore :

^55j
a shore,

a bank ; ^55T^5J, stream-bank. ^31^ ( with the short
* u

'

) -agitated by the

tide. Monier-Williams, Sanscrit Dictionary, s. v.
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to have doubts about the accuracy of this renderhig. The fact is that the

Semitic word Jazirak does not ahvays or necessarily mean
" an island",

and is very loosely employed even by the most careful writers among
the Arabs and the Persians", from whom our Pahlavi scribe may be

safely presumed to have borrowed it^ The word "
Island

"
has a

precise connotation in European geography which is well known

to and understood by any man of any education. But this can

hardly be said of Jazirak^ which according to Richardson, means
" island

" and also
"
peninsula."

""^ A still higher authority, Lane, tells

us that fazirah means in Arabic " an island
; land in the sea or in a

river from which the water has flowed away so that it appears, and

in like manner, land which a torrent does not over-flow but which

it surrounds ;
land from which the tide retires; a peninsula.

" "

Lastly, Jarrett warns us in the notes to the geographical sections of the

Ain-i-Akbari, that
''

Jazirah signifies not only an island but a

peninsula or t7'act from which the sea has retired.
" "

I am inclined to

think that it is in this last sense that the word is used by Mihirapan

and the following quotation from the "
Bombay Gazetteer

"
goes far

to indicate the real significance of the phrase.

" The line of coast naturally falls into two parts, to the North

and to the South of the Vaitarna. To the South, the great gulf that

runs from the North of Colaba to Bassein must, in quite recent times,

have stretched far further inland than it now stretches. Idrisi's descrip-

tion of Thana ( 1153 ), that it stands on a great gulf where vessels

r.

8. The usual name for Mesopotamia in Arabic and Persian Literature is Aljazirah.

Ouseley, Oriental Geography of Ibn Haukal, 54 ; Jaubert, Idrisi, II. 142 ;

Malcolm, History of Persia, I. 76.

9. The word does not occur in any Pahlavi Dictionary or Glossary. This is pro-

bably the only example of its use as a common noun, in that language. It is used,

as a proper noun in the Pahlavi Shatroiha-i-Iran, for the tract of country lying

between tlie Euphrates and the Tigris, i. e. Mesopotamia. J. J. Mody, Text and

Translation, p. 86.

10. Persian and Arabic Dictionary, s, v.

11. Arabic-English Dictionary, s. v.

12. Am-i-Akbari, Jarrett's Eng. Trans. III. 49.
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anchor and from which they set sail, may have been sufficiently exact

when the sea filled the great Marsh through ivhich the Thana strait now

runs, and spread towards Bhiwndi and Kalyan over wide tracts n0w

half'dry,
""

But this Sanscrit Colophon is not merely helpful in delivering

us from a state of incertitude and enabling us to determine with confi-

dence the true reading of the place name. It tells us also much about

which the Pahlavi is silent. It informs us how and why Mihirapan
came to this country, aquaints us with the nature of his patron's

occupation and the name of his father, and furnishes at the same time

one of those parallel Hindu-Parsi dates, the extreme rarity of which

must be lamented by all who have devoted any attention to the Parsi

chronology of the Middle ages.^* Unhappily, it is the composition of

a person whose familiarity with the Sanscrit idiom was by no means

commensurate with his information. The Sanscrit is undoubtedly

"bad," as Westergaard has justly characterised the language of the

almost identically-worded postscript appended to another Codex

( K5) from the same pen.^' Indeed, no tyro in a Sanscrit Pathshala

in Mihirapan's day could have used ^11155 for
'

letter
'

in a scholastic

exercise without getting a taste of the master's rod, and many a

Pandit of our own times would "
stare and gasp

"
at such a locution

as
TT^t^5rifr^5IRr,

even if he was able to make sense out of the

13. Bombay Gazetteer, Thana, XIII; Ft. i. 2.

14. These dates present an interesting problem which still remains unsolved. Two
other examples are found in the Postscripts to L4 and K5, but the Hindu tithi

given by Mihirapan is not found, on calculation, to tally, in any case, with his

Koz I\Iak—whichever it is supposed to be—Shahnshahi or Kadmi. He expressly

says that' he employs the Vahijakik reckoning, but of that we know little or

nothing.

15. "Besides the Pahlavi postscript, K5 has another in bad Sanscrit, with the date 692,
Samvat 1379, which states that Kaikhusru, son of Mihirban, of Persian extraction,

came from Iran at the time QS^R ^"T JRre^R n^T^t TR'T^f^n^, when

Sultan Gheiasuddin extended his kingdom, if this be the sense of the strange word
"
farij>antkayali.'^ Westergaard, Zendavesta, Preface, p. 11 note,
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"
strange word "

qf^qiPTcft.'
" Such solecisms, combined perhaps with

copyists' errors, have rendered the postscript obscure, if not incompre-

hensible, in some places and I may be permitted to lay before the

Society an English translation which has been revised by my friend,

Prof. H. U. Bhadkamkar of the Wilson College.

" In the Samvat year 1377, on Wednesday, Kfirtikka Sudi 14, on

the Fravardin day of the month Adar of the Parsi year 69c, today, here

in Thana, on the shore of the sea, at the time when Sultan Giya,sa-

din was establishing his sway, the Parsi merchant Chiihil, son of the

Parsi merchant Sangan, having sent [lit. given] a letter full of compli-

ments and an honorarium for copying, caused this book to be written

for the merit of his soul by the Parsi priest Mihirwjxn who came

from the country of Irfinland [ Persia
].

Whosoever preserves or

reads this book of the Shjxhnama Gushtasp, the Pandnama Adarbad

Maraspand will reflect merit upon [ or to the account of] the mer-

chant Chahil and also upon his ancestors whose souls have been

emancipated.
"

A comparison of this rendering with the one quoted at the outset,

from the Introduction written by Mr. Behramgore Tehmuras Ankle-

saria, will show differences which are by no means inconsequential. In

the first place, Mihirapan did not make this copy
"
in memory of the laie

Singan, son of the /a^e Chahil,
"

but transcribed it for a Iwmg indivi-

dual named Chahil, the son of Sdn^an. Of this there can be little

doubt, and if there were any, it would be dispelled by the explicit

declaration in the Pahlavi Colophon C.
"

I wrote this copy for

Chahil on the day Daepamihr of the month Tin "
In a word, the

Sanscrit is in perfect accord with the Pahlavi, and, indeed, it would

be scarcely fair to any writer, to suppose him so careless as to repre-

sent Chahil on one page as the son and on another as the father.

16. It is absolutely infructuous to stand up at this time of day for the purity and cor-

rectness of our ancestors' Sanscrit. Parsi Colophons in that language are almost

invariably corrupt. See for examples, Hoshangji and West, Shikand-Gumanic

Vijar, Introduction, xxi ; West, Pahlavi Texts, III, xxi ( Mainyo Khard); xl.

(Saddar); Shehriarji, Neriosengh's Sanscrit Writings, Parti, Preface, iii ; Fart III,

48-49.
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This confusion has probably arisen from the transcriber of the Sans-
crit postscript having cut up the ^^m^ or compound noun szr^^oigar

^«^^fl55^ into five separate vocables, instead of writing, as he

ought to have done, all together in a line, as one word.

A more difficult and debatable question is that relating to the

letters sjfq- which are prefixed to the names of both the father and the

son, and which have been supposed to mean, ( probably on account of

some fancied connection with o^jqricf
),

"
late

"
or "

deceased.
"

oqr^

however, has no such sense assigned to it in the Sanscrit dictionaries

and Prof, Bhadkamkar, Shastri Venkatficharya of the Baroda College
and other scholars profess their ignorance of any such form in that

language. The same letters are attached, in exactlj^ the same way,

to the names of both Chahil and Sangan in the Sanscrit postscript

to Mihirapan's Vendidad Codex L4, and have been read " q^ ''
by

Dastur Darab Peshotan, but it is due to the latter scholar to say that

he has characterised his own reading as " doubtful
" and left it un-

translated." In this state of obscurity, it may perhaps be permiss-

ible to offer the conjecture that we have here an old-time abbreviation

of ozr^r^, trader, merchant. This suggestion appears to me to

receive some support from the fact that in many Parsi documents of

the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the later and

more simplified forms
^.

and qpT- are prefixed to many signatures and

signify ^] or ^nj or ^TfTl/^ every one of which words is derived

from the older s?j^fT<^.^«'

17. Pahlavi Vendidad, Introduction, xlviii.

18. HI. 'iiwi ^i«i1a;4i5, Document of A.G, 1616, Parsi Prakash. 11; hi. MHits j^jicj cl«li'l,

1723 A. C. lb. 25; % o^^i=lHCJ ^hhio, 1748 A.O. ib. 37 note; hi. tulwifcf ^i^rhhw,
HI. HHlOtK:; o<vi:^i>{S3 tH-llO, Hl'l H[{3ih'^ 4=1^1® HtilaHl, HRl (il^C? ZS<^^ti> wl^l'fl,

1785 A.C. ib. 65; Hl^^l^n^Titw ^^553, 1825 A.C. ib 85. The surnames »«'?ilHWl, ib.

66, v<i?x)
HtRl, ib. 73, ^<Hi ^Rl, ib. 185, H't?^ HRI, ib. 864 also may be cited as

'

additional illustrations. Earlier examples are to be found in many original docu-

ments of the Sixteenth and Seventeenth centuries which are in my own possession,

and which will he published shortly.

19.
"

-^TT Vohro. s. m. a trader; a Bora. ^]'i^ Vohra-viin, v. t. [ s. ^^ ^ to

take] to purchase, to buy.
"

Belsare, Gujarati English Dictionary. S. V. "
Bohra,

Porah ( Sans. Vyavahari, ©q^l^^ a trader, a man of affairs ; ( also BoharS,
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Briefly, Chtihil as well as his father was a ^, a trader,

money-lender or merchant "who received any article of market-

able value in payment of money advanced," and made his profit

of it. There is nothing improbable in the supposition that he was

a Zoroastrian resident of the then exceedingly prosperous seaport

of Cambay, who had made a fortune so considerable, that he could

afford to invite from Persia and make it worth while for a compe-

tent Iranian Pehlvisant to transcribe for him, within the next two

years, four other manuscripts of the Parsi Scriptures. But this is not

all that we learn from this ancient Codex of the "
good old Behdin,"

Chfvhil Srmgan. The Rozndniak, or list of the death-anniversaries

of the family of Chahil at the end, is a document of great interest, if

only as furnishing authentic specimens of the names borne by Indian

Zoroastrians in the 13th and 14th centuries. The extraordinary

inversion of the real relationship of Chahil and Sangan, to which

reference has been already made, may perhaps excuse the reproduc-

tion, by a student fond of genealogical inquiries, of their family-tree.

Chahil

_l
Atar

I

Bahram, died Roz Fravardin, Mah Adar.

I

Vohuman, died Roz Fravardin, Mah Adar.

—Chahil, died Roz Fravardin, Mah Dai.

Sangan, died Roz Fravardin, Mah Amardad.

=Malan, wife of Sangan, died Roz Fravardin, Mah Dai.

I

Chahil, Mihirapan's patron.

I

Dh-r-k or Daru, died Roz Aniran, Mah Tir.

Bohari, or Bohari, Mahr. ^If1?!^ ^flTt, ^fl^Tfr,
a banker. A money lender

or merchant of a particular tribe so called, usually receiving any article of market-

able value in pajTnent of money advanced.
"

H. II. Wilson, Glossary of Judicial

and Revenue Terni?=, s. v. See aIso,-Hobson Jobson, ed. Crooke, s. v. Bora.
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I have not seen It noticed that two of the persons men-

tioned in this Rozndmak^ Vohuman Bahram and Bahram Atar,

that is, father and son, are said to have both died on the same day.

And it is certainly strange that that day, Roz Fravardin, Mah Adar,

should be the one which, according to the commentary on the Pahlavi

Vendidad (VIII. 22), is specially set apart for the celebration of the

anniversary, in those cases in which neither the day nor the month

in which the death took place is known.''" It is common knowledge

that these cases are generally, of persons who have been drowned at

sea or perished in distant countries, and it appears as if the father and

son had come by their deaths in some long sea-voyage or land-journey,

undertaken for the furtherance of their trade.

I have said that these Colophons throw some light on the

obscurest period of our history. In the first place, the explicit

mention in them of a fairly wealthy Behdin of Cambay and the

Rozndfnak of so many as six of his ancestors prove that the tradition

about Cambay having been one of the oldest Parsi settlements which

is found recorded in the much-abused Kissah-i-Sanjdn is demon-

strably correct." In the second, they leave no room whatever for

20. Darab Dastur Fesliotan, Palilavi Vendidad p. 147.

•M^il-IHl i=;"=l'.t\'i Rle? 5sR=il." Jamaspji Dastur Minocheherji, PahlaVi Vendidad, Text

and Translation in Gujarati, pp. 68 and 86. Is it not also curious tliatyf&e out oj the

six anniversafies fall on the day Fravardin ? Is it only a coincidence or was it that

the month only was held in remembrance and not the actual day, which was

afterwards fixed according to the above injunction ?

21. The following traditional account found in a Report on Cambay, made by Capt.

Robertson in 1813, is, as usual, full of chronological errors and exaggerations of

fact, but it is not without interest in connection with the question before us.

" Some of the Parsis, who since their arrival in India, about 636, had remained in the

South of Gujarat, were attracted to the settlement ( 942-997 ) ne^"^ the temple of

the Kumarika Kshetra at the moiitli of the Mahi. The first comers sttcceeding in

trade, others followed, and in time the Parsi element hernme so strong, that by

their overbearing conduct they forced the Hindus to leave the city. Among those

who fled was a roan of the DasS Lar caste of WaniSs, Kalianrai by name. He
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doubt that an Atash-bctd, a house for the fire, i.e., an Agidry or

Darcviehr existed in the town of Thruia in 691 A. Y., 1322 A. C.

This of course impHes that there was a Parsi population so consider-

able that the erection and maintenance of a place of worship were

both possible and necessary. And this not only recalls to our

memory but invests with real meaning, the somewhat confused and

vaguely recorded impressions of two European travellers who visited

this part of the country between 1320 and 1323.

" The people thereof,
"

(Tanna ), says the Friar Oderic,
"
are

idolaters, for they uorship fire and serpents and trees also,
"^ '^- * '^ *

;

and here they do not bury the dead, but carry them with great pomp to

the fields and cast them to the beasts and birds to be devoured."" And
Jordanus tells us; "There be also other pagan-folk in this India who wor-

ship fire
; they bury not their dead, neither do they burn them, but cast

them into the m^idst of a certain roofless tower and there expose them

totally uncovered to the fowls of heaven. These believe in the two

first Principles, to wit, of Evil and of Good, of Darkness and of Light."
23

took refuge in Surat, where in a short time, by trading in pearls, he acquired
a large fortune. His wealth gave him consequence and he liad Die address to

bring together a numerous band of Rajputs and Kolis, who in the night attacked

the Parsis, putting many to the sword, and selling fire to their houses. The rest

took to flight, and not a Parsi was to be seen in KumarikCL Kshctra. Kalianrai

then formed the design of building a city on the ruins of the Parsi town.

If this is Surat and not Sorath, Kalianrai's date can hardly have been before the

fourteenth centuryJ''' (Note). Statistical Account of Cambay for the Gazetteer of

the Bombay Presidency, 45.

The chief incidents in this story, the wholesale expulsion of the Hindus, the

sudden wealth made by Kalianrai and the foundation of a new city by a

Bania are probably unhistorical, but the Colophons before us support the

statement about thz new cojiiers having sticceeded in trade, and if there

were many other Zoroastrian Voras as well-to-do as Chahil Siingan, the Parsi

element must have been indeed strong. As for the Note, all that need be said is

that if the writer were now alive, he would certainly be gratified to learn that

his conjecture as to the prosperitj' of the Cambay Parsis having not waned before

ih^ fourteenth century was quite correct. Gircia d'Orta ( 1535 A. C. ) notices a

curious class of merchants and shopkeepers who were called Coaris, that is,

Gams, in Bassein, and Esparcis, that is, Parsis in Cambay, who, had come from

Persia, took their dead out by a special door and exposed their bodies till they were

destroyed. Colloquies dos Simples. 213, apttd Gujarat Prrsis, Botnbay Gazettier

IX. ii. 7-8.

22. Ot'^eric in Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, I. 57, 59.

23. Jordi-2iys> Mirabilia, ed-Jules, 21.
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The explicit mention of the Tkdnd fire-temple in this Colophon
has a bearing on another question also of some interest. It is possibly

within the recollection of some of you that the actual words of the

old Memorandum, which is the basis of the traditional date of the

conveyance of the ancient Iranshah to Navsari, were cited for the-

first time in the second of my two papers on the Traditional Dates

of Parsi history.
'* These words are :

—
<in*d \^^\ 'KX^ ^161 ^14^<1^ "^iw 5l(4^*lH*< anmu ^g M <^^ ^ SHici^L

We are all aware that if these words are understood, as they
have hitherto been, in a sense implying that the year in which the

ancient Fire of Sanjan was conveyed from Bansdah to Navsari corres-

ponded with the 1475th of the Vikram era ( 1419 A. C. ), the state-

ment is irreconcilable, not only with the circumstantial narrative of the

Kissah-i-Sanjan^ but the consensus of Parsi tradition, which has always
associated that event with the name of Changa Asa, who can be shown

from the contemporary evidence of the Revayets to have been then

scarcely born at all.
"^

Now, it is not easy for any dispassionate

student of our antiquities to reject both the Kissah and the

Revayets, but then it is equally difficult for him to condemn, as entirely

unauthentic, a memorandum of which the chronological part has

turned out to be perfectly correct on calculation and which can be

traced back, on the authority of unquestionably old Manuscripts, to

Dastur Hamjiar Ram Sanjana who was alive in 15 16 A. C.*^" Well

then, is there any way out of this dilemma } I have ventured to sug-

gest that the fault is not in the Memorandum, but perhaps in our

understanding of it, and I have made an effort to find a new meaning
for the words—a meaning which saves the situation and provides

at the same time, a working hypothesis, in no way inconsistent

with any well-ascertained fact of Parsi History. In a word, I have

offered the conjecture that the word >k\<\h is to be construed here

24. See ante, p. 20.

25. See ante, p. 19.

26. See ante, p. 21.
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not as a common noun but as the name of the place (Thfma ) to which

the Sacred Fire was temporarily conveyed for safety, in some great crisis

which occurred in 1475, Vikram Samvat ( 1419 A. C. )•
I was able to

show at the time from Hindu records (Silhara inscriptions and a Sanscrit

Cyclopcedia), that the modern town of Thana was known as Sthdnak

or ThCinak, in the eleventh and twelfth centuries of the Christian era.*'

But I could not produce any corroborating evidence from Parsi sources,

anything calculated to prove that Thana was an important centre

of Parsi population at that date, and that our ancestors had any

acquaintance with that form of the name in which the final 'k* of
*' Sthanak

" was retained instead of being dropped, as in the popular

designation. The Colophons before us go far to remove that defect

in the evidence. Nay, they perhaps do more. They make it easy to

understand why the thoughts of the guardians of the Iranshah turned

to the Thana Agiary preferably to any other place, when they were

compelled,
"
by the actual or apprehended violence of some local

tyrant or powerful invader," to seek a place of refuge for themselves

and their most cherished possession, the Fire of Bahram. And here,

it may be needful to correct an erroneous idea which has been adopted

without pretence to inquiry by many persons, and which has obscured

the real point at issue. It is popularly supposed that the form Thdng, is

of exceedingly recent origin and that Thdnak must be a much older

form. As a matter of fact, however, the form ThCind is as old at least

as the tenth century of the Christian era, and is the only one that

occurs in the works of the Arab geographers Mas'udi, Alberuni, Idrisi

and Abulfeda." These postscripts show that the town was indiffer-

ently known as Tkdnd and Tdnak even in the fourteenth century.

The first is found in the Sanscrit Colophon but the persistence with

which the final consonant,
* k '

,
of the classical or sanscritised form,

'Sthanak', is, (in spite of other variations ), added by Mihirapan in

both'(}[i^ Pahlavi postscripts shows, that the Iranian stranger had clearly

27. See ante, pp. 22-24.

28. Elliot and Dowson, History of India, I. 24 ; 60. 61. 66, 67 ; Jaubert, Idrisi, I

189 ; Yule, Marco Polo, ed. Cordier, II. 396, Da Cunha, Bassein, 180.
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'discerned it in the utterance of his correligionists, as well as other resi-

dents, and did not think himself justified in omitting it in trans-

literation.

One thing more and I have done. The name of Mihirapan Kai-

khusru may not be widely known among our people, but it does not

deserve and ought never to be forgotten. It is to him that we are

'indebted for the four most ancient and valuable Codices of the Yasna

and the Vendidad, which have made possible those advances in the

textual criticism and interpretation of the Avesta which have taken

place in the last hundred years. It may be, therefore, not unworthy
of note that in the Colophons of Mihirapan's writings we possess a

concise itinerary of his progress through this country. The Manu-

script of the Arda Viraf and Goshf Fryano which he is said to have

indited on Roz Rashn, Mah Dai 690 A. Y., from the older copy of a

Mihrpanah-i-Saroshyar of Nishapur, must have been written while

he was still in Persia.'^ It is probable that he arrived in India some

"time in 691 A. Y.,^° and there is reason to believe that he came, like

the first San/an immigrants, by sea and disembarked somewhere on the

Western Coast. At any rate, we find him domiciled, first of all, at

Thana, where he must have remained for about four months, if not ^

more, in as much as the first Part of this volume of miscellaneous

Pahlavi Texts was finished on Roz Khurshed, Mah Shahrivar, 691 A.Y.,

and the rest concluded on Roz Fravardin, Mah Adar of the same

29. Westergaard, Zendavesta. Preface, p. 3. Hoshangji and Haug, Book of Ardavira£

Introductory Essays, vi.

30. In the Pahlavi Colophon of J2, Mihirapan says that he came to the land of the

Hindus in the year 692, Vahijakik. Mills, The Ancient Manuscript of the

Yasna Reproduced in Facsimile, p. 770. In the Pahlavi postscript to L4 pre-

served in Pt2, the year is, by some mistake of the copyist's, written 732,

Darab Dastur Peshotan, Pahlavi Vendidad, Introduction, xlv. West thinks

it ought to be 672 A 20 Y, Grundriss, II, 121 and note 3. Westergaard

says that Mihirapan "came to India about A. D. 1321, [690 A- Y. ] accord-

ing to a statement of K5,
"

op, cit. Preface, p. 3, note. The fact that he was half

way through a Manuscript of these texts on Roz Khurshed, Mah Shahriwar, 691,

A. Y. s'.iows that Mihirapan mtist have arrived before (ygs A. Y,
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year.** One hundred and eight days later, Roz Bahman, Mah Fravar-

din, 692 A. Y, he corrected the last page of the Yasna Codex
J,, we

cannot say where, but it is as likely as not that he was still residing ia

the ' Atash beta' or fire-temple of Thana." However that may have

been, his next halt was at the ^qfcf^ of Navsari, for it was there that

he finished the task of writing and revising the Vendidad Codex L*

on Roz Khurdad, Mah Avan, 692 A. Y. ^^ The postscript of another

Yasna, K5, of which the last stroke was penned at Cair.bay on Roz

Asman, Mah Dai of the same year indicates that he must have

removed soon afterwards to that town,^* and stayed for six

months more at the least, for the last page of another Avesta-

Pahlavi Vendidad, K^, was indited there
^^ on Roz Depadar, Mah

Tir of the following year (693 A. Y. ).'" His subsequent history is

unfortunately not so easy to trace. The probabilities, however, are

in favour of the supposition that he continued to reside at Cambay.
The old Codex Kjo contains, among other things, two postscripts

which indicate that the first Part of a Pahlavi Revayat was transcrib-

ed by him at Cambay on Roz Adar, Mah Mihr A. Y. 700 (1331 A. C),

31. If we understand the Pahlavi Colophon C to mean that Mihirapan comrnenced'

making this copy of the Pahla%'i Texts for Chahil on Roz Depamehr, Mah Tir,

[691 A. Y. ], his stay in Thana would extend to at least five months and five

days, Roz Depamihr, Mah Tir to Roz Fravardin, Mah Adar.

32. Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, vi. West, Grundriss, II, 84. The date was
at one time supposed to have been Roz Fravardin, Mah Bahman. Mills, Yasna,
Sacred Books of the East, XXXI, p. xvi. The reasons for its rejection are

discussed by Mills in the Preface to the Facsimile Edition of the Yasna, vi-vii.

22,. Darab Dastur Peshotan, Pahlavi Vendidad, Introduction xlviii.

34. Geldner Avesta, Prolegomena, vi. West, Grundriss, II, 82.

35. Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, vi. West, Grundriss, II, 82.

36. Geldner, West, Mills and others appear to have regarded the dates of all these

Manuscripts of Mihirapan's as Shahnshahi, probably because they were written in

India, and have converted them accordingly. But Mihirapan explicitly mentions that

'.oys the Vahijakik reckoning, and it would be easy to prove from the

lindu dates, that the Vahijakik reckoning is not identical with the
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and three Fargards of the Hadokht Nask and some other fragments,

twenty years later, on Roz Rashn, Mah Adar, 720 A. Y. «'

(135 1 A. C). This is the last we hear of him. Of his other labours, we

possess nothing except a single folio of a Pahlavi Bundahishn

from which the eighteen leaves of the fragment known as K,,d appear

to have been directly transcribed'^

37, Hoshangji and Haug, Book of Ardaviraf, Introductory Essays, vi ; Geldner, Prolcg,

viii ; West, Grundriss, II, 98 ; Pahlavi Texts, Part I, xxvii-xxix.

38. West, Grundriss II, 98.



WAS THERE A PARSI FIRE TEMPLE AT
BROACH IN 324 A. Y. ?

-+»-

( A Paper read before the Society for the Prosecution of"

Zoroastrian Research on 12th December 19 14.)

The Colophons which were the subject of the last dissertation

were the "postscripts proper" of the copyist himself, statements

made by Mihirapan Kaikhusru in the first person and from his

own knowledge, about the time and circumstances of the beginning,

the middle and the end of his labours. The other Colophons found

in our old Codex are compositions belonging to a very different

class. Excepting five lines they do not emanate from Mihirapaa

at all; they are merely the postscripts of antecedent copyists which

he has not omitted to transcribe, merely because they existed in his

original, and they reappear, for that reason only^ in his pages. The

practice is by no means uncommon and there are examples of it in

Ki and L4\ in which before inditing his own postscript, Mihirapaa

has "
copied in

"
the Colophon, not only of his own predecessor

Rustakhm Mitroapan-i-Spenddat, but that of the latter's precursor

Aerdeshir Vohuman Rojveh. Other illustrations of this usage can

be seen in the series of Colophons transcribed in the Mulla Firuz

Manuscript of the Dinkard,' in the elaborate and involved Preface to

Hoshang Siavax's Pahlavi Yasna^ and the two postscripts (first

and third) of Ki, transferred to his own copy of the Vendidad,

by Ardeshir Mobad Jiva Vika.* The practice has its uses and ad-

I. Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, vi ; Darab Dastur Peshotan, Pahlavi Veudidad,

Introduction, xxxvi—xl, and xlv—nlvi, where the Pahlavi text and transla*

tions of all these Colophons are given.

a. All these Colophons are translated in West, Pahlavi Texts, Part IV. Introduction,

xxxiii—xxxvu

3. West in Gundriss der Iranischen Philologie, II. 84-5 ; Geldner, Avesta, Prolegome*

na. xiii.

4. Darab Dastur Peshotan, Pahlavi Vendidad, xlii—xliv. West in Grundriss, II. 82.
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vantages. A couple of such decisive postscripts carry more weight

than pages full of similar or dissimilar, correct or incorrect readings^

and it becomes easy by their aid to trace the descent of Manu-

scripts and form correct estimates of their value for text-criticism.

But then, statements of this character, found in the odd corners of

Manuscripts which are themselves undated, or of which the Colophons

have been lost, are also liable to mislead and perplex. Geldner

confesses that the connexion of Hoshang Siavax's postscripts "is

not quite clear" and West calls it a "complicated statement."*

Indeed, scholars have not infrequently fallen into error in conse-

quence of the difficulties in the way of interpreting correctly and

apprehending clearly, the relation in which these often disconnected

and obscurely worded statements stand to each other. The true

meaning of the Colophons which have been supposed to demonstrate

the existence of a Parsi Fire-temple at Broach in 324 A. Y. is by
no means free from doubt and obscurity, and I venture to think that

their real purport has been misccncieved and undue stress laid on

the doubtful reading of a single word in one of these scattered notices

without reference to the other statements with which it is con-*

nected.

"Denman ayibatkariha nipishtak but yakavimunat pavan badna

Vohuman-i-baen shant se sad vist-i-chehar, yom Dadu-pavan Atun,

der zivat Dinpanah-i-Aetarpae-i-Dinpanah min bahar-i der zivat

Shazat'i-Shatan Farkho Auharmazd rae, mavan sh an ruban anushak

yahavunat. Baen Brugach yahavunt pavan Atash-katak."

"These Memoranda had been written in the month Vohuman,
in the year 324, ( on ) the day Daepadar ( by ) Dinpanah ( son ) of

Aetarpae, ( son ) of Dinpanah-may he live long !
—for Sh5z5t ( son ) of

"
Hoshang had copied the MS of llerbad Mitroapan-i-Spentodad-i-Mitroapan (the

grand -father of the copyist of J2, Ki, K5, L4 ) and the latter had copied the MS of

Herbad Mah-panah-i-Azad-Mard. Further on in the preface there are still older Colo-

phons of Mahpanah's predecessors, in part recopied verbatim, but their connectioo

is not quite clear." Avesta, Prolegomena, xxv. West in Grundriss. II. 85.
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Shat, (son ) of Farkho Auharmazd—may he live long!
—may their

souls be immortal ! They ( these memoranda ) were in Broach in

the Fire-temple."°

Now what are we to gather from these sentences ? Are we to

understand that MihirSpan
"
copied from a Manuscript which was

three hundred and sixty seven years old "' when he wrote

in 691 A. Y., and may we take it as a newly discovered fact of Parsi

history that there was a Fire-temple existing in Broach in 324 A. Y.

(955-6 A. C.)? The last question is undoubtedly of great interest,

and there is no student of Parsi history who would not hail with

delight any reliable evidence of the existence of a Parsi Colony at

Broach in the tenth century of Christ. But the matter is not so

simple as it appears, and there are many difficulties in the way of

accepting as real any such " addition to our knowledge.
"

It is obvious that the entire question turns upon the words
^' Three hundred and twenty-four," It is, therefore, singularly

unfortunate that the portion of that folio of the old Codex on which

this postscript occurs, has suffered so much from the ravages of damp,
bad ink and other " enemies of books ", that very little can be now-

made out of the words which stood for the year. The editor of

the Texts in a foot-note admits that M K, the old Codex, is here
"
torn,

" ® and Dr. E. W. West, who made a careful copy of

it for his own use in 1875, read 624 A. Y. "The 6," he declares,
"
zs eaten away in J. [ Dastur Jamaspji's old Codex ] and the copy

of 1 72 1 has 3 which is impossible, but may be the second cipher of

6. The transliteration and translation are cited from Behramgore Tahmuras Ankle-

saria's Introduction to Jamaspji Dastur Minocheherji's Pahlavi Texts, p. 5. It

may be, perhaps, not unnecessary to say that the phrase Derzivat,
*

May he live

long,' applies only to Dinpanah and Shazat, and not to Dinpanah's or Shazat's

father and grandfather. The benedictory formula Mavan skan ruban anushak

yahavundt, 'may their souls be immortal,' is obviously meant, here at least, only for

Shatan and Farkho Auharmazd.

7. Ibid. 5.

8. Jamaspji Dastur Minocheherji, Pahlavi Texts, 83 n. 5.
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3 + 3. the only mode of writing 6 in Pahlavi."
' To put it differently,

the rearling
" Three hundred and twenty-four

"
is not derived and

receives no support v/hatever from the primary authority. It has

been simply taken on trust from a copy made in the eighteenth

century, when the old Codex was already four hundred years old,

when it had lost four folios*° and when its text had been otherwise

dislocated by the misplacement often, which the copyist mechanically

transcribed in the wrong order. It can scarcely be said that this late

copy is the work of an over-careful scribe, and even if it was, it would

be hazardous to assert that the additional cipher for a 3 or a 2 had

not been " eaten away
"

or otherwise disappeared when it was made.

In other words, it would be very bold of any one now living, to say

that folio 74 had suffered no damage whatever in the course of four

centuries.*^ It may be of course presumed that the old Codex was

in the eighteenth century in a comparatively better state of preserva-

tion, and the late copy has, as a matter of fact, facilitated the

restoration of many words which have been lost in the original, but

then there are other lacunae for which it has proved of no use, for

9. Grnndriss der Iranischen Philologie, II. 113.

30. Jamaspji Dastur Minocheherji, Pahlavi Texts, Introduction, 8. West thinks it had

lost so many as twenty-four pages in 1721. Grundriss, II. ill. He says

that this copy of 172 1 was made by a son [Jamshed] of Jiimasp Asa of

Nausari, but in this he appears to have been mistaken. Jamasp Asa, the Jather,

could not have been more than twenty-four years old in that year, as he was

only fifty-six at his death in 1753. ( Parsi Prakask^ 39 ). And Jamshed him»

self was not even born at the time, according to the same authority, which

recnids his death in 1787 A. C. at the age of fifty-five. Ibid. 68.

II. Six or seven hundred years may be said to be the maximum duration of the life of

Manuscripts on paper^ which utterly perish in many cases even before the expiratiott

of that period, from "senile decay." Westergaard has noted the curious fact thak

th.ere is
'•

scarcely a Manuscript of the Rigveda
" which is

" half as old as those

which contain the Vendidad and Yesna "
of Meherapan Kaikhusru. Zendavesta*

Preface, 15.
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the simple reason that they existed in the model itself when the copy

tvas made.^' In other words, it would be scarcely justifiable to over-

look the possibility of the eighteenth century scribe having failed

to notice or inadvertently omitted a 3 or a 2 -which had already

become invisible in his day."

But this does not fill up the measure of our difficulties. Parsi

Libraries contain several other manuscript copies of some, if not

all, of these texts, which are descended more or less remotely,

from an original independent of this Codex. In these Manu-

scripts, this Colophon makes its appearance in a form which is

•*' another and yet the same."

" Denman ayibatkariha nipishtak biit yakavimunat pavaa
badna Antavahisht-i-Shant haftat-haft Hindustanik, y5m-I-G5sh,

der zivat Dinpanah-iAetrapae-I-Dinpanah, min bahar-i-iaf^^ ziv&t shot

zivQjt Shazat-i-Shatan-i-Farkho Auharmazd rae, mavan-shan rubaa

anushak yahavunat ! Baen Brugach yahavunt Shagart-katak nipisht,

Frajaft. Le Din-bandak Kamdin Aerpat-zat Aerpat Shatun-

ayibar Aerpat Neryosang Aerpat Samand nipisht.

"These 'Memoranda' had been written in the month of Ardi*

behesht of the year Seventy-seven Hidustani, (on) the day Gosh, ( by }

Dinpanah. ( son ) of Aetarpae, ( son ) of Dinpanah—may he live

long !
—for Shazat, ( son ) of Shat (son) of Auharmazd—may he live

long a7id in gladness ! May their souls be immortal ! These memoranda

were at Broach in a school.

12 See for examples Texts, p. 81, note 5; p. 82, n. 33. p. 128, n. 12-13, P* I37t
n. 80; p. 146, n. 36; p. 148, n. 59; p. 151, n. 94-5, p. 167, n. 6-7.

13. In one case, the cipher for 7 is actually omitted in this eighteenth century copy,

although it exists in the old Codex. Texts, p 107, n. 4: In another, the siga

lor 3 is left out along with some other words. Ibid, p. 43, n. 38-39.
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"Completed. I, the Servant of the Religion, Kamdin Aerpat

bom, (son) of Aerpat Shahryar (son of) Aerpat Neryosang, ( soa

of) Aerpat Samand copied it.
"^*

All the other words in the first part of this composite statement

are the same as in the Colophon
"
copied in

"
by Mihirapan. The

names of the writer and of the person for whom he wrote are identical,,

but the date is different. That is not Roz Depadar, Mah Bahman, of

any Yazdajardi year, but Roz Gosh, Mdh A rdibehesht, of the year 77

Hindustani. The town again is the same, but the building is not a

fire-temple but a school-house.*^

This is what we find in JE, a Manuscript written in 181 3 A. C. be-

longing to the late Dastur Hoshang Jamasp of Poona, and this Colo*

phon occurs in exactly the same form in a Manuscript which

can be seen in the Meherji Rana Library at Navsari," another in the

possession of Ervad Manekji Rustamji Unwalla and two others in the

private collection of the late Dastur Rustamji Kaikobadji Meherji

Rana, which are at present the property of his nephew Ervad Nadir-

shah Bahmanji Dastur.*^

Now what are we to understand by "the year TJ Hindustani?"

It is obvious that the sign for the hundreds has been left out, and it is

not difficult to see that two copies must have been made by Dinpanah

14, It is probable, i. e. however that the school-house is only another name for the

Atash-Katak i. e. Agiary, or Daremehr. The Mobed in small towns or sparsely

inhabited Zoroastrian centres, not long since had his school in the Agiary, which

was also his private residence, and the statement is true of Nargol and some

other places even now.

15. Introduction, p. 11. Texts, p. 82, n. 4.

j6. MS. T 4, Catalogue of the First Dastur Meherji Rana Library, p. 68.

17. Collection of the Colophons of Avesta-Pahlavi Manuscripts in Parsi Libraries made

by Ervad Noshervan B. Desai for the Parsi Punchayet. I have seen the last

four Manuscripts myself.
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for one person on two different Roz Mshs. A simple calculation

will show that the Hindu era meant cannot be the Vikram Samvat,

for the equivalent of any 24th year of a Yazdajardi Century in the

Vikram series must be the i ith, and the difference between ii and '^7^

either way is so considerable ( 34 or 66 years )", as to make the

supposition of a second copy having been made by the same

scribe for the same person after 66 or even 34 years very improbable.

On the other hand, the Shaka era will exactly suit.

324 A. ¥. = 324+631-78= ^77 Shaka.

424 A ¥.=424+631-78= 977 Shaka.

524 A. ¥.-524+631 -78" 1077 Shaka.

624 A. ¥. = 624+631-78 = 1177 Shaka.

It can scarcely be said that this result is very illuminating, but

it appears that Dinpanah finished two copies for the same patron on

two different days in the course of the same year, but whether that year

belonged to the Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh or Twelfth Century of the

Shaka era, it is impossible to say.

But it is said that the late Ervad Tehmuras Dinshawji Ankle-

saria possessed a Manuscript, TD, in which the reading is not

*"J7 Hindustanik" but "1077 Hindustanik." Now, 1077 Shaka

would correspond to 524 A. ¥, and would fit in with the

Pahlavi, if we supposed that the original figure for the hundreds in

the old Codex was not a 6 but a 5 (which is written in Pahlavi

as if it were 3+ 2.). But then TD is admittedly a recent copy

ivithout date or name of scribe and is besides full of "
insertions and

• emendations" which "often corrupt the text."" The reading, therefore,

'«omes before us with a strong presumptive challenge to rejection,

"
.

— . _. - - -,

18. 24 A. Y. 24+ 631 + 56= 711 V. S.

124 A. v. 124+ 621 + 56 = 811 V. S.

and so on,

77-11 = 66,

111-77=34.

ig. Behramgore Tahmuras Anklesaria's Introduction to the Texts, pp. 12-13.
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and it is indeed impossible to avoid the suspicion that the cipher

for 'looo' is the fatuous interpolation of some scribe who was anxious^

to bring the words within the compass of his own understanding and

solicitous to emend only because " he thought he knew better." It

is possible that this reading may be found in some other recent

Manuscripts copied from T D or its source, but unless T D itself

or that source can be proved to be old, that is, the unless the reading
"

1077 Hindustanik
"

can be shown to occur in some Manuscript of

undoubted antiquity, no value can be attached to such corroboration.

We are thus left where we were, and all that can be said is, .

that Dinpanah made two copies of some of these texts, one in

a school at Broach, and the other in the Firetemple of the same

town, in the course of a year which was the 24th of some Yazda-

jardi, and the 77th of some Shaka century unknown?"^

This is of course far from satisfactory, but that is perhaps

only because the bearing and connection of a second very important

Colophon in the same Codex have been strangely overlooked by

our scholars.

"
Frajapt pavan shnum shatih va ramishn; Vahisht-baharak

bSpat Vishtasp puhar Luraspanicha, va Zarir, Bastur i-Spendyat

pavan ham ayinin Fvashavart-I-JamSspan va Geramlk-Kart puhar

Jamasp, Pat-Khusru va Patgisu, mavan khut-bort nam homand!

Harvin vaspuharkan gavan aerikhtaran gasih ajpar bopat, pavan

20. It may or may not be easy to explain why a scribe should make two copies of the

same book for the same person, but we know that Mihirapan Kaikhusru subse«-

quently made two copies of the Vendidad as well as of the Yasna, for Chahil

Sangan. This Colophon occurs at the same point, i.e., at the conclusion of the same

fragment, in all the different Manuscripts from whatever source derived. Bu*

for this, it would have been possible to argue that Dinpanah finished one part
of his transcript on Roz Depadar, Mah Bahman, and another on Roz Gosh, MaliL

Ardibehesht.
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Vahlsht bamik pavan asar-rCshanih nTshlm varzSvandan ! Harvln

awzun bopat, aigh ruban anushak bopat ! Aigh Dinpanah nipisht

hOmanet, shat piruz bopat Shatan zat ! Puhar Shstan yakhshunSt!

FarkhS bopat vad hazaran shantan gatani-yOm frashkant azat raSn

magan man ! Harvin chabun awzun bopat aightan khut bana ramit I

Zakar ma(va)n karltunct farkho nipik pavan hunihatih Rustiiil

Matun-Apan sham ayibatinet, mavan ash pachin nipishtak yahavunt.

Li din-bandak Matun-Apan Kaikhusrub nipisht. Mavan karitu-

net lenman pavan nyokih sham ayibatinet. Pavan tandunestih pavan

lidenman geti azat, bana pavan vatartan-i tan nishim varzavandan I

^ min dinik farzandan mavan yahavunt homanam nipishtSr

baen lidenman geti azat ! Shapiran piruz bopae, saritar pazdera

daml

"
Completed with propitiation, rejoicing and delight ! May

Vishtasp, son of Luhrasp and Zarir, Bastur and Spendyat, in

the same manner, Frashavart of Jamasp and Geramik-Kart, son

of Jamasp, Patkhusru, and Patgisu, who are bearers of ( good ) name,

attain paradise ! May all the princes, warriors and saviours have

an exalted seat in the resplendent paradise, in endless light, the

seat of the glorious ! May every one of them be beneficent, that is,

may the soul (of everyone of them ) be immortal! Since Din-

panah wrote this, may ( he ) born of Sh^t be glad and glorious !

May the son of Shdt preserve ( these writings ) ! May the noble

house and residence be auspicious for thousands (of) years,

upto the day of the renovation ! May every possession which you.

yourself secured be increasing ! May the man who reads these auspici-

ous writings remember with good nature the name of Rustim

Mehr-awan who had written the book.
"

"
I, the servant of Faith, Mehr-awan Kaikhusru copied it May

he who reads ( the copies ) remember our names with goodness !

(May we be free) in this existence with soundness of the body ! (May
our souls have), moreover, the seat of the glorious after passing away
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'from the body ! (May I have) x X X from reh'gious progeny, who
have been a scribe, free in this existence ! May the good be victori-

ous ! May the wicked creation be fallen !

'^ "

Now it is not difficult, for any one conversant with old Manu-

scripts, to see that this long statement is divisible into two parts

co7nposed by two different individuals, and that the last five lines only

proceed direct and at first hand from Mihirapan Kaikhusru himself.

It is evident that he has here, as elsewhere, "copied in" the Colophon
of an older copy made by Rustam Mehr-awan before giving his own

postscript. Indeed, it is clear that just as in Ki and L4 he has not

only mentioned his source, but reproduced the very words of the

Colophon of that source, ( Aerdeshir Vohuman
), so here, he has

recopied for our benefit, not only the postscript composed by Rustam
Mehrawan for his own copy of these fragments, but the Colo-

phon of that Manuscript of Dinpanah's which was Rustam's pro-

totype. Well then, if Rustam was Mihirapan's source, and Dinpanah

Rustam's, when did the two last scribes flourish ? Rustam's own state-

ment is undated, but there is indirect, and, therefore, all the more val-

uable, evidence in the Codex itself that the year in which he made his

copy of the Ayibdtkdrihd transcribed by the Aerpat Dinpanah was 627

A. 20 ¥. = 647 A. Y. and 1278 A. C. This stands out clearly from the

Patmanak i-Katak Khutdih or Form of a Marriage Contract which

occurs on folio 142 of the old Codex, and begins thus :

Den birakh Vohuman i-shnat 627 akhar min shnat-i . A vala

1-1 Yazdakart malkaan malka-i-ShatroIyaran nap-i vala-i-I a^ "vej

Khusro-i-malkaan malka-i-Auharmazdan, fraZ-visist yom-i Dadu paV\ •»

Mitro amat vachak -i shapir pavan hanjaman matar yehvunt havact^

pavan patakhshiha neshaih vadidunt-i gabra-i vahman shem vahman- \
i vahmanan bera-i vahman rutastak vahman mata vahman ketrunet, •'

"

va kanizak-hana vahman shem, vahman-i-vahmanan patakhshahiha

dukhti-ham vahman mata ketrunet, apash aetuno mat yekavimunet

pavan sardarih-i-vahmSn abu chigun amatash neshaih va dukhtakanih

pavan ras-i storih, va-aivakanih-i aish patash la mat yekavimunet.

21. Tocts, Introduction. 4-5. The Italics are mine.
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"In the month Vohuman of the year 62"/ after the year 20 of

that one who was Yazdakart, King of Kings, son of Shatroiyar

and grand-son of that one who was the victorious Khusro, King of

Kings and son of Auharmazd, on the chosen day Dadu-pavan
Mitro ( 16 November 1278 ),

when good statements have been

coming into the assembly as to a privileged marriage, contracted

by a certain man named A, son of B, son of C, which A resides

in the town D of the district E, and a certain girl named F, the

privileged daughter of G son of H, who resides in the same district

E
;
and so she has come into the guardianship of the father of A, as

though her marriage and daughterhood were by way of adoption,

and the union of some one with her had not occurred.
" "

It is scarcely necessary to remind you of the practice of deter-

mining the dates of Khordah Avesta Manuscripts according to the

number of the year or the century inserted in the Ashirvad," and

this
' PatmCinak

'

leaves little room for doubt that Rustam wrote in

1278, A. C. and that Mihirapan Kaikhusru's transcript of the texts

included in this volume was not made directly from Dinpanah's

Manuscript, but from Rustam's copy of the same. Now it seems

to me that there is in the Colophon composed by Rustam himself,

evidence showing that Skasdt, the patron of Dinp^ndh^ was alive

when Rustam wrote the postscript which cannot be dated earlier

than 627 A. 20. Y. 1278 A. C*
The words of Rustam to which I would invite your parti-

cular attention are :
—

"Since Dinpanah wrote this, may (he) born of Shat be glad

arid glorious ! May the son of Shat preserve ( these writings ) !

22. West, in Grundiss, II. 1 19.

23. Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, iv. v; West, Grundriss, II. 115, Shahriarji,

Neriosengh's Sanscrit Writings, Part I, Preface, passim.

24. This is in complete accord with what we know of Rustam's date from other

sources. He wrote the Pahlavi Visparad at Anklesar on Roz Asman, Mah

Spendarmad, of the Parsi year, 627, i. e., 627 A. 20 Y. =1278 A.C. Geldner,

Avesta, Prolegomena, vii. West, Grundriss. II. 87.
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May the noble house and residence be auspicious for thousands

( of) years upto the day of the renovation ! May every possession

"Which you yourself secured be increasing ! May the man who

reads (these) auspicious writings remember with good nature, the

name of Rustim Mehr-awan who had written the book."

It seems to me difficult, to read these words with attention

and resist the conclusion that the person who is blessed as Shazat

is in the above lines, must have been alive when Rustavi composed

them. What sense could there have been in wishing the writings

to be preserved by a dead man^ as Shazat must have been,

in 627 A. 20 Y. ( 647 A. Y. ), if he had lived, as is sup-

posed, in 324 A. Y. ? And what meaning can words at all have,

if expressions like those in the sentence,
"
May every possession

which you yourself secured be increasing," can be used of a

person who had flourished three centuries before the writer? I

confess that I do not see how it is possible to understand these

lines in any other sense than that of blessings and good-wishes

addressed by Rustam to some great man of his own day, from

whom he had received or expected favours, and I cannot see what

object there could have been in making the particular reference

to
" the possessions you yourself secured," unless it was to specially

include in the benedictory formula, the "personal gains" or acqui-

sitions made by Shazat in his own life time, as distinguished from

the
" ancestral property

"
of his family,

" the noble house and

residence
"
of the sentence immediately preceding.

Now, if Shazat was alive when Rustam wrote these lines m
1278 A. C, Dinpanah, ShSzat's scribe, must have lived about the

same time, i. e. not earlier than the thirteenth century of the Christian

era.'" It of course follows that the Yazdajardi date of the Colophon
— . . . - . -_-.- . , — -

-,.

25, It is, perhaps, not unworthy of note that the epithet Derzivat,
"
May he

live long", is applied to Dinpanih in both versions of the first Colophon, but is

left out in the one composed later by Rustam Mehrawan, who wishes long life

and prosperity, gladness and glory
—to Shazat only. If would be, of course^
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is not 324 A. Y. but 624 A, Y., corresponding with Shaka 1177,

and 1255 A. C, as West rightly conjectured.'"

I do not mean to say that this argument is absolutely conclu-

«ive. Indeed, I do not believe that anything like demonstration is

attainable in questions of this sort, but I do think that these

points are worthy of serious consideration, as the evidence from

other sources is so unsatisfactory.

easy to say that there is no special sifrnificance in the omission, but it is also

possible to maintain that it is not without a meaning, and that when Rustam

composts! these lines in 1278 A. C. Dinpanah himself was dead, though his

patron Shazat was alive. The point is not without interest, but it may be as

well to say that its decision one way or the other has no bearing on the main argw
ment. It may be also pointed out that in JE and its sister-Manuscripts, the

words before Shazat's name are " Djrzivdl ShU-sivit.
" "

May he live long,

may he live in joy.
" This additional phrase, shat-zivat, shows that it will not

do to twist the meaning of the word Derzivat and suppose it to signify
"
May

his name live long.
" Are we to suppose that it was his name and not himself

that was to live in joy also ? The truth is that Derzivdt and Derzivashni can apply
'

only to the physical life on earth, and every Parsi wishes long life to himself,

(Derivzashni,) in this sense only, when he recites the Dua Tanaorasti at the con-

clusion of his daily prayers,

26. It has been said after this Wis first written that there is not room

enough in the line for the additional cipher for 3, The total length of the

line, we are told, is only 4 inches and that of the portion left unattacked by the

worms, 2}i inches. Now the v/ox^s Shant Shask 5<za?takeup 1% inches of room.

- in another line on the same page, and 2%-\-l]/z=^yi, therefore, it is argued

that the line would he j4 0/ an inch too short and there would be no space for the

word baen if we read Shash Sad. It would be a task of supererogation to under-

take a serious refutation of this meticulous guess-work, but it may be pointed out to

those who attach so much importance to this difference of yi 0/ an inch in a line,

that the number of lines which Mihirapan writes to a page in this Codex varies

from 14 to 22 ( Introduction, p. 2 ). The attention of scholars may also be

drawn to the similar conjecture made, to no purpose, by the Editor in three

places of these Texts. In every one of these places, ( p. 61, n. 8o-8x, p. 151,

n. 94-9S1 P- 167, n. 6-7 ) he has made the remark,
" MK torn, btit there is not

room enough for the words,''' and, yet, he himself has admitted all those words

into his text, for the very good reason that they are indispensable and required by

the context
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But, supposing for a moment, that no reliance can be pljiced

on this reasoning, the fact remains that there is no trustworthy .

evidence of the existence of a Parsi Firetemple at Broach in 324
A. Y. In other words, the result is merely negative. All that

can be predicated with any confidence is that

I Dinpanah made two copies of these AyibatkariJta or Memo-
randa, in the course of one year,

2 that from one of these copies made on Roz Depadar, M5h
Bahman, Rustam Mihr-awan made another about 627 A 20 Y.

{127^ A C), from which last the Codex MK (or J) was transcribed

at Thana in 691 A. Y. (1322 A. C),

3 that the other copy made on Roz Gosh, Mah Ardibehesht,
was the source of a later transcript made by Kamdin Shahryar,

Neriosangh Samand, ( the grandfather of Peshotan Ram Kamdin, the

scribe of M 6 ) about 1340 A. C. that is, about fifty years—the

length of two generations—before 1397 A. C, the date of M 6.".

4 that the Manuscripts designated JE, JU, TD and probably
the others belonging to the Mehrji Rana Library of Navsari,

Ervad Manekji Rustamji Unwalla and the late Dastur Rustamji Kaiko-

badji Meherji Rana are all derived more or less remotely from this

copy of Kamdin Shahryar's*' and

27. Hoshangji and Ilaug, Book of Ardaviraf, Introductory Essays, iv-v. West, Pahlavi

Texts, I. xxix—xxx.

28. Their agreement in the "numerous repetitions, additions, omissions, accidental disturb-

ances and incorrect or singular readings,
"

recorded in the foot-notes, proves this

sufficiently. It is probable that some portions of this copy of Kamdin Shahryar's

or ot a very early transcript of the same still survive in the imperfect Codex DP
or Pt, the contents of which are described by West, Grundriss, II. 1 15. Un-

fortunately, the conjecture is incapable of proof or disproof, as it is clear from

West's account that the old Codex has lost its Colophon.
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5 that it is impossible to say anything more of the year in which

Dinpanah made the two copies above referred to, than that it was

the 24th of some Yazdajardi Century and 77th of some Shaka

Century, which it is impossible to determine in the present state

of our knowledge."

29. I may take this opportunity of pointing out the lorrect reading of the Note in

*' old obscure Gujarati
" which has been prefixed by Jamshed Jamasp to the

Nira7ig-i-Kharlastur zatan copied by him from the old Codex. It is 5J< a>i^ia

%\\\iX%' in <H>>iCi" ti Ji'fl <V<^ c^^H'l(». "The original was written on

the reverse of the folio, and of it this is a copj-." ^i^\i ccording to the Narmo'

kosh, means >ii;j' \^^^ Si^. ''***><l<i S^RTS means in Marathi,a upside

down, >3<*tldf, Reverse, inverse ;
and vJ*<.l«i'^. To turn over, to turn

upon the contrary face or side ( Molosworth, Marathi Dictionarj'' s. v.)*

^^ is the Persian word * fard ', one, single, a leaf, a folio. ( Kichard-

eon, Persian Dictionary, B v, )



MAHRVAID.

A paper read before Society for the Prosecution of Zoroastrian

Mesearch on the joth of October 1914-.

The name of Mahrvaid, a Zoroastrian physician who is said

to have lived in Navsari in the "spacious days
" of the

Emperor Akbar, and to have been rewarded by that

sovereign with a Jagir or In'am, for having given to one of the

beauties of his Harem relief from suffering, after the signal failure

of the Imperial leeches is, no doubt, familiar to many of you.

It may be even said that stories of Mahrvaid's cures occupy no

unimportant place in Parsi folklore, and they have not unfrequently

been repeated or referred to in our periodical literature*. At

the same time, I am not aware of any one having been able

to prove so much as the existence of such a person, and the

laborious and painstaking compiler of the Parsi Prakash could

•not find a word to say about him in that voluminous

publication. It is possible, therefore, that some persons will be

surprised to hear that the tradition is based on a solid substratum

of fact, and that documentary evidence of a very interesting

and convincing character can be adduced in support of its matu

features.

It is now eighteen years since I discovered in the possession

of an ancient Athravan of Navsari, and rescued from the fate>

which has overtaken so many other records of our history, a

bundle of Persian and Gujarati documents in which were includ-

ed the oldest original papers in existence relating to our ancestors. The

I. .Letter of Si, 41. «l, 'mj<i>ne /amshed, 20-8-1896; Satya Mifra, 16-8-1896.
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majority of them had for their subject the Jagir originally

bestowed by the Emperor Akbar on Dastur Meherji Rana, about

whom there was raging at that time ( 1896 ) in the Parsi periodicals,

a fierce controversy. A glance was sufficient to bring home to my
mind their great importance anent the question at issue, and many of

them were soon afterwards transcribed and translated with a

view to publication in a monograph which I contemplated writing

on the matter. When indifferent health and other adverse

circumstances forbade the fulfilment of that hope, a few which

appeared to bear directly on the point in dispute were selected

by myself and lent to Ervad Jivanji Jamshedji Mody for

the paper which he was compiling on that subject. It 13

due to the memory fo their real owner, the late Ervad Hormasjj

Bahramji Dastur, to say, that all but two of the remarkable

documents photolithographed in the " Parsees at the Court of

Akbar" belonged to the collection which he had placed at my disposal, .

and which had been repeatedly examined and studied by myself

many years before they there appeared in print. By far the

largest number of these papers are still unpublished, and I have

great pleasure in submitting for your inspection tonight, some

of the most important of those which relate to Mahrvaid and tell

us much that is new about him and his forbears.

Well then, who was Mahrvaid, when did he flourish,

and what position did he occupy among the men of his time?

In the first place, then, we learn from the Persian Revayets,

which have not, I regret to say, been explored half so thoroughly
for historical matter as they might have been, that

" Behdin Mahf

Sagar Tabib
"

( the Physician ) and his father as well as grandfather-

were prominent residents of Navsari in the Sixteenth Century.

Mahr's name occurs in the Superscription of the letter' which.

is stated to have been indited at Yazd on Roz Bahman,

MS written by Dastur Mahrnush Kaikobld in 1022 A. V. folio 213 a.
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Msh Bahman, 922 A. Y. (26th August, 1553 A. C. ) *, and
was brought by the Behdin Kaus Kamdin. Going back a little,

the name of Behdin Tabib Shayer, Mahr's father, is found in

the h'st of Navsari notables prefixed to a Revayet which is

quoted in the collection of Darab Hormazdyar as the Revayet-i-

Aspandyar Sohrdb and is dated about 1520 A. C* A few

years earlier, the name of Kamdin Tabib occurs in the Rev5yet-i

Behdin Jasa which is dated Roz Daipadar, Mah Aban, 885 A. Y»

( 12 th June, 1 5 16 A. C. ), and is probably identical with the

Maktub-i-Manek ChangS.*

The full name of Sayer's father was Kamdin Asa, and among

my papers, there is a long but very interesting saledeed, in which

the signature of Vaid ( Physician ) Sayer Kamdin appears as that

of one of the witnesses.

3. This is the date accepted by West, in Grundriss der Iranischen Pkilologie, II. 126

and by Mody in The Parsis at the Court of Akbar, 128, 132, but it is not unassailable

or altogher free from question. It occurs in all the copies that I have seen, { my old

Revayet Ms of 1022 A. Y. folio 220 b, Ervad M.R. Unwala's MS p, 190, and Dastur

Erachji S. Meherji Rana's MS. in the Navsari Library), in a disconnected sentence

in the middle of the Revayet, the actual words taking the unusual foim, ^'az an

t^hikh az Yazd dmad, Mdh Bahman roz Bahman, 922." It is plain that this is not the

original colophon, but the interpolated note or paraphrase of some later scribe. At the

same time, the names show that the date cannot be very wrong and that the lettec

was written in the sixth or seventh decade of the sixteenth century A. c, I hope to

discuss the question more fully in another paper.

4. My Revayet MS., folio 135 a, 138 b; M. R. Unwalla's Lithograph, II. 447f 45°; Parsi

Prakash, 843. The date is given as Roz Aniran, Mah Bahman, and the year is not

mentioned, but there can be little doubt that West is right in conjecturing it to have

been written about 1520 A. c. Grundriss, II, 125. .

5. My Revayet Ms. of 1022 a. y. folio 97 a.

West, Grundriss. II. 125. See ante p. 44, where all the Navsari names are given.
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i\^\ , j/ ;y>

c^J^ cjyaJ Jc«k»-1

m

)3 jl;«» J>-lj x^^J ^ir^j *y^. *^^;y y^. J*^ tjr*

J^Jj

(J*^ f J;

jyLJI^
o.jIj iJ^j.^ i^^ji*' o/Js

I
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^ jr/j*) ifjj!^j ^j^ jj ^.Ai .xajb ^U^ ^^5 y

JUj ^**y*2^ jsv-js;^ j-*j ^j j/*^-* ^W^-S»^ ^ ifj^^^
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^^Jw« iJj^JL^ JJ b J j/J^ ^Ji-J^ cJoU Ij ^/j^

0>y>o} CJ];5^I X^l-*^ \iji/r^ OJyS 4ij<i^jv« J c
^-«l-U*^

>oJlj ^A-i Jl^ j4^ ^^ ^Ul ii^^^ 4 *XS»V

^
-^ -^

^"t^b"^ >^

te>*5^ i/!"^
'^'"^

N^^ ^Ji^^ csJ^J Illegible

«j>i/jj51 Illegible J^yi ^Usr J^iy u^^

^ — - '
'

. I -...^ m.^< I— II .. .^ —M^—^^Mfc^^——-^^^

6. I need scaiccly draw the attention of my Parsi readers to the antiquity and interest of

these signature of our forbears.
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He »Vio

»beyslGodl,Sheikb\

Ahmad * • *. The

Court of the Qazi

of the Navsari

Division.7

The person named Malik Mubarak Yusuf who is agent [Wakil]'.

on behalf of Musammaf Ismat Khatun, daughter of Haibatallah

Mahammad of the tribe [or family] of Malikji, and Ahmad Khatri,

whose authority to act as her agent is proved by the two witnesses

named Ahmed Nusrat Khatri and Sayyad Miran Fazlallah, affirmed

and admited and in the soundest state [of mind], made an acknow^

ledgment legal in all respects to this effect, that [there are] thirty-two

Binghas and nineteen Biswahs* of Bhattha land*° in the environs of

I the township of Navsari, of which the boundaries are as under:

7. Shiqq.y
" a large division of a country forming a collectorate.

"
Steingass, Persian-Eng-

lish Dictionary, s. v. ;
" An aggregate of land from which a certain revenue is

collected.
" H. H. Wilson, A Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, s. v, "The

words used before Akbar's time to represent tracts of country larger than a Parganahi

were,
"

says Elliot,
"
Shakk, Khitia, 'Arsa, Diar, Vilayat,

* * Ikta, Thus in

the early historical writers, before the close of the fourteenth Century, we find Skakk-i*

Sdivakviahy Kkiita-i-Ou6ih,^Arsa-i-Gorakhpur{Xh\s\.Qxm\% rarely used for any other

tract) ZJ/ar-i-Lakhnauti, Vilyat-i-VLiovi-i-Doah, and />6/^-z-Karra." Elliot, Memoirs of

the Races of the North-Western Provinces of India, ed. Beames. II. 202.

8. Feminine form of the Arabic Miisa7Hmhy named. Miisammai. A title prefixed in

Hindustan to the names of respectable women in public documents and iudicial

proceedings. H. H. Wilson, Glossary of Revenue and Judicial Terms, s. v.

9. Lit. a twentieth, but applied especially to the twentieth part of a Bingha, Wilson.

Op. at. s. V.

la Bhatu, also read Bhatu, Guz ( (Hl^ ), Land subject to inundation, or deposited

by returning floods ; alluvial soil. Wilson, Op. Cit. Additions and Corrections^

p, 572. s. V. Bhati, Mahr. "9^^ Rich soil along the banks of rivers, crcefcfi

etc. Ibid. p. 79 s. V.

Wi'. A Shoal, a Shallow, a Sandbank. Bels»re, Gujarati—English Dictionary,

s. V.
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The First piece.

On the South,

The field bought by the Firewor-

shipper {jMugh) Rana Kanian.

Length & Breadth.

17 Binghas and [iijBiswahs.

The Second piece.

On the North,

The field bought by Narsang Hi-

ja" the Fireworshipper (Mugk),

Length & Breadth.

5 Binghas —
[10] BinghSs,

4 Biswahs — 4 Biswahs,

15 Binghas 8 Biswahs.

On the East.

Adjoining the In am of Mian son

of S'aid.

On the West.

Adjoining the land of Ranan

Kamdin, the Parsi Priest {adhydru\

and the ditch {Khadi) which is to-

wards the river bank.

On the South.

Adjoining the land of Dhanpal

Asag Mir and the In'am land of

Mian the son of [ S'aid ] aforesaid.

Waste land.

On the North.

Adjoining the Second piece be-

longing to Narsang Haja, the Fire-

worshipper {Mugk).

On the East.

Adjoining THE IN'AM FIELD
OF kamdin son of ASa
TABIB (the Physician),

On the West.

Adjoining the ditch {Khadt) which

is towards the river bank.

On the South.

Adjoining the first piece with the

boundaries described.

On the North.

Adjoining the ditch {Khadi) and

the road to the village of Tewri :"

11. So in the original, but the real name was probably Chacka. See
_^the

third

of the six signatures in GujaratI at the end of this document ( "^R^t aiRl ).

The name of Dastor Chacha Wacha occurs in the Revayet of Jasa ( 1516
A. C. ). My Revayet MS., folio 97 a and ante, p, 44.

12. A village still known by the same name in the immediate vicinity of Navsiiri and
on the other side of the river Purna.



That these pieces of land with the boundaries described above-

and forty Tad trees, large {Bdngrd) and [small, and several] wild-date

(JChaJuri) trees are the right and property of, and in the possession

and custody of, the said principal of the said deponents, on whom

Malikjiv, the husband of the said principal, had bestowed them

in lieu of a part of her dower {Mahr), and that the proofs of her

appropriation and possession and custody of the same have

been notified to Qazi Tajuddin Mahammad, Judge (Hd^mt) of the

Division of the said township of Navsari, by the persons named

Khwaajh Usman Munawwar and Sayyad Mir Fazlallah. After

wards, the said deponent sold and vended and handed over

possession of the said pieces of land with the above-mentioned

boundaries, with the Tad trees and wild-date trees, small and large,.

and with all the boundaries and all the appurtenances, external

and internal pertaining and belonging thereunto, and all water-

ways and highways, to Manek Changa Desai,'^ for the just

value and price of five hundred Faddiahs, [ a sum ] of which two

hundred and fifty Faddiahs are the half, each such Faddiah to

be equivalent to twelve Dokdas. And the said Manek Changa.
has bought and taken into his own possession the said pieces

of land, bounded as hereinbefore mentioned, together with the

trees aforesaid, by lawful and valid purchase, for the said sum
from the said deponents. And the price of the land, bounded as

hereinbefore mentioned, has come into the hands of ( lit. reached )

the said deponents by payment from the said purchaser,

Manek Changa, and the mutual surrender of the two

things exchanged, [ the land and the money ], has taken

place in the fullest and completest manner. Agreed, that after

13. Manek Changu is given by the Iranian writers of the Revayet of 896 A. Y,

( 1527 A. C. ) the title of Dahyovad, which they appear to have thought

the nearest Persian equivalent of the Indian Desai. Meherji Rana Library, MS
of the Revayet ( No 30, Catalogue p. 72), folio I a and 144 b. Babman Kaikobad,

following in their wake, has bestowed the same epithet on Manek's father^

Changa in the Qissah'-i-San;''ny see ante, 114 and note.
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this date, the said deponents or the principal of the said deponents
shall have no claim or title or connection in respect of the two pieces

of Bhdtthdh land, bounded as hereinbefore mentioned, or the said

trees, against the said purchaser or his family. If in future,

the said principal prefers any claim in respect of the land

bounded, as hereinbefore mentioned, or the aforesaid trees or

the price of the said land, against the said purchaser Manek or his

family, that claim shall in all ways and in all respects be void and

invalid and unworthy of a hearing and rejected. All this they

[ the deponents ] have admitted and they have given this document

by way of proof, so that in future it may remain as evidence.

[ Written ] on the Seventh day of the Month of Shawwal

of the year Nine hundred and twenty three [ A. H.=:23 d

October, 1517 A. C ].

Heard in the court of the Oazi of the Division of Navsari,

in the presence of the Judge ( Hakim ) of the said Division.

Writer of this document,

Mubarak Yusuf.

I witness what is affirmed herein.

Ibrahim Qasim, in [ my own^] hand.

'Witnessed by

Usman Munawwar in [ my
own ] hand.

Witnessed by

Abu Usman, in [ my own ]

hand.

Witnessed by

X Illegible ).

Witnessed by

Sayyad Mir Fazlallah by
order.

Witnessed by

Fathallah Minhaj
in [ my own

] hand.

Witnessed by

Daulat Fathallah Minhaj
in [ my own ] hand.
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Witnessed by

QaZi Ahmad * *
*.

Witnessed by

Sultan Farid, by order.

Witnessed by

(Illegible)

Witnessed by

Haji Madan, by order.

Witnessed by

Juma Farid, by order.

Witnessed by

Ladu Farid, by order,

I VAID SAYER KAMDIN,
Witness.

I Khurshed E[rvad]or A[dhyaru]
Chanda, Witness.

I Khurshed Chacha, Witness.

I Mahand son of Mah[an3 ^^

Meh[ta] Kika, Witness.

I Cho [ dhari ? ]^* Tejpal son of

Vala, Witness.

I Abdal Fatte Mahammad, Wit-

ness.

Rid of the verbiage which would seem to be inseparable from all

legal instruments, whether drafted by English attorney or Indian Qazi,

this paper means that thirty-two Binghas of agricultural land which

had been bestowed by a Musalman, named Malikjiv, on his wife Ismat

Khatun as part of her dower {Mahr\ were purchased from the latter

by Manek Changa Desai [of Navsari] for five hundred Faddiahs, of

twelve Dokdas the Faddiah. Now, this document is important for

more than one reason. In the first place, it is obvious to anyone

J4. The Chaudhari, lit. a holder of four, perhaps share or profits. The headman
of a village. Wilson, Op. Cii. s. v. A public officer in a village. Belsare.

Gujarati-English Dictiouary s. v.
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acquainted with the etiquette which regulated our domestic relations-

in the Sixteenth century, that MSnek ChSnga would have never been»

cay, would have never dreamt of being, explicitly designated as the

Desai of the township, if his father Changa As5 had been alive at the

date of this document, (7th Shawwal 923 A. H.'23rd October, 15 17), to

occupy that position of no small consequence in the administrative

and rural economy of those times." In other words, this paper

furnishes a time limit for the death of Changa Asa—a point of some

interest in Parsi chronology. It is possibly within the recollection of

some of those present, that, in a former paper, I drew the attention of

scholars to the absence of the names of Changa Asa and Khurshed

Kamdin Sanjana in the Superscription of Jasa's Revayet of 15 16 A. C
( S85 A. Y.), and made it the basis of the inference that Changa must

have been dead sometime before the letter was written to which that

Revayet was the reply.^' And now, wehave corroborative evidence of the

same fact in this contemporary saledeed, which is all the more valu-

able as belonging to an entirely different category of documents, and

deriving its authority from the imprimatur of a Musulman Qazi,

15. Desai. Mahr. si^I^ from S. ^[^iri^TRT, the Superintendent or ruler of a

Pargana or province, the principal revenue officer of a district, under the native

government ; the office was hereditary, and frequently recompensed by grants

of land, so that the Desai often became a kind of petty chief in the South

of India. Wilson. Op. Cit. s. v.

16. See ante, p. 44 and note 28.

17. It must be borne in mind that the long lists of Parsi or Indian Zoroastrian names
found in the Replies of the Iranian priests, which are known as the Persian

Revyets, are transcribed verbatim from the Signatures appended to the original

letters of Inquiry addressed by our ancestors to their distant coreligionists. In

other words, the names subscribed in the Indian missive were superscribed
in the same order in the Iranian answer. If, then, Changa Asa's name does

not occur in the Iranian reply called the Revayei~i-ldsa, it must have been because

that universally recognised leader was not alive to sign the original Letter of

Interrogation of which the Responses are embodied in that Revdyet. The
date of that Reply is Roz Depadar, Mah Aban, 885 A. Y. 12th June 151^
A. C. Supposing, then that the original letter was written only six

months earlier, it follows that Changa's death must have taken place, at

the latest, in December 1515 A. C.
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Instead of from Parsi sources. I need scarcely repeat here what I

have said before in regard to the manner in which this fact, the deatk

of Changd some time before 151^ ^' C, bears destructively upon and

invalidates the new system of Parsi chronology put forward by
Dr. J. J. Mody.

But the importance of this document does not terminate here. I

have already pointed out that it contains the autograph signature of

Vaid Sayer Kamdin, and that it shows that Mahr's father was alive in

923 A. H. (15 17 A. C.) But it tells us something which is even more

to the purpose. It is clear from the elaborate description of the

boundaries of the two fields bought by Manek Ch5ng§, that the second

was contiguous to the IN'AM FIELD of KAMDIN ASA TABIB,
words which leave no room for doubt that so early as 15 17 A. C,
that is to say, fifty-five years before the province of Gujarat came
under the dominion of Akbar," the grand father of MahrvAid was in

possession of a Jagir or In'am—in the neighbourhood of Navsari town.

This paper shows that Sayer Kamdin was alive in 923 A. H. (1517
A, C.) It becomes clear from the next document on my list that he

was dead before the 30th of Safar, 952 A. H. (nth May, 1545 a. C.)

>''^*'*^"^i^ ^ ^^ *j^^^^4 ^^j"^ ^)^^^ f;^l J'-'^*'

18. The Khiitba was read in Akbar's name in Ahmedabad on 14 Rajab, 980 A. H.

Tabagdt-i-Akbari, in Elliot and Dowson, History of India. V. 343. Badaoni»
Calcutta Text, II, 141; Lowe's translation, II. 145.
The Fort of Surat was taken on 23 Shawwal, 980 A. H. Tab, Akbari, lb.

V. 350. Badaoni, Text, II. 145. Lowe. II. 149.
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4j\^tJ ^^ 1^ y^-^ Juali. %-U.^ i^**^ y
V- L^^j^ U-^^-

->;

..0;J 4-^lj AJO^

>»*J

jJVmi
C:.?Uc»> iJutf ij ^•^•^ t^o^aXfi^ ^V^ '^'^ ^-r'^)^

)^^** ^'^ »i-sXe^ Vr-j **A=w. vw
*

45^J^ ub.;V« ;

b ^^tVe tilyii^v* Xm^^^i )T^ t^^^yC^ >*V^ 15*^

*^r;'^ J^ v;r*
*^

fc^;*J^/l* ubrV-« u^''^ J^A^

i^jS^^ y\^c^ iijij'^'O^ i^^-i* '-r'^^^ i<x^si ^/<X« yU
^cr^A^ ^^ «u r* ycju^

The servant of the

Strong Law, hoping

in Allah the Deity ,

Mahammad Son of

Mahmud.

The person named Waman son of Chaturbhuj affirmed and

admitted, and in the soundest state [ of mind ], made an acknow-

ledgment that is legal in all respects, that the deponent had

sued a person named Mahrvan, son of SSyer the son Kdmdin
Tabib ( Physician ),

for a debt of seven hundred Faddiahs, each
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Faddlah equal to the old Dog^ni,^' due to the uncle of the deponent,

Sodhal son of Rakhi [or Ragha ]•
After the claim had been-

heard, the said MahrvSn S5yer stated in reply, that the sum of

seven hundred Faddiahs had been delivered by the said Siyer

during his lifetime to the said Sodhal and ( /zV. so that ) the

said deponent also admitted [ the fact ].
The hundred and

ten" Faddiahs which remained were taken in cash from the

^aid Mahrvan by the said deponent, who gave up entirely his

claim and [ also ] an acquittance in full for the seven hundred

Faddiahs. If after this date, any of the heirs of the aforesaid

Sodhal prefers any claim anent the said sum against Mahrvin

or the relations of the said MahrvSn, the said deponent will be

answerable, in all respects, for the same, and for all that he has

admitted hereinbefore.

The 3o th of the month of Safar of the year 952 [A. H.

nth May, 1545 A. C. ].

[ On the margin. ]

Before the Court of the Qazi of the Division of NSvsSri.

Also, two documents by which the said SSyer had acknow-

ledged his debt to the deponent, and which are lost, are

cancelled.

Witness, Rawal son of Basta [ Wasta, ] Wasi,** by his leave.

19. The " old dogani
"

is here said to be equivalent to the Faddiah, four of which

last made a Tanga ( Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, s. v. Fedea ) according

to Nunez in 1554. But according to the same authority, four Barganys also

made a Tanga. Nunez in Stibsidios, p. 31. quoted in Hobson-Jobson, s. r.

Bargany). The C/of dogani must have therefore, been equivalent to the Bargany

of Nunez.

20. So it is clearly written in the original, and can be explained only as standing for

the accumulated interest.

•21. Wasi and Desai are still common surnames among the better class of An»vla

Brahmans in Navsari and Surat; The Anavlas are so called from Anaval, a village

about forty miles cast of Surat , which is famous for its hot spring. Bombay Gazetteer,

IX. Pt i. 4-
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The mark [ or signature ] of the handwriting of Wiman
the said deponent, in the Hindvi [/. r., Gujarati ] script.

Briefly, we have here what may be called *'an order by consent ''^

made by the Qazi ofNavsSri in a civil suit between a Hindu and

a Pdrsi. It would appear that Mahr S^yer Tabib, i. e. Mahr^

vaid was sued in the QizVs court by a Waman Chaturbhuj for

the sum of seven hundred Faddiahs, which Sayer, Mahr's lather,,

had borrowed from Sodhal Rakha, [ Ragh^ ],
Waman's uncle. Mahr

stated in reply and Waman himself was obliged to admit that

Sayer had during his life time paid off seven hundred Faddiahs, and

the claim was settled by Mahr's paying down in cash before the

Qizi, the balance due for interest etc. It is scarcely necessary to

point out that all this implies that Sayer had gone over to the majo-

rity before 952 A. H. ( 1545 A. C. ), and that Mahr, who would then

seem to have arrived at years of discretion, must have been born

about 1520 A. C.

It is far from easy to say what the value of the Faddiah was in

the middle of the Sixteenth century, and it would be still more

difficult to determine its real equivalent in the money of our

own day, but judging from the fact that the price paid by M^nek

Ch^nga in 1517 A. C, for thirty-two Binghas of land was

Five hundred Faddiahs, it is clear that Seven hundred Faddiahs

was not an inconsiderable sum, and that S^yer, to whom it

seems to have been lent by the Hindu merely on his personal

security, must have been, as things went then with our people^ a

fairly prosperous Zoroastrian in the middle ranks of life.

In the first place. Yule and Burnell inform us that the " Fedea or

Fuddea was a denomination of money formerly current in Bombay
and the adjoining coast

;
Mahr. P'haddyd (qu. Arab. Fidya, ransom?).

It constantly occurs in the account statements of the 1 6th Century,

e.g. of Nunez ( 1554), as a money of account, of which 4 went

to the silver Tanga ( see Tanga ),
and 20 to the Pardao. In.

I
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Milburn, ( 1813 ),
it is a pice or copper coin of which 50 went to

the Rupee. Prof. Robertson Smith suggests that this may be

the Ar. denomination of a small coin used in Egypt, Fadda ( i.e.

silverling ).

* *
*. But, according to Lane, the name was originally

given to the half dirhems, coined early in the fifteenth century,

and these would be worth about 5f d. The fedea of 1554 would

be about 4td. This rather indicates the indentity of the names.""*

Now taking the rupee at two shillings three pence," seven

hundred Faddiahs would, at the higher rate of 5fd. be equi-

valent to a little less than i47 Rupees, and to a little more

than no Rupees, at the lower rate of 4:^d. for the Fedea of

1554 A. C.

Again, it appears from a passage in the Mirdt-t-Sikandari, that

during the battle between Sultan Qutbuddin Ahmedshah of Gujarat

and Ran^ Kombha in 861 A. H. ( 1457 A. C. ),

" a cup of

water was sold for five Phadiyds, equivalent in that neighbour-

hood to twelve Murddi tankdhs.
" '*

Now, if we take the

Murddi Tankah, with Thomas, to be the same as the Double

Akbari Dam, of which twenty went to the Rupee, five Phadiyas

would, be equivalent to | of a Rupee, and Seven hundred Faddiydhs

would amount to 84 Rupees.

Let us now take the Fadiah to be worth twelve Dokdas,

as it is expressly stated to have been, in the saledeed of 923

A. H. ( 1517 A. C ).
Wilson defines the Dokdd, as

" a nominal

23. Hobson-Jobson, ed Crooke. s. v. Fedea.

23. Lane-Poole, Aurungzebe, Rulers of India Series, 120, note, and the authorities quoted

there. If the rupee is taken at two shillings, the results will be 165 and 124 Rs,

respectively.

24. Mirat-i-Sikandari (written about 161 1 A. C ). Bombay Lithograph. 1246 A.H. 66.

Bayley, History of Gujarat, 141.
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•coin, one hundred of which are equal to one Rupee.*'
" There

is good reason to believe that the Dokda, like other coins, was worth

much less in Wilson's day than in the Sixteenth Century, and that it

has "
degenerated in value like many other denominations of

money,"" but accepting this low estimate^ the aggregate

value of seven hundred Faddias would be 84 Rupees. The

question is beset by many difficulties, but I think we should

not be far wrong in supposing the aggregate value of Severv

hundred Faddias in the Sixteenth Century to have been at least

100 Rupees, as the mean of the four results arrived at by four

different gauges (147, no, 84, and 84 Rs. ) is 106 Rupees."

But then, the question arises, what \vould be the equivalent

of 100 Rupees, in the money of our own day? Writing in 1892,

Sir William Hunter pronounced the opinion that
" the purchasing

power of silver, expressed in the staple food-grains of India was two

or three times greater [ under the Mughal Emperors] than now.
'" "

This estimate is, probably, too low. We all know that Akbar's

maund weighed 55 pounds and that his Rupee was divided into 40
Dams. Now Abul Fazl tells us that about 1590 A. C. the prices of a

maund of Wheat, Barley, Pulse, ( ^'^l ), Moth ( MS ), Juwar, White

Sugar, Brown Sugar, Ghee, Sesamum Oil, Salt and Milk were only

12, 8, 18, 12, 10, 128, 56, 105, 80, 16 and 25 Dams respectively.

As to the wages of labour, he informs us that they were 7 to

25. Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, s. v.

26. Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson, ed. Crooke, 674 and note.

27. Milburn's estimate of 1813, it is scarcely necessary to discuss, as obviously belonging

to a much later period. The writer of the historical Chapter in the Bombay
Gazetteer ( Thana ) XIII, Pt. 11.455 note, has reduced Fedeas to Rupees on the

basis of thirty Fedeas to a Pardao and two Pardaos to a Rupee, but he does not

quote any authority.

28. The Indian Empire, 3rd edition, p. 353 note.
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5 dSms per day for Gilkdrs ( workers in lime ), 6 to 5 dims per

gaz for stonemasons, 7 to 2 dams for carpenters, and 2 dams
for sawyers etc.

*• A comparison of these figures with the

rates of the last ten years must convince any one that the

purchasing power of money was, in the middle of the i6th Century,

at least four times as great as it is now, and we may safely suppose

that 700 Faddiahs or about 100 Rupees were then equivalent to

at least 400 Rupees of our own day.

These two lawpapers disposed of, we come to another which

bears more directly still on the subject of this discourse. This

is a Parwana issued by Qulij Mahammad Khan, in favour of

Mahr Tabib-i- Farsi, the Parsi physician Mahr, in 98 -A. H.

^^U^ uJy^ «t>»*O.J 9iJJ'< ^';^ C^^AJ JkA^JkJ /i£i-L»

29 Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Dehli, 429-3O, Blochmann, Ain. I,

62-64,225. The purchasing power of money in Europe is believed to have been

six times greater in 1500 A. c. than in 1892 A. c. d'Avenel, Histoire des PriXf

passim. The depreciation which resulted from the discovery of the American

mines did not really take effect until 1570 A. c. Adam Smith, Wealth of

Nations. I. 187-202. F. A. Walker, Money, 135, 231-2. Cairnes, Essays in

Political Economy, 124.
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[On the roverae.]

t^;^'c5* ^\^

^HbVi.

30. Sait shud, Waqafatu Hlayh, AtaTatu ''ilayh. These phrases appear to have been parts

of the official terminology of the day. Each of them was peculiar to some

departmental head, was used by him only when recording documents, and was a

sort of password which was perfectly understood by his colleagues who were able at

once to tell through what hands or offices the paper had passed. Other forms used

in these papers are Qalatni skud, Rajii shud, MarqUm shud, Mutalta shud,

MutalPatu etc.

Abul Fazl says,
" If His Majesty gives the order to confer a Jagir on tlie person

specified in the sarkhat, the following words are entered on the top of the report;

Tdaliqah-i-tan qalami mimaySnd, they are to write out a To!aliqak-i-tan

(certificate of salary). This order suffices for the clerks; they keep and make out a draft

to that effect. The draft is then inspected by the Diwan who verifies it by writmgon it

the words Sabt numayand, (ordered to be entered). The mark \_Niskdn'\ of the Daftar

and the seal of the Diwan, the Bakhshi and the Accountant of the Diwan are put on

the'draft in order, when the imperial grant is written on the outside. The draft

thus completed, is sent for signature to the Diwan. "

Blochmann, "Atn, I. 261; Calcutta Text, I 194.
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Whereas one •• * * » of land in the environs of the township of

Navsari had been, from ancient times, (Qadim-al-ayyani) settled

as a Madad-i. MdOsh " on the Parsi Mahr Tabib ( Physician )

who is a protected subject of Islam (MutV al-Islain ) ^*, it is hereby

ordered that it should be regarded from this date

as confirmed in the same wise. Let the Shiqdars
"

and A'mils " of the township of Navsari fix the

the boundaries on all sides of a piece of fallow

ground and set it apart, and deliver it to him,

that having tilled it according to his power, he

may spend it [ in providing ] the means of subsistence. Let them
know their duty and recognise their obligation [ to obedience ] in

this matter, an d do nothing contrary [ to the same
].

31. Vd JjTu was the favourite Imperial exclamation at this time. Speaking of the year 983 A«
H.jBadaoni says, "His Majesty [Akbar] spent whole nights in praising God; he conti-

nually occupied himself in saying Vd Hu [O He ! (God)] and Ya H'idi, [O Guide ! ]".

Miintakhab-ut-7awarikk,C3.\c\xtt^Text,ll.200','Loviei's Translation, II, 203. Bloch-
mann points out that "the frequent repetition of such names " was believed to be &
means of knowledge and that some "Faqirs repeat them several thousand times a day.
*Ain. I. 170, note.

32. There is a word here which I cannot decipher or make anything of. It is probably
the local name of some ancient measure of land which has long ceased to be used.

33 "His Majesty, from his desire to promote rank distinctions, confers lands and subsistence

allowances on the following four classes of men; first, on enquirers after wisdom, who
have withdrawn from all worldly occupations, and make no difference between night
and daytime in searching after true knowledge; secondly, on such as toil and practise
self-denial, and while engaged in the struggle with the selfish passions ofhuman nature,
have renounced the society of men; thirdly, on such as are weak and poor, and have
no strength for inquiry; fourthly, on honourable men of gentle birth, who, from want
of knowledge, are unable to provide for themselves by taking up a trade.

Subsistence allowances, paid in cash, are called Wazifah; lands conferred are called

MILK ox MADAD-I-i\rA7\SH.'' Blochmann, 'Xin. I, 268; Calcutta Text, 1,198.

34 I take this to be synonymous with Akl-i-Zimma, which Steingass defines as "People of

the Book," i.e. Jews, Christians and Majusi, living under the protection of Islam."

So the Zimmi "is one tolerated hy the Muhammadan Law, on paying an annual poll-

tax; a tributary, a client, a subject, a Christian, or Jew." Persian English Dictionary,
s. V. Zhnma. MtttC-al-Islam is used in this sense by Badaoni, Mimtakhab-tit-Tawi-
rikh. Bibl. Ind. Text III. 81, and also by Khdfi Khan, Muntakhab-td-LubSi>,

Bibl. Ind. Text. II. 255.

35 *'Shtqdar, A revenue officeror collector, appointed either by the Government or a Zamin*
dar to collect the revenue from a small tract of country, or from an estate; under the

Moghal Government it was some times applied to the chief financial officer of a

province, or to the viceroy in his financial capacity." Wilson, Op. Cit., s.v. The word
occurs in the Tabaqdt-i-Akbari, Elliot and Dowson, History of India, V, 278, 284,

313. 360, 363 and 420.

36 'Amil, An intendant of finance, a revenue collector. Steingass. Op. Ctt.sv.
" .\n officer of Goverment in the financial department, especially, acoUector ofrevenue.

on the part of the Government, or of the farmer of the revenue, also himself a farmer of,

or collector for the revenue under the native system, and invested with supreme autho-

rity, both civil and military, in the district which he farmed, as is still the case itt

several native states, especially Oudh and Hyderabad. Wilson. Op. Cit. s. v.
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Month Zi'lq'adah, of the year 98—
[On the other side ].

f lUegibk.
I

(
^^^^gV\Ae-

j

Entered Received notice Was informed

on the date. of this on the date. of this

on the date.

Submitted on the

23d Zi'lq'ad.

The point that demands notice is that a piece of land is

explicitly stated here to have been the Madad-i-Ma'ash of Mahr

Tabib from " ancient times,
"

( Qadim-al-ayya^n ). Qulich KhSn,

therefore, does not profess to be making a new grant, or conferring

an InS'm for the first time, but to be only confirming and sanctioning

a very old one. In other words, we have here a corroboration

of the statement occurring incidentally in the sale deed of 923 At

H. ( 1 517 A. C. ),
about Kamdin Asa, Mahr's grandfather, having

been in possession of a piece of In'am land. It must also be

remembered that the province cf Gujarat was conquered and the

last feeble successor of Mahmud Begada driven from the throne by
Akbar in 980 A. H. ( 1573 A C ).

It is evident that with the

change of masters, it must have become necessary for the holders

of all such charitable and service grants, to procure from the new

ruler or his deputies, a confirmation of the privileges enjoyed by
them under the old Government, and there can be no difficulty in

seeing in this Parwana, the result of the success of Mahrvaid's

endeavours to ensure the continuance ot his ancestral In'am.^^

37 It is not easy to determine the year in which this Sanad was issued, as the units figure

has disappeared, in the lapse of time, from the original. It is clear from the document

which follows, that it was anterior to 989 A. H. It may have been signed and sealed by

Qulij Khan as Governor of Surat, or as Diivan of the Empire. The Maasir-uI-Umard

( Calcutta ed. III. 69 ) says that after the execution of Shah Mansiir the Diwan, the-
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But this Sanad does not, for some reason, appear to have

proved quite sufficient to secure Mahrvaid from molestation by the

local officers, and he seems to have been under the necessity of

procuring, in 989 A. H., another formal grant to strengthen his

position.

•^j^i'^ tJDj'd^' ^^SJJ l^j\*^ J^i JiA-«3J (J5^ iij
Jk3

\\ Li-^K;

.Ik-.!
;

^^J 'XJ^jy
u-dlsnJ

_j
^Jlj

^j^
J^

[^.i^^a]
c-jIj

•iA^
i»\^!t^

jSS\,. J\' t^J^-^'^5^

/JLjlo,U. j_^b|

"
management of the affairs of the wazarat

" was entrusted to Qulij Khan. The date

on the seal is 976 [a. H. ], which shows, not that the document was indited in thai

year, but that its date cannot be earlier than that year. People who were particular

had new seals engraved annually, but the majority continued to employ the same old

dated seal for many years. Numerous examples of the latter practice may be found even

in tiie few documents embodied in this paper. For the biography of Qulij Khia
see Blochmann, Xin. I 354-5, and Madsir-ttl-Uniar&, Calcutta ed. III. 69-74.
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[On the reverse.]

aj
j^i

cidiu J ojj
I^

Hu.

Order.

Let the Revenue-collectors, {'Amils) and Officials (Mutasaddisf*

and Desciis and Qaftungos"^ of the township of Navsari be informed that

whereas the Parsi Mahr Tabib ( Physician ) is a deserving person,

( Mustahaq) and does not possess any other means of subsistence, and

whereas he has offered himself as a Sacrifice, {Tasaddug) for the blessed

life (///.head) of His Exalted Majesty, ( May God perpetuate his

dominion), the extent of four Auls [0/^]*° of cultivated land and

38. Any inferior officer of Government, a clerk, an accountant. Steingass, S.V.

39. It would not be easy to improve upon Wilson's description of this officer's duties.
"
Kanungo. Lit. an expounder of the laws, but applied in Hindustan, especially to

village and district revenue officers, who under the former Government, recorded all

circumstances within their sphere, which concerned landed property and the realization

of the revenue, keeping registers of the value, tenure, extent and transfers of land, as-

sisting in the measurements and survey of the land, reporting deaths, and successions

of revenue payers, and explaining, when required, local practices and public regula-

tions. They w ere paid by rent-free lands and various allowances and perquisites.

Wilson. 0/. Cit. s. v.

40 This may be read Aul, ol or Aval. It is evidently the local name of some old unit of

land-measurement, A land measure frequently met with in old Chalukya grants from

Gujarat is the Hala, ( H.H. Dhruva in Indian Antiquary. X. 159
—

160), which appears

to have signified as much land as could be tilled by a single plough ( Hala ) in a day.

Hala is used in the same sense in a Copper-plate grant of Govindchandradeva ot



culturable waste, one Aul [0/] of cultivated and three Auls [Ols]oi
culturable[ waste J, within the environs of the aforesaid township, has

beenjeUled
upon him as his Wazi/ah.*\ As soon as they receive

intimation of the contents of this Parwanah,"
they ( i, e. the Amtls, Mutasaddis, Desais and

Qanungos:) should hand over to him the said land

after fixing its boundaries and setting it apart, so

that having tilled it according to his ability, he may
spend the proceeds thereof in [providing] the

means of subsistence and devote himself with a tranquil mind to praying
for the permanence of His Majesty's Powerful Kingdom. Let them
know their duty and regard obedience in this matter as a positive

obligation and do nothing contrary to the same. Written on the 21 st

ofthe sacred month of Muharram 989 [A.H. 25th February 15 81.]

Kanauj, dated Vikram Samvat I188, ( A. C. II31.) lb. XIX. 250. An inscription
in an Ahmedabad mosque records the grant of six ploughs of land to Malik Sha'aban
and his descendants in 858 A. H. { 1452 A. C. ) in the reign of Qutbuddin
Ahmedshah II of Gujarat Burgess. The Mahammadan Architecture of

Ahmedabad, Part I. 55. Horovitz, Epigraphia Indo-Moslemica, 1909-10, p- 42,
A similar measure is the Santhi ( plough ), still in every day use in Kathiawar, which
signifies exactly the same, Belsare, Gujarati

—
English Dictionary; s. v.; Kattyawar

Gazsttcer, 178. Wilson takes the Sdnti to be equal to either 60 or 90 Bighas of land, .

each bigha being only 160 yards by 10 ( 1600 yds ). Op. Cit, s. v. The Hal or Hoi

appears to have been in use even in comparatively recent times in the Navsari district,

for a sanad is quoted in S. M. Desai's History of Navsari, by which four hols of land

were conferred by the Gaikwad in Vikram Samvat 1868 ( 1812 A. C. ) on the sons

of Behdin Jivanji Kaduji for the services of their father against the turbulent Bhils

of the Dang jungles. Mr. Desai adds in a note that fifteen Binghas make a Hoi,.

Tawarikh-i-Navsciri. 344 and note.

41 Wazifah is here used, not in the sense of a pension or stipend in money, but in that

of "a grant of land rent free, or at a quit
—

rent, to pious persons, or for past services".

Wilson, Op. at. s. V.

42
" Parw&nckas arc made out for the stipulated salaries of the Begums and the princes,

for the stipends ofthe people under the care of the DiwS.n-i-S^addat, ( vide ^z'w, 19),

the salaries of the Ahadis, cheliihs and of some officers in the workshop, and for the

allowances on account of the food of the Bdrgir horses." Blochmann, ^?w. I 263. The
Diwdn- i- S'aiidat was the clerk who assisted the Sadr in the financial business of

Siytirghdls, i.e. lands and subsistence allowances {Madad-i Jlfash and IVazi/ah),.

granted to the four classes mentioned in the passage quoted in note 33.
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[On the margin.]

109 Wild-date trees.

It is resolved that the one hundred and nine wild-date trees

belonging to his property {Miihy^ should be left in his possession, and

nothing should be done to the contrary.

[On the other side].

Was informed on Entered Was notified

•on the date—Rabi' on on the

-al-A\vwal. the date. date.

In the Resalah of Rai Bhawanidas the Mustaufi.**

After this, there is a long and perhaps lamentable '
solution of

continuity
'

in my papers, and we hear nothing of Mahr's In'am for

nearly fifty years. There is nothing improbable, however, in the sup-

position that he continued to enjoy its proceeds so long as he lived.

When he died it is impossible to say, but it is clear from the following

Sanad. that a son or grandson of Mahrvaid's pamed, (after the latter's

grandfather), Qiam or Kamdin, was presented to the Emperor Jehan-

43 The word is used here in the technical sense of Madad-i-Maash, which is given as its

equivalent in the passage quoted from Ain, Book II. 19 ( Blochmann, Ain. I, 268 ) m
note 33.

44 Here as in Ain, Book, II, 10, (Calcutta Text I. p. 193 ) Risdlah stands for Rimlahdar^

as in later times, Subah was used for Subakdar. The Risalahdar, the Waqi'a navis, the

Mir 'Arz and the Darogah had, says Abul Fazl, to sign and seal the yaddaskt, i.e. the

daily report or memorandum of orders etc. passed by the Emperor. Blochmann, Ain^ I.

259 and note.

Mustaufi. An auditor of accounts, a controller. Steingass, Abul Fazl says,

"In the case of Siyurghals, (vide Ain 19 ), the Farmans after having been signed

by the liiustaufi, are entered in the Dajlars of the Diwan-i-S'aAdat ( vide Ain 19),

they are then signed and sealed by the Sadr and the Diwcin-i-KuV Blochmann , Xin.

I. 262; see also, I. 264.
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^ir and succeeded in procuring an order for the continuance of Mahr*»

In'am to himself and his descendants {^ba Farzandan), in the twenty-

first year of the reign of that Monarch, which began on the loth

Jum5du-s-Sani 1035 A. H. (27th February, 1626 A. c).

Jf-f^UM

^^j«i f}\'SC.J^ ^ J^*- CdIcl^ JoXa&^ olyi^U^

/r* ^^'^ ^^ r^""^ b "^J^^ J^^ '^^^^ ^^

( lUegi^^e
J

^^^ei. tJUo-^J ,Xx*- \j ^^^\ yXj x\:^M ^?j^j-< «-r^

iJ^.J ^ilj )lj^^<y< y^*^ <^^^-s ^t^ J'AS ^^/sJ^*iL«

4«i,-il ^laj j
1 «JujT 2(lJo i}il^ a^j'M, i5-.jb ^U ^

^1 2(U \r ^jj\ lijjo/ ?^-5» t-?liji cliwlifir

jl*l (jw4x5l XsUjI
^^^fJii-*l ^ j\j*osJ\ jJ y^ dj\i
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Allah IS the Greatest.

Let the agents (Gumashtah) of the Officials CMutasaddis), present

and future, of the environs of the township of Navsari in the revenue

District (5<2^/^a>)*® of Surat take notice that where

as Mahr Tabib (Physician) was in long-standing

possession {maqbuza-i-qadtm) of fifty BinghSs'

extent of land with some wild-date {Khajuri) trees

thereon, and whereas the Parsi Qiam has, at pre-

sent, arrived at the Court which is the Asylum

of the Universe, and passed before the Heavenly eyes [of His Majesty,}

and the real circumstances have been stated in the august Presence,

those commands which are universally obeyed, lustrous as the sun, and

exalted as the heavens, have received, on the 13th of the Ilahi month of

the 2 1st year, the honour of proclamation and the dignity of

pnblication, that the said extent [of land], with the trees thereon

should be confirmed and settled as a Madad-i-Madsh upon the

45 An officer of Justice, a superintendent of the courts, who revised the decisions of the

Qazis and judges, passed sentence and ordered punishment. Wilson, Op. Cit. s. v.

Jarrett, ;?»«, II., 41- The seal is probably that of Aqa FSzil or Fazil Khan, who
was some years later, 1040-1041. A. H. Diwan of Gujarat, Mirdt-i-Akmadi,

Bombay Lithograph. L 218.

46 Sarkar. "An extensive division of country under the Mohammadan government, a

subdivision of a Subah, containing many Pargantihs, a district, a province: in this

sense, it has been usually, though incorrectly, written Circars, as in the case of the

Northern Circars." V^'ilson. Op. cit. s. v. For a masterly disquisition on the Sarkars

included under Akbar in the North Western Provinces, see Elliot, Memoirs of the

Races of the North Western Provinces of India, ed. Beames, H, 82-146,
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aforesaid Qiam and his descendants {bd Farzanddnf\ from the

commencement of the spring of the Tushkan Eel ". In pursuance

of and in obedience to these august and exalted mandates,

the said land should be measured and its boundaries fixed and

delivered over to their possession, so that they may spend the

proceeds thereof [in providing] the means of subsistence and

occupy themselves in praying for the continuance of His Majesty's

everlasting Kingdom. And let them not demand from them fresh

Par\van5s every year,
*^ and if they possess land elsewhere, that ought

not to be taken into account. The execution of these orders should

be regarded as a positive obligation. Written on the 7th of Isfandar-

maz in the 21st year. [1035 A. H. 1626 A. c.]'^

One thing here calls for remark, and that is that the extent

of land which had been granted to Mahr himself on some former

occasion^ is described in this document, 2.s fifty Btnghds, and not disfour

Auls or {H ]6ls, as in the paper of 989 A. H. ( 1581 A C ).
It follows

that at some time between that year and 1035 A. H. ( 1626 A. C), a

Farman or Parwana, must have been issued in which the four Auls or

[ H ]ols were altered to fifty BinghasJ'^ I have often heard that some

other papers relating to the Mahrvaid Jagir were entrusted, many

47
" B^ aulddfW^., with sons, with children; words inserted in a grant, when it was
intended that the land should be inherited by the heirs of the grantee.

» * * The
Judges of the Sudder Dewanny Adalut have also ruled that a Ba Farzanddn grant
is descendable to the heirs general. (Reports, IV. p. 222).

"
EUiot, Memoirs, ed.

Beames, II, 32, Wilson ( Op. cit, s. v. Ba Farzanddn ), says that ^« Aiildd and
'* Ba Farzanddn "

have both the same meaning, and that it has been ruled that both

apply to heirs and descendants generally, although in strictness, they denote only
the children of the grantee or his heirs in a direct line of descent."

48 The year of the Hare, the fourth of the Twelve years' cycle in the Turkish Era.

Jarrett Ain, II. 20-1.

Alberuni, Chronology of Ancient Nations, tr. Sachau 83 col. 8, writes Tafshikhan^
and supposes it to have been the name of the fourth Month of the Turks.

49 Abul Fazl says that "
in ihe case of Parwcinahs, the treasurer does not annually

demand a new Sanad but pays the allowances on the mere receipt, signed and sealed

by the Ministers of state." Blochmann, Ain. I. 263.

50 Igbdlndmah-i-/eha7igiri, in Elliot and Dowson, History of India, VI, 419.

51 If the 'Aul or Hoi was equal, as Mr. Desai says, to about fifteen Binghas, four Auls or
Hols would be sixty Binghas or a little more than the fifty of this Sanad.
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years ago, to a gentleman to whom the land was mortgaged, and it Is

possible that this missing ParvvanS or Farm5n is among them, but I

have hitherto failed in all my efforts to obtain a look at it. It is not

necessary to pursue the subsequent history of the In'Sm in detail. It

will be sufficient to say that there are among my papers, Sanads

confirming the old grant dated loth Shawwal 1053 A H. ( I2th

December, 1643 ),
26th Rajab, in the 6th year of Aurungzebe, 1074.

A. H. (13th February 1664), and 19th Zi'lhajjah in the 46th year of

the same Sovereign, (11 13 A. H. 6th May 1702.)

But this is not all. It is evident from another very curious Sanad

that Mahrvaid and his ancestors had been given, not only a piece of

In'am land, but were in the receipt of a Wazi/ah-z. daily subsistence

allowance—also of thirteen dokdas in money from "ancient times,"

( Qadim-al-ayyaiH ), that is, from times long anterior to the date of this

»S«»rt'flf of 991 A. H. ( 1583 A. C. ) This allowance was, it is true^

scarcely more than a mere pittance, but then we must remember that

our ancestors were in very indigent circumstances at the time, that the

standard of comfort was exceedingly low, and that the value of money
was three or four times greater than it is to-day. It appears from the

details on the other side of this paper, that ten out of these thirteen dok-

das were to be paid out of the Mandvi Revenues of Navsari, and the

balance from the proceeds of similar duties of the township of Gandevi,

\jl/^ Juu^ (—ftiisrvj iJj^ J-C^ *J_j^_^l K^^*^a^
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[On the reverse]
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Order.

May it be known unto Mu'atamad-al Khawds "*
[ The

trusty among our special servants ] Fath Khan, that the sum of

thirteen Dokdjis, as per the details herein mentioned, had been from

ancient times ( Qadim-al-ayydm ) assigned as a subsistence allowance

( Wazifah ) to the Parsi Mahr Tabib ( Physician ) who is a

protected subject of Islam ( Mutr-al-Islam ) and his descendants.

It behoves him [ Fath Kh^n ] to regard it as hereby confirmed

in accordance with the former usage, and to pay
him [ Mahr ] the said sum, day after day, and to

obtain from him an acknowledgment every month

of the receipt thereof. He [ Fath Khan ] will be

then given credit for the sum in the accounts on

presenting ( or on the authority of) that receipt.

Let him act as directed and do nothing contrary to this [ order ].

Written on the 25th of the month of Zi'lhajjah of the year 991. [30th
December 1585 ].

[ On the other side
].

Let a Parwancha be written out

\Qalami numdyand'\ '*, and

given according to the orders of

His Majesty's Servants.

Allah is the Greatest.

Inspected on the 27th of the

month of Safar. Finis,

52 yI/«'a^awa^-confidential, faithful, trustworthy, Steingass, S.V. Khawas, nobles, grandees,

personal servants, usually the favourite or confidential attendant on a person of rank,

Wilson, Op. Cit. s. V,

Mua'tamad-ul-Mulk, the Trust ol the Empire, is still an official title. Steingass.

53 Mir-i'MaL Master of the treasury, Steingass, S. v. Abul Fazl says;
" The Mir-i-Mal,

the Khan saman, the Parwanchi, etc. seal on the second fold, but in such a manner

that a smaller part of their seals goes to the first part.
"

Blochmann, Ain. I, 363.

54 See the passage quoted from the ^in in note 33, ante,
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13 Dokd^s.
A

From the Mandvi"

of

Gandevi"

3 Dokdas.

From the Mandvi

of
Navsari

10 Dokdas. Finis.

Received

notice

2ilhajjah.

991

Mahmmad
Lutfallah.

Was informed on the

28th Zilhajjah, 99 1.

Indited the 29th of the

month of Zilhajjah

of the year 991.

Entered on the 29th

of the month of

Zilhajjah.

Was notified, 28

Zilhajjah.

55
" Mandvi ( Guz. >(ii«il ),

a building into which goods are received from ships in

seaports, a store, a warehouse etc., a Custom-house.
"

Wilson, Op, cit. s. v. The

Mirdi-i-Akfttadi gives the figures for the produce of the Shir-i-Mandvi of the towns

of Ahmedabad, Pattan and Surat, ( Bombay Lithograph, I. pp. 20, 22, 23 ), and the

phrase has been understood by Bayley ( History of Gujarat, 7, li, 12 ) to mean
" Market tolls

"
or " Market dues."

One of the taxes which Firuz Tughlak professes to have abolished is called in the

Fatiiha.t-i-FiruzshS.hi, ( Elliot and Dowson, History of India, III, 377 ), Mandvi-i-

Barg, which Dowson has left untranslated. Thomas ( Revenue Resources of the

Mughal Empire, 5 ) has rendered it by "Market dues," but it seems to me to be

the "
duty on the Sales of the •

Pan-Market,
"

i. e. the place where Pan ( Pers.

Barg ) or Betel leaves were sold. The dues of the Phn-Market are mentioned in

the Mirht-i-Ahmadi also, under the local name of Dharichah, (Daribah ?) Bombay

Lithograph, I. 20. II. 122. Bayley, Op, cit, 8, following Bird, Political and Statistical

History of Gujarat.

56 The •• Ghandevi "
of the Jin-i-Akbari in the Sarkar of Surat. Jarrett, Ain, II,

257, Calcutta Text, I, 498. It is a small town about ten miles distant from Navsari.
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[ On the Margin. ]

hy permission of Him
of Approved Services,

\Mustahasn-al-Khidmat ],

Outb Khan.

Three years later 994 A. IT., another order was isued charging

the Mandvi Revenues of Navsari with the regular payment day after

day to Mahrvaid of an allowance of five Miirddi DokdSs*' which

appear to have been indentical with the ten dokdas of the earlier

document of 991 A. H.

5
—

?

X:^} )\ J*5 ^_^;L' S-i-i? ^^;1 ^.-^O/Ui^ J>

)/^ ^L» ^&Sf^\^.i^
l-^j»-»xxj iy^k) ^'^)ry» t^

ujJ^j^ ^-V** ^)^ *^
c:->to.i^'-« ^^biXisl^ ^ Job

Sji)jjL<

57 According to Edward Thomas, the Muradi Dam was of exactly double

the value of the ordinary Ddm, of which last forty went to the Rupee. Ife

was,
"

in effect, the old Sikandari Tankah of twenty to the silver Rupee." Revenue
Resources of the Mughal Empire, p. 7, See also Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of

Dehli, 441-445- Thomas's theory has been challenged by Lane-Poole, (Hunter,
Indian Empire, 3d ed. 355, and Aurungzebe, in Rulers of India Series, p. 128 ),

but it is useful, all the same, for expkining the above passage. If a Muridi
Dam was equal to two ordinary Dams, a Muradi Dohdci might well have

been equal to a double Dokda, and the five Muradi Dokdhs of this paper would
be identical with the ten ordinary Dokdas, which were made chargeable on the

same source of Revenue ( the Navsari Mandvi ) by the earlier Sanad of 991 A.H.
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[On the reverse]

Let it be known to the Officials {Mutasaddis) of the department (lit.

affairs, business) of the Custom-house {Mandvt) of the township of

Navsari that the daily subsistence allowance of the Parsi Mahr Tabib

(Physician) was, before this, fixed at thirteen dokdas by former Par-

wanchas. It has now been settled by the Order {Hasb-ul-Huknif^ of

the Deputy of His Majesty, that out of the said sum, five Muvadl doh-

f?ai' [should be paid to him]. The Officials (Mwiasa^tZz.*;) of the said

department should, therefore, send the said number ofMurddz [dokdas]

day after day to the abovementioned person out of the proceeds of

the customs [JMandvi) revenues, that he may devote himself to pray-

ing for the permanence of His Majesty's dominion.

[Written] on the 27th of the month of Shawwal of the year 994

[a. II. 1st October 1586].

58 Hasab-til-Hukm. " A patent or order under the seal of the Vizier, with these initial

words, signifying
'

according to command'. An official confirmation under the seal

of the Vizier, enforcing obedience to the Emperor's Firman." F. Gladwin, A Com*

pendious System of Bengal Revenue Accounts, ed. 1796, p. I13.
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[ On the other side ].

983-

The Slave,

Abul QOsim,

Received notice

on the 27th Ziq'ada

of the year 994.

Was notified Submitted

on the 3rd of the on the 28th of the

month of Rabi' us month of Rabi'ul

Sani. 995. Awwal of the year

995.

[ On the left margin of the same.]

Entered in the Register on the 28th of the month of Rabi'al-

awwal of the year 995.

Finisr

I must now sum up the results of this long examination

of documents. In the first place then, it is plain that Mahrvaid was

born about 1520 A. C. and that he was alive in 1586 A. C. (994 A. H.)

In the second, it is certain that he belonged to a family in which the

practice of medicine was hereditary, that he was granted by Akbar a

piece of rent-free land and a daily subsistence allowance, both of which

were continued to his decendants by Jehangir. In the third place, it is

highly probable that both these marks of favour had been shown to

Mahr's father as well as his grandfather.

59 Baiz, A mark fixed to public writings by the magistrate or any public officer^

Steingass, s. v.

It appears to have been placed at the end to indicate that the last word had been

written, and that the rest of the paper was clean or blank (Baiz), so that anything

added afterwards would be a manifest interpolation. The Seal is that, probably, of

Khwajah Abul-Q5sim, who was appointed Diwan of Gujarat in 991 A. H. TabaqCit-

i-Akbari in Elliot and Dowson, V, 428.
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But there is nothing so far to show why these favours, such as

they were, were bestowed upon them. I may be permitted, therefore,

to quote a somewhat later document which throws some h'ght upon
the point. This paper is unfortunately not dated explicitly, but the

dates on three of the seals of its numerous signatories are 1072 A. H.,

1078 A. H. and 1082 A. H., and it may be safely presumed
to be not much later than the year last mentioned. ( 167 1 A. C. ).

t-^ ^U JjJj/ JkjUA^^ ^lf£:iJ ;
JkAC* Jl^

'*^' C^U w*^'

y^ j\ j\ss^Jit\ ysx^ \:y^\ •^*? *W^^ ^'jS-^ J^. 3^

Ai^ j^fa—
* /.i^a-* ^^j ^ /^ 1
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o*«l c*'j tt)^

The children of Qi5m Tabib ( Physician ) beg and request

the evidence of all those, who have any knowledge of the matter,

to state whether the person aforesaid cures the ailments of the

needy poor and distressed of the township of Navsari, and

whether his means of subsistence depend on fifty Binghas' extent

of land, with trees thereon, in the said township. If any one
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IS cognisant of the fact of the aforesaid Tabib ( Physician )

having cured the diseases of the needy and the indigent,
•* let

him affix, for God's sake, his testimony below, [ for which ] he will

receive his reward from the Lord and deserve thanks from men.

From the witness

Sayyad 'AH, son
of Sayyad Murtazl

In witness whereof,

Salih Mahammad son of

Sheikh Mahmud.

In witness whereof,
Mahmmad son of Sheikh Hussain.

Of this fact is cognisant.

Faqir Jamaluddin.
What is written in

the text is plain fact.

What is written in this paper
is plain fact.

Sayyad Mahammad.

Fir Mahammad son of

Sheikh 'Abdul-Wahab,
Witness.

In witness whereof,

This is plain fact.

Of these contents

Sheikh Mahammad
is cognizant.

[On the margin].

The thing written is Witness Path Khan

plain fact
Son of Khizr KhSn.

NasruUah

Expectant

of the Grace of

'^God.

1078.

60 Fuqrd wa Mascikin. Steingass notes the distinction made by the Arabic Lexicogra-

phers, between the '

Faqir*, a person possessed of one day's sufficiency for self and

family, and the Miskin, "the person who is so entirely destitute as to be without even

that," but both the words are, as a rule, very loosely used for the poor in general.
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Of the fact written in the text

Faqir 'Ilmuddin is cognizant.

The thing written is plain fact.

That which is written in the text

is plain fact.

In witness whereof, Mahammad In witness whereof, Faqir Nas-

Hafiz. ruddin the son of Shekh NurallSh

Siddiqi
* * *

Saharawardi.

The gist of it seems to be that Mahr's ancestors as well as his

descendants maintained, at their own cost, a sort of charitable

dispensary for their poorer fellow-citizens. These good old

Zoroastrians would appear, for generations, to have been spending their

substance and giving freely of their skill for the relief of suffering, and

their services were rewarded, according to the custom of the time,

with Grants of rent-free land- It is of course impossible to say anything

as to the degree of proficiency they were able to attain in their art.

It is not unlikely that Mahr himself was the best and most famous of

them all. His name, it is true, does not occur in the list of twenty-nine

physicians of renown, ( Hindus as well as Musulmans )", which Abul

Fazl gives in the Ain-i-Akbart, but he may, for all that, have gone like

Dastur Kaikobad and Maneckji Mahrnushji of the family of Dastur

Meherji Rana, to Dehli or Agra," on some business connected

with his In'am. As for the stories of his marvellous cures, it is not at

all necessary to take them very seriously at this time of day, at least

until anything like credible evidence is produced in support of them.

6: Blochmann, ^in. I, 542-4. The Hindus mentioned are only four in number. The

Tabaq^t-i-Akbari ( Lucknow Text, 395—6 ) gives the names of several others.

63 Parsi Prakash, li and 35.



SOME ANCIENT PARSI DOCUMENTS.

A Paper read before the Society for the Prosecution of Zoro-

astrian Research on the 14th of November 1914.

I promised when we last met in this Hall to take the earliest

opportunity of exhibiting publicly the interesting GujarSti documents

which were included in the bundle of papers 1 found at Navsari in

1896. I hasten to fulfil that pledge to-night, but permit me, before

I discuss them in detail, to declare, once for all, that these writings do

not relate to any event of historical or national importance, and do

not inform us of any great or brilliant achievements of our ancestors.

They are really nothing but the family papers of some Zoroastrians

of the middle class who lived in the i6th and 17th Centuries. It is

fairly well known that our people were in a state of obscurity

and indigence in those times, but I venture to think, that these old

records enable us to realise much more clearly than anything that has

been hitherto published, the sort of life that they led, the poor and

mean dwellings they were content to inhabit, and the condition of

indebtedness to which many, even of those who were not absolutely

impecunioLS, were at times reduced on account of their inability to

pay the taxes imposed upon them or the Revenue assessment of the

lands on the cultivation of which most of them depended for their

subsistence. Indeed, most of these documents tell us, what inay appear
almost incredible in these days, that the Parsis of those times lived, for

the most part, only by agriculture and retail trade. Several of these

writings, again, relate to the regulations made by the corporate priest-

hoods or Anjumans in reference to religious ceremonies, and furnish

authentic information as to the fees and perquisites to which their

order was entitled, and the tenacity and pugnaciousness with which

the members of every denomination maintained their peculiar rights

and privileges even in the smallest matters.
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But these are not the only sides from which these records appeal

to us. They are, as I have remarked on a former occasion, the oldest

original papers in existence relating to our ancestors, and to them are

appended the autographs of scores of Zoroastrian worthies of the

olden time, whose names are in every one's mouth today. Besides

the personal interest which must attach to these signatures, there is

the fact that many of these names occur in the Persian RevSyets of

the period. We are consequently enabled not only to secure indepen-

dent evidence as to the historical value and reliability of those

missives, but to derive, considerable assistance from them in deter-

mining the difficult question as to the real dates of these Revayets,

which has been raised by E. W. West and some other scholars.

That question, which no one has hitherto attempted to solve,

and which I hope to discuss more fully on a future occasion, is

whether these dates are in the Common Era commencing from the

day of Yazdajard's accession, or the obsolete one, sometimes known as

the Pdrsi, of which the initial year was that of Yazdajard's death, or

the 2 1st after that of his accession.*

Such is the interest which these u ritings possess for us-for those,

I mean, who belong to our small community. But they must arrest

the attention even of many who are not Parsis, of all those of our

Hindu brethren who have made a serious study of old GujarSti, of

its grammar, its spelling and its palaeography. They contain many
archnic words and expressions which are very difficult to trace or

explain, and which must, for that reason, provide matter for reflection

and research to all students of GujarSti philology.

These papers may be roughly divided into three classes. I. Those

which relate to the members of the family of Dastur Meherji Rani.

II. Those pertaining to religious matters or disputes and, III.

I. Gu nJriss der Iranischen Philologie. II. I20.

Tehmaras. Proceedings of the Khol Karnari Mandali ( 1901 ), pp. 66-69.
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Miscellaneous documents connected with other Parsi families of the

period.

The first of them is a deed by which a house belonging to Sheth

Dhayyan Rana was mortgaged to Ervad Rana Jaisang—the father

of Meherji Rana—in Vikram Samvat 1588 (1532 A. C,J, for thirty

Tankas—each Tanka of the value of60 Dokdas. This Sheth Dhayyan
was the nephew—brother's son—of the famous Changa Asa, and as

members of that old family are frequently mentioned in these docu-

ments, I have prepared a pedigree table for the better understanding

of these records, from an old Namagrahan appended to Rustamji

Jamaspji Dastur's Bhagarsatk Vansh&vlt. (p. 222).
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3h1 ib[ -^^H 6b[ ^b Met ^li^l \ o ^HL^ ^(>H \[b ^l H [^] <={lHl 5l4

5^1"^ ^li^ <KlaH. 2i) il^ [H^ =HHRcll CHlPldl ^l H^ "H-r/^l ^^H ^H^Sl ^Hct

H^ M^MicH 41H. (Hliifi ilk 4(1 i[^.

=«^t(i. Sans. ^^+ff^ today, here.

*t1 'll'lViC-t
ii^'" MlctWl,^ %il «H«tU^ R^'4?l«.M. A formula bearing some resem-

blance to this occurs in several Gujarat inscriptions of the Chalukya period, e. f,

in an epigraphic record of Kumarpal
' dated V. S. 12 13, another of the time <rf

Bhimdeva II. V. S. 1264 ( Indian Antiquary, XI. 338, 1. 5,) a third of the time of

Bhimdeva II. V. S. 126.5, ( Indian Antiquary, XI. 221, 1. 21 ), a fourth of Ajaypala
of v.- S. 1229, (Journal, Bengal Asiatic Society. XXXI. 125 ), a fifth U
Vishaldeva Vaghela, 131 7 V. S. ( Indian Ant-quary, VI. 210 11. 6-7 ), and also in the

famous Verawal record in the temple of Ilarsata Mata of 1320 V. S. ( Ind. Ant»

XI. 242, 1. 7.) Ur. Hultzsch who has edited the last record takes Kama as a verb
in the sense of 'making { Shri,' ) at the

; beginning of documents ( lb. 244, note 12 )«

Shri Kariic, 'making Shri,' then obtains the meaning of 'Secretariat.' Ind. Ant. XL
228, note 26. Kariid may perhaps be the Arab. Qarn—a decade, a generation, as

age. (Steingass ). <^^IMI? M'aiJ[!H >llrtM<;rtU This is another stereotyped expressio%

which has been interpreted by Hultzsch as
" with the consent of the Panchakulas.

**

(lb. 244). Buhler understands by Panthakula, 'as clever as five families' and

adds that it is preserved in the modern name Pancholi, which is borne by many
distinguished Kayastha families. (Ibid, 244, note 13 ). Elsewhere, (Ind. Ant XII.

^95 )> Buhler takes it as equivalent to 'scribe.'

^^clR^H2l tdlf^. This phrase is very common in" old legal papers, and occurs ia

difi'erent forms of which the corruptness varies in direct proportion to the ignorance
of the writer, <;.^". vi^rtl^^'^i Wni, (iWH MRH WH, etc. It is the Sanscrit

^^r^J^'JI'^'dJT. I have given it in my handwriting,"

0^151, Wi3l', old.

aH^^^^Hd nU MMU-Hl'-t. This phrase also is common to many of our papers. It k

probably the Sanscrit phrase, BT^q \¥m^ ^^: STTTSJ^f^, ^i(. ^Vhat is wrkte»

is for the observance of the process ( f%I?r )
[ above described ].
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In
the_ [ Vikram ] Samvat year, 15S8, Ror. (day ) Bahman, Mah,

(Month )Adar, here in Nagmandal^ ( Navsari ), when the Patshah^

Shri Bahadur* was reigning triumphantly, when [ all affairs were ]

managed by Sheikh Sa[heb ?] Jamal, and with the cognisance {or

consent) of a body of five persons of good family ( oy scribes
).

To A[dhyaru] Rana Jaisang, Seth Dhayyan Rana^ has given this

in his own handwriting. Whereas, Seth Dhayyan has borrowed from

A[dhyaru] Rana Jaisang 30, Thirty Tankas of the old [stamp] in cashj

each such Tanka being of [the value of ] Sixty Dokdas, he, Seth

Dhayyan has, in lieu thereof, given by way of pledge ( or mortgage )

the house of Dhayyan Khursed, which is to be released whenever

Seth Dhayyan pays down the amount ( lit. money ). Seth Dhayyan
will make good [to Adhyaru Rana Jaisang] whatever expenses are

incurred for repairs in the house. This agreement ( lit. writing ) to be

observed. No claim is to be made for rent.

Here the Signature. Here, the Witnesses.

Written by me ( Lakhtavi ), i Waccha Pahlan, witness."

Dhayyan Rana^ i Asa Bahiram, witness.^

3 NIgmandal is one of the old names of Navt;ari and occurs frequently in the colophons
of manuscripts written in that town. West. S. B. E. ( Pahlavi Texts ), XXIV._ pp^
xxi and xxxii. Shahriarji, Neriosengh's Sanscrit Writings. Pt. III. 48—9. Nagsarika
is an older foiin which occurs in a Kashtrakuta Copperplate dated Shaka 743, A. C.

821. Bombay Gazetteer, History of Gujarat, Vol i. Pt i. 125.

4 Bahadur Shah of Gujarat, who reigned from 26 Ramazan 932 A.H. to 3 Ramazan Q43
A. II., i.e. 6 July 1526 to 14 February 1537. Bayley, History of Gujarat. 327-8,397.

5 Dhajyan Rana was one of the persons to whom the Revayet-i-Jasa was addressed in_88s
A Y. ( 1516 A C)., and one of the witnesses to the document about sending Nagoj

Dhajyan to Damaun, dated J 599 V. S. (1543 A C), %vhich is given in the F^rsi

Prakask. 8. He was also one of the signatories of the deed by which the Behdins of

Navsari bestowed upon Rana Jaisang ten Binghas of land in In"am in 1576 VS.
(1520 A C). Mody, The Parsees at the Court of Akbar, 159.

6 Waccha Pahlan was one of the three sons of the famous Kaka Pahlan, i. e. Pahlan

Annan, after whom one of the five Bhagarsath Pols is named. Bhagarsath Vanskdvli,

4. He was the brother of Bahram Pahlan, family priest of Manek Changa, who is

mentioned in the Viraf-i-Kdusi. The names of Bahram and his brother Chanda occur

in the Revayets of 896 A. Y. and 904 A. Y. Pdrsi PraMsh, 7-8.

7 This is the Asa Bahram bin Changa of the Revayet-i-Jasa of S85 A Y. ^'1516 A. C) My
Revayet M. S. folio 97 a. His name occurs also in the later Revayets of Aspandiac
Sohrab ( ibid, 135 a), and of 896 A Y. and 904 A Y. ( 1527 A C. and 1535 A. C),
Parsi Prakash, pp. 7-8. He was one of the signatories of the Gujarati document,
dated 1576 V. S (1520 A. C), Mody, Parsees at the Court of Akbar, 158— 161, and

one of the witnesses to a Persian Saledeed dated 941 A, H. (1535 A. C) which,

b in my possession.
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Seven years afterwards, we find that this very house was sold

outright for Sixty-eight Tankas Pratabdhra by the Sheth, whose

pecuniary affairs appear to have gone from bad to worse in the

interval. He had not only been unable to pay off the old debt of 30

Tankas, but was now obliged to ask for and obtain another sum of 38

Tankas from the same creditor, for acquitting some claim which the

Diwan or Chief Financial Officer of the District had upon him.

Conscious of the very remote possibility, in his embarrassed circum-

stances, of liquidating the old obligation as well as the new, he

appears to have determined to throw off the burden of debt, by part-

ing with the house altogether for 68 Tankas Pratabahri, each of

the value of 60 Dokdas,

But what was thisTanka Pratabahra and how much was it worth,

and what is the meaning of Pratabahra itself?

There can be little doubt that the word is a corruption of

Pratap- Varaha—the name of a mediaeval Hindu coin which was

further corrupted by the Portuguese into " Pardao d'ouro.
" The

Varaha was a gold coin of the Kings of Vijayanagar, so called

from the Boar ( VarCiha ) of Vishnu figured on some issues. It

weighed about 58 grs. and was, according to Sir Walter Elliot,

also called,
' Padma— Tattka,' and * Vardha-Tanka' ' Dr. Hultzsch

tells us that the Partdb was half the Varaha, as we learn from

a contemporary account of the coinage of the Kings of Vijaya-

nagar in the work of '

Abd-ur-Razzaq the ambassador of Sultan

Shahrukh of Samarqand, who stayed at that capital "from the close of

Zul-Hajja 846 A. H.send of April, 1443 A. C, to 12th of Sh'aban

847 A.H.=5th December, 1443 A. C." The name Partab which 'Abdut*

Razzaq attributes to the half pagoda or Varaha, is probably, connec-

ted," in his opinion, "with the surname Pratapa, which occurs before the

names of Vijayanagar kings both on coins and in inscriptions."
•

Ferishta also tells us that the gold coins struck by the RSis of Bij5-

nagar and Tiling were called Hun {i.e. Pagoda or Var5ha ) and

8 Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Dehli, 224 note.

9 Indian Antiquary, XX. 301.
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Partab. The Partab was afterwards corrupted by the Portuguese into

Pardao. "Nunez in his Tables (1554A. C. ) repeatedly mentions

Pardaos, which represented 5 Silver Tangas or 300 Reis. • *

Later in the century, we learn from Balbi ( 1 580 ),
Barrett (1584),

and Linschoten ( 15S3-89) that the principal currency of Goa consist-

ed of a silver coin called Xerafin and Pardao-Xerafin, which was

worth 5 tangas, each of 60 reis'.'
"^^ It would appear as if our Tanka

Pratabahra, which is expressly said to have been equivalent to 60

Dokdas, was identical with the Tanga of Ntmez, which was also equal

to 60 Reis. The coincidence, at least, is striking, and it is probable

that the Reis of Nunez was identical with the Dokda of Gujarat

which was for long equivalent to the hundredth part of a

Rupee.
"

The question is a very difficult one, but the facts above men-

tioned would seem to indicate that this Tanka Pratabahra was some

coin equivalent to about \^-\ of a Rupee, which was current in the

dominions of the Sultans of Gujarat in which Navsari was, at that

time, included. We know that a silver coin was issued by many of

them, Ahmad I, Mahmud I ( Begda ),
Ahmad III, and Muzaffar III,

weighing about 175 grs.
—

i.e., about as much as the coin which came

to be afterwards called
"
Rupyya

"
in the days of Shir Shah, Salim

Shah and Akbar.^* But if the Rupee of about 175 grs, of silver, was

worth 100 Dokdas, this coin which is expressly stated to have been

equivalent to only 60 of them, ought to have contained only ii-ix|=

105 grs, of that metal. Now some of the commonest silver issues of this

dynasty, are coins of which the weights range from loi grs to iii

grs.,^^ and I have myself several specimens of them in my collection.

le Yule and Burnell, Hobson-Jobson-ed, Crooke, 675, 678,

II Bayley, History of Gujarat, 6,7, 1 1. Bombay Gazetteer, History of Gujarat, Vol I. Part

I, 224, note. Wilson, Glossary of Judicial and Revenue Terms, s. v. Dokda.

12. G. P. Taylor, Coins of the Gujarat Saltanat, Journal of the Bombay Branch of the

Royal Asiatic Society, 1904, pp. 278 ff; H. Nelson Wright, Catalogue of Coins ia

the Indian Museum, Calcutta, Vol. H. pp. 228-9 236,238; Thomas, Chronicles of the

Pathan Kings of Uehli, 3.52.

13. Taylor, Op. clt. 333 ; Wright, Op. cit. 232-3.
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We may, therefore, take it that these Tankas Pratabahra were iden-

tical with the silver coins which are called Mtizaffaris, by the aicthor of

ihe Mirat-i-Sikandari, after Muzafifar II, the son of Mahmud Begada,^*

but which seem to have been known among the common people by
the old Hindu name of Tankd Pmtdbdhrd, probably from some associa-

tion with the PnUdpa- Vardlia and Tankd— Vardha of older times.

But if this Tanka was equal to only about f of a Rupee, the house

which was purchased by Rana Jaisang for Sixty-eight Tankas must have

been worth about Forty Rupees only. Making all allowances for the

difference in the value of money, and supposing the purchasing power
of silver in 1539 A. C. to have been four or even five times as great

as it is now, this sum would be equivalent, in our own day, to about

200 Rupees only, and it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

dwelling bought by Rana Jaisang must have been little better than

a wattle-and-daub hut of the the humblest kind. But there is nothing to

be surprised at in this, for such was the general character of the houses

of those days, even in larger and more prosperous cities than Navsari.

Speaking of Surat in the 17th Century, Tavernier says: "The walls

of the city are of earth, and the houses of private persons are merely

barns, being built oi nothing but reeds, covered with cowdung mixed

with clay, to fill the interstices, and to prevent those outside from seeing^,

between the reeds, that which is done inside. In the whole of Surat,

there are only nine or ten well-built houses, and the Slidh-bandar or

chief of the merchants, has two or three of them." Indeed, the towns

and villages were in those times built mostly of mud, and Sir Thomas

Roe tells us that even the wealthy and populous town of Burhanpur

was, except the houses of the Viceroy, the Commander-in-chief and a

•few others, entirely made up of mud cottages. And Terry informs us

that
" the villages stand very thick

;
but the houses are generally very

poor and base. All these country dwellings are set close together;

none stand singly and alone. Some of the houses have earth walls

14. Mi> ai-'x-Sil'andari, FJzal Lutfullah's Translation, 262.
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mixed with straw, set up Just after the rains, and having a long

season to dry, stand firm; they are built low, and many of them

flat. Most of the cottages are miserably poor, little and base, built

with very little charge, set up with sticks rather than timber, so that

if they chance to fire, they may for very little be reedified."
^''

[v9V] II ^'qa \\^\ 'H^H W !^^[^l^ >tl(^] "Hd^ ^^ ^ 'll^l-

"HVH ^ [Mia] ynfel ^ ^C^ctkl >t[^^^^l '-Hffv'H ^[l<^] =^^C-l >i(c-ti ?{l

^l«i>l<H(?) >i(iii <^l-m^ "H's^^C-i HlclMci oil 5HI ^It^l <v^'^l -MR^lcl ^.

H5Hi ^'n^i ^=^cii?^i=ii(^ ^ciiCi o^/a ^\^ ih\ \i) ^\ =yiu^S ^^i Uci

«Ml^l^l 5HI ^'H2li ^^^\ <M^H ?.l HW ^l(i^ \\h ^-(iHl ^<ii ^^ ^(i ^l

^y ^i(^ (^^ ^i. %?^\ '%-m. ^\%\^<^ ^^-n ^^ ^>ict ^<K ii<J{l ^=Hi

ci 3HP4* ^CH^lil ^H =^^^m (H^41 y>lcl ^^l^' 5Hl^i* :H(C1 ^^CH '^<L

HHi <i^ii >ici*

3o) i^H ^iXl "H^ <^Cll

3<r) «M15A <H^Ml Cl'Hl'i

'ft <IVc^^l^^ (?)

\ c^>l^l^. "Hli^i ^m

***** ^^vi

a Ml. >il>il ^-HWl ^IM

\ % ^IMl ^ct ^I'-IH ^l(>H

\ 5i. iWl ^l<Cl5>il la=^^£ ^IM

\ ^^d >inaii =Hm.
'^

In the [ Vikram ] Samvat year 1595, Roz ( day) Khur[shed, Mah

(month) ] Mihir, herein Nagmandal ( Navsari ),
when the Padshah

15. Tavernier, Travels in India, ed. Ball. 1,7; Roe in Kerr's Voyages, IX. 256-7:

Terry, A Voyage to East India, 179-80.

16. MlR^^Hld elsewhere written, Ml^^Hlcl,—From Sans. ^\^t side.

Vld«Hl,^^l— /. e. MdlW^^li;; »1il, a narrow path, an alley.
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Shri Sultan MahimGd Shah" was conducting the government trium-

phantly and the executive authority (^';;^a/) was in [the hands of]

Shri Sabmal( ? ) Malik^^ and with the cognisance {or consent) of a body
of five persons of good family {or scribes). To 'A[dhyaru] Rana Jaisang
Seth Dhayy^n Rana has given this in his own handwriting. Whereas,

Seth Dhayyan Rana had borrowed from A[dhyaru] Rana Jaisang,

6Z Sixty-eight Tankas • Pratabahra of the Old [ mintage ] in

cash, he, Seth Dhayyan Rana has now, in lieu of that amount ( lit,

money ) sold [ to Rana Jaisang ] in perpetuity (
lit. for as long as

the Moon endures
),

the house of B[ehdin] Dhayyan Khursed

Adrav, together with the land in the alley. That house he has

sold together with its enclosure (?) and all the furniture therein,

This agreement ( lit. writing ) is to be observed.

Here the Signature. Here the Witnesses.

Dhayyan Rana. i Khursed A [dhyaru].
Detailed account of the total Chanda, witness.-^^

[ Sum of money],
I Jamsed Manak, witness.

30 Borrowed on the Old mortgage,
which are to be returned. i Miraji Jamal * *

*, witness.

38 Paid in the rest to the Diwdn Mahiram Bahiram, witness.

( Head Revenue Officer. )
* *

? I Pa [ tel? ] Mama Asa,

17. This was Mahmiid, the son of Latif, the son of Muzaffar the Second, who is generally

called Mahmud III and reigned from 943 A. II. (1.537 A. C. ) to 961 A. H.

(1553 A.C.). Bayley, Op. Cit. 406, 453-

18. Sdbmal-malik is probably Sa'adul-Mulk, a title borne by several persons ab

different times during the period covered by the Gujarat Sultanate. Bayley, Op.

cit. 94, 204-5. Mirdt-i-Sikandari, Fazal Lutfallah's Translation, 12, 15-2. A
Sa'ad ul-Mulk was among the first persons to do homage to Bahadur Shah ail

Nahrwallah ( Anhilwad Pattan ) in 1526 A. C. (.l/ZraV, 152 ), and there is nothing

improbable in supposing him to have been high in office under his successor

Mahmud III, at the date of this document, 1539 A. C.

19. We find Khurshed Chanda's name in the saledeed of 923 A. II. 1517 {Antf. p.

159) and in the document of V. S. 1599 ( 1543 A. C. ). Parsi Prakdsh. p. 8,
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witness.

I Rana Jamas, witness.^®

1 Vu [hra] Ragliav son of

]5apo, witness.

I Vu [hril] Kanan Sahia

Khursed, witness.

1 IJahman Manak, witness.

In tlie next paper on our list, we find committed to writing the

terms on which " an easement dispute" between Rana Jaisang and

a neighbour, Xagoj Rustam was settled by arbitration. This Nagoj

Rustam appears from the Sanjana Fihrisl to have been one of the

Sanjanas settled by Changa Asa in Navsari. Rana Jaisang was a

leader among the Bhagarias. One of the Umpires, Sayer Khurshed

S^njCina, belonged, therefore to the section to which Nagoj Rustam

belonged, while the Bhagaria Mahiar Jaisang Dhayyan represented

Rana. This is one of several documents of this type in the bundle,

and they vividly bring home to our minds the dread which was

entertained by our ancestors, of the tribunals of the venal or bigoted

Oazis, who made every case that was brought before them, a handle

for harassing and insulting or extorting money from him who pro-

secuted the suit, as well as him who defended it.

The paper .also shows that the ancient dwelling of the Meherjf

Rana family, was not, where the Dasturs of Navsari reside at present,

but zVz the immediate ne'igJibonrJiood o{ \X\<t Old Agiary (nil S*^^^^ ).

It may be also gathered from this document that Hoshang and

Meherji, the sons of Rana Jaisang, had already reached the age
of discretion at the date of this document, (V. S. 1590 or 1534

20. Rana Jamasp—nephew of Changa Asa was among the persons to whom the Revayets

of Jasa and Aspandiar Sohrab were addressed, and one of the signatories

the document of V. S. 1576 ( 1520 A. C. ) Mody, Op. di. 159, and one of the

witnesses of a Persian Saledeed of 941 A. II. ( 1534-5 A- ^- ) '" "^y possession.
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A, C. ), in which there is an express condition made as to the

necessity of doing all things with their approval. We thus get an

approximate date for the birth of Meherji JRana : in other words,

supposing him to have been only twenty years old in 1534 A. C^
he must have been born about 1514 A. C.

vi^ 5>{ioi ti[^^4 2^p^(3 (^ ci 5>imi ^i^ia ^W ^<'\ \'^^ ^^^lCl4l

Mi<^Q 'U'^ 5H:>(l^l:fl4l^'!^^l (3M^'Hl(l ^hI ^li^i -v^oicU X4i(^ ^il^C\ .745/

<h[^ Ctl ^l ^l^<?<' ^Cl <h[^ (J 5>{l :^li^i .^^'^'oipi Ml^ Rl^ <^Cl ^(^

«1*^A (0 =^'-1^ ^l^ '^-liHl c*act "i'^^ (?) ^W ^ct <Hl(^ an <y/^l^ <l^cll(^(l

5>il ^iS^5. "i^^y?. ^'ffnt^l Clio =^l '^^^w f^^'^i hWhI (3<Hi ^t|l. .^l ^liia^if

<ilO|(sv ctlo 5hI 2i)'Hl ril^<5^<' <1lo =^l iw'^l Vn^i Clio 5^1 MtH^R ^I'dH

•v^'^i M^-i^ ^i<41 5HHii ^'fl Ml an «nPi Mid ^i^ ^i^ -I'd i(^ ^ ^wi

i(^ c^ci' ^oi^ =s ^«Cl

^l<r<' 5>|iqi -Hi4i yi^-i =H*Hcl \H^o qv^ 5><3:ti:i>Hct <H^ MMl^-llM

C-il 5Hl 4l^5-<' ^^cl>l \ =yil ^l^H^ "^^^^^^ y«Cl

•ill 5hI Rii^i <^^*^l ^ 5H0 MtCl^HR c^3:l*oi yi»{

•hIq|1«{1
'd"^ =yio ^ii^i 'v^'^i \ ^o -^'^^w ^^k\k\\ ^\:<^

21. rti1>i Ters. Ta/him, from /a/^w, understanding; compromised, settled.

•l^dlC^I, carried through, completed, settled, arranged; fH?d=i3', f^^j through,

completely from and ct^^". Belsare. The Narmakosh quotes from Akho Bhaga»
the lines,

\\M. anil] ft^cll^l 'kW.

and says Pl^rt^t means M« Mia, rt^^'.

Hh^, ^MR ( Sans. 'HT^^ ) The Acacia Catechu, of which the timber is highly

appreciated for the hardness and durability it possesses. G. Watt, The Commer-

cial Products of India, p. 9.
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41 £? Mll^ft ^IH eft ^CHcl>ii^*

^^l ^"HV-lll «11W <M5i 41-»H ^lo

did 8ii'c) <^^ =^l ^n^i'{l (mm.

Written by me, A[dhyaru] Nagoj Rustam'^' to A[dhyaru] Rana

Jaisang. Whereas, we were at variance among ourselves about the

boundaries of the court-yards of our houses, we have come now to an

understanding, and that dispute has been settled (lit. disolved,

melted
).

A peg of Khair ( Acacia Catechu ) wood had been fixed

before the fire took place, and that boundary mark is to be kept
undisturbed {lit. firm) exactly in the middle. The channel for carrying

off the rain-water is to go right over the rain-water-channel side of

of the Agiary,'and past [the house of] A[dhyaru] R^na Jaisang and the

[partition] wall is to be built in the line of the two pegs. If A[dhyaru]
Rana builds the wall, the boundary-mark ( or stone )

should be fixed

when A[dhyaru] Nagoj Rustam is present. Thus it is settled that both

boundary marks ( or stones ) are to be fixed with each other's

consent. The dispute was thus settled when A[dhyaru] Sayer

Khursed Sanjana,'" and A[dhyaru] Mahiydr Jaisang Dhayyan, were

a'iUie. A stone on which is inscribed the description of land granted, a free gift.

A boundary stone, a boundary mark.

§M9ni(4 i. e. §M^«tt4) over the hedge. Narmadashankar says, SM^Il-il-i, 'V'OKi 114

Narmakosh s. v. ^'Hl'd, ^CHct^l I cannot say what this means. Is it an old

word for Ml^l, drain?

22. The names of Dasturs Nagoj Rustam, Asa Rustam and Bahram Rustam occar

in Jasa's Reveyet of 885 A. Y. 1516 A. C. My Revayet MS. folio 97 a. They
are also found in the Revayet of Aspandiar Sohrab, which is not explicitly dated,

but which West conjectures to have been received in India about 1520 A. C.

Ibid, 134 b. Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie II. 125.

23 This Sanjana priest's name occurs in the Revayet-iKaus Kamdinof925 AY. (1553
A. C). My Revayet MS folio 212 b.

He has besides witnessed a Saledeed of 1614 V. S. ( 1558 A C), which will be fonnd

farther on.
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standing by ( i. e. present ).
The boundary-mark should be fixed in

such a way that A[dhyaru] Manek Nagoj and A[dhyaru] Jiva Nagoj
and A[dhyaru] Hoshang Rjina and A[dhyaru ] Mahiar Wachha

Jaisang are satisfied. None of the parties are hereafter to make any
claim. If any one does so, his claim shall be set aside. Roj (day)

Avan, Mah( month) Bahman, [Vikram] Samvat year 1590. This

agreement (/zV. writing) is to be observed.

Written by me, A[dhyaru]

Nagoj Rustam."

Written by me, A[dhyaru]

Rana Jaisang.

I A[dhyaru] Sayer Khursed,

witness,

I A[dhyaru] Mahiar Jaisang,
**

witness.

I A[dhyaru] Mahiar Asa,
'^

witness.

I A[dhyaru] HamjiSr Jaisang,'"

witness.

The water channel shall run

past A[dhy5ru] Rana Jaisang]'s

house] right above ( or in a

right line with or parallel to )

both the boundary marks. The
water which issues from the

Mulvant (?) of the Agiary
shall pass by A[dhyaru] Rana

Jaisang['s house] right above

24 Mahiar Jaisang Dhayyan was a Bhagaria and the arbitrator nam>l I>y R^na Jaisang.
His pedigree will be found in the Bhagarsath Vanshavli, pp. i. and 3a

25 Mahiar Asa is mentioned in Jasa's RevSyet of 885 A. Y. it^xS \. C. as well as ia

Aspandiar Sohrab's, of about 1520 A. C. My Revayet MS. folio 97 a and 134 b.

26 This Hamjiar Jaisang was probably one of the two brothers of Rani Jaisang

himself, the other one being Waccha, the adoptive father of Dastur M-herji
Rana. Bhagarsath Vanshavli, p. i.
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(^07'
in a right line with or parallel

to) both the boundary marks. The

water-channel A[clhyaru] Rana

Jaisang shall dig right above

the boundary marks, and the

water shall pass that way behind

A[dhyaru] Rana Jaisang ? * *

1 have now to place before you an order dated i6ii V. S. (1555
A. C. ) which is, apart from other things, noteworthy as a specimen of

the cursive style of writing which was practised by the Ilivdv clerks

and officials of Gujarat in the Sixteenth century. It would appear that

Hoshang Rana—the brother of Meherji—had been, for long, in posse-

ssion of an In'am, and that it was taken away from him in conse«

quence of the misrepresentaiions made by a nameless enemy, to some

person in power, Upon this, Hoshang would seem to have gone to

Court to right himself, and succeeded in obtaining from the Malek

Shi himself—the supreme authority in the district—a Parwana restor-

ing the Jagir to him. All these facts can be gathered from the

paper before us, which is an Order from the District officer of the day
to the A//W/5 and Taldtis o( the village of Jalalpur, (

near NavsariX
within the limits of which the Bhattha or land constituting the In'am

of Hoshang was situated. The occurrence of the words, K//di and

Taldti in this record is of no small interest. It is commonly

supposed that the word KhSt is of Marathi origin and that its

use is confined to the Konkan. This may be true of our own

times, but the document before us proves that it was the designation

of a village officer or authority of some sort even in the

Sixteenth century in southern Gujarat. Similarly, it has been fre-

quently said that the village officers called Tahltis wqvq first appoint-

ed in Gujarat only after the establishment of British authority in the

Province. This record of A. C. 1555 demonstrates the erroneousness

of this supposition, which is further invalidated by the mention of

TalCdis in a Wadhwan inscription of Vikram Samvat 161 3 (1557

A. C.
),

of which a translation is given in the Kattj'awar
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Gazetteer (p. 694). The truth is, that village accountants or Talatis,

as they are called in this part of the country, existed in Gujarat

ma.ny hundred years before the establishment of the East India Com-

pany's power in the province.^^ The question is not without interest

to students of Parsi history, for the names of Manaji Kuksji Talati,

and of several other persons bearing that surname, occur in Parsi

documents dated 1723, 1729, 1734 and 1741 A. C. Indeed, the Parsi

Prakdsh contains the substance of a Parwana, dated 1019 A. H.

(1610 A.C.) of Nusrat Yar Khan, Governor of Surat, by which the

Talatiship of the Pargana of Parchol and of six other villages was

conferred upon Peshotan Ch^nda, the great-grand=father of this

Manaji Kuksji [Aspu, Peshotan, Ch5nd5].
'^

Kalabe Habib '

Abdul Halim (in Persian).

X]. Khot. " Thij is," says Vule, "a Mahratti word, Khot^ in use in some parts of the

Bombay Presidency, as the designation of a person farming villages on a tenure
called Khoti and coming under the class legally defined as 'superior holders.'
* * * The Khot '" *•' * is an exceptional person, holding much the position of
a petty zemindar in T5engal.

* *• In the Southern Konkan, the Khoti has

long Deen a hereditary Zemindar with proprietary rights and also has in many
cases replaced the ancient Patel as headman of the village.

* * *
In the Northern

Konkan, the Khotis were originally mere revenue-farmers, without proprietary
or hereditary rights, but had been able to usurp both. Hobson Jobson, cd.

Crooke, 48o,-482.

Yule asserts that the Khot is apparently traceable back, at least, to the time
of the 'Adilshahi dynasty of the Dcccan.

" He is really much older, and Kkot^
are frequently mentioned along with Muquaddams and Chaudharis in Barnis
Tdrikh-i-Firuzshahi in that writer's account of the reign of Alauddin Khilii,

Bibliotheca Indica Text. 277, a88; Elliot and Dowson. III. 1S2, 183-4.
''

Miiqad-
datn

"
( "headman '') is the Persian equivalent of Fate/; the Chaiidhari was an in-

ferior Zamindar, or land holder, or revenue ufticer corresponding with the
Deshmukh, ( Wilson, Glossary, s. v.)

28
P^^rsi

Prakash. pp. 25, 85 1, 852, 855-56. and S61-2 Note. The authority of Briggs
is sometimes quoted in support of the statement that the first establishment of
Talatis ia Gujawt is posterior to the consolidation of English authority in the
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^iCtH ^. clCHlcQ 5^51 ff/ci (Hl^
«il(yict SH^Ml^ ^Ul'^l ^ii^Hl 'cHlHl ^ICH

>llQ <^ J/l^* ^ci: ci Pi }A^^ (?) sJl^ 'o.R a«^>i(c^i ^i,' MV-ll^' ^l^

^A ^l^l ^ a5l< <H14^
aJi^'il cl^^-ilM i^^ cl "HlQ 5^^ Mli^ 5Hi^(tt>

<§^ i^ M i^^ C^<1>M ^ Ml«iil '^^^'-n ^'-Hct \\\1 "-t^i =".

province. Briggs, however, says nothing of the sort, and the statement attributed

fo him is probably the lesull of a misunderstanding of tlie following passage :

"In this country," [Gujarat], he says, "each village is found to have much
the same institutions as in other parts of India. At its head, was a Patel, or

hereditary magistrate, with a Uessaye or district magistrate, and a Mozumdar, or

district register, having superintendence over many villages. When we obtained

the country, it had been long tiie practice to permit the Patels, or headmen,
to manage the concerns of the village without control, and to allow tbem tqi

collect and pay the revenue. The consctjuence of this system was thai • the

village accountant^ instead of continuing to she a public officer under the Mo^-umdar,!
or district register, had, by dee^rees, fallen completely under the power of the J'alely

and become his dependant. Thus in many villages there were no accountants at

all, and in others they were the private servants of the head man, removable at

his pleasure. Under our administration, this evil was severely felt, and it became

necessary to replace the village cucountant
{ called here Tallaty) as a Government

officer. In restoring this officer, it seems that, by a slight alteration in the tenure,

we have altogether changed the nature of his situation. Where the Tallaty exists,

as he does under all the native Governments, his office is hereditary : he has a

small piece of land and certain fees of ofifice derived from the cultivators, and he
is essentially a member of the village community. In restoring the

office, we have
made the Tal'aty a mere special organ of the governmeiu. He is now a stipendiary
without lands or fees ; he is liable to be removed at will, and the office is not

hereditary." J. Briggs ; Land Tax of India, ed. 1830, pp. 300-301. ( The italics

are mine ). It will be seen that far from denying the existence of the Talati in

Gujar.at in early limes, l^riggs declares that he has existed under all Native-

Governments. All that he says is that the Talati had in scvcril parts of tlie province
fallen cumpletely under the power uf the Patel, and lost his position in the

Village Community, and that the British finding it necessary to
"

replace the village
accountant as a government officer," restored the office, but at the same time,

charged the real
*' nature of his situation.''

29 3i(i«l$ ( Arab. Ahzdr)=^<^^?(\. 1

^Hl<^. Arab. Haivalch, charge, care, custody, trust. "The Havaldar is one holding

any office or trust A steward or agent for the management of a village. The

term is variously applied to the commandant of a fort, the chief of a company of

guards, a subordinate revenue officer, but in all, it conveys the notion of trust,

deputation or delegated authotity,''' H. H. Wilson, Glossary of Judicial and

Revenue Terms, s. v.
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Written by Hahib Abdul Halim. [in Persian],

The Diwan ^" Shri of the division
( S^MI ) ^^ Navsari and the

Huzur (?) Shri Malik-us-Sharq^^ Zain-din, and the Hav^l[d5r ?] Malik

Shri Habib A'bdal Halim and Ma[han]
'"^ Devdas Kahanan. Order,

To the Khots and Talatis of the Mausd (village) of Jalalpur.

A piece of Bhatthah land had continued year after year to be the

In'am of Adhyaru hoshang Rana. Some one said some thing to his

aMll^Urt. By order, of, from Sans. 9TT^^, order, command, 8(r up to, and ^^
to show.

W^. Land subiect to inundation, or deposited by returning floods; alluvial soil,

Wilson, Op. Cit. s. v.

£<U^ , lit. the Door. i. e. the Court, Durbar,

rt^€il><. Arab, assign, deliver.

rl'^, Arab, Tdyyin, fixed, appointed.

%<*i\ Arab, '^/zy. Excuse, pretext.

30
"
Diwan, a royal Court, a council of state, a tribunal of revenue or justice ; A minister,

or chief officer of state. Under the Mohammadan government, it was especially

applied to the head revenue minister, whether of the state or of a province, being

charged in the latter, with the collection of the revenue, the remittance of it to the

treasury, and invested with extensive judicial powers in all civil and financial

causes." Wilson, Glossary, s. v. The word, as well as the office, was borrowed by
the Arabs from the Sassanians, for which see Hobson Jobson, ed. Crooke, s. v.

Dewaan; Muir, Annals of the Early Caliphate, 225-239; Brown, Literary History
of Persia, 204-5.

31 A Gujarat noble with this title, was one of the five great Amirs who divided that

Kingdom, among themselves in the reign of Ahmad Shah IIL Mirht-i-Sikatidari,

Text, 377, 398 Fazal Lutfullah's Trans. 270, 28c. Zain-ud-din was probably his

personal name. The title itself had been borne by many other persons at different

periods in the history of the Gujarat Sultanate. Bayley. Op. cit, 236, 329.

32 This stands most probably for X^'i or >4(irtl,
Mahan Viri is a name which occurs

in the Inscription in Bai Ilarirs Well at .•\hmedabid of V. S. 1556 (1499 A. C.)

Epigraphia Indica, IV. 299-300.

M^-K is prefixed to the names of several Banias of the Porwad caste in an

Inscription of Virdhaval Waghela at Delwadil near Abu of V. S. 1287 ( 1231 A.C.).

•BhSvnagar Inscriptions, (English). 219-221. See also Ind. Ant XI. 221. Hultzsch

Ukes as =H4i«'<t, 'il^tUlH, Ibid, XI, 244, Note 19.
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prejudice during the [late] visit of the MajHs-i- A^h " so that what

had been done, was undone (?), ( i.e. the gift or In'am was cancelled ?).

He went to Court ( or the seat of Government ) and brought a

properly—sealed Parwana from the Malek Shri himself, to the

effect that his piece of Bhatthah land should be delivered over to him.

Thus the Bhatthah land has been given to him. You must hand

over possession of it to him. This Bhatthah is to be continued by
the Diwan from year to year. You must make no excuses (/. e.

be guilty of no evasion ). Dated the 2nd of the month of Rajab,

Vikram Samvat year 1611.

We have next a document which is of great interest, but of

which a considerable portion has unfortunately suffered so much from

the ravages of time, that it is impossible to give a complete translation.

It is a deed recording the partition of the property of Rana Jaisang

between Dastur Meherji Rana and the sons of Meherji's brother

Hoshang. The paper is interesting in the first place, because it con-

tains the autograph signature of Meherji Rana himself. Indeed, it is

probable that the whole agreement is in his handwriting. It is easy

to see that Rana Jaisang's property would not have been divided

between Meherji and his nephews, if either Rana or Hoshang had

been alive at the date of this document (161 2 V. S. ). We have

just seen that Hoshang Rana was alive in 161 1 V. S. We also know

that Rsna Jaisang was living in A. H. 955, A. Y. 915, in which year

33 Masnad-i-'Ali was a title among the Afghans, and was at one time borne by Khizr-
Khan of the Sayyad dynasty of Dehli Sultans. Badaoni, Text, I, 267, 284; Ranking,
Trans. I. 352,375. Thomas, Pathan Kings, 329, note. It also occurs later in connec-

tion with a nobleman of the name of Fattu, to whom it had been given by the

Sultans of the Suri dynast}'. Ibid. Lowe. II. 159 and note. See also Elliot and

Dowson, IV. 45,399, 437. Majis-I-Girami, Member of the Exalted Assembly ( or

High Councillor), which is very similar, was a title bestowed by Mahmud III of

Gujarat at his accession upon a noble of the name of Daryakhan. Mirat-i-Sikati'

dari, Text, 299. Fazal Lutfullah's Translation, 209.

The Mirat-i-Sikandari also mentions a \Masnad-i-^Ali Khudawand Khan who was
Vazir to Musafiar II, as well as to his son Bahadur Sh^. Bombay Lithograph, 1246
A. H. p. ago, Bayley, Op. cit. 332.
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he transcribed the " Bahman—ndmehP ^* It is probable that the

In'-am which was the subject of the immediately preceding paper,

was originally Rana Jaisang's and had descended to Hoshang, in

virtue of his having been the eldest son, and that Rana was dead

before 1611 V. S. The question has an important bearing on the dates

of the two Revayets in which the name of Rana Jaisang occupies the

place of honour, but its discussion must be deferred for the present.

The provision made for the widow of Rana Jaisang, the Seventy five

Tankas to be given to her out of the common funds and the two

trousers and four sadrds, which were thought sufficientTfor a year's

wear supply curiously realistic illustrations of the prevailing poverty

and the exceedingly low standard of comfort. The reference to the

"cattle, bullocks, horses and servants" of Meherji is also not without

interest.

* * *
-^^A <HI<{1^ 5hiCm^.

* * *
^^(^>0 ^^\ <\m

* * *
l^.^<\ Mlf^<

* * * *
>icl 5H. (>lt^R25

* * * *
^-M. (^id-^si-Pi ^hiCm^I

^ ^>il^ MICH «nlHl. 5H. ^^\'^ C-Q^H ^(^
'

* * *
i^lPl 5hih[^1 s^iioic-Q Q(^

* * *
ailMlC-ipi an. fH<fe^

Pi Ct. H^^lCll* Hi^jl >l<iV^' M^.niCH -^

34 Mody, The Parsis at the Court of Akbar, 170—171.
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*
'>t(c-i5Hl< -Sl^Q OA^. an ^ir<^r{[ Midi

* * • *
"MK^ft ^4R^lcl^* 5M. ^I^'^kI

^i^i'ft 5hih(^ Jiiw oflciKl >li^ nid

«iy ffnaJi ct«ii ^^ iidi'ft <H?ft ^ ^11^^*11

il'i^ M<1^. lf\m{^ cl^, ^Hl ^s.lM^l ^
^Ct * -^

^l^l'n-ll <1HI ^^^ <HlVjPl

^ii H^>a =^i'>-a ^m ^A[\ ^ 'Aim<\[

i^l^ «S<:-{l(to (BrCl'Pl Mlf^Kl »(|rl

^i^icfl ci^>ii^i 5H^i^ i[^ «>j«*i»Hici

^^l * i^ ^<k^ <H[\f r\m 5>il (>i^^5i)

5>ilMi^^ qr-lp.. SH^ ^fi Ct^lCf^Hl'd

^l^ ^(c-i^Hl aniiPl 411^ 2iW ff^laa aHi<l

ini ^ hVt) X<^ ^[{{^[^ ^ iW <|aMc(l

'n^^fl cl. >i<^1=A >iic-i:yii SH^fi^ R(l=ft

^^. 5HM* ll^fl 5H. ^Ri'oiHl ^l5l 5;i. ,fe^i'oi,ti t^^

>ii (ici^i ^i5^>no4Ri,^ ^(^ <Hr-i(^
* * (^

}ii ^5i m'.^Ph ciic-iPi [kd ct^ii ^i^flPi ^*il) ^9H ^'ii * *

ti^4 9tiW an. ^Rl'^Hi <li^i ct^il ano (>if^^2i) ^-ircSl ^i(u an^dn ^(h

<HPi p^a^^i <Ki2i»

f^ ^l-HHri* 9ii HU ^H K9m[ ifi ^=^ C-ifvHa RH ^IMl^HlHl.

a>i^ •HdlPl =»H^ «U>H

\ CHI ^^ani^ ^ivsi shM* <l«tl S5 ilfcl ^^^ i^«K'

\ CHI ^^\H ^1*1*^1 ^^' ^5l eft %^ -HCcHaHi

\ CHI "^^^^t ^l^'^ a>il ^Rl'>Kl Cli^l 3 ^<fe^
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bought, along with the tenement upon it, from the Gardis ^^
is allotted

to the three brothers. A narrow alley on the north side of the big

family-house [which seems to have gone to them] is to be divided

equally and used in common. The moveable property in cash, bullion

furniture, glazed earthenware, chests, etc. is to be divided equally,

[half going to Meherji and the other half jointly to the three sons

of Hoshang]. The old mother of Hoshang is to occupy and use and

sleep in that part of Hoshang's house which is on the North-west.

She is to be given 75 Old Tankas Pratabshra out of the common

funds, and is also to be provided with 2 pairs of trousers and 4 Sadras

every year [by the parties jointly]. All the Tad trees, wild date trees,

and lands, Miyas as well as Inam, are to be divided similarly, so that

half would goto Meherji and the other half to "the three brothers,

sons of Hoshang. The charges incident to all claims made by the

state and of all presents and gifts to officials are to be borne in the

same proportion by the parties. The agreement is to be observed.

Written by me, Mahyar Waccha.

Written by me, Jaisang Hoshang.
Written by me, Khurshed Hoshang.
Written, by me, Bahman Hoshang.

All debts and liabilities also are to be paid in the same propor-

tion, half by Meherji, and the other half by the three sons of Hoshang.

Roz (day) Avan, Mah (month) Avan 16 12, [Sixteen hundred

and Twelve]. Whatever debts there may be are to be divided equally.

36 Gardi was the designati;)n of an old Parsi family. In the verv old

Namagrihan, or "List of deceased Zoroastrians" appended to tlie Bkagarsatk
]'anshdvli, there are nearly a hundred names of men and women belonging to the
families of Gardi Ilachii. Asa and Gardi Mahiyar wsdin, and almost every one
of these names ii prefixed by the letter 'Jll' (pp, 232-3.). Indeed, the surname still

exists am.ong us, and the death of a young lady ot that family was recorded
but recently m the ['^>-mi famskcd of the 14th of February 1916. The meaning of the
word is exceedingly obscure, and it would be fruitless to mdulge in conjectures
connecting it with the European Guard or Gardt (cf. Ibrahim Khan Gardi, Shivram
Gardi (Kathyawar Gazetteer, 480), or with Gdrudi, ^\\i\, (Snake-charmer) ox

Gadri, ^nifl^ Keeper of sheep. The Gardis were Voras, or small traders, and
Behedins or laymen, and it is quite possible that in the well-known Navsari surname
of Garda, we have a survival of the ancient family designation in a slightly altered
form. The name of Ratanji Kausji Garda occurs in a Petition presented to Nawab
Toghbeg Khan of Surat by several Parsia in 1736 A. O. P&rsi Pr*kash 853.
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We have next to consider a paper which is dated sixteen years

later, and which is curious for the mention of the name of Muhammad
Hussain Mirza in conjunction with that of the rightful King Muzaffar

III, in such a manner as to imply that they were joint sovereigns.

It is fairly well-known that Muhammad Hussain had taken advantage
of the weakness of Muzaffar and the internecine strife in Gujarat

to usurp the authority in Surat and Broach, and it was to him and

to the other turbulent descendants of the house of Timur who had

revolted against Akbar and sought refuge in Gujarat, that the armed

interveiition of the ' Great Mogul
'

in the province was mainly due.*'

It appears from this writing that a piece of land at Ghelkhadi

was sold in 1628 V. S. ( 1572 A. C.) by the brothers Minocheher

Bahman, and Nusherwan [ Bahman Manek J Changa to Meherji

Rana for 104 Tankas. We have seen how a nephew of Changs

Asa's had been forced by the pressure of debt, to sell a house to Rana

Jaisang in 1595 V.S. VVe now find two of Changa Asa's great grand-

sons parting, probably from a similar inability to meet, their obliga-

tions, with a piece of land which was their joint property, to Rana

Jaisang's son, Meherji. !• deed, there is reason to believe that the

best days of the Changa Asa family terminated with or soon after

37 Sult~in MirzS, a prince of the house of Tamerlane, had come to India with Babar

and rebelled against Humayun. He had four sons and three nephews. They
revolted at Sambhal in the reign of Akbar and were "

compelled to fly to Guzerat

(1566) : yet they there sowed the seeds of future troubles which only ended with

the subjugation of that Kingdom.
• * * fhe Mirzas took refuge in their

flight with Chcngiz Khan. Their extravagant pretensions soon drove them into

a quarrel with their protector ; and after some partial success, they were expelled

from Guzerat and made an attempt to seize on Malwa, not long after the taking of

Chitor in A. D. 1568. Akber forthwith sent an army against them, but its services

were not required, for Chengiz Khan had in the meantime been assassinated, and

the Mirzas returned to Guzerat to take advantage of the confusion which followed.

Those confusions continued to rage without intermission till the year 1572, when

Akber was solicited by Etimad Khan to put an end to the distraction-; of GtzerTt by

taking the Kingdom into his own possession." Elphinstone, Ilislcry of India, e<3.

Cowcll. 504, 507-8.
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the death of MSnek Changa. We know from the Saledeed of 1517

A. C. (923 A. H.) that Manek was Desai of the township of Navsari.**

His son, Bahman, the father of Minocheher and Nusherwan, would

appear to have died, during the life time or very soon after the

death of Manek, leaving these two boys, who were both very young.

It is not at all improbable that, during their minority, their affairs

were mismanaged, and themselves involved in financial embarrass-

ment by the negligence or dishonesty of their servants. It is certain

that the prosperity of this Behdin family was slowly declining*,

and that of Meherji Rana and his son Kaikobad simultaneously

growing during the last quarter of the i6th Century.

^'^ct \\\^ ^-I'OH mu ^m \i<r/ mv^H\ ^^ ^ -iinM'i'H i^

aHM^4 ^"HltcH Ml^i [^'. i"Hr4 H^HIMI^ M'^A^'a H^fclMl ^ll Hi '*\[!kW ?\^^i

^ci'-MKiiRi I0Y ^1 ihi ^5iy,(^HR 2^\% >iiQ PnU'd^Hn ^*'n'CH

•»in?a =^i5ii<l ^ <|5i ^ ^ar-i am oiHl icj y^ci ^tvici ^'a^iU-U ^'<\x

"Hdi^^Qi^ <^514 Hi ^Jlr-ll-l ^4*PQ ^AW:iVd H^lct 5HlH(3 ^{^'4 Ma H^

5na^ '-na'^i. aa^ ^i*^

*^^'d % ^.^'ia ^-iivMi 5Hi>H

*' About the year 1500, the people of Surat asked Imad-ul-Mu!k Rumi to whom Surat
was at that timi assigned, to remove th.2ir governor, Kha.liwand Khlii. As
Khudawand Khan refused to resign, Imiid-ul-Mulk advanced a^^iinst him, and oa
his reaching Surat, Khudawind Khan igreed to sab.iiit. Bat hjplan.iel tiev:!K*ry,
and invitmg InK-,cJ-u!-Mulk to an entercain nent, had him assassinate .1. Ciungiz
Khiin, Imid-al-Mu!k's Son, marched against Surat, and engaging the ro;tiig'ise
as aUies, took the fort and slew Kh.idawmd. //t i^Ti, Swat fell into ih". h%n is of
//i£ yT//;-3aj', then in rebellion against the Emperor Akbar, The Mirzi-i strengthened
the fort and prepared for resistance. In the beginnin? of 1573 (Jaunuy 13th),
Akbar arrived before Sunt, and after a vigorous siege which lasted (or ab:)jt six

weeks the Jort surrendered." Romhay Gaz'tteer, Vol. II, (Surat], p. jz. See also

Dow, History of Hindustan. Vol. II, 243 (Ed. 1812).

38 See Ante, p. 157.
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In the [Vikram] Samvat year 1628, Roz (day) Maraspand
Mah ( monthj Aban, here in Nagmandal ( i.e., Navsari ) when

Padshah Shri Muzafifar Shah^® was conducting the government

triumphantly together with Padshah Shri Mahammad Hosein Mirza,

when the executive authority ( 'Amal) was in charge of Miran Sayyid

Kamal, and with the cognisance or consent of a body of five

persons of good family {or scribes)
—To A[dhyaru] Meherji Rana from

Minocheher Bahman and Nuserwan Changa who have given this in

their own handwriting. We have sold to you for ever
( //A as long'

as the moon endures ) for 104 One hundred and four PratabaharS

Tankas of the old [stamp], all our wild date-trees {Khajurdn) in Ghel-

Khadi together with the land. All the land and all the wild date-

trees that are ours in Ghel-Khadi have been sold, for as long as the the

moon endures, to A[dhyaru] Meherji Rana by Minocheher Bahman

and Nuserwan Changa. This agreement is to be observed.

Here the Signatories.
' Here the Witnesses,

Written by me Minocheher Bahman. Luhurash Kayya, witness.

Nuserwan Changa*". i Sahyyar Cbayyan, witness.

I Manka Hira, witness.

I Narsang Manek, witness.*'

39 This was Muzaffar III.—the boy Natthii or Nannhu or Ilubbu who was set up by
'Itamud Khiin Gujaiali as puppet king in 968 A. H. and driven from the throne by
Akbar in gSj A. II. (1561 A C—1572 X. C). Briggs, Ferishta. IV. 155-165.

>jo Minocheher Bahman's name is found in the Revayet-i-Klus Kimdin (my Rev^yet -WS.

folio 213 a), in the Pipxliawidy In^m document of 1629 V. S. ( t';73 A. C ), Mody,
Op. Cit. 156-7, and th^; Letiier of introduction brou'xht by Faridlii Mxrzh^n from
the D.isturs of Ir.in which was adJressed to D.istur M jhirji RXni, D.istur M jshan?
Asv, Behelin Minocheher Bahmxn an i Niushirw5:i CnTnjjli. «i. R. Uow"il{a,'s

Lithograph of Ouah II )rmi'!dy.lr's Revlyet. II. 3^)7-3 ail 411. Thi langaiTje of

extriofdiniry deference in which the la?t two inlvilials, Mim:'ii'ier ;in 1 his

brother Niushirwln are spoken of, indicates thit they were the acknowlei^ei
leaders of the N.ivsiri' community about the tim? the letter was wfittea— vhich

unfortunately bears no date, but which West conjectures to nave been written

about 1570 A. C. Gruniriss dsr Iranischen PMlolo^ie, II. 125.

41 This Narsm'X Manek's name occurs in a Saledeed of V. S. i5n. which is includai

in this banJle. The name of his brother NIgoj ^linek occurs in Kaus K^imlin's-

Revaeyet.
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Another Saledeed of five years later shows Meherji Rana—who

ts called here Meherji Waccha on account of his having been adopted

by his uncle Waccha Jaisang—again purchasing "some real property"

in the shape of a small house adjoitiing his own, from the owner,

Patel Khurshed Chjicha. The price, Ten Tankas Pratabahra is

sufficient to indicate that the dwelling of Patel Khurshed must have

been of the class so graphically and contemptuously described by
the opulent French jeweller.

It may be not unworthy of notice that after this date, 1633

V. S. C1577 ^- C), the Pratabahra Tanka is not mentioned, and that

even here, the debt is said to have been one of long standing. This

is not at all difficult to understand if we bear in mind that Gujarat
was conquered by Akbar in 1572 A. C. and that the old Currency of

the Gujarat Sultans must have been, in consequence, superseded by
the issues of the Mughal mints. Indeed, our Museums contain

numerous specimens of Akbar's coinage put forward from the

Nahrwalla Pattan and Ahmadabad mints, soon after the conquest.**

c^iMi^ "H'^^^c-i ^a"Hqii. 5Hi. -^r^Kz^ ^i*c5i MR-rHict "mQc-i -^i^'^ ^iri ^im

Hm?(l "HI. "^^^^^^llt^ \li C-d^l feH ^^Sl '*ilQ Ml- "Vi^^fs P4< ^l^l ^11*11^

\o r^'HlS^^
* *

5HI. >l^<25 "-H'cSl^ anM(3 ^C^ iW m. -I'd.

42 II. Kelson Wright, Catalogue of Coins in the Indian lluseum. Vol. Ill, passim. R. B,

Whitehead. CataIogueofCoinsinthePunjabMuseum.Vol.il, passim.
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\%. >ll^a =«HWl ^I'^H

In the [Vikram] Samvat year 1633, Thirty-third, on Roz (day)

Muhu[r], Mah (month) Amirdad, here in Nagmandal, (z. e. Navsari)

when the Padshah Shri Akbarshah was reigning triumphantly, when

the executive authority (^Afual) was with the Khan Shri OuHch

Muhammad Khan ** and with the cognisance or consent of a body of

five persons of good family ((9^ scribes). To A[dhyaru] Meherji Wacchl

from Patel Khursed Chacha Asa who [has given this] in his own

handwriting. To wit, Pa[tel] Khursed Chacha had borrowed from

A[dhyaru] Meherji Waccha 10 ten Pratbahara Tankas of the old

[Stamp], in cash. In return for the value thereof, Pa[tel] Khursed

has sold in, perpetuity, (lit. as long as the moon endures) and with all

its four boundaries, the house of Asa Sahyar, which he [the Patel],

had taken * *
*, to A[dhyaru] Meherji Waccha for tea Tankas.

This agreement is to be observed.

43 The fort of Sural was surrendered to Akbar on the 23rd of Shawwal 980 A.H, ( 1573

A.C. ). Nizanvuddin Ahmad tells us that the Emperor went to inspect the

lortress on the next day and that he placed "the government, (///. the guarding) of

the fort and iiic adjoining district," {Harh-sai-i-Qilaa Sural wa an ndhiyah) io

the charge of Qulij Muhammad Khan. Tabaqat-i-Akbari, Lucknow Lithograph,

298-99 ; Elliot and Dowson, V. 3:0. We may reasonably suppose that Navsari

was included in this Ndhiyah, or adjoining district. This charge Qulij Khan

appears to have retained for many years. He is spoken of as the Jagird?r of Surat

in 992 A. H. ( 1584 A.C. ), Tabaqat, ib. 3i;5 ; Elliot and Dowson V, 434, and
he rendered good service during the rebellion raised by Muzaffar Gujarati in the

province in that year, (Elliot and Dowson V. 435-37). Indeed, Nizamuddin tells us, in

another place, that Sultan Khwajah, the Mir-i-Haj, or leader of the pilgrim caravan \o

Mecca—reported from Surat tliat he was unable to pursue his voyage without a
Pass ( qaul ) from the Portuguese. Qulij Khan was thereupon ordered to secure the

passes from the Europeans and Succeeded in doing so with the assistance of Kalyan-
rai Baqqal, a merchant of Cambay. Elliot and Dowson, V. 402-3. His connection

with Gujarat does not appear to have terminated before 996-97 A.H. ( 1588-89 A.C. ).

when he was ap;)ointed assistant to Todarmal—the Diwan of the Empire. Lowe,
Badaoni. IL 376-77 ; Elliot and Dowson. V. 457.
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Here the signatures Here the Witnesses.

Pa[tel] Khursed Chacha A[dhyara] Chandnji Kaka,.

for ten Tankas *
witness.**

given it to A[dhy5ru] The house has been sold for

Meherji Waccha certain. No claim [is to be nnade

hereafter].

I Vu[hra] Khursed Asa,

witness.

I A[dhyaru] Tadam Rustam^

witness.

I Pesitan Jiva A[dhyaru],
witness.

I A[dhy5ru] Faredun Kamdin,

witness.

I A[dhyaru] Movad Saher^

witness.

1 A[dhyaru] Narsang Mihirvan,

witness.

I Gardi Mihirji, witness.

1 Vu[hra] Movad Asa, witness.

I have next to invite your attention to a private letter written

from Lahore by the Nuserwan [Bahman Manek] Changa of the

Sale-deed of V. S. 1628, to his mother Bai Dhanai in Navsari.

The exceedingly respectful manner of address, the genuine

solicitude for the welfare of all the members of the family the

resigned and hopeful tone in the midst of adversity, and the loving

remembrances sent to the "
worshipful aunts J asi iand Shahzan, and

Hira and Mahlan" cannot fail to produce a very favourable im-

pression upon our minds as to the character of the writer. It would

seem that Nuserv/an and his son Kuka [or Kaikobad] had been, for

some reason not stated, thrown into prison at Lahore. They were,

44 Ervad Chfndna Kaka's name occurs in the two documents of 163.1; and 1636 V. S,

( l.<;79 and 1570 A, C. ) by which the Anjuman of Navsari, conceded to Meherjt
Rana the first place, and constituted him, of their own free will, their spiritual

head—Mody. Op. Cit. 147-I51.
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it n:ust be remembered, hereditary Detais of Navsari, and were,

as fuch, resporsible for the pa}ment of the Revenue assessment of the

Tcunship. It is rot unlikely that they were treated as defaulters,

and placed under restraint on account of their inability to meet

ihe state demand. They declaie that they were, under God, indebted

for their deliverance to the gocc; cffices of [Dastur] Kaka (Kaikobad)

Mehtrji [Kara], who had pi r>ued the Emperor with entreaties on

their behalf "day and night, hurgry and thirsty." They add that it

was cut of their power to. rewEvd his service there and then, and they

therefore request that a shop j.nd a garden of theirs in Navsari should

be handed over to Bai Kiki the wife, and Mahrnush the son, of

Dastur Kaikobad. Unfortunately, there is nothing to indicate the vear

in w hich this interesting epistle was penned, though the Parsi day and

month are mentioned. It is consequently impossible to say whether

the Emperor with whom Dastur Kaikobad had some influence was

Akbar or Jehangir. We know that the two Farmans by which the Jagir

of 300 Binghas of land was bestowed upon Dastur Kaikobad Meherji

Rana are dated in the 40th (1003 A.H.) and 48th ( 1011-12 A. H.)

years of Akbar's reign.*^ We also know that Akbar's head-quarters

were at Lahore from the 6th Rabi looi A. H. (Thirty-seventh Regnal

year) to the 21st of Aban 1007 A. H. (Forty- third Regnal year), except

for a few days' Shikar in 1003 A. H. and a short trip to Kashmir in

1005 A. H.*^ It is not very likely that these Farmans were obtained

without personal solicitation at Court. At the same time, it is also

possible that the letter w^as written in the reign of Jehangir. In any

case, it is certain, that the date is somewhere between 1590 A. C. and

1610 A.C., for the Desaiship itself was transferred to Dastur Kaikobad

about 1608 A. C.t7 He does not appear to have been very happy for

the acquisition, but there can be little doubt that he held it for some

years. Indeed, I possess two old copies of a Persian petition addressed

to the Emperor Jehangir by Dastur Kaikobad, who also tasted when

his turn came, the sweets of a Mughal dungeon, and was released only

45 Mody. Op. Cit. 102, 125.

46 Abul Fazl, Akbarnameh. Bibl. Ind. Text. III. 630, 655, 721. 74S«

47 Farsi Prakash. p. 10 and note.
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after many appeals for mercy, and the endurance of rnucli sufTering-

and hardship.

ll: =t'-l>(l ^fl !i^U^ >^i[^ ^0/ •Hlcll?^ ^ H-llVJ ^l ^l*>l^ct ana ^[%\ "^^HM

^^^•Hld [41] V^. \[^[ <r/cl M <H<Q) ClStl^l [^]MRR C-l>H'M ^HMV^I ^Hl.

=H*cll ^'i^>i ^l?,R CMCf i^^l a<4^^^ ^i;l25^ ^ Mi'J>'4'-(l <l[>ll<l]
MRl >ll-

i^a^i cl 5Hi<\ ^1-4^ ^r'>ir4 !;-<^i. o{\{ a>ti JjIJjI >i(l^5:?2Jl 5>i$i'.:fl -vH^rncl Hf5|l

MR ^ tm\ (v9 M*i^ diii^ ci<4!/ii M'(^^* <^ iiiisiJ^ ^{u^l^'-d V5ii «»aJl

* ^ iiW ^ct <^ ^ ^iHl^ cl^ ^l-^a hi[^. cliCHH 2:i5^£5<l iil£5-

<ll. 5>.«r^<Hl C-iWl s^ip-ft^ '^ ^pH d«il ^UtJ JA?A 5HI. QfS'^l?.^ 2i(^>CtH H^

^UjJ (|aH ct4 R^ ^'^ <V (i'.^ 2H(|4 t'l>H^l<3 r^ C*ili* ani ilil^ (m^ =yu(H

H?v >ii:^ flvt>(l di "Mi^ ^\[<^'^ ell. Mi^ tCl*<i ell. ^a>{l >ii^rH'i^^

anai^ 4>i^lil< i'^M. "^

48 :f«^^ Sans, ^f^ff, ^4^31!^^ May it be well. Aa exclamation of benelic-

tioo : Hail.

kiM^ AW, 'intire, whole : %i"X-toge<her : Vi^ to throw. (BelsSre).

a»<MV>l., aHH3-'4 And moreover. »ud further.

a(i5ft5«fl, (a<^'c5qj r^? o«<l., f^:ii3iti>n1. ( from S:tns. f«tR, long ) : loa» lived
;

iin.iiortai, eternal. .^3 an djective, it is ussJ with refeience to a rela-

tive yoaiigQ:- than the speaker. ( ilelsare ),

<t"l(i(3, probably '\>il\, plain, open field, waste land.

sis^M, elsewhere spelt ^(k^^, wife, mistress of a house. Sans. 2ii^'3|l, wife^

^f, houac Mla?i\ h^el»fe^»?i'. Sans, ^^v to ask.
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May it be well.

To the worshipful mother Dhanai and all the other members

of the family in Shri Navsari town, Nusherwan sends a message

of greeting from the town of Lahore, Matters here are well;

write to us news of yourselves. Next, it was written in the letter which

was in the handwriting of A[dhyaru] Rustam that the marriage of

Bai had taken place. It was well [that it was] done. Have no

fear (or anxiety). The Lord will do everything well. Kukajl

also, (May he live for ever),*° will be sent later on to you and

he will take care of you all. Next, A[dhyaru] Kaka Meherji^" has

done us great service. Night and day, hungry and thirsty, he

was in attendance upon the Padshah and got us released [fronni

prison ]. The [real] Deliverer is [of course] the Lord, but you

may take it as certain that we owe our liberty to the good offices

of Kakaji.
* * » ^g j^^j nothing that we could give

him or with which we could gratify ( i. e., reward ) him, Kukaji,

then, (May he live for ever), said * * and we gave him

as a present the shop relating to Gangu and the meadow and

garden. Kukaji, (May he live for ever), and myself have signed

the deed of gift. Now you must invite Bai Kiki the wife of

Kaikobad, and give her the shop and the garden so that

she may take possession of the same. Dismiss the Bania who

has opened his shoo [there], and [tell him] that the shop has

been given away in gift to her and that he must pay the

rent to A[dhyaru] Kaka's family {lit. house) and get a receipt in

writing from Mahrnosh Kaka, May he live for ever.

49 Kuka rir Kaikobad was the name of Nusherwan 's son- He is the Behdin Kaikobad
Naushirwan of the Revayet of Kaus Mahyar (970 A.Y. l6or A.C.). Parsi
Prakash. 839. In the Revayets of Rahman Aspandiar of A. Y. 99";. ( 1626-27
AC.) he is spoken of Behedin Sheth Kuka. Ibid. p. I1-13. M. R. Unwalla,

Lithograph. II. 149, 158.

50 Dastur Kaikob~d. son of Dastur Meherji Rana appears to have been known by the
name of KakS ( Uncle ). The Colophon of the Oarabnameh, of which a copv was
procured for bim by Nusherwan Bahman Manc-k Chan':ja, i. <?., by the writer of this

letter, from the Library of the Emperor Akbar himself, shows the connection that
existe 1 bet .veen these two persons, and also that Nnushirwan was a man of some
nfluence at Court Mody, Op, cit. 172-74.
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Do not have any anxiety about expenses. We shall

ascertain (///. inquire) everything through the person who will

come later. Write to say if all the children are in good health

(lit. playing ) and continue to make [ kind ] inquiries about Bai

Pomi, Bai Makai, and Hansiai. Write letters [ conveying ]

news of yourselves, if you know of any one going [from Navsari

to Lahore]. Also write what the marriage ceremony has cost.

[Kukaji], (M ay he live for ever), will pay all debts. Other

inquiries we shall make in the letter of Kukaji, ( May he live

for ever). Roz (day) Bahman, Mah (month) l)ai.

Convey our respectful homage (Namashdr') to our worshipful

aurl Jasi, aunt Shahjan, aunt Hira and aunt Mahlan.

A paper of V. S. 1697 (1641 A. C.) furnishes another example

of the amicable settlement of a dispute between Dastur Mahrnusah

Kaikobad [ Meherji Rana ] on the one part, and the three sons of

Vohra Jamshed, on the other. The name of one of the four umpires-

Ervad Meherji Chandna, is not without interest, as it is, probably,

that of the priest who subsequently made common cause with

Ervad Minocheher Homji and joined the latter's party with his four

grown-up sons. If so, he must have reached, if not passed, the

"the three score years and ten" of the Psalmist, when he threw in

his lot with the seceders after the ferment of 1686 A. C.
"^

The award of the Umpires shows that the Tanka PratabahrS

was no longer current, and we now hear of Changiz Khani Mahmudis

in their stead, which are known from other sources, to have been

current at this time in Surat, Broach and other parts of Southern

Gujarat/^ The new thing that the document teaches us is that the

people's own name for these coins was Chhapri-^ W'Ord which I have

not found in any Gujarati Dictionary, in this particular sense.

51 Parsi Prakdsh, 846 note.

52
" The traveller Mandelslo in 163S A.C. says that the Mahmudis made at Surat of

a very base alloy are worth about twelve pence sterling, and go only at Surat,

EarodI, Broitschia (Broach), Cambaiya and those parts. They were twenty-six

pftyse in his time to a Mahmudi and fifty-four to a rupee.
• * * Mr. E.

Thomas, Numismatic Chronicle, Vol. Ill, Third Series, quotes Sir Thomaa
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^u^«v(^l «Hff/^i'v sH'Mc-i an^n^ 'I'Hm ^1 ^i^c-mc-i^i ^xbui >lcii ^l <»air<>{l^iH

WmU M'^^i-i MclMcltS a>{L ^^^^l^l "^S'-ni^ "HR^^-lKn ^^ ^iri^<rrH^a ClU %[

?/dH <^ci 5H^i s^viRi qd'^Q Qi>{l anio >i(i5Pii^ "^i^HiH Miti ^dl cl'ri ^i>a

la* ^'- ^l^l ^t*"-^ a^- 'HtCla>{R^ di. ^l. >lici?4' <HPl':il'^^ dl. «5V>i^a

M£*>i^ dl. HRl ^^IM'Q ^nni^^' tCl^ (|J3 d^ i[% i^<3 (|a
d 5H>^1^ <r/*^l

^5^{R in^d <^dR(3 5Hl<r/ "H^ 3>i>lR 5Hlo >ltJ,^Pim "^i^il?. ^Uq ^^^^ ^Vif

d^ill^* i^ £IH ri{[ *^[yp:\ xi2(l^ 5^"^ H^a^ 5H>ll ^li C-Q^ ^ 3^^8l

Herbert as saying about 1676 A.D., 'a Mahmudi is twelve pence, a rupee two

shillings and three pence.'
"

Bayley, History of Gujarat, 16, note. The Mirat-i-

Ahviadi also informs us that the Changizi Mahmudi was current in the P«jrt of Surat

and the districts of Baroda, Dabhoi, Godhra and Nandod. Bayley, Ibid. 12, 13,

14. That writer gives twenty-five lacs of Rupees as the equivalent of fifty lacs

of Changizis, and, in another place, declares that fifty lacs of the latter

were equal to only twenty lacs of the former. ( lb. p. 14). The value of coins

often varied in India not only from time to time, but also from place to

place, and we may, therefore, take it that the Changizi Mahmudi was equal to

between 2/5 and j^ of a rupee, i. e., between 6 and 8 annas.

The name Changizi is derived from Changiz Khan who was, during the last ten

years of the reign of Muzaffar HI, the most important person in Kouthern Gujarat,

and it may be said with truth that the disorders wliich followed upon his

assassination by Jhujhar Khan Habshi in 157 1 A. C. precipitated
the fall of

the Gujarat Saltanat. Briggs, Ferishta, IV. 155-163, "These Surat Mahmudis,
we may confidently affirm, are identical with the silver coins which Stanley Lane—-

Foole has designated in the British Museum Catalogue
• Coins ol Gujarat

Fabric.

Tliey are known only in silver and are of two denominations corresponding in

weight to the half and the quarter rupee,
* * * The dales on the specimens

known to me range from II. 985 to II. 1027." G. P. Taylor, Journal of the Bombay
Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, Vol. XXIL Ro. 62 (1908), p. 247. See also

Numismatic Supplement. II. Journal Asiatic Society of Bengal (1904) and Kumismatio

Supplement. VI. 1905, where these conclusions are fully established.
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«Hi'>ict h^ivf^ (?)M ^i ^-H'^i ^ci^ ^Hi y^ci 5;iio >le^R4m 'sv-niw ^la

53 »'<^»»'^'-l, Arab Breadth, and length. '^^^Hlt. A street stili exists in the Navsari

Mcta Fall i which is called ^^«|l=|li, and 'H^lllC-'l, is a surname there, which is

said to be derived from M^.U young l^nion trees, by growing which and their

fruit, these people are said to have made a living, cf. ^^Hl a small unripe

mango. Lut M\R<^[i may possibly be mi^[i as M^ilStl means "one who makeg
and sells wristlets'. Belsare quotes,

aiany Parsis were in the old days famous workers in wood and ivory, of which
the Chtidas of Hindu women were then and are still made, and the nickname
of the Kadmis (Chudigar) owes its origin to the fact that one of the earliest
followers of that sect made a living by this trade. "They (the Parsis) work
well,' says Hamilton,

"
in ivorv and agate, and are excellent cabinet makers,'*

A New .Account of the Eist Indies. I. i6l.

%!j Arab. Qat'a, a piece.

|iai ij , 3f§i3{, from ?,^'i'. siijinsr, statement,

|iaj HflaMrt : Dispute ; why and how
; Arab, Kaifiyat, from Z^ae/a—how.
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In the [Vikram] Samvatyear 1697, Roz (day) Mihr, Mah (month)

Tir, here in Nagmandal (Navsari) when the Padshah Shri

Shahjehan was reigning triumphantly and the executive authority

{Amal) was in the hands of * * Nawab Shri Majulmaluk,s4 and the

Shiqdar was Mehta Shri Vanarasidas and with the consent or

cognizance of a body of five persons of good family ( oy scribes).

To A[dhyaru] Mahrnosh Kaikobad from Vu[hra] Shapur Jamsed

and Vu[hra-Dhanji Jamsed and Vu[hra] Nadhla Jamsed, three bro-

thers, who have jointly and unanimously given this in their own hand-

writing. To wit, we were at variance about the land belonging to our

ancestors, which was in the possession of A[dhyaru] Mahrnosh Kaiko-

bad. A[dhyaru] Mehrji Chandna and A[dhyaru] Nusherwan Jamshed
and A[dhyaru] Hormaj Asd and A[dhyaru] Nauroz Hamjiar, these

four, have decided after consulting together (///. sitting together), that

25 Changiz—Khani Chhapris should be paid [by Mahrnosh Kaiko-

bad to us]. The length and breadth of this land : the length is 10,

ten gaz, the breadth is 22, twenty-two gaz. The details concerning this

piece of land are as under. Part I, which belonged to Vu[hra] Pahlan

Asa was given in gift [by him] to A[dhyaru] Mahrnosh Kaikobad;

Part II, which was Vu[hra] Mahiar's and Vu[hra] Mobad's
;

Part III,

which was Jamshed Padam's and had fallen to the share of my father's

grandmother. To all these, we had laid claim and these four persons

settled the dispute. Hereafter, we have no claim against A[dhyaru]

Mehernosh Kaikobad. None of the three brothers has any claim against

him. W^ have taken 25 twenty-five ChJidpris in cash and in lieu oi

that [sum of] money, have sold 10 ten gaz of land for as long as the

moon endures. The four boundaries of this piece of land are as under.

On the East Marur Wad, on the West [the property of
] A[dhyaru]

Mahrnosh Kaikobad; on the North, the public thoroughfare; on

the South, the piece [
of land ] once belonging to the Butcher

54 This Muizz-iil-Mulk wns first appointed Mtiiasaddi or Civil Governor of Surat ia

l'^4S A. H.
( 163^-9 A.C ) Miia-r-i-Ahmadi, Bombay Lithograph A H. 1307.

Parti. 233. Tie was made Diwan of Giijar?t in 1053 A. II. (Ibid. 23r-32), jnd
was a.,'ain appointed Mutasaddi of Surat as well as ol Cambay in 1057 A. II. (1647
A. C). Ibid. 235.
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(Q'^sdO bought by A[dhyaru] Mahrnosh Kaikobad from the widow of

A[dhyaru] Padam Chandna. This piece of land, with all its four

boundaries, we, three brothers, have sold to A[dhyaru] Mahrnosh

Kaikobad for ever, (lit. as long as the moon endures.) This fact

is beyond cavil or dispute. This agreement (//A writing) is to be

observed.

Here the signatories.

Vu[hra, Sapur Jamsed.

Vu[hra] Dhanji Jamsed.

Nandhla.

Twenty-five Mamudis^^

have come to hand. VVe have

no claim whatever against

A[dhyafu] Mahrnosh Kaikobad.

Here the Witnesses

A[dhyaru] Ardvan Suh-r.'-, l-.iess.

A[dhyaru] Hormaj son of As5.

A[dhyaru] Jamsed R5nji, witness.

Hosang Narsang, witness.

Bihram She[th] Kayya, witness.

A[dhyaruJ Nivroj Hamjiar, witness.

Vikji Jamshed, witness.

A[dhyarQ] Ranji Meherji, witness.

A[dhyarQ] Nusarvan Zamsedji,

witness.

She[th] Nahnji Kayy^, witness.

A[dhyaru] Khursed Chandna.

witness.

Meherji Chandna, witness. \

A[dhyaru3 Kersas Msherji, witness si

Chandji Shahiriar, witness.

We now come to ths second class of d3::uni^'its. Th^ earliest

of these is dated i6d3 V. S. (1552 A. C; an.l is r-xWy the seqael

of the agreemeiit of 159;) V. S., (I'SM A. C.) which is mentio.ieci

in the Parsi PrahUsk ('p. 8). It appears that the old understaniin

as to the division of the "Paii'hiki" onUnuel to be mi'iitaineJ

intact even after the arrival of the Smjaia priests in Navsari.

According to the traditional covenant fof which the first a'.ithe.itic

mention is found in the document of 1599 V. S. I5<|.3 A. C), ths

T3

55 This clearly shows that Chkapris and Mihm~iMs are identical.
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Bhagarias were entitled to perform all religious ceremonies in the

district between the River Par near Bulsar, and the River of Variav

near Surat, while it was the privilege of the Sanjanas to minister

to the spiritual wants of the Zoroastrians who were settled between

the river Dantora near Dahnii and that same river Par near Bulsar. ^'

The town of Damaun was consequently included in the Sanjana

jurisdiction and a priest of that family named Nagoj Dhayyan had

been sent in V. S. 1599 as their vicar or deputy on condition of

remitting to the General Fund, a Tanka and a half for every marriage

performed by him. This man appears to have "
given up the

benefice
" and resigned his charge of his own freewill, after some

years. The present document informs us that another priest, named

Jal Kamdin^^ was consequently sent to Damaun, on condition of

paying 12 Fadiyas for every marriage ceremony performed by
him in Damaun as well as Sanj'an itself. Here again, we find

those Fadiyas mentioned which we have encountered in the Persian

documents of 923 A. H. (1527 A. C.) and 952 A. H. 1545 A. C
and in the Mirdt-i-Sikandohri. It further appears from this paper

that Tarapore and even Manori^^ had a Parsi population at this

time and that they also were included in the Sanjana Paitthxk.

56 Pii7-si PraMsh, 1S-19, note, quoting Dastur Erachji Sohrabji Meherji Rank's Kdhbar-i-

Din-i-Zarihoshii, p. 229.

57 The name of Jal Kamdin occurs in the Revayet of Kaus Kamch'n. ( A.Y. 922.)

A. C. I5S2. My RevSyet Ms. folio, 212 b. A copy of a Pa'/.and Gujar.~ti y^/a/wj'*

A7i/;a!^' transcribed by him at Damaun in 1610 V. S. ( 1554 A. C. ) is still extant,

and its corrupt Sanscrit Colophon may be seen in Tehmuras*3 edition of

that work or in Shahriarji's Neriosengh's Sanscrit Writings. Part III. 48-49.

58 Manori is a village in Salsette, Thana district, five miles west of Boiivli station-

Bombay Gazetteer, Thana, XIV, 229.
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ani ^'H^ ^iQ ct(&4i 5^(i5Hi \:i) •«. ^ \ ell. 4. \ 'il ^iPh •H%<1 H*«t4

Whereas, A[dh)-aru] Nagoj Dhayyan has come away from

Daman of his own free will, the Anjuman has sent to Daman, for the

performance of Ceremonies, A[dhyaru] Jal Kamdin [who has

declared], "I will act according to what is written in this bond."

Whatever was settled on R02 (day) Spendarmad, Mah (month)

Amerdad, Vikram Samvat year 1608, Eighth, he shall continue to pay.

For every Vehvci (marriage with a virgin) and for every G/Mgharndr

(marriage between a widower and a v/idow), he shall pay 12, twelve

Fadi) as Sadhon (?). He shall pay for all the Vehvus and Ghagharnds
celebrated in Sanjdn and Daman. Whosoever perlorms the ceremony
shall pay the same. A[dhyaru] Jiva of the Sanjana [family] shall

perform all the ceremonies upto the boundaries of Tarapore, while

the Vehvds, Gliagharnas and Afrmgdns of Manori shall be celebrated

by A[dhyaru] Rana, for which also he shall pay 12 Fadiyas for every

Vehvd and Ghagharna. The fee for muttering the Bdj in Manori

shall be taken by A[dhyaru] Jiva. Jiva shall perform the ceremony.
So it is settled i^Sahifi).

An agreement made by the Anjuman of Navs§ri in 1655 V. S.

(1599 A. C.) next demands our notice. It would appear that the

ofificiating priests were occasionally in the habit of taking more

than their fair share of Daiuns^ Polis, eggs and other things

which had been brought for conseciation to the Agidri. A meeting-

51) i^l^iSi' ^r-qi, cf a><if?l-=ll'c ^RHl, ^il^l^'Hl- i. e , ^lltfd WJi^ll. M^ny of tlie Parsi

prayers appe ^r, in anciert times, to hiive b en chanted in u f.eitiiin way, of
wiiirh tlie knowledge id lost- Sioiue of t.he oldest piel;^8 are demonstrably
metrical tJe ce, ^i=!l^ ^IRHl-ineans

'

performirii^ reli^ioin cerein;.nie3,
like til Be relaingto niH'-.iagp and the recitation of tlie Gaihas alter deathr

M^fil. settled, fixe 1, cf ^iV; Hi?!, agreetrient contracts. ^?nRi>?ii; 'Pl'i^ji is

u cd even low amonj; I'arsis fur matriages between widows and widuwers.

S^-Mj. 1 lie remarriage of a widow, SiUis VfJ-a husbatid; (
i eisare ).

f&Vf'ir,
i~ a wuiiian wiil.out a tj^ or husband; ff

} te, iSa.iScrit Die-

tiouary, who quo.es the detinitiou 1%T% '^,%\ J\ Wf: ^\.
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of the Anjuman (in which the Behdins do not seem to have been

included) was consequently held and it was decided that whosoever

took more than a certain minimum, should be liable to punishment
A clause is also added to the effect that all business relating to the

Agiart should be done under the direction of Hirji Meherji, and

in the latter's absence, "of the other son" of Dastur Meherji Rana

We know that Meherji Rana who had been recognized as Dastur

in 1579 and 1580 A. C. left three sons, Kaikobad, Hirji and Behram

and that Kaikobad was his acknowledged successor. How then

are we to account for this arrangement ? The explanation is

that Dastur Kaikobad was a person who had more than one iron

in the fire and was probably at Lahore or Agra at this time, about

some business relating to his Tagir, It wos evidently necessary to

make some provisional arrangement during his absence, and the

manner in which it was made shows that the hereditary right of the

family of Meherji Rana was already so firmly established that there

no thought of choosing the absent Dastur's locwntenens except from

among his brothers.

The document is further interesting for the reason that the

famous Dastur Hoshang Asa-the guide and preceptor or the author of

the Qisseh-i-Sanj'dh,
—has attached to it his signature and added the

words—"Settled in our presence," words which testify to his eminent

position as well as to his having subscribed to the tem orary

arrangement of behalf of himself and the Sanjana section, of which

he was the leader.

*il 5HV>l«i ^^11^4*1 <M^l CHI. ^m^cl aHVHS ^Kii }RR ^^"^ <X-i^^
<^H\ <\l «nioV H^HIH ^1°-^

H^i|
5HIMI hR ^i<i'il^ Mlctl^ W'i ^l«^ ^)

"MR dl ^IC-U h) MR liri Cl?ll ^\) H^K\ h\i^ k) ^ <ll Ptsl ^) fH

^i^ <K\aH 2H^ =yiHi C-ftsH cl 5hV^4^ ^4Hfe^lR ^'^ 'ni<J^ H^l^H^Hl

\[{yi w^i^^a "4^^ iiw (3cii^ <iQ. ^9i ^IQ -i^ ^ ^r ^^i^aKl^ ^3131 ^[{k
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^^^t «CI^25^ H^ m iR <^4^l <C1^25 ^^^^ H«C\ ^»i^ ^<^ ^iiVi "01

\ ^l^l'^l ^<f1^ =1

1

C-ll ^m ^[y>{R ^["H

SHI <r/^r^i =(i<^2:i> ^m

1 C-l^Hcl'M =!>i. '^'MlC-l iRCl-l ^IM

1. i 11 aikl 5H Jfi>l^4 H4MlC-i ^if^

1 M^a'cl4 £?^-il

1 5HI. -^^^^i^ o\[im
*

1 5Mit^ ^/naii

To the Anjuman Shri of Navsari. From all the assembled priests,

who have agreed at a sitting [to the following]. Whosoever allots the

shares of the Bhagar shall, after giving his due to the holder of the BdJ^

take, as his fixed share only 5, five, breads 5, ^vq polls, 32, thirty two

Damns, and 2, two plantairs {Karole?'). Thus much only shall he

take and whosoever takes ^nore shall be [punishable as] an offender by
the Anjuman. No one sV all take away anything from the Frasast "

60 ^fcf'i Arab. Muayyan, fitted, settled allowance

i?|«, perhaps from che Sanscrit ^^f^, plantain ? Or perhaps i^KH, fruit (?)

MIXhI—i.-6. M»l, Sans.v"j^(gf, after .

>t?lirt Arab. Mushaqqat, Trouble, labour. Of these two documents, viz., those

of V. S. 1608 and V. S^ 1655, I possess, not the originals, but old copies only.

"A Frasast is a sacrecV cake marked on the upper side with nine superficial cuts (in three

rows of three each^ made with a finger-nail while repeating the words Humai, Hiikkt

Htivarshty
'
well-t jought, well-spoken, well-done ', thrice, one word to each of the

nine cuts. It is placed before the consecrating priest, but to his right, while the

ordinary sacred cakes are to his left (See Haug's Essays, pp. 396, 407, 408)". West,

S. B. E. XXIV, 352 note 2.

61

\

\.
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after the Baj is muttered. When the Damns for the Chashni arrive

and the general Chashni ceremony has been gone through, he (the per-

former of that ceremony), should take, besides his [customary] share

of the Chashni, only 1 5 things {Laruns) for his labour, but he shall

take nothing more. Roz (day) Khurshed, Mah" (month), Dai [Vikram]

Samvat year (1655)

Secondly, if there is any business relating to the Agiarv, it must

be done after asking [for orders] from Dastur Shi'i Meherji Waccha's

son Ervad Hirji. If E[rvad] Hirjee is not present, the other brother

should be asked [for orders] before it is done.

Roz (day) Khurshed, Mah (month) Dai [Vikram] Samvat year

1655-

Hoshang Asha, Witness.^^

Setteled in our presence.

E[rvad] Hirji Meherji.

Written by me Chanda Pahlan.

Written by me Bahram Faredun.

Written by me, Padam Rustam.

Written by me, A[dhyaru]

Dharpal Kamdin, witness.

Written by me, Chandna Sapur,

Witness.

Written by me, ChSnda

A[dhyaru] Kamdin Dhanpal,

witness.

Written by me Nuserwan Asdin

witness.

Written by me, Movad Sayer

witness.

A[dhyaru] Jaishang Ranji, witness.

ShahriySr Chayyan, witness.

Kuka Manek, witness.

62 The leading Signatory of this agreement is Dastur Hoshang Asa, the lineal descendant

of Khurshed Kamdin Sanjana of the Qissak-i'Sanjcm whose preeminent position

in the community after the death of Meherji Rana in 1591 A. C. ( Paisi Prakask, 9 )

I have pointed out ante (pp. 85-87). It has been seen that he was one of the four

notables to whom the letter brought by Paridun Marzban from Persia was addressed.

He takes the place of honour not only here, but also in the Revayet of Kaus Mahya ,

(970 A.Y. 1601 A.C. ), evidently in consideration of ihis great age. ancient lineage

and learning. Parsi Prakash 839; My Revayet Ms. folio i ; M. R. Unw<21la's.

Lithograph II. 451.
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Peshitan Jiva.

A[dhyaru] Khurshed Bahirim.

Sahiyar Hoshang.

Adar Ranan^\

A letter addressed by the priestsof Surat in V.S. i706 (1650 A.C.)

to Dastur Mahrnush Kaikobad is the next writing that arrests

our attention. The exceedingly respectful tone of the epistle and the

high encomiums bestowed upon their correspondent, show that Navsari

was, at that time, regarded b}' Parsis in every part of India as the

religious Capital of Indian Zoroastrianism, and that its Dastur was

acknowledged, even by the chief priests of other Panthaks, to possess

an authority and prestige superior to that enjoyed by the local leader

of any other congregation. This was probably due, in some measure,

to the fame and reputation acquired by Dastur Meherji Rana, but

the location in that town of the only Atash-Bahram then existing in

India had, we may be sure, not a little to do with it also. At any rate

it is certain that devout Zoroastrians from all parts of the country were

accustomed to visit the place, for the purpose of laying their offerings

before the Iranshah. It happened that a famous Parsi of those times-

Hirji Waccha Mody or Gandhi, to whom we are indebted for the

63 The names of Padam Rustam, Dharpal Kamdin, Chandna Kamdin Dhanpal, Nusher-

wan Asdin and Movad Sayer occur in both the documents of 1579 and 1580 A. C.

about giving the Dasturship to Meherji Rana. Mody. Op. Cit. 147-151.

Those;jof Bahram Faridun ( died 1622, Parsi Prakash, p. il ), Peshotan Jiva, and

Adar Rana occur in that of A. C. 1580 only.

Naushirwan Asdin was the son of the learned and laborious scribe Asdin I^ka, and

must have lived to a great age, as his name occurs not only in the two papers of

1579 and 1580 A.C., but in the Revayet-e-Kaus Mahyar of 970 A.Y. ( 1601 A.C, ),

and of Bahman Aspandyar 995 AY. ( 1626-7 AC.) Pdrsi Prakash. 839, II, 13 and

M. R. Unwalla's Lithograph of Darab Hormazdyar's Revayet, II. 451, 149. ^S^-

He has witnessed, besides, a saledeed of 1667 V. S. (1611 A.C.) which will be found

further on in this paper.
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'first Tower of Silence erected in Bombay Town and Island^* went to

Navsari for that purpose, accompanied by several priests from the

city of his birth-Surat. While there, he was given to understand by
the Sanjana brotherhood that within the precincts of their Atash-

Bahram, no other priests were entitled to receive any Xshodad or

gifts whatever, from the laity. Hirji Waccha acted accordingly, and

the Surat priests got nothing. They were, however, determined to

establish their rights, and after returning to their homes, they waited

in a body upon Hirji and proved to his satisfaction that the Sanjanas'

sole right to Ashodad was restricted by custom, to the two months

of Ardibehesht and Adar, and that as the visit in question had not

taken place in either of those months, they were entitled to receive

the customary gift of 2\ Faddiahs per head. This sum was cheerfully

given by the devout layman to every one of them, and twenty Dokdds

were given in addition, for the High-priest of Ncvsari himself, which

were forwarded to him with this letter and many apologies. In this

lengthy epistle, we have an ancient example of the pertinacity with

which the Athornans have always fought even for the most trifling

and insignificant of their perquisites and privileges. The paltry

sums given as Ashodad to all parties-2-^ Faddtdhs and 20 Dokdds-diXQ

further instructive as illustrating the comparative poverty of both

priests and laymen.

V9VII ^^4cl ^ Ji^l<l ^yn'Klcl ^351 ^l^ cl>llct*'H X<''*\ ^3il ^^^^-^l^K

'HCI4 >ilcr/^2H^^l ^l<!-/^4 (?) Mli ^4 \J^3ii^ M^lM^U^l H=h(^'§=^1

"^I'^C-l 4Jr-irn {\<YA(\ =.i<r/>ll4 "^-^-^H f,=HjJ^ ^ v9 "H^^WHiJ ^<^>ii'{l "^i-

mi ^'4^*4 5HH'^M^ctlM=. ct^/^cd ^icliHMyi^ (?) ^l =H'H>lcl ^<cl-ll "^4

c^Pl(5 ci qiciH^ ^^^d ^-m. <^i dvCl ^->iiM(3 Jr^(3 ^ ^4^ct ^nWd }i^A

64 P7irsi Prakdsh, 17 and note.
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<a>H^l ^'"KCl V9o\ c^5^H "Hni,. 5;^l^^ Xl^i ^"^'"A.

c^lo ^qjj 5HI ^ii ^[m<i M41 M^^^^i <Mia M^i i\^{[ hd^^r'j

C-ilo Mr-i'^li ii5.^W^^l^ ^{[ <^cl'H X^lcl'n ^a(^<fn^ 5Hl5^^l-l \'i[<k\.

65 V<td etc. /.<?. ^f^ %(l d<H^l^"l ^«lHirt '^«t^l''^^ (3rt^W>l MR>l^^w^.

^^Rl'-i*.
A term of address in letters. Worshipful. ( Belsare); M»>'«IW, "HH a^ilHIK

^^[:>A. (Narfua Kosh.) ^^^A'^l'i, Sans. 3?^, to worship : '^^^^ adorable^

worshipful. But it may just possibly be the Persian word Arzi'miyan, =tH^8*i»il'-<i't,

which is used in the Gujarati Shiriax Navieh of Rustam Peshotan, and is said in

the Glossary at the end of Ervad Tehmurass Edition, to mean SH^J^ ai^l, worthy

people.

'^•\ M'tlvi ^'^ti ^U 'K^'^: l"^ message. MHl^ ^ii^ti "ilt, May the Lord's Protection

be [over you]. It has been suggested that the correct reading

is I'H M'tliS ^»»'ti'Hlt, but the emendation is not at all necessary.

In the Petitions addressed by the Sanjana priests to Gangaji Bava ( Gaikwad ),

we read a^lMl W'<>»ti3ll a><^aMl3'll lA ^il RR W^. 41'inl i^T 'fl't^a'll S. Six of the

other signatories use the expression, 1< ^ RR ^IM Hl'l^, along with their

own names. Khergdm ni Agiarind Ka:eno Report, pp. 109- 1 1 1. In a letter written by

the Anjuman of Navsari to the Behdins of Div in V.S. 1797, we have the phrase \'\

^\H^A "^l£ <HR5*l. It is obvious that % oH ''ili^l't "lit would be nonsense in Persian.

iil'/^'l i.e. \w tl»i—Voice, mouthpiece. Sans. '^11^,
which also means herdsman.

( Monier Williams. ) H'a<fH?'Ml |l^(H means perhaps M-^H'^^ '^'^'^ \- )

3i?«(^i'l Belsare derives this Parsi word from the Sanscrit, y^-s^^lH, being comix)sed,

or written, from y-i* to write, and says it means,
"
deceased, dead." The meaning

is correct, the etymology erroneous. The word is really derived from the Pahlavi

Garddmdn, lit. the abode of song, which is the highest heaven, the dwelling of

Auharmazd. West, Pahlavi Texts. S. B. E. V. 294 n.

tM <'\ etc.—I^^ I^ 311^^ J^cTFT ^^^: TJ^cTR ^TfcT. ^^^irt,—W>irt with,

together with.

"jgaHi'i
i.e. ^+aH*'l, personal, peculiar to oneself. MM '^\h- [ Humble as ] the dust

of your feet; Persian, Khdk-i-Pdi ;

ii^ "iRtR Pers. Aa/i/i—shoe, Bardar, bearer.
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May it be well ! To the worthy of respect and adoration, most

excellent, exceedingly worshipful and adorable ( or worthy) leader of

the Mazdyasnans, Voice ( Shepherd ?) of the Religion (?) and pure

faith of Yazdan, (?)
—beneficent, master of more than five accomplish-

ments, renowned, religious, honoured by kings and adored, Dastur

Shri 7 Mahrnoshji son of Kaikobadji, (who is in Heaven)—of the

town {lit. place) of Navsari, may whose glory increase day after day.

We had accompanied Vu [hra] Shri 5 Hirji VVaccha to Navsari, during

his visit to the Firetemple. The Sanjanas told him that the

A[dhyarus] of Surat had nothing to do therewith {i.e., were not entitled

to receive any Ashodad in a Panthak other than their own). Relying

on that, the Behdin [Hirji Waccha] did not give us our due and said

that he would do so after making inquiries at Surat. Consequently,

we went to the house of Vu[hra] Shri 5 Hirji Waccha accompanied

by all A[dhyarus of the town.] Then Vu [hra] Shri 5 Hirji Waccha

was convinced and he asked other Behdins, who also told him that

their {i.e., the Sanjanas') sole right [to Ashodad] vvas restricted to

the months of Ardibehesht and Jdar. Then he gave [Ashodad] to

all at the rate of 2\ Faddiiihs per head. Your [Ashodad of] 20 JDok-

ddhs is sent herewith, which please acknowledge. Excuse any

discourtesy [of which we may have been unconsciously guilty]. And
write whenever there is any occasion for our services. [Vikram]
Samvat year 1706, Roz (day) Aniran, Mah (month) Adar.

Written by me, the Servant, A[dhyaru] Kuka Asawho sends his

Pandh-i- Yazdan bad ("God's blessing with you,") on his bended knees.

Written by me, A[dhyaru] Acche^^ "
Aspandiar who sends

his Pandh-i- Yazdan bad, (God's hlQssing with you,") on his bended

knees. Give my respects and compliments to all the priests

assembled.

66 This strange name is probably from the Hindustani Acchd, 'good.' A Shaikh Acche

is mentioned in the Tiizuk-i-Jehafi^ri as having been killed under

Shuja'at Khan in Bengal. Rogers and Beveridge. Trans. I. 209. Blochmann,

Ain-i Akbari, Tr.I. 521 note. The name of the Nawab of Surat in 1759 A. C. was

Miyan Acchan. Narbadashanker Lalshanker—Narviagadya, 225-6.
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Written by me, [the humble as] the dust of your feet, the bearer of

your shoes, A[dhy§ru] Rastam Peshotan who sends a hundred thou-

sand Greetings and Pamlh-i-Yazddn dad ("God's blessings") to you."

The latest of this group of papers is dated 1797 V. S. (1740 A, C),

and is a letter addressed by the Anjuman of Navsari to the Behdins

or laymen of the island of Div, which appears, for some unexplained

reason, to have been always included in the Panthak of Navsari. It is

common knowledge that the relations between the Sanjanas and

Bhagarias were about this time exceedingly strained, and the history of

the quarrel and the removal of the Iranshah from Navsari to Bulsar and

ultimately to Udwara is told at length in the Pdrsi Prakdsh. It

appears that a Sanjana priest had, some time before the date of this

letter, found his way to that distant island. Upon this, the Bhagarias

sent there a priest of the family of Daji and followed it up with a strong

letter of recommendation urging them to utterly discard and disown

the Sanjana and employ the Bhagaria only. The letter contains the

autograph signatures of several eminent Parsis of the eighteenth

century, Dastur Jamasp Asa, Desai Khurshedji Tehmulji, Desai

Manekji Jivanji (Folia) and of several others.—

^la ^u^Pi ^i^i'H Cl^'sr^ci ^i>i--ci '^^ivx ^ iX'\ '^vMk \.^ m \^\^

$il >l<^<2iJ dS^l \\\ ^ M "rXW^^ ^-l C-ftt^ils;) ct^l \\ ^ M. ii^-llSi) ^l ?^JA^2i>

67 This was probably Ervad Rustam Peshotan—the first Parsi poet of any note, and the

author of the Guarati Sidvax Namek in verse, which has been pubhshed by Ervad

Tehmuras . Anklesaria, and of a Zartosht N&meh which is still in Manuscript,

but which commences with a long eulogy of this very Mody Hirji Waccha. Parsi

Prakdsh 17 and note. The name of Rustam Peshotan occurs in the Revayets

of 1037 A. Y. K 1668 A,C.) and of 1039 A. Y. (1670 A. C), and also in a letter of

remonstrance addressed in 1053 A Y. (1683 A. C). by the Anuman of Surat to

the Sanana priests of Navsari about the pretensions the latter had then advanced

to performing Bdj Damn in Navsari, contrary to the established usage. Pdrsi

Prakask. lb and 844—5.
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M^l^ct ov>{l3>iciHi iPicv ^t^i ;.idi ^PHi ^141 4^ ci ^i*^i<l (H'^H'^n. <>{1.

•^Hl ^R<H iR ilTi' ^ S^'^^.'IR'HI ifeMil^l MRl i^r^^nl $ Pi (^ ^12HI^

^ICll^* iRil<y^ HVH^ ^.R^ i^L-Hf^. sh qiclHl ^H'Hl^l ^^ll ^ 2>i>ii 5H"<i»l>iri

Mi ClM fi4l ^l§ cil 2i)^->il^ ^ ^^i >H ^\ ^\Vd i'lM il<^ ^d"^«fn ^ 5HlaV

M'&liMl ilM i^l^i' *^L2H cl ^iMl^ Mllia H^. ci ^-^H-J^ -v ^Ml ci4 Ml^l^

ii(3l ct^i ciMf^l ^5>ii s^'Hctwl iiM -^ ci>li i^ia ^ ^i^'t =^"^1^ ^^>l^>li

^1=.^ bl'K ^^'^ ^ ^C-ft -^ il'H ll^H ci ^>H<ivl dl. an ^Hl^ ^ Mli^l^ ci

"Ml^l iiM <v ^12H ^ "^cvi 4 ^'i'tl <^ ilW i'lM il<?<' ^12H cl '4>Hcll ^«M

^r^d 1v9(^<s q<M ^l<^/ ^^M Ml^l ^HM'.f.l^ <H'Vi ci ^l(fl.

\ I^HPU 2H' '^^^ 5lll ^>(3?. ?.RR25«^ 42>ii ctl^^c^

1 ^l« ^Cl'4 'nli^liSi' 1=^-><1
M*R<ivt

\ i'Hcl^l4 i^Hl^U "^^^^l^ ci^^R2;)^l a=^l =tR<M

\ 5H-1 2^^-142^) ^l' MHiSii'd ^l^^ sniX^H ^l?. ^R<^

\ Si. iiti,^:i5>ii^ r^a'n25'{l ^^-ni <P4^

\ 5Hl «i)2iJ 5>{V^M'^^P.2i)^l &5HI "-IR^
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To the ever-fortunate and renowned friends of the Religion,

Behdins of the Port of Div, viz., Vo[hra] Shri 5 Kuvarji son of

Padamji (who is in Heaven), and Vo[hra] Shri 5 Manekji son of

Khorshedji (who is in Heaven), and Vo[hra] Shri 5 Riima Vohra son

of Mehrji (who is in Heaven), and Vo[hra] Shri 5 Darabji son of Libaji

(who is in Heaven) and Vo[hra] Shri 5 Kadvaji son of Fakirji (who ,

is in Heaven), May whose Good Fortune increase day after day !

From the Anjuman of the Adhyarus of the Great Da7'einekr of Shri

Navsari, who send their message of greeting, {or praise). To wit, by
the Grace of the Lord, things are here well and good. We have not

for some time received any letter anent }^our welfare and peace.

Please, therefore, write one with care. Secondly, Adhyaru Rustamji son

of Bahmanji (who is in Heaven), whom we have sent to Div, has got

all things (ceremonies) performed, by the Hainkars of this Daremeher

and has remitted to us, all those perquisities relating to Shiav, Saroshy

and Vehvd which belong by right to this Anjuman.^^ Your entire

Anjuman, therefore, must have no misgiving about getting all your

religious ceremonies performed by that Adhyaru. We ourselves have

no doubts (or are convinced) about it. He has been sent with the un-

animous consent of us all. Again, Adhyaru Sohrab Jamas is a

Sanjana and is not entitled to any thing. Do not get any work

(ceremony) performed by him in any case. Do not believe (or act

according to) any thing he says. You are wise, wherefore should we

68 The Shiav is the dress consecrated to the departed souL Saddar, ch. LXXXVIL
West, S. B. E. XXIV, 350-352.

The ceremonial in honour of the Angel Sraosha is enjoined in the Dina-i-

Mahw-i-Khirad. II, 115, West, S. B. E. XXIV. 17 and Shayasl-la-Shdyast.

XVII. 3. West, S. B. E., V. 382, Hamkavs are priests of the same Panthak

who collaborate in religious ceremonies.
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write any more ? Let us know (///. write) if we on this side can do

any thing for you, and hereafter entrust every work (ceremony)

relating to Shiav and Sarosh, to Adhyaru Sorabji {sic) Bahmanji

Daji and do not place any faith in that Sanjana. Know besides that

none of our dues for the ceremonies performed by him in the Panthak

on former occasions, have reached us. Write to us about [those cere-

monies] so that we may demand [our share] from him. We have

always performed in our Daremeher all those ceremonies for your

dead and living relatives which you gave orders for. Write if there is

any other work (ceremony) [that you want to have performed]. If

you have any occasion, tell the Adhyaru whom we have sent, and

also write to us when there is need.

Written in the year 1796, [Vikram] Samvat, Roz Rashne, Mah

Amardad.

Written by me, Jamshed Dastur Rustamji, whose blessings,

please read.

Please read the benedictions of the Utterer of blessings, [Ervad]

Barjo Dastur Darabji,

Please read the benedictions of A[dhyaru] iKukaji Meherjibhal

Desai.

Please read the benedictions of the most humble Jamasp Asaji.

Written by me, E[rvad] Manek the son of Pahlanji (who is ia

Heaven), whose blessings please read.

Please read the benedictions of A [dhyaru] Ratan Manekji.

The most humble utterer of blessings, Khurshed Tehmurji whose

blessings please read.

Please read the benedictions of A [dhyaru] Jivanji son of Manekji

who is in Heaven.

E[rvad] Shahriar Naoroji, please read his message of blessings

A [dhyaru] Shehriar Rustamji, please read his blessings.
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Please read the benedictions of A[dhyaru] Suhrab Kershasji

who certifies to the above writing.

Please read the benedictions of A[dhyaru] Kaus Ilomji, who
certifies to the above writing.

A[dhyaru] Jiji Aspandiarji, please read his blessings,

A[dhyaiT.] Barjo Homji, please read his blessings.

Adhyaru Kaus Dadaji, please read his message of blessings.

A[dhyarii] Maiiek Navroji, please read his blessings.^9

Written by the Adhyirus assembled of the Great Daremeker^
whose blessings please read. May the Creator Ahurmazda keep you
in safety !

We now come to the third class of papers. The earliest is dated

V, S. 1600 (1544 A. C). A dispute very similar to the one between

Rana Jaisang and Nagoj Rustam which was settled by the agree-

ment of 1595 V. S. (1539 A. C.) appears to have arisen between two

other neighbours, Vohra Chanda Sahiyar and Adhyarus Mihirvan

Padam and Mahir Padam. It Seems to have been settled by both

parties agreeing to the erection of a wall or partition in the manner

determined by Vohra Chanda, of which the cost was to be borne in

equal proportions by both. The document contains the signature

of at least three persons of note, Kaka Dhanpal—the father of the

learned scribe Asdin— and of Waccha Pahlan and his nephew

69 Dastur Jamshedji Rustamji Meherji Rana was high-priest of Navsari from 1723

to 1761 A. C. r^rsi Prakash, 43.

For Dastur Barjorji Darabji Pahlanji jee P'arsi Prakash. 34 and 4?.

Desai Kukaji Meherji died in 1742 A. C. Paisl Prakask. 35. Ervad Manek
the son of Pahlan was a brother of Dastur Darab Pahlan's, and paternal uncle

of the above mentioned Dastur Barjorji Darabji.

Adhyaru Ratan Manekji was Ratanji Manakji Antia, maternal uncle of Desai

Khurshedji Tehmulji. Desai Jivanji Manekji Polia died in 1773 A. C. Parsi

PrahaSih.
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Khurshed Bahraro/° the ancestor of the Polia Desais. It is a question

whether this Mahrvan Padam was identical with or the nephew of the^

Mahirvan Ivlaiiyar Padam who transcribed for Ervad Bahram Pahlan
—the brother and uncle of two of the above witnesses—a copy of the

Pazand-Sanscrit Mainyo Khirad—in V. S. 1576 (1520 A. C.).''^

4i[^ i[^ ci(^4i liiii =^<^i =^^H h[2i Mt^ cl (Hid ^ki-U Miimli^ cii«^H

^H^ 'HcllPl »H^ ^U»i

'x =^' 'nGk^ M^'H >lct* 1 2H- Mil Ht^i^l^ ^ll>H

a 5H >ir(^-<qi4 M^''n Mel' \ ^' ^ff4 MlMl ^m
\ ^- ^if.l ^^^\\ Mcl' 1 5Hl^l y^5HR ^1>H

1 RR ^IM

1 ^l'c9l MK^lCHi^ ^ifvH

70 Khurshed Bahram was the son of Bahram Pahlan and the great grand father of
Bahram J"aridun [Kamdin, Khurshed, Bahram, Pahlan], the founder of the Polia
Desai family of Navsari. Patsi Prakdsh. ii note.

The name of Khurshed Bahram occurs in the Toddy agreement of 1626 V. S. (iWo
A. C). Mody, Op. Cit. 154— 1.55.

"^ ^

71 West, Pablavi Texts, S. B. E. XXIV. p. xxi.

72 aHR^l>ll=«<l'H^l WRt5i— a'il'Hiai is a reduplication of ^Riaj, from Vl"Hl'?l, from W^W,
common ( Belsare ). 3ii^c(l (SicHci^'), Dissolved, melted, ripened, softened. Ervad
Rustam Peshotan in his Gujarati

' Siavaxnameh ', uses the word at least twice.

«»taHl =^ ^'J dM liaHd' ^l^l
ct^>2.l aiWHl^d' ai^^tlcHiqi iHKH,

a><l»/ <X'\ ?l=^ WHmm u, ct>f (HtT wlHl ct?rt»/ il«.

Tchnniras's Edition. Shlokas, 701-702. "p. 50.

liil'd, i-e. <=liHl'{l. CHilRl, «fi5 means a line, a streak, a thin stripe, a boundary.
Belsare), cHil:^, c-(l^l (Narmakosh). Or is it a slip of the pen for «?t^'fl, «l?(Rl<fl,

wooden ?

•H^^l*:^ Pers. Naordz, New Year's day. The word is still generally used by the Navsart

Parsis for the Muktad or Farvardagan days preceding the New Year's day.
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To Vu[hra] Chanda Saliiyar Writer A[dhyaru] Mahirvan

Padam. To wit, the dispute about the peg of Khair wood [Acaa'a

Caicchit] tixed in the piece of land in the back}'ard, between our

houses, has been mutually settled thus. Whosoever raises a boundary
—wall shall get [the peg fixed] by Vu[hra] Chanda Sahiyar,

The cost (///. DokdCis) of constructing the wall shall be divided

[equally] between the two neighbours, Chanda Sahiyar and Mihirvan

Fadam. An understanding has been thus arrived at anent the

wall and the dispute settled. The wall is to be raised after the

Naoroz (New year's day), Ro[z] Adar, Ma[h] Mahir, [Vikram]

Samvat 1600.

Here the Signatories.

I A[dhyaru] Mahir Padam.

Here the Witnesses.

I A[dhyaru] Kaka Dhanpal
witness.

I A[dhyaru] Mahirvan Padam. i Vu[hra] Seja, witness.

I Vu[hra] Chanda Sahiyar. i Ram, witness.

I Asa Sahiyar, witness.

I Waccha Pahlan, witness.

I KhurshedBahiram.witness.

A Saledeed of 1614 V. S. (1557 A. C.) next engages our atten-

tion. I have said that one of the outstanding features of Navsari

history during the latter part of the sixteenth century is the decline

of the prosperity of Changa Asa's descendants and relatives. Of this

we have another illustration in this paper, by which a piece of land in-

herited by the three sons of Sheth Rana Jamasp—a nephew of

Changa's—was sold to Patel Narsang Manak and his brother

Nagoj, for the 61 Tankas Pratabahra which they had jointly borrowed

from the latter. This is the third deed of the kind, from which it is
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possible to obtain an approximate idea of the value of agricultural

land in Navsari in the sixteenth century. We have seen that

32 Binghas of land were sold to Manek Changa in 15 17 A. C. (923
A. H.) for 500 Faddiahs, equal to about seventy-six Rupees. Another

piece of land of which the area is unfortunately not mentioned but

which could not have been small, was sold to Meherji Rana in 1628 V.S.

(1572 A.C.) for 104 Tankas, i. e., about 63 Rupees, and we have this

third instance of seven Binghas sold for 61 Tankas or about 40

Rupees. I have in my possession a long Persian Saledeed also from

which it appears that four pieces land were sold toRana Jaisang in 941
A.H. ( 1534 A.C.) for eight hundred and fifty Tankas.73

[v9]yiI ^ U ^*^cl \\V€ atl^a^l 4M \W <y/>{l5Hi^ 'Hitt k(35H^4

-mh KWh 'm.h WMiaCH mh ^Hl ^IMl^ H'2^y4 U(clMai MQ[c-i] -l^^'^l

>i'n^'jj ^ mQsi 'ti^*^ ^i^^'s ^ ^iw MR^id ^'^^ jfi^ni ^'noii cii* ii-

^ci mi.\i ^>A\m-^ ^cllKl <^<\ 25<^ I hi H(ci«nnt^i I \\)

^"§ ^'il ^i^S lh\ 5Hi Ha cliil ^ii ilR M.^^y'^l Cl» M* 41^^ 'M^H

^ hi^i Cl- J^. ^{'^^ cl* ^* ^iW^H Si (T/i^ ^(^i (HlW VIC-Q aHJji<^ct

<^'>iw^ tCl^ ^"Hl 4l'-ii •Hi<y^«{l <l*Hi v9 ^la ^^25-11 ^i<r/ Pi<H^ -mi m-

dccl^ ^"Hl ^' H\jm ^ioil ^c^% ^>il ^I'l SHl^Hl "id^m ^l\J ^t^ an^i*

2^^^ ^Ml ^^Cl 2l*Ji ilC-l ^ailr(l 5HI>{1 ^ -oinVl ^l<ii
4,^^*1

(^ cl q^wi 2^'?.:^ iiC-Oi ^?-iidl ani^ cl <?iHl M^ '^'^i -tw^ -^

^H^ cl <xm ^m\ cl§ll ^I'^iC-ft ct^l ^R «Min^ Cl^l <V ^IMl -l-Hl (3HR

73 This is a very long and elaborately written paper dated 19 Rabi' II. 941 A. H.
It is scarcely worth translating, and its interest lies merely in the names of
tlie purchasers, Rana Jaisang and his son Hoshang, and of the witnesses,
Asa Bahiram, Rana Jamas, Manak Ranaer and Seth Asa. Aspal.
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^^ =H^C-i "^Ct >i^ MMKH -Mian.

\ i-i^Ml RHiU ^Cl \ \%r[ ani^bU ^1>H

1 ^^laH^Hl ^ii^i Mel* \ >i(^5. ^« HW^Ml ^m

1 41 ^Aiyani J/lil CO ^U»{

\ ^{ h[h\ ^Cl ^W^4 ^U^i

S<35<rjict,
elsewhere written, aMiiojjct, aH?sl«5J€; Being of one mind; tf. ^'Mw^cl, from ^'M,

well and ^l, «»1'ilcl, to know; Bringing to a right or just understanding : (Belsare ).

$li, f'Sans. ^^ hard;, ^liil, Hard cash.

'H{'/'{[ ityi, that is, >il»/tafl <^^[ (
? ) that is, Binghas of the standard adopted for pur-

poses of land n\easurement in the district.
>iloyi2|l,

from the Mahratti, >{l»>'i^

( from the Arab. Mizdn ), measuring, surveying. So, >\l»i'l3jltw,
a surveyor,

measurer with the cross-staff. The different values of the Bingha in different parts
of the country are almost bewildering. It has varied from 4383 square yards, or

only 457 yards less than aii English acre, to only 284 2/9 square yards, which says

Wilson, was the area of the Gujarat Bingha. Wilson, Glossary, s. v.; Yule and

Burnell, Hobson—Jobson, s. v, Beega; Prinsep, Useful Tables, pp. 88—90;
Elliot, Memoirs of the Races of the North-Western Provinces of India, ed. Beames,
II. 2>^—n. ^lUa^l>i, Arab, Shara a-i-dtn, public road; through fare.

<'*^\ newl-grown, young ?
*

iqil i.e. rt^qiil The man who climbs palm trees and date-trees for extracting the

toddy. Ct^'ifcCl
from rl^ a tree.

>4i4l3l(3—-Hii?^* means to smooth, to polish, to level : "When the date tree is ripe,,

the process of tapping begins, and it continues each year thereafter, *** When the

rainy season has completely passed, and there is no more fear of rain, the

cultivator cuts off the lateral leaves, from one-half of the circumference, and thus

leaves bare a surface measuring about ten to twelve inches each way. The surface is

at first brilliant white, but becomes on exposure quite brown, and puts on the

appearance of coarse matting.*** After the tree has remaintd for a few days thus

exposed, the tappmg is performed by making a cut into this exposed surface,

in the shape of a very broad V, about three inches across, and a quarter
or

half inch deep." Westland, Report on the District of Jessore, 1874, quoted in G.

Watt's Dictionary of Economic Products of India, VI. pt. i. p 210. The HURIis

is the man who cuts oft the^lateral leaves and lays bare "the surface which is at

first a brilliant white."
•i?'^^'

^'^' yielding milk or toddy.
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Shri [7]4i.

In the [Vikram] Samvat year 1614,— [sixteen hundred and]

Fourteen, Roz (day) Zamiad, Mah (month) Farvardin, here in Nag-

mandal (Navsgri), when the Padshah Shri Sultan Ahmad Shsh^* was

conducting the Government triumphantly, and the executive author-

ity ( 'Amal) was with the Malik-us-Sharq Malik Imad ul-Mulk

Rumi^^ and with the consent or cognisance of a body of five persons

(or scribes) of good family. To Patel Narsang Manak, and Patel Nagoj

Manak, both brothers. From Shraisht {i.e. Sheth) KaduS Rana, and

Shrai [sht] ACia Rana and Shrai [sht] ChSyyan RSna the brothers

three, who being agreed and of one mind, have given this in their own

handwriting. To wit, from you, Pa[tel] Narsang Manak and Pa[tel]

Nagoj Manak, Shrai [sht] Kadua and Shrai [sht] Au5 and Shrai [sht]

Chayyan had jointly and unanimously borrowed 61, Sixty-one,

Tankas PratihaharSs of the old [Stamp], each Tanka of the value

of 60, Sixty Dokdas. In lieu of this sum, the share of Shraisht RSnS

Jamas in the garden at Hajira, amounting to Seven M§jani BinghSs

nine hundred and nine (?) Tailor's Gas, has been sold to you, Pa[tel]

Narsang Manak and Pa[tel] Nagoj Manak by Shrai [sht] KaduS and

Shrai [sht] Aiia and Shrai [sht] ChSyyan jointly and unanimously in

perpetuity (Jit. for as long as the moon endures).

The four boundaries of this land are as follows. On the East, a

narrow lane [or water-channel] and the public thoroughfare ;

on the West, the narrow lane [or water channel] and Shaikhji

Kamal's garden; on the North, [the property of] Shrai [sht]

75 Ahmad Shah III, Sultan of Gujarat, ascended the throne on 15 Rabl
I. 961 A. II. and was murdered on 5 Sha'aban g68 A. H.

(1553— 1561 A. C). Mirai4 Sikandari,¥&zi\'L\!X{\i\\sh's Translation, 255,289.
"When the nobles divided the Kingdom of Gujarat, among themselves," in the

reign of this puppet prince,
" Bioach and Sitral as far as the frontriers of

Sultanpur and Nazarbar [Nandurbar] , fell to the lot of 'I?n<'d td-Mulk Humi."
Ibid. 270. This Imad-ul-Mulk was treacherously assasinated by his brother-in-law,
Khudavand Khan Rumi at Surat on the 27tli of Ramzan 966 [1559 A. C), a few
months after the date of this paper. Ibid. 286.
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Dhayyan RanS; on the South, [the property of] Shrai[sht] As5

Bahiram. This land, together with its four boundaries, the three

brothers have sold in perpetuity (lit. for as long as the moon

endures), excepting only the wild-date trees {KhajurCin,) which

are already full grown. But all the young wild -date trees {Kkajurdn)
on this land and all the mango trees and tamarind trees and

jujube trees and Babiil {Acacia Arabica) trees, and all other

plants that may be growing thereon, shall belong to the pro-

prietor {i.e. the purchaser) of the land. The produce of the full

grown wild-date trees {Kkaj'urdn) shall be enjoyed jointly by
the three brothers, Shrai[sht] Kadua and Shrai[sht] Aua and

Shrai[sht] ChayySn. The persons who tap (/"A-^wacf^) and smoothe

{Maihnriu) these trees shall have free passage {lit. come and go).

But all plants which grow hereafter ou the land shall belong to

Pa[tel] Narsang Manak and Pa[tel] Nagoj Minak. This agree-

ment is to be observed.

Here the Signatories. Here the Witnesses.

Kadua Rana.

Aua RanS.

1 Chayy^Q Rana.

I Faredun Asa, witness.

I Asa Kamdin, witness.

I Mahr Shrai[sht] Dhayyan.

I A[dhyaru] Sayer Khurshcd,
witness.

I Hira Chanda, witness.

I A[dhy5ru] Hamjiir Padam, wit-

ness.

I Auua Dhayyan, witness.

I Na (?) Chayyan Kika, witness.
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I A[dhyaru] Asdin son of Kakil,

witness.

I Asa Khurshed, witness.

I Dhayy2n Asdin, witness/*

Theii, we have another deed, recording the sale of a house to

Ervad Padam MahiySr—evidently the son of the Mihir Padam of

the document of 1600 Samvat—by Bai Pomi, wife of Gardi

Asdin and Shapur Asdin, her son, in consideration of thirteen Tankas

Pratabahra which had been borrowed some time before from the

purchaser. The designation or surname of Gdrdi which is clearly writ-

ten here, arrests our attention. It is found in another document in this

series—the partition deed of 1612 V. S. (1556 A. C.)
—and occurs also

in connection with two families, the names of whose members

are found in an old
^

Ndins^rakan\ and I believe it still survives among
us. It is unfortunately impossible to say anything with confidence,

in regard to the meaning or etymology of the word, but it may be said

with truth that we have here one of the earliest examples of the

occurrence of a Surname in Parsi documents of any antiquity. In-

deed, it may be said that surnames were rare among the Parsees even

76 The names of two out of the three signatories of this paper, viz. of Kadua Rana, and

of six of the witnesses, viz, Asa Kamdin, Mahr Sheth Dhayyan, Shayer

Khurshed, Hamia Padam, Asdin Kaka and Dhayyaa Asdin occur in the

Revayet of Kaus Kamdin of 922 A.Y. 151:3 A.C. (My Revayet MS. folio 213 a).

Hamiar Padam was the grandfather of the author of the Qissah-i-SanJan, and is

mentioned by that writer as one of the leading Dasturs of Navsari in his day.

{Ante, p. 116). lie was one of the Sanjana signatories of the document of V.S.

1599 (1543 A.C), and witnessed another also in 1626 V. S. (1570 A. C.)

which is reproduced in Mody, The Parsees at the Court of Akbar. 154
—

5.

Dhayyan Asdin, was a Eehdin and grandson of Changashah, who was one of

the signatories of the deed by which the laymen of Navsari bound themselves to

give the Pipalia Wady in Inam to Dastur Meherji Rana, in V.S. 1629 (1573

A.C). Mody. Op, Cit. 156—157.
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in the eighteenth century, and their use appears to have become

general among us only in the nineteenth.

y^^ ^>ii H^l>i ^^i ^(\\ ^Mi an^pi 2i^^ >0>ii ^>lci '^'^w^i =^i(m(3

\ ill* ^IH5 =^1^^^ Ml. 1 aii\j5Hi -Hli^l'il ^LM

\ \^\\ ^\^<\ ^1>H

1 5Hl "I^Vr ^W'^l ^1>H"

77 Jl^ Arab. Ohdah--o^ct, responsibility, but perhaps it is ^Ahadi^ of which Blochmann

says' that in Akbar's time, the word meant something hke our 'Warrant officer',

"^lost clerks of the Imperial office, the painters of the Court, the foremen in

Akbar's workshops etc. belonged to this Corps. They were called Ahadis or

single men, because they stood under Akbar's immediate orders." Ain-i-Akbari,
Tr. I. 20 note. Badaoni speaks of a Haji ahammad Ahadi, Lowe. II, 303.
and Ahadis seem to have been often employed on services of importance. lb.

369.

ill? il. The word is %vritten here, as in the Partition-deed of V.S. 1612, so clearly

tha'^ there can be no doubt of its being a surname. In the partition deed dated

V.S. 161 2, it occurs as the surname of a man, whose huuse had been bought

by Rana Jaisang. The Gatdis were Vohras, small traders by profession, and

were Behdins or laymen.

i«5sW«. Arab. Qii wa.Qdl. Dispute.

Qih a word, a speech, a sajing (especially in answer). Qui being used in the

beginning of a discourse or by way of question. Richardson Peisian-Arabic-

English Dictionary.

^•\\\ Sans ^T> Thus, so, in this manner or way.
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In the [Vikram] Samvat year 163 1, on Roz Khurshed, Mah

Tir, here in Nagmandal (?>., Navsari), when the Padshah Shri Jala-

luddin Akbar Shah was conducting the Government triumphantly,

when the executive authority {'Amal) was in charge of Khan Shri

Qalich Mahamand Khan, when Khan Shri Darwesh Mahamand

Khan held office ( ?
)
and with the cognisance (or consent) of a body

of five persons (or scribes) of [good] family.

To Ervad Padam Mahiar,''^ from Bai Pomi, wife of Gdrdi Asdin and

Vu[ra] Shapur Asdin, both being of one mind and opinion, have given

this in their own handwriting. To wit, we had borrowed 13, Thirteen,

Tankas Pratabahra of the old [Stamp]—each Tanka of [the value of]

60 Dokdas. These Tankas were due by an old deed. We have now

in lieu of that amount, sold our shares of our house with the bound-

aries thereof on the East, the West, the North and all the four sides.

We, Bai Pomi and Vu[r5] Shapur have sold it for ever (///. for as long

as the moon endures) unto you, Ervad Padam Mahiyar. There is no

question or dispute about this matter. [We are] for the observation

of the conditions in this writing.

Bai Pomi wife of Vu[ra. i ChSndna Padam, witness,

Asdin. I Toyyiya Horn, witness.79

78 This was probably Padam Mahyar Jaisang DhayySn, son of the Mahyar Jaisang of the

agreement of V. S. 1590. See his pedigree in the Bhagarsath Vanshavli, 30.

79 Behdin Toyyia Hom Nasl-i-HirbadcCn and his brother Behdin Rana Horn Nasli-i.

Hirbadhn are among the persons addressed in Kaus Kamdin's Revayet of 922 A.V.

(i.i;S3 A.C.) which also mentions a Behdin Bahman Khurshed, Nizhdd-i-Hirbaddn.

My Revayet MS. folio 212 b. These epithets are very curious and prove that

in the i6th Century, the daughters of priestsoften married into Behdin families. One

of the entries in the old Nainagrahan already mentioned, is ^\^. *Hl. ^bw.^ ^hI

?l«l!a(\, «Hl. a^i'll cnl:}Tm i. ^, Asi Behdin Chunga [ Asa ], daughter of the Sanjana

[family], and wife of Changa." Bhagarsah Vanskvali, 222.

Toyyia Hom has put his signature to an agreement for the proper performance of

ceremonies which was made by the Anjuman of Navsari in V.S. 1622 (1566 A.C).

Mody. Op. cit. 151-153.
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Ga[rdi] ShSpur Asdin. i ChSyySin Manka, witness.

I ShahiarChayySn, witness.

I Kamdin Waccha P&hlan,

witness.

I A[dhy5ru] BahrSm Ho-

shang, witness.

This is followed by another Saledeed, but a Saledeed of an

uncommon character, for it does not purport to sell either goods

or lands or houses, but incorporeal rights, as political economists call

them. But 'the incorporeal rights" hereby vended are not those

with which we are now familiar-Copy-rights and Patent rights

or Good-wills,-but the right of celebrating Vehvas and Gha-

gJiarnas, i. e., marriages with virgins as well as those which take place

between widows and widowers. It appears that some priests of

the family of Masani had been obliged to borrow forty—five

Chkhpris or Changiz Khan Mahmudis from Dastur Mahrnush

Kaikobad for the liquidation of some debt which was owing to the

State, probably for Revenue assessment. Unable to pay off the

amount in cash, they were obliged to transfer to their creditor

all those fees which would accrue to them from the celebration

of thirty Marriages of all sorts, at the rate of one Muhr or Mahmiidi

and a half per marriage. The whole transaction is a curious illustra-

tion of manners, and the document is further interesting as con-

taining the autograph signature of Bahram FaridQn, the founder

of the power of the Folia Desais in Navsari, who has attested it with

a declaration confirming the sale in express terms.

OS
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5ni PiOi^dl^ fii<^l^ ^l^^lcl 5HI \bl «n$l*-l ell -l^MH ilil -H^'n^ll dl

^ll ifei^l W\i<{\. H\>A ell <nil 2^14\ pil^^^Hi-U H<^cl <r/'(^ Y <^>cll

C^H^il^fl £*4cll(4 <5Vcl «>l^ =(\^l^>Hi'{l VH 5>i"^ M^cll€^ a-HH CH^l^U

^*<H<1 \<s\v3 ^ (W^lrd ^HU>li ^^1<1 aH4l ^(^'Hl a^^ H^lctl ^IMl

WM MH'-H M ^* \\\^ \\. ^R"H<^?. >il(^l ^(^^'H^ Ht^-Hl 5.3 H^ll («Sictl

ci>ii ^(^=11 dl ^H^'i^Hl ^l^l (> 4H H?ll <H15J2? ^l(^ r*iiti'25-li ^rHl \Y
<^(ll ^ff/^ 44^1 M^ sh'Is ^H^ciH wiiJ^ ^,^1 ^10-/ Vrn 'Mil ^(^^.'H^ --H*

IV.'^.vs 2(1 5^1 ^(^qi cli «vt'-H4i ctl W^Ht^i'l ^IsV^i ^^r-1'4^ \C =HI<1 "^niSi

(^^l V 'il ^il<^ ^HiMrll niW (>ll<fe^^l^ QQ'^iaPl H=Hldl ^IMI ^i

^<i=ll ^^l b^ ^l^ Ml^i cti C-ioQ \^ ^-oi^4 ^[^ jjQ \{ Mlte^ril ^Q^l

^ M ^^ ^Pl $i>HlHl. an ^^ €l^H ^^l4l.

\ SHI H^>i'K ilil >l"'Hii41 ^dl \ ^. h[l^i'H 5^^|-l ^1>H

1 v»Hl ^il "i^'^i 'H'-Hii^l Hct Cl>ll^l =^«Hl ^^l^H Cll CHH

\ <Hl s^lvT PiQi^'^iHl ^"<>cl "Hct t>{lwl •^IbJ 4tCl <Kl[aH]

\ "ill ^Mi vii^^Kl ^^M >i<i a i^^w ^wsIh ^i-»H

\ ^l (ii'-'-ll?. 3n^Hr4 ^1>H

\ ^Hl 'n^>i4 ^IM29 ^m
t ^i ^-ni ^.ii^si) HV=yii >ii-«i.

8o ?li*.l^—5A?5?rfar (Pers.) The Revenue Officer, Collector or Chief Financial Officer of

a Province.

}jji. Pers. Muhr, a stamp, seal, coin. In the Navsaii Pantltal;, Mi^» was used in the

sense, not of a Gold Afuhr but of a Coin worth about six annas.

"
's\h\ MlC-1'l'tl ^l«><i«(l (^I^Ultl, «Hyi ^W'^l an^ iwiWl ^W*<'HWWW rt'JHl'fl ^i?>il'*'^T*<l

%«>li«fl o<l<»»t OtlDiiiaHH S<|?f Ml^R 'J^MH 1 ^Hl aHlM<1l MiS."

R. J. Dastur, Bkagarsaih Vansh'^vli, 2l6.

The Muhr is, in fact, and as is clearly implied in this document itself, identical with the

Mahmudi or Changizi ( or Chhapri ), which was worth about 12 pence, according to

Mandelslo.

Taking the Rupee as equal to two shillings three pence, the Muhr would be =— of a

(apee or 12/27 x i6/i=5 10/27 annas.
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In the [ Vikram ] Samvat year 1667, on Roz ( day ) R5m, Mah

(month) Sahrevar, here in \5E:manclal (Navsari), when the Padishah

Shri AsHm Saha was reigning triumphantly and the Government

( 'Afna/)\\aiS in charge of the Na^vab Shri Abul Husain ^^ and the

Haw5l5 [d5r?] was Khwajah Shri Nizam and the ShiqdSr was

Shri Mirak Mahamad Sharif, and in the presence of a body of five

persons (^r scribes) of [good] family. To Ervad Mihirnos Kaikbad

from A[dhyaru] Kuka Bahman and Nariman Kaka Masani^^ and Ba[i]

Hansi wife of Mobed and Ba[i] Chayyin, wife of Mihirvan. These

four persons have given this in their own handwriting. To wit, we

got you to pay 45, forty five, Changiskhdni Chhnpris to the Divan to

make up the deficiency in our Revenue assessment ot [Vikram]
Samvat 1667. In lieu thereof, we have sold to you the fees of

thirty marriages. By the former document of Roz (day) Hormazd,

Mah (month) Sahrevar, [Vikram] Samvat 1664. we had sold to you

23 marriages, out of which the fees of only nine miTriages and

Gliagharnas have been received by {or accrued to) you. You {lit.

our brother), had 14 [other] marriages also. So in all 58, fifty

eight remain due to you, reckoning from [today], Roz (day) Ram,

iMah (month) Sahrevar, [Vikram] Samvat 1667. He [Mihirnos]

81 I cannot identify this man with anything like certainty, ile would appear to have been

Mutasaddi or Civil Governor of Surat at the time. A Khwajah Abul Hasan is fre-

quently mentioned in the Tuzuk-i-/ehangiri. He had been the Divan of Akbav"s

son, Daniyal and had long served with that PriDce in the Deccan. He was again sent

to the Deccan in the seventh year of the reign of Jehangir (1021 A. H. 161 1 A.C.).

He was in high favour with the Emperor and was afterwards appointed BalihsJil of

the Empire. Rogers and Beveridge. Trans. I. 202, 2?i, 251. Elliot and Dowson.

"V^I- 333. 334. 379. 383. 386. The Padshah Shri Aslim Saha was the Emperor
Jehangir, whose original name was Salim.

82 Masani- This is tlie second instance of a Surname occurring in these papers. Belsare

says >4^lt2il is a person who sells articles necessary for funeral ceremonies.

Dictionary, s. v, 'H^lv^^fl occurs also in an epigraphic record of V. S. 1308 (1256
A. C) and has been explained by Hultzsch as '

Headgroom.'

It is found as a name in Kattyawar Inscriptions also. Bhavnagar Prachin Skodha,

Sangraha..
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shall celebrate and receive the fees of, altogether, 58 marriages

( Vehvd\ Jamnds (?) and Ghaghartias. We have hereby sold the

four shares of ourselves jointly and unanimously to Mihirnos

Kaikbad. No one should interfere until he has celebrated and

received the fees of them all. If hereafter, by another docu-

ment, the fees of other marriages are sold in like manner to

anyone else, the latter shall take them only after Mihirnos has

received all those due to him (///. his own). Until then,

Mihirnos shall not be interfered with.

Here the Signatures. Here the Witnesses.

I A[dhy5ru] NarimSn
Kaka Masani.

I A[dhyaru] Kukl
Bahman Masani'3,

1 Bs[i] Chayyin wife

of MehervSn.

I Ba[i] Hansi wife of

Movad.

I Written by me, Bahram
Faredun, witness.

No one shall take the fees

until your claims are
satisfied {lit. finished).

I

I

I

Nusarwan ^sdin, witness.

Mihrji Aspandiar, witness.

Bihiram Jaisa witness.

I A[dhyaru] Kaikobad As»

pal, witness^

I A[dhyaru] Bahman Homjl,
witness,

I A[dhyaru] Ramji DhayySo,
witness.

I A[dhyaru] Kuka Rastam,
witness.

%1 Nariman, Kaka and Meherji or Mehervan were brothers. See the Bhas^arsitk

VanshavH. 63.

S4 This Kaikobad Aspal was the ancestor of the Pavri family. BhagarsZth VansJiifU,

176.



SOME PARSNSAN5CRIT COLOPHONS.

The materials for reconstructing the Mediaeval history of our

people are so distressingly meagre and inadequate that any hint,

however insignificant or obscure, from any contemporary or really

authentic source, is only too welcome. I have consequently thought

it worth while to devote two papers to a somewhat minute examina-

tion of the Pahlavi and Sanscrit Colophons of the Fourteenth-century

scribe Mihirapan Kaikhusru, with the object of extracting from them

the historical information that they may contain.-^ I beg to be

permitted to-day to invite the attention of scholars interested on the

subject to some other Sanscrit Colophons in old Parsi Codices, of

which the historical significance has not been perceived, or which

have been but imperfectly understood.

The practice of attaching short paragraphs, written in such

Sanscrit as they could command, to Indian Manuscripts of Zoroas-

trian writings appears to have been adopted by Parsi scribes in

imitation of the example of Neryosangh. That learned Iranist seems

to have composed, for his Sanscrit versions of Avesta and Pahlavi

texts, a Foreword or Introduction which is to be found, with certain

obviously necessary or immaterial alterations, in the Perama Yastt

and the Ijisni, as well as the Mainyoi-Khard and the Skand gumanl"

gujdr. Of this Foreword, the beginning consists of an invocation or

I My acknowledgments are dae to Miss Menant, who has done me the honour to

translate the first of these papers into French, with the object of "making the

labours of Parsi]savants known" to their collaborators in Europe. See the foumal

Anatique for September-October 191 5.
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praise of Ahuramazda, and the end of a benedictory formula, of

which neither contains anything to our purpose. The central portion

is worded thus.

T^ qfl^sr^-flff^^f^rr^lf ^'c^r^t^F 5^&^

"This Pahlavi heavenly wisdom, called the Mainy5-i-Khard, is

translated by me, Neryosang son of Dhaval, from the Pahlavi language
into the Sanscrit language, and written from the difficult Parsi letters

with the Avesta letters, for the joyful understanding of the good
listeners to instruction, the true-minded ."

^

We have good reasons for believing that Neryosangh's versions

were carefully preserved and transcribed by the priests who came

after him,* and it is not unworthy of note that almost all the words

and phrases in this part of Neryosangh's Preface are reproduced in

the Sanscrit Introduction prefixed to La, an old MS of the Saddar-i-

Natkr, which is now in the collection at the India Office, and which

was presented to the Old East India Company's Library by Mr. J.

Romer " who had brought it from India, most probably from Surat,"'

2 Collected Sanscrit Writings of the Parsis, Part III. p. i.

3 West. S. B. E. XXIV. p. xx.

4 This is proved by the existence of J 3, S I, (Sanscrit Yasna) J 9 (Sanscrit Khordeh -

Avesta, H 2 (otherwise called H ig ), L 19 (Fazand-Sanscrit Mainyo-i-Khard) and

other old Codices. Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, iv, xiii, xxxii, and West,

S. B. E. XXIV. p.xxi.

5 West. S. B. E. XXIV. p, xxxix. John Romer was the author of a curious paper

entitled,
"
Zend, is it an original language ?" which first appeared in the Journal

of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland and was reprinted in 2855.
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This Is obvious from the following rendering of the Introduction, for

which we are indebted to West.

" This book named the Saddar, is brought together by me the

friest Rama, son of Kanhaks/ta, and translated from the Parsi

language into the Gujar language, and written from the difficult Parsi

letters with the Avesta letters by his son, the priest Padama.'* '

It will be seen that the scribe has here done nothing but alter

the names and replaced, as was necessary, the word "
Sanscrit

"
by

the word,
"
Gujar ". ( GujarSti ).

This Padam Ram and his father Ram Kanhaksha (or KShnan)'^

belonged to the family of the Dasturs of Broach, though it is not

easy to say how they were connected with the famous scribe Pesho-

ian Ram Kamdin who wrote MS in 1397 A. C The Revayet

brought by Hirbadzadah Kamdin Shapur from Persia in A. Y. 92S

(1559 A. C.) was addressed to this Dastur Padam Ram or Ramyar,

6 West Op, cit. p. xxxix.

7 Kahna, Kahna, Kahnan are only Deshi forms of the Sanscrit Krishna which often

occur in Gujarati poetry. Kanhaksha is probably to be traced to the same source.

8 It is demonstrable from the Colophon of Bi, the Avesta-Pahlavi Vendidad in

the Bombay University Library, that its Scribe, Ardeshir Mobad Jiya Vika

was a lineal descendant of Ardeshir Ram Kamdin Shahriyar Neryosangh—the

brother of Peshyotan ( Darab, Pahlavi Vendidad. Introd. xliiL ) But it does

not appear from the note in the handwriting of Dastur Kaus Rustam Jalal—

the fether of Mullafiruz—that his ancestor Padam Ramyar was connected

by descent with Peshyotan. Indeed, Peshyotan's name does not occur at all

in Padam's pedigree which is given there as Padam, Ramyar, Kahnan

Adarbad, Nehar, Sudeh [Ramyar], HormazdySr, Ramyjr, Parsi Prakash I. 60

note. Bharuchnk Dastur Kkandztmi Vanshzroli, First ed. 1878 p. 8. Several

other names have been inserted in the second edition of the latter work, but

their interpolation in this part of the genealogical tree is not warranted by

any old Disapothiy and receives no support from any other authority.
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as he is there called.^ It is, besides, distinctly stated in that missive

^ that a copy of the Saddar-i-Saddar had been transmitted, together
with other manuscripts, (an illustrated Viraf-namak, a Saddar-i-Bun-

dehesh, precise instructions about the manner of consecrating a new
Atash-Beherdm etc.) by the hands of the messenger for the benefit

of all those Dasturs and Hirbads who desired to read them, on

condition of the books being duly returned to Dastur Padam Ramyar
for safe keeping.^® It would appear from another letter which is pre-

served in Darab Hormazdyar's Collection, that after the death of this

Padam Ram, there was a considerable difference of opinion in the

Broach Anjuman as to the choice of his successor, and the Iranian

priests were appealed to for their opinion. This they wisely declined to

give, on the ground of distance, and their ignorance of local facts and

conditions. At the same time, they advised the appellants to settle

Ihe matter amicably among themselves, and to choose some one worth-

ier than the rest. In case they were unable to do so, they were told

to refer the matter to the Dasturs of Navsari and abide by their

decision.-^^ It is unfortunate that this interesting epistle which demon-

strates the preeminence attained by the Navsari panthak in the days of

Meherji Rana, is not dated, but there can be little doubt that the

death of Padam Ramyar took place about 15S0 A. C.

But this old Manuscript contains not only an Introduction or Pre-

face in Sanscrit at the beginning, but also a Colophon or Postscript at

the end, in the same language.
"
In the Samvat year 1 63 1

,
the ninth day

9 Po.rsi Prakash. I. 8 ; West, Pahlavi Literature in Grundriss der Iranischen Philolo-

gie. II. 126.

10 M. R. Unwalla's lithographed text of Darab Ilormazdyar's Revayet. II. 459—460.

11 M. R. Unwalla, Op. Cit. II. aJo\—z. The words in the original are very

emphatic.
" And whomsoever, they [the Navsari Dasturs] appointed, they [the

Broach residents] were to obey, and were not to dispute their decision, for the Lord

had exalted them [the Navsari Dasturs]. {Keh tiezd-i-Yazdan sar/araz aiid)."

One of the four signatories of this Iranian missive was Dastur Mihraban

Naushirvan, probably the same who wrote in 936 A 20 Y. (1.587 AC.) the two
fohos of the ' Bundehesh

' which survive in K43, and finished two years later in

938 A 20 Y (1589 A. C), the Pahlavi Dina-i-Mainog-i-Khirad which is found in

the same volume. West. S B. E. V. p. xl ; Geldner. Proleg. p. iii.
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in the light half of the month Jyaishtha, on Wednesday, the UttarS

[ Ashadha ? ]
lunar mansion ; in the Parsi Samvat year 944, the

27th day Asman, the sixth month Shahrivar, [i8th May 1575], the

Uzayeirina period ( the afternoon ), the book Saddar is completely

written by an inhabitant of Bhrigu-Kaccha. Brought together by the

priest Rama son of Kanhaksha, and written in the handwriting of the

priest Padama his son, the book Saddar is completed."^^ This may be

taken to mean that Padama Ram was alive in 944 A. Y. (1575 A. C),

and that he was the copyist of the Gujarati version which his father

Rama had made from the Manuscript of the Prose Saddar received

from Iran in 1559 A. C.

So far we are on fairly firm ground. What follows is not entirely

free from doubt and difficulty. We read :

" Written by another, for the purpose of reading and for the

purpose of reciting, by Hiraka of the good religion, son of
* * * * of

the good religion, and also bj Adaraka of the good religion, son of

Jaya of the good religion. May it become auspicious and beneficial."^'

The name of Hiraka's father West was not able to make out, and

be says that it has to be "
extracted, with one or two epithets from

the corrupt Sanscrit compound gjtdttvyavyajihiliia.'^^'^ I venture to

suggest that the meaning of this barbarous collocation is,
" the trader

( Vyava, i.e. Sans. Vyavahdri or Guj. Vohra) Jihilva. of the caste {gn&ti)

of the good religion ( Behdin, i.e. layman, as opposed to Hirbad or

priest.)"

It is not necessary now to repeat what I have said on a former

occasion about this word '

Vyava,
'

or its connection with Vyavaha/i}^

It will suffice to note here the occurrence of the word in another

Parsi colophon, and the fact that the meaning assigned to it suits botk

passages perfectly well. At the same time, it may not be altogether

12 West. S. B. E XXIV. p. xl.

13 Ibid. p. xl. note,

J4 Ante, p. 125.
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superfluous to say that JihilvS or Jihills is an old personal name which

is now obsolete as such, though it still survives, like several other dis-

used personal names, as a family name or surname, Jhilla occurs

several times as the name of an individual in the first volume of the

Parsi Prakdsh ", and it is probably nothing more than a

familiar form oifivd oy Jivan,^^ its feminine counterpart hemg Jilubdi,

which bears the same mlzixon io Jivibai^ /ivanbQt or Jtvanat. The

name of Adaraka's father JayS is also, very rarely or not at all, heard

in the present day, but a Jamshed JaiyS is recorded to have built, in

fulfilment of a vow, a Daremeher at Surat out of his small savings.
"

Adaraka and Hiraka require scarcely any comment except that they

are Adar and Hira with a terminal letter added as in Kartaka,

Damnaka etc.

So far as to the names. Regarding the significance of this

part of the postscript, it seems to me that La is not the Manuscript

written by Padam Ram in 1575, but the direct transcript of it made

several ( it is impossible to say, how many ) years later by Vohra Hira

Jihilua in collaboration with another man named Adar Jaya, or

perhaps, a second transcript made by Adar from Hira's copy.^*

Coming now to the Sanscrit Colophon of Mihirapan Kaikhusru,

it is worthy of notice that, like the Foreword composed by Neryosangh,

15 Sohrabji Jillaji is mentioned in Pdrsi Prakdsh. I. 360 and Kharshedji Jillaji, ibiil..

79, 874.

Sohrabji Rattanji Jilla ib. 537 ; Dadabhai Rustamji Jiila, 131, 148, 516 ; Bah-

ramji Dadabhai Jilla, 779 Ratanji Dadabhai Jilla, 360.

16 So Mancherji becomes Matla, Pahlanji Pahla, Pestanji Pesla, Kuvarji_ Kumll,

Eahramji Bahla, Navroji Navla, Nasarwanji Nasla, Meherwanji Mehlla, Barjorji'

Badla etc.

17 Pdrsi Prakash. I. 309.

18 In other words, it is impossible to extract any consistent statement out of these

postscripts, except on the supposition that the first two colophons are not in

Padam Ram's handwriting, but have been "
copied in

"
by the later scribe.

West's reasons for holding that La is the original Ms. written in 1575 appear to

me more ingenious than convincing. Nevertheless the Ms is old, and was writ-

ten, in all probability, not much later than 1600 A. C.
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it occurs in almost identical terms in at least three of his Manus-

cripts
—the late Dastur JSmaspji Minocheherji's Codex, J (or MK) of

Miscellaneous Pahlvi Texts, the Avesta—Pahiavi Yasna K • and the

Avesta—Pahlavi Vendidad L^."

The language of this composition, like that of almost all other

Parsi-Sanscrit colophons, is scarcely correct, and these few lines contain

several words which are not of Sanscrit origin, and others which are not

a little obscure. These difficulties I have already discussed in a former

paper, and I will confine myself here to a few observations on the

names borne by the scribe's patron and that patron's father. The
uncertainties of the Pahiavi script make it possible to read either of

them in many different ways, and some Parsi scholars have, proba-

bly, from a sentimental reluctance to recognise the Hinduising tenden-

cies of their ancestors, even in the 14th Century, endeavoured to

twist and turn the letters into Iranian forms like
'

Jahl' ano 'Chahar*

and '

Simgun
' and '

Sudgun.
' But the futility of these ingenuities is

demonstrated by the transliterations, CMhil and Shngan in the

Devanagari script, to which we are once more indebted for our

emancipation from the erratic labyrinth of the Pahiavi. The truth is

that Chahad, Chahar, Chahal or ChahiP" are Hindu names of

frequent occurrence in the history of Mediaeval India. The coins of

Chahad (or Chahar) Deva, a Raja of Narwar who was a contemporary
of Shams-ud-din Altmish are familiar to all students of Indian

Numismatics.'* Chahada was also the name of a Shrimali Wania
who was one of the trusted advisers and generals of Kumarpala, the

Chalukya King of Gujarat (i 143— 1 174 A. C.)." An earlier ruler,

19 L4 itself does not now contain its Sanscrit postscript, but it is preserved in Pt2 , a

copy made in A. Y. 1157, by Ervad Naoroz Rustam Bahram Sanjana. Darab
Dastur Peshotan, Pahiavi Vendidad. Introd. xlvii. Geldner, Avesta, Proleg.
ix, xii.

20 The cerebral • d '

is often replaced by
'
r

'

in spoken Gujarati, and the transmuta-
tion of '

r
'

into
'
1' is familiar to all students of philology.

2\ Thomas, Chronicles of the Pathan Kings of Delhi, 67—70, and the authorities quoted
there. H. Nelson Wright, Catalogue of Coins in the Indian Museum. II. 24.

22 Bhagvanlal Indraji and Tackson., History of Gujarat in Bombay Gazetteer. Vol. 1.

PL i. pp 170, 187.
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Mulraj the founder of the Chalukya or Solanki dynasty, is said to

have had for his ministers two persons, whose names are said by Forbes,

to have been Jumbuk and JekuL Now, there ean be little doubt that

Jumbuk is really a misreading or miswriting of Champaka or Champa,
and it is highly probable Xhdl Jehul stands for Chahal, Chahil or

Chahar."

Similarly, Sangan occurs as the name of a man in an inscription,

dated Vikram Samvat 1352, in the Jain temple of the Chintamani

Parsvanath at Cambay.'* Sang was also the name of a Hindu

Chief who ruled at Dholka near Ahmadabad about 15 13 V. S. (1456-7

A. C.)'* Sanga and Sanga are included, moreover, in the list of

personal names which are still current in the Ahmadabad district.^' The

form '

Singhana
'

which occurs in the dynastic lists of the Ohalukya,

Kalachuri and Yadava kings of the Dekkan, may be a variant of

'

Sangan,' though it can, with at least equal probability, be traced to

'Sinha.'"

I will now proceed to examine a Colophon of the sixteenth

century, which is as obviously a duplicate of this Sanskrit Postscript

of Mihirapan's, as the Introduction penned by Padam Ram is a re-

production of the Foreword composed by Neryosangh. This colophon

occurs in a Pazand-Prakrit Manuscript of the Mainyo-i-khard, and is

quoted in Ervad Tehmuras's edition ofthat text,as well in the Third part

of the '

Collected Sanscrit Writings of the Parsis.' I have placed the

original postscript of Mihirapan and Jal Kamdin's copy side by side,

to enable any one to see at a glance the resemblances as well as the

differences between them.
r—-I —— i — . ..

, ,
I

-

23 Forbes, Rasmala, Reprint 1878. p. 40. Hemachandra's Dwaihshrhya, in Indian

Antiquary. IV. 72-74,

24 Bhdvnagar Prackin Shodka Samryaka. Eng. Transl. 229, 231. The name of SangO-^
Chakhad occurs in another inscription entered in the Gujarati portion of the same
woik, Index, p. 41.

25 Buhler in B. B. R. A. S. Journal. XXXII. 284. Indian Antiquary, IV. 315.

26 C. E. G. Crawford in Indian Antiquary, IV, 238 and VII. 167.

27 Fleet, Kanarese Dynasties, in Bombay Gazetteer, Vol I, Pt, ii. pp. 453, 489, 522.
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^^ ^%m^ ^MmA ^\*\^ ^ sT^ra"

&»T j^rttS «^ct^ ^sgfri; 5^^-
T^^ f^^TT^ ?aT^5fmT Ji^KM
q^mr sn^Tiqi^ jrrr^ ^ttot ^j

^^ «rn%c5^^ ^^STRT ^tRTcRJIT

i^^TT% ^^ sra^ s^tth: SRI^

^i*?^'!^^5^m «i<T^^m>£iH

^w.z qi5i^ [ i[t% ] ^w]^i ^'M

ti55nRt
^^ * * T%W^cf n

"

This post-script of Jal K5mdin's is not without obscurities and

difficulties of its own, and Ervad Shahriarji has candidly confessed his

inability to make anything of at least two of its phrases, w^ f^cft^raf

i^*ft A?Tf^ and f^<ri^4<M [flrSPn:!^] <r<^*i:lK-MIMI>. MKM'tfl^fcl-

It may not be, therefore, superfluous to point out that there is a

reference, in the first of these expressions, to what writers on Hindu

chronological systems call a '

Repeated Tithil and I beg leave to

28 Jamaspji Dastur Minocheherji, Pahlavi Texts, 169.

39 Shahriarji, Collected Sanscrit Writings of the Parsis, Ft. Ill p. 49. The original

colophon in the Manuscript itself is so
"

very incorrect
"

that the editor felt him«
self under an obligation to append a thor oughly revised version, which last only
I have thought it worth while to quote.
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quote the remarks made by Kielhorn on an almost identical locution,,

occurring in the colophon of a Sanskrit Manuscript, ofAnubhuti-

Svarupa's S^rasvati-prakriya of which the date is thus expressed :

Samvat ly^j varshe pratkama VaiSQshakha vadi dvitiya-chatuv-

thi-dine Budhe anurddhdyogc.

In commenting upon this date, Kielho rn says :

" Vaishakha was

intercalary in Northern V. S. 1747 expired ;
for in that year the solar

Vaishakha lasted from 29 March, y It. 19 m. to 29 April, 5 //. 32 w.

A. D. 1690, and there were new Moons on 30 March 9 h. 42 w. and

28 April 19 h. 33 m. after mear sunrise. By the Tables, the results

for the ending points of the 3rd, 4th and 5th Tithis of the d ark half

of the Purmimnta first Vaishakha would be as follows :

The 3rd tithi ended on Monday 17 March A. D. 1690, 23 /t, S wi,

after mean sunrise
;
no tithi ended on Tuesday, 18 March

;
the 4th

tithi ended on Wednesday, 19 March, o //. 34 w<. after mean sunrise ;

and on the day, the Nakshatra was Anuradha upto 16 7;. 25 m. after

mean sunrise.

By the Tables, therefore, we should have a Prathama—tritiySL

(Monday) and a dvitiya—tritiya (Tuesday), but onl)- one chaturtht

(Wednesday.) But by the Brahma-Siddhanta, the 4th Tithi ended

22^. 54 m. after mean sunrise of Tuesday, 18 March ; no tithi ended

on 19 March, and the 5th tithi ended o h. 40 m. after inean sunrise

of Thursday, 20 March : and accordingly, by that Siddhanta, Wed-

nesday 19 March A. D. 1690 is properly called the dvitivl-chaturthV^'*

Let me now turn to the expression ^ ^<AdM H^I^'^^IT^ f^>ri^<lv»^

W^j^j^ l^^l^^ MK^^^ fcT- It will be seen that the "strange word,

30 Indian Antiquary. XIX. 356. Subsequently Kielhorn returned to the subject} mA
gave a much more exact construction of the rules which regulate the falling of S

Repeated tithi in Ind. Ant. XX. 413.

The MS is described in Weber's Berlin Catalogue, I. 219.
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paripanthayatir
'* is used much in the same way by MihirS-

pjn in connection with the name of SultSn Ghiyasuddin [Tughlak]
in the Colophons of MK (or J), L4 and K5. The fact of

the matter is that we have here to deal with a formula bor-

rowed b)- our scribes from the official phraseology of the

ChSlukya and Vaghela rulers of Gujarat, whose subjects the. Parsis

had been before the establishment of Musalman supremacy in the

province. This stands out clearly from an examination of the epigra-

phic records of those dynasties which have been critically edited in

recent years by Fleet, Buhler, Hultzsch and others in the * Indian

Antiquary
' and elsewhere.

I have been ;ible to trace this formula in at least nine Chalukya
and Vaghela inscriptions of the 13th and 14th Centuries of the Vik-

rama era, of which the earliest is dated 1220 V. S. and the latest

1350 V. S. It will suffice to quote only two or three of them here, and

give references to the rest. For instance, in a copper plate grant of

Ajayapaladeva dated Kariikka, Shukla 11, V. S. 1231, we read, of

Shrimad Ajayapdladeva-kalynnd-vijaya-tajye tat-padapadmopajtvi-

niMahamatya-shrl-Someskvarc Shri-Shri-Kavandddu samasta-mudrd-

^apdran-paripanthayati sat-ity-etasmin-kojii, pravarttama^e etc.

This Fleet renders thus.

In the reign of the glorious Ajayapaladeva, "and while his

feudatory (^lit.
he who subsists like a bee on the water-lilies that are

his {^^K.pddapadm-dpajivin\ the Mahamatya, the illustrious SSmesh-

vara is superintending all tlie functions connected with the royal seal

in the records {shri karana) and other departments."
32

Again, in the famous Vcraval inscription of the temple of

Harsata Mata of V. S. 1320, we find.

31 Westergaard, Zend Avesta, Preface, p. II note.

32 Fleet, Indian Antiquary. XVIII. 83-4.
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lii^MNKK 'rft^^FT^cq^ ^T^ M^r^Sill^ etc.

This has been translated, much in the same way, by another

equally competent scholar, Hultzsch.

" In the victorious reign of the illustrious Arjunadeva, the king

of great kings,
* * * while the prime-minister Kanaka Shri Mlldeva

who lives devoted to his (Arjunadeva's) lotus-feet was conducting all

the business of the seal, such as the drawing up of documents, at this

period
" 33

In the Abu inscription of Bhimadeva II of S. 1265, the same

phrase occurs in a slightly different form,

which Cartellieri renders thus :

"
During the prosperous and victorious reign of the illustrious

Bhimadeva,
* * * the Kiog of great Kings, while Maham Thabhu(?),

53 Ind. Ant. XI. 242—244. It will be remembered that the expression ST*^! «=!<*[^'5^

occurs in Mihirapan's Colophon to the '
^ahla^'i Texts,' and that I have construed it

as
"
standing on the shore of the Sea." In this Veraval inscription, there is a similar

phrase, ?^^^c5I^^, which Hultzsch has rendered,
" on the shore of the

Hormuz coast," by which,, he adds,
" the coast of the island itself or the neigh<

bouring Persian Coast may be understood." Ibid, 244, note.

In another Jiote on the same page, Hultzsch says that PaHpanthayati is here used

as an miransitive, as which it occurs too in an Abu inscription of Bhimadeva II,

dated 1265,
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the Keeper of the Great Seal and all the other Pancluikulas performed

(the work) of writing the superscription Shri." ^*

It will be seen that there is little or no real difference in these

three renderings of the formula, and it becomes possible, with their

assistai'.ce, to offer the following translation of J5l Kamdin's Colophon.

'• In the Samvat year 1610, month Khordad, Roz Rashna, F5l-

guna Sudi eleventh, Tuesday, the Second or repeated eleventh,

[which fell on ] Tuesday, on this day, here in the port of Daman
when the office {or executive authority) [Arab.

'

AmaV^ of Amin

[Arab. Amdnat, from Amin, trustworthy] was exercised by
and in charge [ Arab. Hav&le ] of Malik Asad, and here in the

port of Daman in the province of Gujarat, during the victorious reign

of the Sultan MahmCid Shah, when all the business of the seals was

performed by him [ Malik Asad ?
]

in the port of Daman, this [book]

was caused to be written (?) and the writing-paper given \i.e.

bought at the expense of] by Ervad Jal, the son of Ervad Kamdin.

Shri Ervad J al, the son of Kamdin of the Parsi caste had this Pahlavi

[Janda] book of Mainyo-Kharad written plainly in Pazand by himself.

He who preserves and reads it
[ will reflect merit on the emancipated

souls of 3^^ the ancestors of Ervad Jal Kamdin who had it written

(wrote it ?).

34 Lidian Antiquary, XL 221—223. Cartellieri says in a note that Faripanthayaii,
in the same meaning [

*

performed
'

], but used as a transitive, occurs in the

inscription of Sarangdeva in the temple of Vastupala at Abu of Samvat 1350, in

the Nadula plate or Kumarpala of Samvat 1213, and in the inscription of Visaldeva

of Samvat 13 17. ibid. 223.

Buhler who has edited the inscription of Visaldeva in Ind. Ant. VI. 210 fif, says"
Paripantkayati, loc. sing, pres.part. is used in all the W^estern inscriptions of the

1 2th and 13th Centuries in the sense of 'holding.''" There are at least six other

inscriptions in wh'ch this 'formula', as I have called it, occurs. They are (i)

Kumarpaladeva V. S. 1220. Ind. Ant. XVIII. 343 ; (2) Ajaypaladeva V. S. 1229.
Ind. Ant. XVIII. 347 : J, B. A. S. XXXI. 125, (1) Bhimadeva II. V. S. 1264.
Ind. Ant. XI. 338 ; (4) Bhimadeva II. V. S. 1266. Ind. Ant. XVIII. 113 :

(5) Visaldeva Va^hela, V. S. 1317. Ind. Ant, VI. 210 and (6) Sarangdeva V. S.

1350.

35 The Sanscrit words for the phrase in brackets are not in Jal Kamdin's text, and
Ervad Shahriarji was unable to restore them, as he was not aware of the source

from which that scribe had borrowed the colophon, and copied it with but aa

imperfect comprehension of its meaning.
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This postscript is dated Falguna Sudi Ii,i6i0 V. S. (12th Febru-

ary, 1554 A. C), and confirms what we know from other sources about

the writer. It appears from an agreement dated V. S. 1608 that he

was sent on behalf of the Sanjang, priests of Navsari to minister to

the spiritual wants of the Zoroastrians of the townships of Daman and

Sanjan (which were then included in the Sa.n]3indipanika^) ,
on certain

conditions specified in that document.'" His name occurs also in

the superscription of a letter addressed by the Priests of Yazd to

Dastur Meherji Rana and other Indian Zoroastrians, which is known

as the Revayet-i-Kaus Kamdin, and of which the accredited date is

Roz Bahman, Mah Bahman 922 A. Y. (1553 A. C.)'^

I will now proceed to say something about two other Postcripts

which are remarkable for their brevity and simplicity. The first of

them occurs in H18, a very old Pazand-Sanscrit MS of the Ardaviraf-

nameh which was secured by Haug during his tour in Gujarat, and

which is now in the Royal Library at Munich, The words are,

Saiivat 14.66 Varshe Chaitvashudi 13 hhaume navtna Arddg,-

virdya-ndma pustakam—ervada—Rdmena ervada—Kdmdina—sutena

sundarena samddhanena likhitam.

" In the Samvat year 1466, on the 13th of the light half of Chaitra,

early on Tuesday C?) the book of the Ardaviraf-namah was written

with suitable devotion by the herbad Ram, the son ofherbad Kamdin".

"This date corresponds, "says Haug, "to the 1 8th of March

A. D. 1410, and the writer may possibly have been the Ram Kam din

who was the father of Peshyotan, the writer of H6, although his

writing is dated \2\ years later than that of his son."'*

36 The original text and English translation of the Agreement will be found in my paper
on " SomeAncient Parsi Documents."

37 My Revayet MS. written by Mahrnush Kaikobad, folio 212 (J. West in Grundriss.

II. 126.

38 Hoshangji and Haug, Book of Ardaviraf. Introductory Essays, p. x. Ilaug's

rendering of ' Navina '

by
'

early
'

is admittedly doubtful, and is not supported by
any Sanscrit dictionary. It seems to me that Ram Kamdin wrote, or at least

meant to write Navinam, and that what he intended to say was that he had tran-

scribed the '

Ardda-viraya-nama
'

anew, Ue. made a fresh copy of it from some
ancient original,
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There is nothing inherently impossible in this conjecture, and the

posteriority of date can scarcely be called an insuperable objection.

Supposing Peshyotan Ram to have reached the age of 25 when he

transcribed He (or M^ ) in 1397 A. C, he woufd have been born in

1372 A. C. Now it is not at all uncommon in this country for a

person to become a father at twenty or even earlier, and Ram Kamdin's

own birth may have taken place in 1352. He would, in that case, have

been in 1410 only fifty-eight years old, an age at which it is by no means

impossible for a well-preserved individual to transcribe a Manuscript

without the use of spectacles.'"

But 1 am afraid that it is not possible to give even this qualified

assent to Haug's attribution lo the same scribe of another "
very

valuable manuscript
" which belonged to the late Dastur Hoshang.

Jamasp, and which contains the text of several Khordeh Avesta pieces,

with their Sanskrit and Gujarati translations, and the Ardavirafnamak

as well as the Bahman Yasht, with Sanscrit and Gujarati

versions. "The date A. Y. 784 (A. D. 141 5) is appended,"

says Haug, "to the Ashirvad, and the Ardavirafnamak has

the following colophon; Yadrishajn pustake drishtah iddrishah

likhttani viayd ; yadi shuddkam ashuddkanvd mama dosho na diyate ;

errada—Rand {Ramena ?) ervada-Kamdinasuta likhitam\

" As seen in the book, so it was written by me, whether correct

or incorrect, no blame is attributable to me
;
written by herbad Ram (?)

son of herbad Kamdin."

Haug has, in the translation, substituted Ram for Rand, and

offered the suggestion that the writer was probably the same person

"who wrote H18 five years before." I submit that this identification is

very far from being tenable. In the first place, the name is clearly

written Rana in the Ms. and there is no reason for supposing it to be

39 West's letter of 8th July 1891 in J. J. M >dy'i Irani Vishayv, Part III, 20c. Geldner

also quotes with approval West's opinion as to
" the sixtieth year of age being

the extreme limit of the activity of a copyist." Proleg. xxxix.
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a misvvriting oi Rdniena. In the second place, this Ms of 141 5 A. C.

hails from Navsari, while its predecessor of 1410 A. C. belonged origi-

nally to, if it was not actually found by Haug in, Broach, during his

tour in Gujarat in 1863-64.*°

It follows that if the existence of a Rana Kamdin, among
the priests of Navsari in the first quarter of the Fifteenth century, caa

be proved with anything like reasonable certainty, it would go far

to invalidate the claim put forward by Haug in favour of Ram
Kamdin of Broach. Now a glance at the Bhagarsdth Vanshavii

of Ervad Rustamji Jamaspji Dastur, is sufficient to show that a Rana

Kamdin was the great grand-father of Pahlan Anna, (the pedigree

being Pahlan, Anna, Chandna, Rana, Kamdin).*^ The name of this

Pahlan Anna occurs in the Revayet-i-Jasa, of which the date is S85

A. Y. (1516 A. C.)*^, and also in the letter of Aspandiar Sohrab which

West supposes, on good grounds, to have been penned about 1520

A. C.*' Moreover, Pahlan Anna was the father of Bahram Pahlan, the

family priest of Manek Changa, and Bahram's name occurs in the

metrical Persian version of the Ardavirafnameh, which was made by
K5us Fariburz in Navsari in 1533 A. C. (902 A. Y.).** We also know

that Mihirvan Mahyar Padam wrote, for this very Bahram Pahlan in

A. Y. 890 V. S. 1577 (A. C. 1520) the Pazand-Sanscrit Mainyo-i-

Khard which is now in the India Office Library.*^ We may take it,

then, that Pahlan Anna who was one of the grave and reverend

seniors of the Navsari Anjuman in 1 516 A. C, and who had a grown-

up son in 1520 A.C ,
was about fifty at the former date. In other words,

he may be presumed to have been born about 1466 A. C. Allowing

40 Bi the Avesta-Pahlavi Vendidad, whicli is now in the Bombay University Library
and which was purchased by Haug for the Government of Bombay, during thb

tour, also c&mc/rom Broach,

41 Op. Cit. p. I,

42 My Revayet MS. folio 97 a.

43 Ibid, folio 134 b. M. R. Unwalla's lithograph of Darab Hormazdyar, II. 446.

West, Grundriss. II. 125-6.

44 MS in the Library of the Sir Kavasji Jehangir Madressa at NaTsari folio ? a and 54 *.

45 West, S. B. E. XXIV. p. xxi.
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twenty-Hve years for a generation, the birth-dates of his father Ann5,

his grandfather Chandna and his great-grandfather Rana [Kamdin]
would fall in 1441, 1416, and 1391 A. C. respectively. Rana Kamdin
would thus have been about twenty-four years old at the date of this

Ms., vis. 141 5 A. C

But this is not all. It is further clear from another part of this

raluahle collection of pedigrees that Dastur Hoshang Jam^sp, the

owner of the Ms. was a lineal descendant in the sixteenth generation

of this very Rana Kamdin. Dastur Hoshang was born in 1835 A. T.

and his pedigree is, Hoshang, Jamasp, Rustam, Edal, Bahman,

Jamshed, Jama.sp, Asa, (Barzor), Faredun, Sukhla, Chanda, Kadva^

Hoshang, Shapur, Chandna, Rana, Kamdin.*'

Indeed, the critical sagacity of. Geldner enabled him to perceive

that this MS. (which he has designated H^) and Dastur JamSspji

Minocheherji's Sanscrit Khordah Avesta J 9 were "
closely related."

It [H3)
"

is written," he says,
"
in a peculiar character resembling that

of J g and closely akin to that Manuscript." He adds that "several

signs recall the style of writing in Sj which is equally original."*^

Now, Sj also was a MS. lent to Geldner through Dastur Jamaspji by
its owner, Ervad Mancherji Barzoji of the Pavri family of

Navsari*^, and I venture to say that the probabilities are all in

favour of the supposition that H (or H,) Jg and S were all

written by sonic priest or priests of Navsari, and that they are all

heirlooms which were transmitted and preserved for generations in

one or other branch of some old Bhagaria family.

In a second and much later MS. of the Pazand- Sanscrit Arda

Viraf also belonging to Dastur Hoshang, is preserved another old

f'ostscript of the same century, but which belongs to a different type.

H aug has thus translated it.

46 Bhagarsath Vanskavli, 22"3.

47 Avesta, Proleg. iv.

48 Ibid. xiii. It is perhaps necessary to add, for the knowledge of European, if not

Parsi, scholars, that Dastur Jamaspji Minocheherji belonged to the sine family as-

Dastur Ilcsjiang and was a descendant of Rana Kamdin also.
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" Written by the priest Bahiram, son of the priest Lakshmiclhar ;

iiitheSamvat year 1507, on Monday, the 12th lunar day ofMargashiraha,

in the course of the Variyan Yoga, in the Ashvini Nakshatra, [corres-

ponding to about the i6th November A. D. 1450], in the lands of

NagasSraka [the old name of Navsari]."

This Colophon is a clear imitation of a type, of which numerous

examples may be iound in any good collection of Sanscrit Manu-

scripts
*°

Its distinguishing feature is the mention of the ^oga, the

NakshaU-a, and sometimes the Kat'ana, ruling at the time when the

MS. was finished. These are matters of great importance in the eyes

of the Indian astrologer, but for the student of the Parsi history, the

interest of this brief note lies, not in its horary details, but in the

name of the scribe. Who then was Bahiram, the son of Lakshmf-

dhar ? I venture to offer the suggestion that he was the great-great-

grandfather of that
" conscientious copyist

" Asadin Kaka, whose

pedigree is given by himself in the important Yasht Codex F, as

Asadin, Kaka, Dhanpal, Lakhmidhar.^° Now it appears from the

colophon of a Vendidad written in A. Y, 1 142 that this Lakhmidhar's

father and grandfather were respectively named Bama (Bahiram) and

Lakhmidhar.^^ We may then take it that the writer of the Colophon
which has been "copied in" and preserved in Dastur Hoshang's Ms-

was the great- great-grandfather of Asadin Kaka.

This brings me to a Colophon of Asadin Kaka himself which is

preserved in Ak, a manuscript of the Shikand-QtiviQ;nk-Vijd>\ and

which has been transliterated and translated as follows by West.

'• Sduvat 162J Varshe, Shake i^gi pravrittamQfiC roja-Sahir-

evara-vidha-Bahmana-adahe shri-NCig^nandalKarnne pddashdha-Shri

49 Hoshangii and Haug, Book of Ardaviraf, Introductory Essays, XII. Peterson,
Fourth Report on a search for Sanscrit Manuscripts, No, 1498.

"^o Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, iiL

51 Darab Dastur Peshotan, Pahlavi Vendidad, Introd. xliv. The writer was a lineal

descendant of Aspandi^r Kaka, the brother of Asadin. Bama is a famihar form

of Bahram.
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Sultdna-MaJapharas/idh-vyajyardye A mahhQria-Shyi-Chingajash^n-

vyapdre ai-Kakdsuta-e-Asadina-likhiiam SkandaguvidnCtn GujdtanCana^

pustikain. Shubham bhavatu ! KalyCinavuistu !

" In the Samvat year 1625, in the current Shaka year 1491, on

the present day (?J, the day Sliahrlvar of the month Bahman, in the

district (?) of Navsari, in the invincible reign of King Sultan Muza-

ffarshah, the book named Shikand-gumanik Vijar is written for the

use of Amalshah Chingizshah, by the priest Asadin son of the priest

Kaka. May it become auspicious ! May it be beneficial P'

To this rendering the following note is appended.

" Amalshah's father, Chingizshah, was probably son of theManek-

shah Changashah who was thd chief of the Parsi laymen in Navsari in

1 531, when he was seventy years old, as stated in the Hadesa-Nama,

(Bombay, 1831), and his great-grand-father was, mosi: likely, the

Changa Shah who is mentioned in the correspondence between the

Parsis of India and those in Persia in 1478-81, which is still preserved

in the Persian Revayets."^^

I submit that Chingizshah and Amalshah are both names utterly

unknown among the Parsis, and that Manekshah never had any son

bearing the strange Mongol name Chingizshah. I may be perhaps

permitted to say that these queer names were, for long, a matter o£

doubt and perplexity to me, until I found out that the great Pahlavi-

sant had misread and therefore also misunderstood the latter part of

the Colophon, which is written, as he justly says, in
*'

corrupt

Sanscrit." The fact is that the 'Kh', is in manuscripts of the

i6th and 17th Centuries, written so very much like the cerebral
'

S\

that the one is very liable to be mistaken for the other. I venture to

say, with some confidence, that the true reading of the words after

vyajya-raye is Amala Khana-Shri-Chingi^a Khnn-vyd'pdre at. Kdkdstita-

e^sadina etc. i.e. "when the executive authority (Arab. Amal) was

52 Hoshang and West's ed. of the Text. Introd. xxii. See also West, S. B. E.

XXIV, p. xxxii note.
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exercised {yyixpare, performed, transacted, conducted) by Khan Shri

Chingiz Khan."53

It is scarcely necessary to remind the reader ofthe parallel

c-Kpresslon A jna/ amdnai havale Malik Shrt Asad vy&p&re tic. which

occurs in Jal Kamdin's Colophon.

The Sultan Majapharashah of this postscript was the puppet-King

Muzaflfar III, who was placed on the throne by the Gujarat
"
King-

maker" ' Etamad Khan after the murder of Ahmad Shah III in 1561.
*' The Kingdom of Guzerat," says Ferishta,

" was now subdiviced into

separate provinces,*' and " the province of Surat, and the districts of

Nadote and Champanere" were allotted to this Changiz Khan, while

Broach fell to the share of his nephew, Rustam Khan. Etamad KhSn

himself took the districts between the Sabarmati and the Mahindri

(Mahi), while the district of Patan was assigned to Musa Khan and Sher

Knan Fauladi.^' After 'Etamad Khan had been foiled in ousting the

Fauladis from power,
"
Changiz Khan proposed to Sher Khan Fauladi

that they should expel,
' Etamad Khan and divide Gujarat between

them, the capital and the country south of the Sabarmati falling to the

share of Changiz Khan, and that to the north to Sher Khan Fauladi.

Sher Khan agreed, and Changiz Khan joining him, they marched on

Ahmedabad." Etamad Kh5n sustained a severe defeat at the hands on

Changiz KhSn in a battle fought on the right bank of the Khari, about

eight miles south of Ahmadabad and fled with the King to Modasa,

while Changiz Khan took possession of the Capital and divided the

kingdom with Sher Khan as had been agreed. "After this success, all

the chief nobles of Gujarat, including the Habshis, joined Changiz

Khan, who was now at the zenith of his power, and began to think

ofsubduingSherKhan Fauladi, whoonhis part was anxious and fearful."

But Changiz Khan himself was soon afterwards assassinated by Alf

53 The word conjecturally rendered '
district' is the

' Karitne
' which has already

occurred as /Tame or Kamddau in the Chalukya inscriptions, and means 'the

Record Department, or the Secretariat or Chancellerie.
" Shri Kama, lit 'making Shri,' then obtains the meaning of '

Secretariat,"

Cartellieri. Ind, Ant. XI, 223 note.
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Khan and Jhujhar Khan Habshi at the instigation of a discontented

eunuch name Bijli Khan in A. H. 976 (1568-69 A. 0.)'* It will be

thus seen that the person referred to in the Colophon is this Changi/i

Khan who was the virtual ruler of all Gujarat south of Ahmsdabad, at.

the lime, and that there is no need of supposing that Manekshah and

Changashah had a son and grand-son bearing the unthinkable names,

Amalshah and Chingizshah.

I must now advert to another old postscript which is not devoid

of historical interest, and which ia preserved in a Manuscript of the

'Aogemdaicha which is now in the Munich State Library. It is repro-

duced in the Introduction to Geiger's edition of thai Fragment, and

I give it in that scholar's transliteration.

Samvaf 1$^^ varshe, Mctgashirshamdse, Shuklapuslipe[s\c\ trayoda-

shyum tithan, Somadine, spinddrmadamase, bahira^nrojye adyeh Skri

Ankulcshvare, Shrih-sultan Mahimiida vij'ayardjve, ervaddn-o'vad-

Homam-putra-ervad—Mowad—sutena ervad Bakman, Ugamadaktcka-

janda pajandand^n^i-pustakamprabhodhodyam Samadhdnena likhitam}^

There is nothing uncommon in the language of this colopho:i,

which is so easy as to stand in no need of a formal translation. The

interest lies in the name of the scribe Hirbadan-hirbad Homd, the son

of Mobad, the son of Bahman, who says he finished the Manuscript

at Ankleshwar on Monday the 13th of the light fortnight of Marga-

shirsha, which corresponded with the Parsi Roj Bahram Mah

Aspandarmad in the Vikram year 1555, in the victorious reign of the

Sultan Mahmud Shah [Begada] of Gujarat. Now, we have good reasons

for believing that Ankleshwar was from very early times a centre of

54. History of Gujarat. Bombay Gazetteer. Vol. I, Part I, 263-4. The date (975
A. H.) is given on the authority of the Mirat-i-Sikandary, Fazal Lutfullih's trans,

301. For other references to this Changiz Khan, see the Tabaqa(-i-Akbari in

Elliott and Dowson, V. 280, 325, 330 ; Lowe, Badaoni, II. 67, 68, 10,5, no, 147,

151 ,
Abul Fazl, Akaimimah in Elliott and Dowson, VI. 125 ; Briggs, Op. Cit,

156—-164.
55. Geiger, Op. Cit, Introduction, p. 1 1.
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Parsi population. It is common knowledge that the town is mentioned

in the Qissah-i-Sanjdu as one of the five places (Navsstri, Broach,

Cambay, Vankaner and Ankleshwar) to which the Zoroastrian

refugees began to spread from Sanjan about two hundred years

after their first arrival in the Country. But we have much better

evidence of the fact in the old Avesta-Pahlavi Visparad tran-

scribed at Ankleshwar by Rustam MihirSpan in 627 A 20 Y.

(1278 A. C.)'^ And it appears from a note in an old Disapothi preser-

ved in the Ankleshwar Daremekr, that a Behdin named Nar^ang

Dhanpal of Hansot had a Tower of Silence built at his own expense

at Ankleshwar about the beginning of the i6th century.®^ This Narsang

Dhanpal died in 1517 A.C. But the priests and laymen of Ankleshwar

are expressly mentioned among the Indian Zoroastrians to whom the

first Persian Revayet brought by Nariman Hoshang thirty-nine years

earlier (847 A. Y. 1478 A. C.) was addressed. Now, in that missive, we
find that the Hirbad Homan of Ankleshwar is specially named and

exhorted to enforce the observance by the laity of certain ceremonial

practices which were said to have fallen into neglect.*' There can

be little doubt that the Hirbad Homan of the Revayet is no other

than the scribe who wrote the old Manuscript in 1498, A. C, and we

learn from the Colophon that his father was named Mobad and his

grandfather Bahman. The title of Hirbadan-Hirbad which he gives

himself, indicates that he was the ackno^vledged spiritual leader of the

community, and this is in its turn, borne out by his being the only-

priest of Ankleshwar who is mentioned hy name in the Revayet
referred to.

56. Geldnei , Avesta, Polegomena, vii and xxxviii-ix,

57 Pdrd Prakask, I. 7.

58 M. R. Unwala, Op. Cit. II, 378, 1. 15.



THE DATES OF THE PERSIAN
REVAYET5.

-**^

In the course of the foregoing dissertations on some of the most

debatable points of Mediaeval Parsi history, I have so often relied

upon or referred to the Persian Revayets, that it is scarcely necessary

to plead any excuse for dealing at length to-day, with a difficult problem

which lies at the very root oftheir usefulness for chronological purposes.

That problem relates to the initial year of the Era to which the dates

of the Colophons of these Revayets belong. I have, like all those

who have preceded me in this field of inquiry, taken it for granted

that it is the Ordinary Yazdajardi Era, the commencement of which

was synchronous with the day of the accession of Yazdajard to the

throne (i6th of June 632 A. C). But it is now common know-

ledge that a very different era, sometimes called the Parsi and at

others the Zoroastrian, was in general use during the middle ages

among the followers of the Old Faith in Iran, and that its first year

was not the 632nd, but the 652nd of the year of Christ, in which the

Sassanian dynasty was for ever distinguished by the murder of

Yazdajard at Merv-i-Shahijan.

E. W. West informs us that "nearly all the Pahlavi Kolophons

written by Persian Parsis are dated either from the twentieth year of

Yazdakart, or in Parsig years, which imply the same thing ;
this

was the Era of the Zoroastrians, or the Magi, described by Albiruni and
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now no longer in use. When it went out of use is not known, but the

copy of the Koloy)hon of L^ preserved in Pt^ gives the date from

both Eras, showing that the Era A. 20 Y. was still in use in 1323;
but there are reasons tor believing that Persian writers of Pahlavi

Kolophons contmued to write the accustomed formula for the twentieth

year after Ya,':dakart, for more than a century after they had ceased

to count the yearsfrom that Era. This additional complication and

uncertainty applies probably to all Persian-Pahlavi Kolophons of these

last two centuries, and is a matter that requires further investiga-

tion. The exact difference produced by calculating the same date

from the two different eras is five days less than twenty years, on

account of the five leap-years that occur in that period ;
and the

easiest mode of calculating is to add 20 years to the Persian date,

and then calculate as if it were an Indian Kadmi Parsi date,"'

Geldner also has a luminous note on the subject, in which he

points out that " the oldest quotable instance for this era [ the Parsi

or A. 20 Y. ]
is the colophon of Mahvindad, first copyst of the

Dinkard, A. D. 1020, a contemporary therefore of Albiruni," and that

ahe formula ' Twentieth year after Yezdegerd' is found also "in the later

colophons to the Dinkard, and in JP' K'3, F^
,
MF ^

* * * More

over, even in certain cases where the older Persian Mss. do not speci-

fically add the twentieth year of Yezdegerd, we have nevertheless, to

accept that the calculation is made from the year A. D. 651", as in

K43 and K^ .

" At a later period, or from about the year 1600, the

use of the Common Yezdegerd Era became established in Iran by the

side of the Zoroastrian.*
* *

After about 1700, the twentieth year

appears to have become merely a formula no longer understood, and the

common Yezdegerd era became the usual one in Persia. In F^

there are two copies by the same scribe, bound together (and in reverse

order) ;
the first is dated 28 Dai A. 20 Y. 1075, the second 21 Dai A. Y.

1075. It is evident that a space of twenty years did not elapse

1 Grundriss der Iranischen Philologie, Pahlavi Literature, 121 -2.
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between the two copies. Both dates must therefore be computed as

1706 A. D. Nevertheless, as long as the various methods of

dating have not been fully investigated and established, a certain

caution is advisable. Therefore even in cases after 1 700 where the

Parsi year is expressly mentioned, I have, nevertheless, left both

possibilities open."-

Nov, every one of the Persian Revayets included in the Classified

Compilation ot Dastur Darab Hormazdyar was written in Persia

bcfcre the point of time (1700 A. C.) at which the Common Yazdajardi

Era is supposed by Geldner to have become the usual one in Persia.

Indeed, it would seem that all these missives were indited during

the very period of transition, in whkh both eras were current at

the same time in Iran, and in two cases, at least, the word ' Parsi 'is

expressly used in the Colophons, so that it is open to any one, (so

long as the question has "not been fully investigated"), to maintain,

as the late Ervad Tahmurasp actually did, that the Eraused.in these

documents is not the Yazdajardi but the Parsi, not the A. Y. but the

A. 20 Y., and that all these epistles have been, up to now, erroneously
antedated by just five days short of twenty years.

Now, it is clear that for the purposes of textual criticism gene-

rally, it does not really much matter whether a good Manuscript or a

bad one was transcribed, as a matter of fact, in 1500 A. (.. or 1520
A. C, but where the primary object is to establish upon a firm chrono-

logical basis the leading events in the annals of a people, the easy
alternative of two eras separated from each other by no less than

twenty years must, in spite of the apparent advantages of
''

leaving

both possibilities open," be fatal to all true historical research,

I propose therefore to devote the final paper in this series

to an exhaustive examination of this problem which has, notwithstand-

ing its importance, been neglected, if not consigned to limbo

2 Geldner, Avesta, Prolegomena, p. iii. Note.
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altogether by our scholars, probably from a consciousness of its

nature precluding any hope of obtaining aught else than abortive

results.

It is scarcely necessary to premise that in these Reva} ets are

comprised "the replies and information collected by some special

messenger who had been sent, by some of the chief Parsis in India,

to obtain the opinions of the Parsis in Persia, regarding certain parti-

culars of religious practice which were duly specified in writing, or to

apply for copies of MSS which were either unknown or scarce in

India."-^ The first Indian Zoroastrian to be despatched on this

mission was a Behdin of Broach named Nariman HushaDg, and the

epistle he brought is subscribed by the Dasturs of the villages of

Turkabad and Sharfabad near Yazd. It would appear that Xariman

had not been provided with any letter or credentials in writing, and

he does not seem to have possessed even the obviously indispensable

qualification of an acquaintance with Persian. He was therefore

obliged to stay for about a year with his co-religionists in Yazd, and

to make his living by the purchase and sale of small quantities of

dates. During the interval, he had acquired a sufficient knowledge of

the language to convey to his Iranian friends some information relating

to the Zoroastrian Settlements in India, their leaders, and the state

of rehgion.'* The reply of the Iranians is addressed by name to

Changa Shah the leader of the town of Navsari {Salar-i-Shahr-i-

Navsart), and other "
Athornans, chiefs and Hirbads," of the towns

3 E. W, West in Grundriss, 125.

4 Revayet Manuscript in my possession finished by Hirbad Mahrnush Kaiqul.ad Mahiyar
Kana Jaisang on Roz Ashtad Mah Adar, 1022 A. Y. (27th July 1653 A. C. ), folio 175 b,

11. 9-15. In this volume the Revayets of Kaus Mahiyar, Kamdin Shapur, Jasa, Aspandiar
Sohrab, Nariman Hushang, the letters of 855 A. Y. and 880 A. Y. and the Revayets of

Kaus Kamdin, Kaus Kaman (?) and Dastur Barzoji are transcribed in the original _form
without any claspification or arrangement of their contents. The last two Rev..yets—Kaus
Kaman's with the date 962 A. Y., and Dastur Barzoji's— are each in an altoged or difierent

hand. I shall hereafter call this Ms. M. K, Ervad Manekji Rustamji Unwalla's Lithograph
of Dareb IlormazdySr's Revayet, Vol. II. 389, 11. 2—5. This is a fairly accurate reproduction
of a Ms in Darab Hormazdyar's oa'w handwriting, finished on Roz Ilormazd, Mah Shahrivar,

1061 A. Y. (169^: A. C). I shall quote it hereafter as D.H. Lith.
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of Surat, Anklesar, Bliaruch, and Khambaii, and the writers invoke

the blessings of Hea\en upon Changa Shah and thank Providence

that he had been able, (as they had learnt from Nariman Hushang),

to secure the exemption of the Zoroastrians of Navsari from

the payment of the Jizya. {Jizyae-i-Behdinan-i-Noi/vsQi-i dur

kunrmidehy. The names of several other Indian Parsis of note

occur in the body of this letter, e.g. Hirbad Bacha (Waccha), Hirbad

Dada and Hirbad Kluirshed.^ The last two are again mentioned

along with another priest of Navsari named Anna.^ ^ Hirbad

Homan of Anklesar is also expressly requested to see that the cere-

monial injunctions of the faith in regard to women were carefully

observed in the town of the Anjuman of which he was the leader

( Peskzi'd y. We also learn from this missive that the name of the

leading Parsi resident in Nariman's own birth place, Broach, was

Hushang Ramyar, who is called Kadkhuda, i.e. Headman or Patel,'"

The signatories of this epistle are

Jamasp Shahriar, Siavakhsh Bahram, Kaikhusru Siavakhsh and

Hushang Siavakhsh^^ The actual scribe gives his name as Shapur

Jamasp, Shahriar, Bakhiafrid, Shahriar, Bahram, Naushirvan.-^^

5 JJ. IC folio 163 b, L 13 ; D. H. Lith. II, 379, 1. 5.

<n M. K, folio 165 a, 11. 13— 15 ; D. H. Lith. II, j8o, 1. 7.

7 MK. folio 165 a, 11. 8-9. 1). TI. Lith. II. 380 1. 4. This Hirbad Dada was probably
Dada Jaisang, the grand-father of Dastur Rana Jaisang and great grand-father of Dastar

Mehrji R.ina.

8 M. Iv. folio 167 a, 11. 12-3 ; D. H. Lith. II, 381, 1. 19.

q M. K. folio 163 a, 1. 9 ; D. H. Lith- II, 378, 1. 1,5. I have shown elsewhere that

this was Hirhad Homan, the son of Mobtid, the son of Bahman—who appears, from a

Colophon preserved in MH21 to have made a copy of the Aogemdaicha with Pazand and

Sanscrit versions in Vikram Samvat 1555 (1498 A. C).

10 M K. folio 162 b, 1- 10 ; D- H. Lith. II, 378 I. 8 and M. K . folio 176 a, 1. 15 ; D. IJ.

Lith. II, 389-

11 M. K. folio 168 a, 11. lo-i I ; D. H. Lith. II, 382, 1. 15. Jamasp Shahriar was evidently
the scribe Shapur's father, Kaikhusru Siavakhsh, whose name occurs here as well as in the

next Revayet, was the brother of Hushang Siavakhsh and was the person who had written

the ancestral Codex of the Vajiriha-i-Din-i-Shapir-i-Mazdyastan, from which first Gopatshah-
i-Rust»m-i-Bundar, then M»rzpan-i-Fredun and lastly Fredun-i-Marzpan-i-Fredun transcribed

the Ms. which was in Ervad Tahrauras's Library. Tahmuras, Bundahisbn Facsimile,

Introduction, p- xiv.

12 M. K. folio 168 a, 1. 6 and D. H. Lith. II, 1. 382, 1. il and II, 372, 1. 7-
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It is clear from the full name of Hushang Siavakhsh which occurs

in two other places as Hushang Siavakhsh, Shahriar, Bakhtafrid

[ Shahriar ],Bahram, Khusruishah Anushirvan-^' that Shapur Jamasp
was his first cousin. There are in this letter four colophons, the dates

in two of which are identical, and those of the third and fourth differ

from each other and from the first two by a few da}'s only. They
are

36

17

(i) Roz Manthraspand, Mah Mihr, of the year 847 Pa/si, after

Yazdajard the King of Kings.

{2) Roz Mahrasfand, Mah Mihr the victorious, of the year 847

( Scili, Parsi ?) after Yazclagard, the King of Kings, ofthe race

of Aurmazd.

(3) Roz Khurdad, Mah Mihr [according to] the ancient (^Qadim)

[ reckoning ]
of the 3'ear 847 of Yazdagard Shahriar.

(4) Roz Khur, Mah Aban of the year 847 of the Era \_ba sharh-t-

tarikh
]
of Yazdagard Shahriar.

13 M. K. folio 153 a, 11. 3-7 ; 155 b, U. 2-4. D. II. Lith. II, 368, 11. 7—8 and IT,

371.1.3-

14 M. K. folio 153 b, 11. 4-8. D. H. Lith. II, 368, il. :?-i4.

J 5 M. K folio 156 a, 11. 4-9. D. H. Lith. II. 371, 11. 5-6.

16 M K. folio 157 b, 11. 7.8. D. H. Lith. XL 372, 1 10.

17 M K. folio leSa, 11. 3—5 ; D. H Lith. II. 382, 11. lo-ii.
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Tt will be noticed that, the year is everywhere the same, but

that in one case at least, it is expressly called Tarsi, while in the

three others, it is merely said to belong to the era called after the

Kings of Kings, Yazdagard. What then are we to understand by
this 847th year Parsi or Yazdagardi, and with which of the two did

it really correspond, 1478 A. C. or 1498 A. C. ? We know that

Shapur Jamas}! Shahriar had transcribed in 840 A. Y. the famous codex

of the NirangisiSLn which may be regarded, through the copy made by
his descendant. Jamasp Hakim Vilayati as the archetype of all the

Indian MSS of that text'^, but then there is nothing at all to show that

Shapur Jamasp was not alive in 1498 A. C, and the point must

remain undecided if no light is forthc3ming from some other source.

I shall presently show that, so far zk. least as this Revayet is concerned,

that light is happily not denied to us.

But before that can be accomplished, it will be necessary to exam-

ine the two subsequent Reva}'ets, in both of which the leading

Indian addressed is Changa Shah, and in which many of the other

names also, both of subscribers and addressees, reappear. It is obvious

that all the three documents must belong to practically the same

period, and that the only way to understand their real significance and

form a correct estimate of their chronological position, is to consider

them as belonging to a single whole or group, of which the members

must stand or fall together, and to all of which the same solution

must apply.

Well then, the Revayet which is next in point of time after this

letter of 847 ( A. Y. or A. 20 Y. as it may prove to be ), is also called

in the Systematic or Classified Compilation cf Darab Hormazdyar

18 Darab Dastur Peshotan, ed. Nirangistan, Introd- p. 2. In a MS Baj-Dhamu and
Fravashi which is in the Library of the late Dastur Kausji Nausliirvanji of Surat, Jamasp
Ilakim Vilayati gives his own pedigree thus : Jemasp Dastur Hakim Dastur Naushirvan
Dastur Zaratosht Jamasp Shapur Bakhtafrid. This Shapur—ihe descendant probably, and
not the son, of Bakhtatrid—may have been our Shapur Jamasp Shahriar—the scribe of the

Nirangistan—and then it would be easy to understand how his Codex of the Pahlavi version,

of the Husparam Nask came into the possession of Jamasp Vilayati. ^
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after Nariman Hushang, and is separated from it only by an interval

of a few 3'ears. The name of Nariman does not, it is true, appear any-

where in the document itself, but the following extract conclusively

shows that the second Revayet is the reply to anotlier letter of inquiry

which had been addressed by the Indian Parsis to their Turkabad

correspondents after 'Cao. receipt of the missive dated in the 847th year.

o^Jj ^<U M^ j^ ^J^^.j '^^ ^^^^ Lf^^ (*-->'^ y^-^j'^
^^ -'^ <^'-'ij-. /"^jjr^ j^iit

" Next you have written [ to ask why ] we had written to the effect

that if a person sins, and is not withheld (or forbidden) by the leader

of the Community, the sinfulness is incurred [h't. sits on the neck of]

by that [ leader ]. [ We wrote in that way ] because we had come to

know that those dear ones do possess (/^/. have in their hands) the

authority and the power."

This reply is addressed to Changa Sh<ih, Bahram Changa Shah,

the Hifbad-i-Hitbaddn Khurshed Burjurg-i-SanjunCm ( the Priest of

Priests, Khurshed the chief of the Sanjanas ),^° Hirbad Rustam, Hirbad

Hushang, and the other '

Athornanan, Ratheshtaran, Vastrioshan and

Hutokhshan
'

of Hindustan and the township of Navsari.

The actual scribe is again Shapur Jamasp of Sharfabad and the

signatories are

Hirbad Shahriar Mahvindad and Hirbad Mahraban Naushirvan

both of Turkabad, and Hirbad Hushang. Hirbad Faridun and Hirbad

19. M. K, folio. 170a, 11. 13—5 ; DH. Lith. II. 3S4, 11. 10-11.

20. There can be no doubt that this Khurshed—the leader of the SanjanS priests
—was

Khurshed Kamdin of the Qissah-i-Sanjan. It is not necessary to repeat what I have said else-

where {ante p. ), as to the bearing of the fact on the date of the insiallation of th° Irin-

shah at Navsgri,
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Kaikhusru of Sharfabad, toi^ether with Zindah—Razm Kershasp and

Bahman Asfandiar of Sharfabad.-* The date is thus given :

JJ jbcJij J j,^i^y J t— ^.s jsl-* i^i-^iiCi jjj d^'t ^ii~/o \j^ f^:)^^ <*jj*^ '^^.'i-y

"Completed with good wishes and joy and pleasure, on the day

Daipdin of the month Dai of the year 855 after the era of Yazdagard

Shahriar".

Tt is however necessary to say that Doctor J ivanji J. Mody has

raised a doubt about the correctness of the above date. He insists

that the true reading of the year is »^Jj o.-ai-k, , 850, not
^ij »'^

'^'^^r 855, and that the former reading which occurs in the Auto-

graph Manuscript of the Revayet of Darab Hormazdyar ( dated

1048 A. Y.) which is in the Bombay University Library is the only

one that can be depended on. He declares that J>-j is an unauthorized

interpolation, and he believes that West who has accepted the 855

reading was misled on account of relying too implicitly on the

Pdrsi Prakdsh}^ On the other hand, it appears that Ervad Manekji

Rustamji Unv/alla possesses t7«t////^r copy of the Compilation finished

by the same laborious scribe on Roz Hormazd, Mah Shahrivar

1061 A. Y. which bears out the reading J^^. 8^=?^Jj <^^^\. Ervad

J ivanji rejects its authority, however, on the ground of its having

been written by Darab .several years hiter than the Bombay Univer-

sity Autograph. I have then to say that there is lying before me the

Revayet MS written by Hirbad Mahrnush Kaiqubad Mahiar Rana

Jaisang, on Roz Ashtad, Mah Adar 1022 A. Y. (27th July 1653 O. S.)

21. M. K. folio. i68b, 1. 6 et seq ; D. !I Lith. II. 383, 1. 5 et seq. and M. K. folio.

175a, 1. 13 ; D. H. Lith. II. 388, 1. 9.

This Hirbad Shahriar Mahvindad of Turkabad was apparently the chief Dastur, and great
grandfather of Mahraban Naushirvan Rustam Sh:diriar Mahvindad, the scribe of K. 43,

The Hirbad Hushang and Hirbad Kaikhusru of Sharfabad were apparently Hushang Siavakhsh

and Kaikhusru SiJlvakhsh, whose names have already occurred in the preceding com

munique of 847.

22. M. K. foho 175 b, 11. 1—3. ; D. II. Lith. II. 388, 11. lo-il.

23. Parsees at the Court of Akbar, p. 59 and note : A Few Events in the Early History >,

of the Parsis, p. 56 and note.
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i.e, about twenty-six years h/ore the University Library Manuscript,
In it the date is clearly given as J-j »1^j o.'^i^,. It should be also

borne in mind that the author of the Parsi Prakdsh took the date

from an excellent copy of Darab Hormazdyar's Classified Revayet
which is in the Mulla Firuz Library.^* Indeed, it is not impossible
that the omission of the J-^ in the older Autograph is nothing more

than a clerical error on the part of Darib, who was by no means an

unerring scribe, and that the mistake was corrected when he made the

other copy in 1061 A. ¥.(1692 A. C.) and restored the J-i con-

sciously or unconsciously. But this is after all a conjecture, and it is

not at all easy to say on which side the balance of evidence lies,

and we must be prepared to sympathise with any one who regards
the point as undecided, or as even incapable of being finally settled.

But the difference between the rival readings is not, as I shall

presently show, of any material importance, and I must now proceed
to examine the third and last of the llevayets in which the name,

of Changa Shah occupies the place of honour. It is addressed to

Changa Shtlh, Dastur Khurshed Buzurg-i-SanjdmIn, Dastur Rustam
Dastur Hushang, the Sons of the deceased {lit. who has Heaven for

his portion) Bahram Shah, Manek Shah. Asdin Shah, Dastur Ram-

yar, Dastur Jamshed and Bahram Dastur Shahriar, Dastur Nairyo-

S3.ng Mimajjam (Astrologer) and the Kadkhudd (Patel) Shapur, and

Qawam-ud-din and Isfandiar and other Zoroastrians of Navsari,

Khambait, Bharuch, Surat and Anklesar.^^

24. Pdrsi Praka^h, I. p. 6.

25. M. K. folio 178 b, 11, 4—7. D. H. Lith. II, 391, 11. 4—6. The Bahramshah who is

said to have gone to Heaven, was the eldest son of Changa, and appears to have died in his

father's life-time. Manekshah was the famous Manek Changa, and we learn from an old NAtna-

grahan that Changa had another son also, who bore the name of A^din. Rustamji Jamaspji

Dastur, BhagarsCith Vanshdvli. 222, Col. I-

Dastur Ramyar was apparently Dastur Ramyar Sanjana—the father of Dastur Hormazyar

Ram or Ramyar, whose name occurs in the subsequent letters of J"'st and Aspandyar Sohrab,

See also ante p. 21,
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The date is expressed thus :

" The most exalted Day Aurmazd of the noblest of Months,

Shahrivar, of the [ year ] 88o of Yajdajard, the King of Kings, son

of Khusru the King of Kings, son of Hormazd the King of Kings,

son of Naushirvan.*
* * Finished in prosperity and good fortune

on Wednesday, corresponding to the 9th of the month of Shawwal

in the year 916 of [the worshippers] of Allah. [8th January 1511.]"

It is clear that so far as the' year or the Era intended to be

employed in fkis Colophon is concerned, there cannot be a shadow

of doubt. The date-equation Roz Aurmazd, Mah Khurdad 880 A. Y.

= 9th Shawwal 916 A. H. /. ^. 8th January 151 1 A. C. (Old Style)

settles it beyond all cavil that the Era used here is >ioi the one

known as the Parsi or the Zoroastrian or the A. 20 Y. In other

words, we are entitled to say that we have here an absolutely unim-

peachable example of the use of the ordinary Yazdajardi Era in

Persia itself so early as the first quarter of the sixteenth century.

But then what is to be said of the Revayets of 847 or 855 (or

850 ?). We may take it as proved that this letter of 880 A. Y. was

indited in 151 1 A. C, and not 1531 A. C, but does it, therefore, follow

that its predecessors were transmitted to India in 1478 and i486 A. 0,

(or 1481 A. C), and not in 1498 and 1506 ( or 1501 ) A. C. ? Not neces-

sarily, but I submit that there are very cogent reasons, which I shall

forthwith proceed to state, for holding that they have been correctly-

assigned to the Common Yazdajardi Era.

26, M. K. folio 185 a, 11. 3—6, D. H. Lith. II. 396, 11. 9— 11. ^^Vj is my

emendation of ^*^lf}\j of the text, which makes no sense.
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The fact Is that there is in this Revayet of 8So A. Y. not only

an equation conclusive as to itself but also an explicit statement

which is decisive as to the dates of its predecessors. The writers

say:

v3U. ^^.M ^A.^-* *Si^_}^ e;'</Ot? '^'^t-
f:!J^^

t:>-j' J'***-*^ J i^j' J^ 15

e^tjy^^j C)lij«J>tJ C-^U^ jlj sC&^^i^j gU^J^^J (^tjjjAt jt t_,_^ij;A)
Am

"Next after the payment of our respects, let it be known to

those exalted persons that neither during the regime ( h't. days, time)

of the Arabs that is past, nor in that of the Turks that has arrived,

were these humble persons aware whether there were or not in

the countries of Hindustan any followers of the Good Faith, until

THIRTY-FIVE YEARS BEFORE THE PRESENT DATE
[of writing], the deceased {lU. who has Heaven, for his portion)

Nariman Hushang turned his face towards this quarter. A letter

had been written [also] by the deceased (///. whose soul is in

Holiness) Bahram Shah Changa Shah and the congregation

of Behdins and Dasturs to us ( lit. this side ). These humble ones

wrote a reply thereto and sent it ABOUT TWENTY-NINE YEARS
AGO by the hands ofNaushirvan Khusru and Marzban Isfandiar, but

received nothing in answer thereto. These humble ones have therefore

no knowledge of the present condition ofthe followers of the Good Faith

in that Country. Strange that they should have entirely refrained

27. M. K. folio 179a, 11 3—15 ; D. H. Lith. II. 391, II 12—18.
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from writing. It is now a little more than a year since Yazdyjr
was sentto that region. He did not however go further than Khambait,

and brought when he returned the blessed letter of those dear ones,'*

Now if Nariman Hushar.g
" had turned his face towards

"
Iran

about thirty jive years before SSo A, Y. == 916 A. H. = 1511 A. C, he

must have reached Yazd about 1476 A. (_'. We have seen that he had

to stay in Persia for about a year to learn the language. It

follows that the reply dated 847 Pdf'si which he brought from the

Iranian Dasturs must have been indited in 1478 A. C. and could not

by any possibility be supposed to belong to 1498 A. C, in spite of the

year being expressly called Parsi in one of the Colophons. In other

words, the year 847 of all the four Colophons to the first Rev'uyet is the

847th of the Common Yazdajai'di Era, and the word Parsi there

used for the Era does not appear to have possessed even in the last

quarter of the Sixteenth Century, that special or technical

meaning which has been supposed to belong to it in all case.:.

But if 'Ccvxs, first Revayet of Nariman Hushang belongs indubita.-

bly to the Common Yazdajardi Era, it follows that its sequel which

was written by the very same scribe and was signed by two of the

old signatories may, with reasonable, if not absolute certainty, be also

taken to belong to the same Era. To put it differently, it seems

much more probable that the period intervening between the first

Revayet and the second, which bears such a close resemblance to it,

was the short one of eight years or the very brief one of two years,

rather than the long one of twenty eight or twenty-two years. And

here it is necessary to add that the argument becomes all but

conclusive if the reading 850 A. Y. is preferred. For we are told

that the epistle sent with Naushirvan Khusru and Marzban Isfandiar

in reply to the one which had been addressed by Bahramshah

Changashah had been written about twenty-nine years before S80

A. y.=gi6 A. H. = i5ii A. C, i.e. about 851 A. Y., which is

as close an approximation to 850 A. Y. as can be expected under

the circumstances. And I may be permitted to say that this seems to
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me to be a much more decisive argument in favour of the reading

of the Bombay University Manuscript than anything which has been

advanced by Doctor Jivanji Mody, and to turn the balance of evidence

almost entirely in its favour.

The next dated Revayet is the one which is quoted about fourteen

times by Diirab Hormazdyar as the Maktub ( Letter ) or Revayet of

the Behdin Jasa.^^ The document is not mentioned anywhere in the

Pcitsi Prakash, and its date was unknown to West, but it can be

recovered from the Revayet MS. transcribed by Dastur Mahrnush

Kaiqubad which is in my own possession. The date is as follows :

"Roz Daibadar, Mah Aban of the year 885 of Yazdagard, the

King of Kings, son of Khusru son of Hormazd."

Another epistle appears to have been brought about the same

time by a Behdin named Aspandiar Sohrab, but it is impossible to

ascertain the year, as all that is stated in the Colophon is that

80 (j,^ yS^y ^j^s ^j^^j jjU ^^[^xi\ ^jj jo cjU/ j^jI

" This letter was written on the day Aniran of the month

Bahman [according to] the ancient (qadim) [reckoning].

28 West in Grundiiss, 126.

29. M. K. folio 133, 11. 7
— 10. This is the only MS of all those that I have had

opportunities of examining, which contains a copy of the zvkole letter as it was received

from Persia.

30. The oldest copy of this Revayet exists in a MS written by Dastur Ilormazyar

Framarz Kamdin Kuka Hamjiar Padam—the father of Darab Hormazyar—which contains

several colophons dated in the years 1012—1014 A. Y. ( 1643—1645 ^- C- ) For the date of

this letter, see folio 198 b, 11 4-q . My acknowledgments are due to Mr. P. N. Kapadiaof Bom-

bay, for the loan of the MS. which was known also to the author of the FSrsi Pi-akash, who

has described its contents, (P. P. I. 844). The questions are not classified or arranged under

distinct headings, as in his son's compilation. The writer has merely tmnscrihed those letters

of which he was able to procure copies, entire or in part. I shall quote it hereafter as HP.

The Revayet of Aspandiar Sohrab is found in INI. K. also, !nd the date is given at folio

13S b, 11. 13-14. Sec also D, H. Lith. II. 450, 1. 9.
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The Indian names occurring in the Introductions of both these

compositions are ideniical except for a few differences on which it

would be hazardous to base any precise statement as to precedence
in point of time. The names themselves are of great interest, and I

give them below as they occur in the oldest copies :

REVAYET OF jASA.
Navsaxi names.

Behdin Manek Changa, Leader ( SaJdr) of Navsari, Dastur Nagoj

Asdin, D. Jaisang Dada, D. Palhan Annan, D. Khurshed Wajha

[Waccha], D. Chacha Wacha, D. Asa Dhayyan, D. Hira Dada,

D. Asa Rustam, D. Eahram Rustam, D. Nagoj Rustam, D. Rana

Jaisang, D. Wajha Jaisang, D. Chanda Palhan, D. Mahiar Asa,

D. Chanyan Asdin Sanjana, D.DhanpalJaisan j Sanjana, D. Hormazyar
Ram Sanjana, D. Bahram Khurshed Sanjana, and Behdin Kamdin

Tabib (Physician), B. Asdin Mehrvan, B. Dhayyan Ranan the

brother's son of Changa Shah, B. ASa Bahram the son of Changa,
B. Ranan Jamasp, and B. Manek Bahram.

Surat names.

Dastur Khurshed Dosa Wajha, [Waccha], D. C'handa Wajha,
D. Jaisang Narsang, Behdin Hira Mahiar, Narsang Ranan, and

Khurshed, Behdin Jiwa Bika and Karwa Bika.

Anklesar names.

Dastur Bahram Hurmaz, D. Jaisa Khurshed.

Broach names.

Dastur Mahiar Narsang, TJstdd Ram Kahnan.

Cambay names.

Dastur Khurshed and Dastur Shapur.^^

31. M K folio 96 b—97 b.

Hirbad JS'isang Dada was the father of Rana Jaisang, the father of Dastur Mehrji Eana-
Eana Jaisang has given his own pedigree in the Colophon of a Pazand Jamaspi written by
himself in 1560 V. S. (Mody, The Parsees at the Court of Akbar, p. 169).
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REVAYET OF ASPANDIAR SOHRAB.

Navsdri names.

Hirbad Nagoj Bahman, H. Asdin, H. Jaisang Dada, H. Palhan

Annan, H. Khurshed Chanda, H. (Jhacha, H. Asdin, H. Adar, H.

Asai Rustam, H. Nagoj Rustam, H. Ranan Jaisang, H. Chacha

[Waccha] Jaisang, H. Jhanda Palhan, H. Aurmazdyar Sanjana,

H. Mahiar Asa, H. Chanyan H. Asdin, H. Jaisang Sanjana, H.

Sanjana Bahram, H. Ranai, H. Kamdin, Hirbad Chunda and Manek

Changa, Behdin Bahmanshah, B. Mehrvan Asdin, B. Tabib Shayer

{ the Physician), B. Asa Bahramshah, B. Rana Jamasp, B. Manek

Bahman, B. Manek Patel.

Hirbad Talhan Annan was the son of the Hirbad AnnS [ Chandna ] mentioned in the

Revayet of 847 A. Y, and the father of Bahram Palhan, who was the family priest of Manek

Changa. The pedigree of Palhan will be found ante p 269.

D. Hira Dada was the brother of Jaisang Dada.

D. Nagoj Rustam's name is found in a document of V. S. 1590, He was then an old

man with grownup sons whose names also are mentioned ^wi'^, p. 269) Asa Rustam was

probably his brother.

ESina Jaisang and Wajha (Waccha) Jaisang were undonbtedly the father and uncle of

Dastur Mehrji Rana.

Chanda Palhan was the eldest son of Palhan Annan. His name recurs in the Revayet of

Aspandiar Sohrab, as well as in the letters dated 896 and 904.

Cliayyan Asdin Sanjana was the grandson of Khurshed Kamdin—the Khurshed

Buzurg-i-Sanjanan of the letters of 855 (or 850 A. Y.) and 880 A. Y. The pedigree of the

famous Dastur lloshang Asa—the guide, preceptor and friend of the author of the Qissah-

i-Sanjdn is given the Sanjana Fihrist as Hoshang Asa Kamdin Chayyan Asdin Khurshed,
See ante p. 87. He was therefore Hoshang Asa's great grandfather.

Behdin Kamdin Tabib was Kamdin Asa Tabib—the same probably as the Qiam-ud-din

mentioned in the immediately preceding Revayet of S80 A. Y. He must have been the grand-

father of the famous Mahr Vaidz. e. Mahr Sayer (Sagar) Kamdin Asa Tabib. See ante p. 151.

Asa the'son of Bahram the son of Changa-was certainly a grandson ofChangashah and one

oithefarzanddn-i-Bekesht-bahr Bahram Shah addressed in the Revayet of 880 A.Y. (1511 A.C,).

Rana Jamasp was a nephew of Changa Shah. The name of Behdin Jamasp Behdin Asa

occurs in the old Namagrahan of Changashah's family. Bhagars&th Vanshdvli, p. 222.

Ustad Ram Kahnan of Broach was certainly the father of Dastur Padam Ram of

Borach. Sec ante p. 256.
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Sn7'at names.

H. Raiiai Khurshed, H. Nariman Khurshed, H. Faridun Chanda,
II. Jaisang Narsang, H. Mobed Jaisang, Behdin Bahram Hira

B. Rana, B. T[h]a\var Narsang.

Anklesar names.

H. Jaisa Khurshid.

Bharuch names.

H. Kaliwa Jiva.

Kambdzt names.

H. Jadai [Chanda?] Shapur, H. Asai, H. Ranan, Behdin Rag[h]av

An examination of these names points to the Jasa letter being

very probably the earlier of the two. Thus, the name of Kamdin Tabtb

occurs in Jasa, while that of his son Shfiyer orSayer Tabid is found in

Aspandyar Sohrab. Thus also Dastur Khurshed Dosa Waccha of

Surat who is mentioned in the first is replaced in the second, by H.

Rana Khurshed and H. Nariman Khurshed, who were probably his

sons. So also Jasa's Dastur Chanda Waccha of Surat is represen-

ted only by H. Faridun Chanda, who would appear to have been his

son in the Aspandyar Sohrab epistle. Lastly, Behdin Hira Mahi-

yar of Surat and Uastur Shapur of Cambay seem to stand in the

32 H F folio 194 b— 195 b : ]\I. K. folios 134b—136a : D. H. Lith II, 446—447.

Behdin Bahmanshah whose name does not occur in the Jasa letter—was probably the

son of Manekshah Changashah. The name occurs also in the Viraf-i-Kdusi. (Navsari Zartoshti

Madressa Library MS. pp. 3 and 45 ).

The name of Ilirbad Kaliwa Vekjiv of Broach deserves notice Rana Jaisan?^ says that he

transcribed his Copy of the Pazand Jamaspi which is now in the Kavsari Meherji Rana Library

from a MS belonging to Hirbad Karwa Vekjiv Bharuchi in V. S. 1560 ( 1504 A. C. )
_
We

also know that the scribe of the Avesta-Pahlavi Vendidad written 158S— 1593 A. C. (Darab,

Pahlavi Vendidad, Introd. xlii ; Geldner, Proleg. p. xi. ) which is now in the Manekji
Hataria Library at Bombay, gives his own name as Ardeshir Mobed Jiva Vika Ardeshir Piam.

may be from the same hand { Geldner, Proleg, p. ix ). It would seem that Hirbad Karva

( Kaliwa ) Vekjiv of the R?.n % jaisang Colophon of 1504 A.C. was the grand uncle of Ardeshir

and that Hirbad Kaliwa Jiva of this Revayet was his own uncle or Other's brother.
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Shapur of Cambay. All that can be said is that the Maktub of

J5s5 was, if anything, written before and not after that delivered

for transmission to AspandySr Sohrab. But the real question is

what is the Era to which this year 885 must be assigned, and

does it correspond to 1516 A. G. or 1536 A. C?
Now, we possess in the Revayet of 880 A. ¥.1511 A. C. a stand-

ard or gauge of some value for purposes of comparison. Let us

then place side by side the names of the Iranian signatories of the

Iwo epistles and see if it is possible to learn anything from them.

REVAYET of 880 A. Y. 15 II A. C.

*Dastur MarzbSn RustSm ShahmardSn.

From Sharfdbdd and Turkdbdd.

D. Rustam ShahriSlr Mshvindad ;
*D. Mahraban NauseirvSn ; •D.

Ardeshir Mahvindad ;
*D. Mahvindad Rustam ;

D. SiSvaksh Shapur ;

*D Jamasp Shapur ; D. Shahrifir Mahraban ; 'D. Adarbad Mivin-

dad ; 'D. Jamasp Mobed.

From Kermdn,

Dastur Bizhan Yazdyar, D. Farldun, D. NaushirvSn, D. Ardcshff

Yazdandad Marzbanshah.

From Si'sidn.

Dastur Adargoshasp Yazdyar, D. Bizhan Bahram, D. Mahrabin

feijan and D. Isfandiar Hurmeh.

From Khurasan,
*
Dastur Bahr&m Rustam Shdhmarddn, *D, Yovadsh&h Rustam

D. Shahridr Ardeshir

JASAS REVAYET OF 885.

•Dastur Mahraban Naushirvan Shahriar D. Mavindad ; 'D.

Ardeshir D. Mavindad
;
D. Marzban D. Rustam Shahmardan

; 'D.

Mahvindad Rustam
;
*B Shahriar Mahraban

; 'D. Jamasp Shapur ;

*D.Bahrdm Rustam; *D. Yovaaahdk Rustam; D. AdarbSd Mivin-
did : 'D. Jimisp Ruittm Mobad.**



The above are the names ofjmembers of the priestly order, and

it will be seen that every one of the ten names of the J^sa list occurs

in the Rev5yet of 151 1 A. C. The names of the Iranian Behdins do

not, as a rule, possess any interest, but they are, in this particular

instance, so remarkably similar, that I must quote them.

REVaYET of 151 1.

Behdin Bahrara Farkhab
;
*Shahriar Khorehfiruz

; *Bahmnn

Marzban ;
Peshotan Shahriar Marvi

;
Goshah Rustam Shahriar

;

*Firuzan Shahriar (all from Turkabad and Sharfopad),

*Behdin Farrukbakhsh Navroz
;
*Fariburz Rustam; *Isfandiar

Iran
;

'
Shahriar Kaiqubad ;

"Surkhab Rustam
;
Siavakhsh Rustam

;

Mansur Khusru
; 'Gurdan Marzban

;
*Isfandiar Minucheher

;
Isfandiar

Surkhab
; *Dara Navroz

;
Rustam Tus

;
*Giv Isfandiar ;

Naushirvan

Isfandiar
;
Isfandiar Bahram ;

Bahram Bahrusa
;
Rustam Ardeshir

;

MerzbSn Rustam
;
Khusru Marzban

;
*Mahr Rustam and *Saad

Marzbanshah (from Yazd)?'^

REVaYET of 885.

Behdin Rais (chief) Farkhab
;

B. Rustam Faskhshutan ; *B.

Bahman Marzban
;
*B. ShahriSr Khurehfiruz

;
B. Rustam Shahriar

;

B.. Isfandiar Goshah
;

B. Shahriar Yazdyar ;
*B. Firuzan Shahriar ;

*B. Isfandiar Iran
;
*B. Farrukhbakhsh Navroz

;
*B, Fariburz Rustam

33. M. K. folio i8sa— i86a ; D. H. Lith. II, 396-7.

This Rustam Shahriar Mahvindad was the son of the Shahriar Mahvindad of the Revayet

of 855 ( or 850 A. Y. ) Mahraban Naushirvan whose name is the next ja. the list was

probably his nephew, as liis name is given in full in Jasa's Revayet as Mahraban Naushirvan

Shariar Mahvindad. It would seem that Shahriar Mahvindad had two sons, the eldest

being Naushirvan, the father ot this Mahraban, and the second Rustam. Rustam Shahriar

appears to have died some time between 151 1 A. C. and the dat« of Jasa's Revayet, and

to have been succeeded by Maharban Naushirvan his nephew, as the oldest surviving mebmer

of the family.
" • >;. -

'

-

T
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^*B; Darab Navroz ; *B. Surkhsb Rustamj-'B. Shahriar KaiqubSd ;

•B. Isfandiar Minucheher; *B. Gurdan MarzbSn, 'B. Mahr Rustam ;

B Gushtasp Faridun ;
•B. Giv Isfandiar

;
B. Musafar Khusru

;

B. Saadin Marzbanshah.'*

It will be again seen that no less than fourteen out of the twenty-

one names even in the Behdin list are again identical with those in

the Revayet of 151 1, and I venture to think it very doubtful that no

less than twenty-five years intervened between the two documents, as

they must be supposed to have, if the Revayet of Jasa is supposed

to be dated in 885 A. 20 Y. i.e. in 1536 A. C, and not in 885 A. Y.—

1516 A. C.

This is'of course far from being conclusive, but then these are not

the only epistles which belong to the second group of four Revayets in

which the leading Behdin name is that of Changa Shah's son Manek-

shah, and the question of the real dates of all the four can be deter-

mined with some measure of certainty only when all of them are,

like the Revayet of Changa Asa group, connected together and

considered as members of a single series.

Dastur Bezan Yazdyar of Kerman is probably to be identified with the Dastobar Vizan-

i-Yezt-ayibar-i-Vizan who lent to Shahriar Ardeshir Eraj Rustam Eraj, the scribe of the

Avesta-Pahlavi Vendid5d (Dastur Hoshangji, Vendidad, I. Introd. p. xxv) and of the Dinkard,

his own copies ot those works. Shahriar Ardeshir's own name appears in 'the list a little

lower. The name again of Aturgoshosp-i-Yazt-ayibari-Vizan, the persony^r whom Shahriar

made that copy of the Vendidqd which Faridun Marzh^n afterwards recopied, is also found

in the list. (Hoshangji, 0/>. Cit, Introd. pp. xxix-xxx). Lastly, the two names which appear

just above Shahriar Ardeshir's, Bahram Rustam Shahmardan, and Yovadshah Rustam are

those of the great grandfather of Faridun Marzpan Faridun Bahram Rustam Bundar Malki

Martan (
i.e. Shahmardan ), *nd of his brother Gopatshah, the scribe of several Pahlavi

codices ( West, Grundriss, p. 99). The omission of the name Bundar can scarcely be regarded

by those who have made a study of the subject, as a serious objection. The names of Gopatshah

( or Yovadshah ), of his brother Bahram and of their friend Shahriar Ardeshir reappear

almost in the very same order in the Revayets of Jasa, and Kama "Xsa. Shahriar's is name found
.

ftlso in the Epistle of 904 A. Y.

34 M, K. folio 133 a. "and b,
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Let us then proceed to discuss the Iranian reply from Yazd,

which is sometimes quoted as the Rev5yet ofK5m5 As5 and al others

as the RevSyet of KamS VohrS or BohrS." The actual name of the

messenger himself appears, however, to have bcen'Shapur AsS" as wo

learn from the following :

35. That the Revayet of Kama Bohra is identical with that called after Kama ASa is

demonstrated hy comparing the extracts from Kama Bohra in Darab Hormazdiar with the

Original Iranian MS of the Revayet of Kama Asiv which is now lyin^ before me. A portion of

this ^evSyet of 890 is transcribed in H. F, with the heading ^^^M '^ f^^ ^hj lH'

folio 76a, and there is a colophon at the end of the extract with the date Rcz Daipadar Mah
Fravardin 1013 Yazdajardi, (folio 80 a, 11. 13—16). Several other extracts from the same

Revayet commence at folio Sob with the heading
O^*! wS»jIj 8^ ^1^ ^'jjj'c^i'

These portions correspond to folios 207b-226a of the Iranian Autograph of the Revayet of 896

which is in the Navsari Mehrji Rana Library, and terminate at folio 135 a ofH F. At the same

time, another lengthy excerpt corresponding to folios i to loi of the Iranian Original

begins at folio i b and terminates at 75 b, where there is a colophon as follows :

^\yl j^yi »l& ^^)y,\ jii^^ yil^m v«^ ^Ai AijXj ^^i jlxv.^

It may be added that a Table of Contents appended to the Original Iranian Manuscript

In the Navsari Meherji Rana Library on four leaves of old Indian paper in characters

resembling the Naskb, has the following heading ;

The word Bohr§ (l/f?) >* nothing more nor less than the Gujarati
' Vohra' or *

Vori,'

trader, metchant (See Ante, p. 125). The MS of Kama Vohra's Revayet dated 25-4-1042,

A. Y. ( 1673 A. C. ) which was shown to the author of the Pirsi Prakask (I. p. 18) at

Aniclesar could not have been anything else than a transcript of a portion of the long Letter

of 896 made by some person in 1042 A. Y.

In ft MS containing long extracts from several Revayets written by Dastur Barzo Kam-

din Sanjana
—the uncle of Darab Hormazdyar—at Navsari in 1006 A. Y„ some questions from

this Revayet of 896 are transcribed with the heading ( folio 293 a ),



JJi j^ i^\) j^ '^\
xs^ jr^ \J ^yj-i ^.^ j\i.j>^

x^T JL^
"

Jjj/ J^ji} ^^i^^. ^^i} y^ y^ i^-'^ U^ .^aaC^ j^ ^J^^
" Next [

it is requested ] that you (///. they) will not fail [ to reward]

Behdin Sh5pur AsS.^' and any kindness that is done to him will be

like a kindness done to these followers of the Good Faith in Ir5n."

The great length of the epistle appears to have made it necessary

to divide the labour of transcription between two persons, who give

their names as Hirbad ShahriSr Ardeshir Iraj Rustam Iraj and

Hirbad Giv Ispandiar Giv, in two Colophons written tn Avesta

characters, which are given below :

(^-iy Vi)^;)i-.J jy^'^, (•i^y ^yi l*:;-.^ ^^ /&^«^^^

In another place we read :

36. Original Iranian Manuscript in the Navsiri Meherji Rinl Library, Catalo^ae No.
T 30, folio loi a, 11, 9-12. I shall hereafter quote It as N M R L, T 30. See also H F 75 ».

This Shapur ASi, was probably thoe rt ither of Behdin Kama Asa after whom the

Revayet is sometimes called, and whose name occurs in the list of Cambay Zoroastrians
contained in it as Behdin Kamuddin bin as5 (NMRL, No. 30, folio I and 144 b). It assumes

the equivalent form of fCam^ Asa, in the immediately succeeding letter of 904 A. Y. Indeed,
Kama, KSmdin and Kam-ud-din are all different forms of the same name^

37. NMRL No. 30, folio 98 b, 11. S-IX ; H F, 70 b.

3S. NMRL No. SO, 144 b, 1. 15-145 b, 1. 14.



(n) Completed with good wishes and in joy and gladness, on the

day Daipadar of the month Vahman of the year 896 after Yazdagard,

the King of Kings, son of Shahriar, son of Khusru the King of Kings,

son of Aurmazd. I wrote this in the blessed city ofYazd.* * *

I the Servant of the Faith Shahriar Ardeshir Iraj Rustam Iraj v/rote

this by the command of the Dasturs.

(d) Completed with good wishes and in joy and gladness on the

day Tir of the month of Vahman of the year 896 after Yazdagard, the

King of Kings, son of Shahriar, son of Khusru, the King of Kings,

son of A.urmazd.* * * I the Servant of the Faith Giv Ispandiar

Giv wrote this for the land of Hindustan.'*

Lastly, there is at the end of a version of the Arda Virsf N5mah in

Persian prose, which was copied out in its entirety and transmitted with

this letter, a third colophon which is written in Persian characters :

Mi^ij J<U i^\dj^ *jj ^ij^ }^ ^^iJ (-J|;i^ ^^UCUci^^lcJ
''

A^l y^^M*

(c) Finished the book of the Virafnamah on the 2nd day of the

month Amard5d [ by the] ancient [ reckoning ] in the year 896.

The problem before us is, in what year of the Christian Era was

this letter really written ? Was it 1527 A. C. or 1547 A. C. ? The late

Ervad Tahmuras maintained resolutely and with confidence in a paper

read before the Society for the Prosecution of Zoroastrian Research

that this Revayet as well as the earlier Replies of 847, 855 and 880 were

dated in the Parsi and not in the common Yazdajardi Era. He
averred that what the Iranians meant was the A 20 Y. Era, and the theory

he propounded was that the Indian Zoroastrians in their ignorance of

the same, had, while transliterating the Colophons originally written

in Avesta characters into the Persiaa script, misread and misunder-

39. Ibid, folio 144 a, 1. 9.



stood them. Ervad Tahmuras could not deny that in this particular

instance the word Parsi was not used anywhere, but he contended

that the Indians hsid erroneously read after Jl«» ji ^jy«j what was

really the Pahlavi sign for 20, as
^^.-c

in the first Colophon and ij^j
in the second, and that ^^\ was a similarly blundering decipher-

ment of the Pahlavi '

NCifak ',
navel.*° I have shown thai so far as the

documents of 847, 855, and 880 are concerned, the supposition is alto-

gether untenable, and the decisive date-equation 880 A. Y. = 916 A. H.

as well as the explicit reference to Nariman Hushang's first arrival at

Yazd thirty-four years before that date appears to have escaped his

notice. I will now state what seem to me to be good reasons for hold-

ing that his ingenious explanation of the origin of the error, has no

application whatever to the present case,

Ervad Tahmuras appears to have assumed that it was the Indian

transliterators of the original Iranian Missives who were responsible

for the error of misreading the Pahlavi signs. But these Colophons

are in the Indian Manuscript copies of this Revayet found written not

in the Persian script but in Avesta characters y«.y/ as they had been

written by the Iranians themselves. But this is not all. That lamented

scholar was not aware that the Original Iranian Autograph of this

letter in the handwriting of Shahriar I raj and Giv Ispandiar has

happily survived the ravages of time and is to be found in the Mehrji
Rana Library at Navsari. It is a goodly sized volume of 256 closely

40.
*' Si XhIU^kI yi^lHRi C-lMli^l-a ^«ll \\\^ %^ C-l-»ll«4C-ll ^* \k\\ ^•; M^J

•Hitjoi^a 'H^'ii cHi^i^H
cl^' iti^^ aai MR^ ^^^l HI§1^ H^ ^IHl^a dHi

^^l ^^C-ft eiiSl & * • * 3H Colophon Hi an^C-i C-l'^lni'^ aHHHl ^Hl rliCH rl^^ W\i\h
Kv^t %^\ ^^i ^—ci«ii "HRA^^ciJ ^ic-ini MyJl, ^o n yis^^ u^^ <\^\ ^ »t^ "H^a^ani

Ml^i' ri ^"H^d ^Ijt Hl^^l^. sHo/ Colophon ^<u Sai<HHl «{l5s>=li^ ^=li>ii «Hi^5li ^

tf^lKl ei-wirlWl^lli Hnvi \\\^ RA^fr/ CH'wi^l'ft Hcl5l<H ^.
* * *

'^'ll^l^l H^

H4«a^l «^4«ll^, li*9-*t «il l<:«^i, Hl^ S\5-<.



written folios, and originally belonged to the Library of Dastur

Rustamji Kaiqubidji Mehrji R5na, a direct descendant of the RinJ

Jaisang whose name occupies the place of honour in the Introduc-

tion. The dis puted words ^J^ or ^^J and ^y are here found

clearly written in Avesta characters by the Iranian scribes' them-

selves and it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that they, like

some others of the Persian Dasturs, had forgotten, even before

the end of the first half of the Sixteenth Century, the real mean-

ing of the two signs in the ancient formnla, and that they were

mechanically transcribing words which conveyed no specific or

rational meaning to their own minds. Under the circumstances, it

seems to me that neither Sbahriar Ardeshir nor Giv IspandiSr

meant the year 896 A. 20 Y., and that their system of reckoning

was no other than the Common Yazdajardi one.

And here I must beg leave to invite attention to an earlier

and absolutely unquestionable example of the mecJtanical use of the

twenty years' formula that is to be found in the work of an Iranian

priest of undoubted learning. This occurs in the Saddar-i-Nazm of

Iranshah or Mardshah ibn Malekshih, the date of the composition
of which is thus expressed by the au thor himself :

This means that the verses were finished on the Roz 6, i,e., Khurdjd,

Mah SafandSrmad of the year 864 after the death of the King

Yazdajard. And yet the writer, anxious to leave no doubt on the

subject, gives the chronogram of the corresponding Hijri year in the

following words.

41. Saddar-i-Nasm in Hyde, Historia Veterum Persarum «tc., (Owmii, 1700), p. 43*,

RcfsMbtis, Lt Livre de ZorotstTt, { ZKritaiht Ki«C }, Pr«ii«i
|i.

«.
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42

Now if the word j^-^ gives the Hijri date, its numerical value

in the Adjad system is 300 +400 + 20c, z.e. 900 A. H.= 1494-5 A. C.

It must be clear to the meanest intelligence that 900 A. H. = 1494-5

A. C. corresponds to the 864th year of the Common Yazdajarda

Era and not of the ore which the writer expressly mentions, the
^

tdrikh-i-fant-i-makk Yazda^ard'
— the Era of Yazdajard's death (864

A. 20 Y.). Tt is obvious that this learned Iranian had very confused

notions of chronology, and imagined that Yazdajard had been murdered

in 631 A. C. instead of in 651 A. C, and that he was using an alter-

native form of the ancient formula without having anything like a

correct conception of its meaning.

But the argument does not terminate here, and there are several

other considerations which go far to establish the conclusion that this

long Eevayet was written, as a matter of fact, in 1527 A. 0.

In the first place, I have lying before me an old MS. in which

several of the neo-Persian religious treatises which were first trans-

mitted to this country with this Epistle of 896, viz. a Persian Shayest-

la-Shayest, a prose version of the Arda Viraf Nameh and a number

oi Ptirsesh-Pdsokh (Questions and Responses), are found transcribed

directly from that same Iranian Autograph which is now in Navsari

Meherji Rana Library. It appears from a Colophon on folio 104 at

the end of the copy of the '

Shayest-la-Shayest ', thai it was finished in

«-?4>^ Jjj \*\ y'j^ The name of the writer cannot unfortunately be

discovered, and neither the paper nor the handwriting is attractive,

42, IJyde, op. Cit. 488 ; Rieu, Catalogue of the Persian Manuscripts in the British

Museum, 48 a; KMRL, T. 30 folio 207 b, 11. 1—3. Rosenberg also mentions the '

Cryptogram
*

£hutur, but he does not appear to have noticed the discripancy in the dates.
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but there is no reason to doubt the antiquity of the Volume. Now if

these portions of the old Revayet of 896 were copied in Iniia in 901

A. Y. = 1532 A. C, it follo.vs that any supposition as to the original

Iranian letter from which they were extracted having been itself

indited in 1547 A. C. (896 A 2D Y.) is altogether inadmissible."

Again, there is in the late Dastur Jamaspji Minocheherji's

Library another old Manuscript which contains the /•lii^J^v^s, the

^^^\^i_J|^j the y^ c:-..iJl^j
and the /-^O ^s:;0 yG^ It is

common knowledge that the metrical version of the Saddar was com-

posed in 1494 A. C, and a copy of it also is one of the Persiaa

treatises which the Iranian Dasturs had thought it worth while to

enclose with this Revayet of 896. The Saddar-i-Nazm has the follow-

ing colophon in Dastur Jamaspji's Manuscript.

(folio 8ia). ^^
li^J J^i-^rr uJ^^^Mur^-i^

" This book of the Saddar was completed in the auspicious
month of Avan on the biassed day of the good Govad in the year

912.*
*

*. The writer of this letter was Hormazyar son of Kaka."

The poetical version of the Arda Viraf Nameh which was made

by Behdin Kaus Fariburz in 902 A. Y. at Navsari, has this colophon

in the same handwriting :

Writer, the slave Hormazyar
*«'«• Rqz Asman, Mah

Khurdad of the year 913.

43 I have to make my acknowledgments to Ervad Mahiyar Navrqji Kutar for the

liberality with which he has placed at my disposal this and several other Manuscripts,
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Now it is not at all likely that the Iranian Dastars should have

iaken the trouble of transcribing the whole of the recent metrical

version of the Saddar in this Letter of 896, if a copy had found its way
to India before that date, and the fact that a transcript of it was

made directly from this Iranian Text at Navsari in 912 A. Y. (1543)

militates decisively against the supposition that the Reply brought

by Shapur Asa was written in 1547 A. C. (896 A 20 Y.).**

The same argument applies to the Vira£-i-Kausi. I have

minutely comparied the metrical version of Kaus Fariburz Navroz of

Yazd with the neo- Persian Prose translation of the ' Arda Viraf

Nameh' which was sent from Iran along with this Revayet of 896,

and I am convinced that the former was made directly from the

latter, and not from any Pazand or Pahlavi version. Indeed, I

have found the very words and whole phrases of the Persian Prose

translation reproduced in Kaus's verses. Now if Kaus Fariburz

finished the poem (which he wrote at the request ofManek Chang a

and his son Bahman and their family priest Bahram Palhan) in

902 A. Y., (1533 A. C.)*^ it goes without saying that the Revayet
of which his prose original forms a part could not have been

penned so late as 1547 A. C. (896 A, 20 Y.)

44. My thanks are due to Dastur Minocheherji Jamaspji Jamasp Asa for allowing me to

exavTiine this Manuscript. This Ilormazyar Kaka was very probably a brother of the famous

scribe, Dastur Asdin Kaka. It appears from the Bhagarsath Vanjhdvli ( p, 2 ) that Asdin had
four brothers, Hamjiar ( Hormazyar), Faredun, Aspandyar and Chandna, Portions ofaKhordeh
Avesta with Pahlavi versions written by Asdin himself in 921 A. Y. (1552 A.C.) exist in the

Navsari Meherji Rana Library ( MS No. T. 12 ). West mentions a Yasna Sadah transcribed

in 1572 or 1576 A, C. (S. B. E. xxiv. xxxii, note), while the well-known Yasht Ccdex F, ,

is dated A. Y. 960, Samvat 1548. (1591 A.C). Geldner, Prolegomena, p, iii.

45. Pdrsi Prakash, Vol. I. p. 7-

There is a copy of the metrical version made by Kaus in the Library of the KTavsari

Zarthoshti Madressa. The date of composition is thus expressed ;

folio 41; b.

Kius says elsewhere (f. 3) that it was the priest Bahram Pilhan who proposed to Bahmaa
shah, the son of Minek Chmji, that Kaus should be requested to undertake the task :
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Lastly, it is well known that there have been preserved, in many
old priestly families, notes and memoranda relating especially to the

Disa or Rozmah, i.e. the anniversaries of the deaths of the mem-

bers, male as well as female. The celebration of the anniversaries

of the dead by prayers and ceremonies has always been regarded as

a primary duty among us, and several of these Disapothis or Bar-

masias or Vahis are still extant*^. One of the longest of these (of

which an old Manuscript copy with a recently made duplicate is

now lying before me), will be found printed at the end of the Bhagar-

sdth Vanshdvli. From this it appears that Hirbad Chanda Palhan

whose name occurs in the superscription of this Revayet of 896 as

well as the later one of 904, died on Roz 22-Mah 4, Vikram Samvat

1593 (1537 A. C.)*'' It follows that if this entry is correct, and

I am not aware of any ground for challenging it—the Revayets of

896 and 904 must have been both v/ritten before 1537 A. C; in

other words, that the A. 20 Y. supposition which would assign them

to 1547 A. C. and 1555 A. C. is altogether untenable.

And this reminds me of the long list of Indian names which is

found in two places in this Revayet, and which is of great interest.

They are as follows :

Navsafri names.

Hirbad Rana Hushang [Jaisang]; Mahiar Dhayyan, ; Hirbad

Chanda Palhan ;
H. Bahram Palhan

; Dahyovad (Ruler, chief of

Village) Behdin Manek Changa, B. Asai Bahram, B. Dhayyan Changa;

and he afterwards informs us that the Mobed { Bahram Palhan ) gave him a book which he
studied and then wrote his verses ( foho 4 b).

jjtjjj /su«j \jK AJ^-o iijj^J
— cAi>^ /-''»'

^i>^i
/A«Jui Jiji

46.
" Les Vahis sont des registres de famille. Lepretrea un Vahi ou il enregistre les

deces de la Communaute et les evenements ou les accidents notables. C'est par son vahi qu'
il peut avertir le fldele que tel jour il a tel anniversaire funeraire de mois ou d' ann^e celebrerer.

Les Vahis anciens sont un source historique importante. C'est sur un Vahi de ce genre, celui

de MuUa Firoz que M. Ardshlr Sorabji a restitu6 la gene;ilogie des Dasturs de Bhroach. (A
Genealogical Remembrancer of the Broach Dastur Family, Bombay, I878). C'est une des sources

principales de la Parsi PraKash de M. Bamanji Patel." Darmesteter, Le Zend Avesta, I, cxiii,

Note.

47. Op, at, p. 240, Col. I.
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Qambay names,

H. Shapur Hira
;
H. Asai Nairyosang ;

H. Jiva Khurshed ;

Behdin N^khva Asa
;
B. Bahman Siavakhsh

;
B. Kamuddin Asa ;

B. Siavakhsh Chanda
;
B. I>ibai Kamuddin.*^

Several of the Navsari names occur in the old Parsi documents

which were published by me some time ago, and it is not necessary to

repeat what I have said there. It will be sufficient to invite attention

to-day to the name of B.Kamuddin Asa which appears as B. Kaman Asa

In the Revayet of 904. There can be no doubt that they are identi-

cal, and this perhaps explains v^'hy this letter is called the Revayet of

Kama Asa Khambaiti. It is probable that this Kamuddin or Kaman

Asa took a leading part in the affair and it appears very likely that

Shapur "Asa the messenger, was his own brother. The fact that

the Cambay names in this address are, contrary to the general rule,

more numerous than even those from Navsari; lends some support

to this conjecture.

Let us now proceed to the short letter of 904 which is the fourth

and latest in point of time of the Manek Changa group of Revayets-

It is addressed to

Hirbad Rana Jaisang ; Sahyyar Dhayyan ; Chanda Palhan ;

Bahram Palhan
;
Behdin Manek Changa ; Asa Bahram bin Changa and

Dhayyan Changa all of Navsari
;
Bahram Hira of Surat, and Asa

Narsang, Nakhwa Asa, Kaman Asa, Liba Ka^an, and Jiva Khurshed,

all of Cambay .*»

48. NMRL, T. 30, folio i a and b and 104 b ; H F folio 2 b—3 a.

49. H F, folio 376 b - 377 a. The Navsari names here are identical with those in the

earUer Reply of 896, only we have Sahiar Dhayyan instead of Mahiar__Dhayyan.
It may be

also noticed that the name of Kamuddin Asa here appears as Kaman as.i, and that the Libii

Kamuddin of 896 becomes in the same way, Libai Kaman.

Rana Jaisang's name occurs in a document of 1576 V. S., I^zo A. C. (Mody, The Parsees

at the Court of Akbar, 15S-61) and another of 1590V. S. 1534 A. C. {Ante, 201-4). We know-

that he wrote a copy of the Bahman-nameh in A. V. 915, A. H. 955 or A. C. 1546 (Mody,
loc. cit, 170-1). There can be little doubt that he had ceased to exist before V. S. 1612 (155^
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It is stated in the Introduction that two Behdins named Ispandi5r
Yazdiar and Rustam had arrived in Persia from ( 'ambay, and brought
the news that a stone Dakhmfi had been recently erected in that

lown, and that a Behdin of note named Khurshed Hira had gone over
to the majority. Then follow four Questions and Answers and the

following Colophon :

jlo^ifii.
iU jljit^

\tj jSj\ i<->'^'^^j»
t-^jl-i" <^jj^ "h^j^

^^w c- (^y ^ u^'^j-^jy ilijuUii j^-^-s*- <-^^^i -^^^ u^jh j^'^

"
Completed with good wishes and in joy and gladness on the

day Khurdad of the month Khurcad of the year 904 after \^min ba

auye?] Yazdagard the King of Kings, son of Shahriar, son of

Khusru, the King of Kings, son of Aurmazd. I have written this

letter for the followers of the Good Faith in Hindustan, that they

might read it and act according to it. So may it be. Next they

should act according to those writings of mine which had been sent

with {/tt. brought by) Shapnr Asa and not be guilty [
of any neglect J

therein.*
'" * The writers of these letters are Dastur Shahriar

Ardeshir and Giv Ispandiar. May they live in gladness."

A. C), as his property was divided between Mehrji Eana and the sons of the latter's brother,

Hoshang Eana, in that year (A7ite, 208-212). If, as seems highly probable, the order anent

the family
' Inam standing in the name of his eldest son, Hoshang Kana, was issued after his

death, the latter event must have taken place before the l6llth year cfthe Vikrama Era (1555
A. C.) in which it was made (Ante, 204-8). In that case, we should have an additional reason

for holding that this Letter of 904 was written in the 904th year of the Ccvnnoii Yazdajardi Era

and not in 904 A. 20 Y.

Babram Pahlan had a Pazand-Sanskrit Mainyo Khirad written for him in V. S. 1576(1520
A. C ), West, S. B. E. XXIV, p. xx ; and he was alive as we have seen, in 902 A. Y. 1533
A. C. Asa Eahram's neme occurs in documents dated V. S. 1576 (1520 A- C.) Mody, loo.

cit, 158-161;, 1588 V. S. J532 A C (Ante, 193-4), ^nd 941 A. tl. (1534-5 A. C). Ante, 243
JS^ote.
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It will be noticed that the words ' min ba auye
' and awaj ba auye

occur in this Colophon also. The fact that Hirbad Chanda Palhan

whose name occurs here died in 1537 A. C. seems tome to show that

this Revayet also was really written before that date, and that the

Iranian scribes were mechanically reproducing words which they did not

themselves understand. Ervad Tahmuras admits that the learned

Marzpan Fredun has, in two colophons of a copy of the Dadistan-i-

Dini written in 941 A. Y. read '

vajak
'

for
' nafak

', and represented the

former by an utterly inappropriate Huzvaresh equivalent.^^ It is

conceivable that Shahriar Ardeshir and Giv Ispandiar, who wrote

about forty years before Marzpan, may have been equally ignorant.

A comparison of the Indian Parsi names in these two Revayets

is sufficient to show that both of them belong to the same decade,

and that the distance of time between them cannot be much longer than

that of eight years. In other words, it will not do to say that one

of these letters belongs to the Common Yazdajardi Era and the

other to the Parsi or Zoroastrian. They must be both Yazdajardi

or both Parsi. The cumulative if not the individual weight of the

reasons I have urged for rejecting the latter supposition seems tome

very considerable. They must therefore both belong to the Com-

mon Yazdajardi Era.

A comparison of the Iranian names tells the same tale.

50. H F, 378 b, 11. ic— 16. I know no earlier copy ot this particular Revayet. The
colophon is there repioduced in Persian characters, but it appears to have been written in the

original in Ihe Avesta scxi^i. This stands out clearly from the fact that the scribe, Hormaz-

yar Franiarz, has written just under the word cfJ^^ which he could not understand, the

corresponding Symbols in /^z/^j-^a characters in both the lines in which that word occurs. It may
be perhaps necessary to say that the Iranians rarely or never made use of the Pahlavi alphabet in

Uiese missives, when they became aware that the Indian Dasturs, as a rule, were not familiar witli

it It seems to me that the n)'* must have been written ^fire also m Avesta characters, by
the Iranian scribes themselves, and this must be held sufficient to show that they themselves
did not know that it meant *

twenty.'
The expression

^ Shadveh zivid' which is employed in this Colophon by the writers as a

benediction upon themselves, demonstrates the correctness of my interpretation of the phrase,
J)er zivat shut zivat, which occurs in the Colophon of Dinpanah. See Ante, p. 145-6, note.

SI- Zarthoshti Din ni Khol Karnari Mandli no ^hval, 1890-1—1897-8, p. 62.
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REVaYET of 896.

Dastur Shahriar D. Rustam
; D. BahrSm M5hvindat; *D.

Si5vakhsh D. Shapur ;
*D. Mahvindat D. Rusta m

;
*D. Mahvindat

D. Shahriar
;
D. Adarbad D. Mavindat ;

'D, Mahvindat D. Hushang ;

D. Rustam D. Ispandiar ;
*D. Anoshirvvan D. Rustam,

*
D. Jamas D.

Mahvindat ;
D. Mahraban D. Bahram

;
D. Rustam D. Shahriar ;

D. Rustam D. Mavindat; D. Mavindat D. Bahram; •D Ispandiar
D. Bahman

;
D. Mahvindat D. Rustam

;
D. Yovadshah Rustam

;
D.

Bahmaniar Yovadshah
;
'D. Shahriar Ardeshir

; D. Bahram D. Rustam ;

D. Jamas D. Rustam
; *D. Jamas Mahvindat ;

D. Iranshah Bahram-

shah; D. Rustam Khusru
;
D. Gushlas Khusru

;
D. Jahandar Rustam;

D. Khusru Gushtas
;

* Giv Ispandiar.'*

REVAYET OF 904.

Turkabad.

*Dastur-i-Dasturan Dastur Naushirvan D. Rustam D. Shahriar;

*D. Isfandiar Bahman
;
*D. Mahvindat Shahriar

;
*D. MahvindSd

Rustam
;
*D. Jamasp Mahvindad.

Sharfnbdd.

*D. Siavakhsh Shapur ;
*D. Mahvindad Hushang ;

52. N. M. R. L. T. 30, folio 99 a and b ; H. F. 71 a—72 a.

It is not unworthy of notice that the names of Yovadshah Rustam, Bahram
Rustam his brother, and Shahriar Ardeshir again appear together In this Revayet also

with the addition of that of Bahmaniar, son of Gopatshah. The name of another son of

Gopatshah's, named Parin ( Fredun ? ) occurs, in a colophon dated 924 A. Y. which is found
in the Revayet of K&mdin Shapur, II. F. folio 2155 a ; M. K. folio 77 a. West has saici that

Gopatshah Rustakhm was "living in Iran between 1531 and 1554 as has been ascertained from
four dated Colophons" (Grundriss, 99). This may be presumed to have been based on the

supposition that all the Parsi dites in Pahlavi Colophons are A. 20 Y. He was of course
aware that this supposition was only a working hypothesis which stood in need of "

further

investigation," and he has himself warned his readers that some Persian scribes of the l6thand

17th Centuries " continued to write the accustomed formula
"

though they did not understand
its meaning. We have seen that though the year is specifically called Parsi in one of the

Colophons attached to the Iranian Reply of 847, it is really reckoned from the Com-
mon Yazdajardi Era, And, seventeen years later, we find the otherwise competent author of

the Saddar'i-Ndzm speaking of the 864th year of Yazdajard's Death, without "
counting the

years from that Era." The question of the real dates of Gopitshah's Manuscripts does not
concern us here, but it is submitted that the facts advanced in these pages as to the actaal

dates of the three Persian missives in which his name occurs, (viz. of 1511, 1516 and 1527
A. C.) demand a reconsideration of the subject.
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Yazd.

•JD. Shahriar Ardeshir
; Iranshah Hirbad Giv Ispandiar and

several Behdins/'

It is clear that though the second list is less full than the first,

the names of the leading members of the priesthood are almost the

same. It would appear that Rustam Shahriar Mahvindad had ceased to

exist and been succeeded in the high-priesthood by his soa Naushirvan

Rustam Shahriar—^the father of the scribe of K 43. Ths omission

of the name of Yovadshah Rustam which occurs continuously in the

Letters of 151 1, 1516, and 1527 A. C. in this one of 904 A..Y. is also

worth notice, and may perhaps be taken to indicate that he had died

some time before 1535 A. C.

The next Revayet, that ofKamdin Shapur, need not detain us lon^,

as it is one of the few in which the Hijri date is placed side by side with

the Yazdajardi. It appears that this person was sent to Iran by
Dastur Padam Ramyar of Broach with a letter of inquiry and a

request not only for books and manuscripts but for the Warns. The

Teply is addressed by name to Dastur Padam and other Zoroastrians

of Hindustan in general, but no other person except tha messenger

is mentioned by name. The latter appears to have been either ill-

provided with the 'sinews of war' by his master in the first instance,

or had afterwards been robbed on the way, for we are told that "when

he first arrived in Yazd he had brought with him only an empty box

containing a pen and a letter, and that when he cam a a second tioia,

he had with him naught else than a saddle of leather which bDre the

name of Hirbad Padam." In compliance with the request for religious

works, copies of the Szi iir-i-Btnizhzsh {o^i Bx}ii-i-U'ish\\\\^ Saiiar-

i^Saddar, an illustrated Viraf Ndmek, several pii^es of decisions on

Religious questions as to things Proper and Improper and Instructions

53. H. F. 378 b, 1. 17—379 a 1. 5.
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as to the manner of installing an Atash-Eahram, and for carrying

Nasa to Kash were sent with the messenger."*

We have seen thai the a copy of the Saddar-i-Nazni had first

arrived frcm Persia, with the Revayet of 896 A. Y. The P^^^^

Saddar appears to have been sent now, and it was probably from

this original that the curious Avesta-Persian text with a Gujarati

version was prepared.^^

The reply brought by Kamdin Shapur is explicitly dated thus,

' Rgz Bahman, Mah Khurdad [ according to ] theancient [
reckon-

ing] of the ye&r 928 ofYazdajard the King of Kings, and Wednesday,

the 18th of RabT the first, 966 Hijri.'

54
transciited

The oldest copy of the Intrcduclcry portion of this Eevsyet is to be found in a MS.
a by Dastur tarzo Kf mdin in icc6 A. Y, (1637 A. C.) which will be quoted here-

after as BK. The reply is there called Kiiabatldlat-i-Kavidi7i SJtafur KhcvibCnti. The name
of I'astur PadEin Dastur Bjmyar occurs on folio 305 a 1, i. See also D. H. Lith. II. 459, IL

9-10. Large portions of this Revayet are transcribed in the original form in H . F, folios 203 b-

276 a. 1 he extracts are said to be frcm the Makhib or Balat of Kamain Sfw/iiJ- at folios

203 b, 228b, and 250 b (left hand corner). There are also several excerpts frcm the Revayet
in IVi.K, iolics 7 t— 54 b, but the ptragiapbs ccr.tninirg the names of the parties addressed

and of the signatories have been left out.

B, K. folio 306 a, 11. 8-13 ; D. H. Lith. II. 460, 11. 10-12.

B. K. folio 305 a, 11. 8-12 ; D. H. Lith. II. 459, II. 13-16. Copies of the ArdS
•yiraf N§meh with illustrations are occasionally found still in Parsi Libraries. In the Preface

to his English Translation, J. A. Pope says that a MS of the Persian Poetical version in his

possession was " ornamented with drawings, descriptive of the diflerent subjects treated on.

One of these drawings has found its way into Lord's Account of the Parsees ; into Bryant's

Mj'thology ; and into Maurice's Antiquities ; it ponrrrays a priest performing an act of adora-

tion before the sacred fire, whilbt a figure, representing bis soul, is taking its flight to the

celestial regions." Ardai Viraf Nameh or the Revelations of Ardai Viraf, ed. 1816, Pref. pp.

adv-xv.

55. This is the Ms, La in the India Office Library, West, S. B. E. XXIV, Introd,- pp.
xxxix-xli. " The Manuscript in the Perso-Arabic character

" from which, he was confident of

its having been "originally transliterated" was, in all probability, this very Saddar-i-Saddar
sent to Dastur Padam Ram frcm Persia with Ktmdin ShapCr in 1558 A. C.

56. B, K. folio 306 a, 11. 13-14. The word '

Qadim
' which is found frequently con-

nected with the name of the month in these Colophors, as well as in those of Mihirapan
Kaikhusru and other Iranian scribes, has nothing to do with the so-called 'Kadmi'

system of reckoning, as cj posed to the ' Shahansh&hi'. The object of these writers in adding
it Seems to have been to mj>ke a distinction between the Old or true Yazdajaidi Calendar and the
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The dale corresponds to the 28th of December 1558 A. C. (old

style) or 7th January 1559 (new style), which I have ascertained by
calculation to have really fallen on a Wednesday, and it is clear that

the year 928 cannot belong to any other than the Common Yazdajardi

Era.

The letter that now calls for notice is the Revayet of Kaus

Kamdin which is of great interest, but of which the position in the-

series is, unhappily, far from being so certain as one would wish it to

be. This document contains a long list of Indian names in which the

place of honour is given to that of Dastur Mehrji Rana of Navsari.

Unfortunately it does not contain anything like a genuine Colophon.

The date occurs in all the MSS. I have examined, not towards the

end as usual, but in the body of the letter itself, in the middle of a

budget of Questions and Answers and in the following strange words :

Eeformed reckoning introduced by Sultan Jalaluddin Malekshah in 448 A, Y., for the purpose
of correcting the error which had crept into the Yazdajardi system from the neglect of inter-

calation. The months and days bore the same names in the Jalali system as in ttie Yazdajardi,
but the Jalali year was of 365 days and a quarter, ar.d a regular system of intercalation was
introduced which "

surpassed the Julian, and approached the accuracy of the Gregorian style
"

(Gibbon, Decline and fall of the Roman Empire, ed. Bury, VI. 246.). The New Year's Day
or Nauroz in this Calendar was to correspond always with the Sun's entrance into Aries, and

the 1st Farvardin of the Jalali year i synchronised with 22nd March ;o79 A. C, (A. H.

471= A. Y. 448). The 1st Farvardin according to the Yazdajardi reckoning =25 February

(old style). The Yazdajardi months came therefore to be called '

Qadim,' as opposed o

those of the New Calendar, which were named Jalali. Richardson, Dissertation on the Lan-

guages and Literature of Ancient Nations, ed. 1788, pp. 182-3; Cowasji Patcll, Chronology, 30.
" The following account of this Reform is given by JIahmfld Shah Khulji in his Commen-
tary on the Zz;V-///-//aw« of Nasir-ud-din Tusi. (See S:»chau and Ethe, Cat ilogue of Bodleian

MSS. p. 930, no. 1522)
* * *

Hyde (Veterum Persarum Religio, p. 209) has given
the foUoing passage from it:—'Account of the Era {tarikh), called the Era of Malik Shah.

The philosophers in the time of Sultan Jalaluddin Malikshah, son of Alp Arslan, the

Seljuk, determined the era called after Sultan Jalaluddin, wherein the names of the months

corresponded zvith the names of the Persian months, but they described the latter as
'

(9/ia?6'^y^<?,'

and named the new Months Jalalian. And they reckoned the beginning of the year of

this era, namely the first of the Jalalian month Farvnrdin, to be the day on the forenoon
of which the Sun reached the point of the \'ernal equinox, that is the real beginning of

spring. This was Friday, corresponding with 9th Ramzan 471 a, II., and with 15th March
of the Alexandrian year 1390, and zuith igth Fa7-i'ardin (Old Style) of the year 448 of the

era of Yazdijird, And they made the eighteen days of Farvardin (OS.) then elapsed, inter--

calary days (A'abisat) ; and hence the commencement of the era is called the Malikshahiaa

intercalation.'
"

Whinfleld, The Quatrains of Omar Khayyam, Appendix, pp. 348-9'-
The italics are mine.
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J JOauJ .;

"
// <vi;;/^ /;-^;;/ Yazd fro:n [

or with ] the date Roz Bahman, Mah
Bahman 922. The Writer was Jamshed Bahram Khusru.*'

It is not easy to beh'eve that such a note could have been indited

by the actual .scribe, and the /o7'7n of the words is such as scarcely

to inspire much confidence. But there is another objection which is

even more serious. If this date corresponding to 26 August, 1553
A. C. (old style) is correct, it is impossible to understand the following

two passages in which the reference can hardly be to any other

person than the messenger Kamdiu Shfipur of the Revayet of 1558
A. C. (928 A. Y. = 966 A. H.) which has been just discussed.

.jU
jf

C::^^.c> *^yj tilj
^Ji^'*^'i i^^i'^\'^. ^•^-"^;: y^^^ U^^ji

58

j\:\ ^-S j.jU
(*^jj;^^ (•-»7-?

^^'*
'^'^k '^i'-V ^'^J'*/

Question—You had requested that some branches ofthe Tamarisk

[used as] Barsam might be sent with the Behdin Kdmdin. Reply.
The Barsam ought alwa}'s to be made of some plant like the

tamarisk or the pomegranate.

Again we read :

^J».<\^ c:-^^Ju
[»it^;J y^^") ^-»j^ 5^-5i-V '^i-^^tf'Oj' \j') ^-'^J ;' M.'^

57. M. K. is the M[anuscript containing the oldest copy of this Revayet that is known to

me. The date is found ai folio 220 b, 11, 1-2. The Meherji Rana Library at Navsari contains

a copy made by Dastur Erachji Sohrabji from an old MS belonging to Ervad Jamshedji Soh-

rabji Kuka. (Catalogue, No. F 60). The date is at p. 25. 11., 3-4. Ervad Manekji R. Unwalla

also has a copy of the Revayet in which the date 922 is written not only in figures but in words

(p. 190, 1- 9). Vide Mody. The Parsees at the Court of Akbar, 64 note. The Navsari Mehrji
Kana Library has another copy also of the RevAyet in which several pages are missing,

and some others have been misplaced by the binder (Catalogue, T No. 32).

58. M. K. folio 221 b, 11. 8-10 ; Dastur Erachji's Ms, p. 28, 11. 6-8; N M R L, T 32,

p, 4,^11. 9-10.

59. M. K., fulio 223 b, 11. 2-9 ; Dastur Erachji's ?iKS., p. 3}, 11. 5-12; N. M R L, T 32,

p. 7, 11. 5-10.
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" Next we had written to you [
directions ] about [ the treatment

of] a woman in child -bed, or at her period, in Avesta characters and
sent them hy the hands of Kdjindin. It has come to our knowledge
that you have not carried them out at all.*

*
*. We are besides

informed that you deposit dead bodies in a spot marked out (Kash)
in the house itself. No offence can be worse than this sin and
defilement {rimani) and pollution. We had also written a descrip-
tion {lit. condition] of the place where such an enclosure should be
marked out, but it has not at all been carried out.''

Now, the directions on both the last two subjects of offence

actually occur in the existing Manuscripts containing the Revayet of

Kamdin Shfipur,^® and if he is not the person alluded to, it is

difficult to say who else can be meant. That the name of the

messenger of the Revayet under discussion was Kdus Kamdin is

certain, in as much as it occurs in the letter itself more than once

towards the end.^-^

I will now give the names of the Indian Zoroastrians to whom
this letter is addressed.

Navsari.

Dastur Mahiar Wacha ;
D. Bahman Chanda ; D. Khurshed

Bahram
;
H. Shahriar Dhayyan ;

H. Rana Chacha ;
D. Asdin Kaka ;

D. Peshotan Chandri
;
H. Mobed Mahiar ; H. Manka Nagoj ;

H. Kaiqu-

bad Mahiar
;
H. Wacha Shahriar

;
Behdin Bahman Khurshid of

60. The instructions relating to the Zaii-i-armeshi actually occur in the Kamdin Shapur
section of H F, folios 248 a- 250 b, (some pages have been misplaced in binding), and M. K.
folios 66 b - 68 a and 69 b -

7 1 a.

The directions about taking Nasa to Kash are, as we have seen, expressly stated to

have been sent with Kamdin Shapur in the Introduction to that Revayet; see attte p. 310.

61. M. K. folio 225 b, 1. 9 and 227 b, 11. 4-8; Erachji MS, p. 39, 11. -34 and 11. 2-7;
N M E, L, T 32, p. 10, 11. 12-13 and p. 14, 11. 1-4.

There is a curious passage here from which it appears that the sum of fifty Shahis had
been sent with Kaus Kamdin by Behdin Narsang Minucheher and Behdin Nagoj Minucheher
to the priests of Iran with a request for the performance of the ' Zindah Ravan

'

ceremony
and the recitation of the Vendidad in their names. A Shahi was worth about 4 d or 4^ d. of

English money. Four Shahis went to an Abbasi, which according to Herbert (c. 1630), was

equivalent to 16 pence. (Travels, ed. 1638, p. 231). According to Tavernier, 200 Shahis =
29i Rupees, (ed. Ball, I. 24, 414). Thus I Shahi — 2 ?^annas. See also Yule and Burnell;,.

25

Hobson Jobson, ed. Crooke, p. 389 and the authorities quoted there.
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Hirbad descent ( Nizhad-i-Hirbadan ) ; H. Shapur Wscha ;
H. Bahman

Bahram
;
H. Padam Narsang ;

H. Jaisang Hashang ;
H. Peshotaa

Khurshed : Behdin Toyya Horn of Hirbad descent {Nasl-i-Hirbaddn ) ;

Behdin Rana Horn of Hirbad descent ( Nasl-i-HirbadaLn ) ;
H. Shah-

riar Chanda ; H. Sayer Bahram ;
H. Padam Rustam

;
and the Hirbads

who are the servants of the Atash-Bahram, viz, Hirbad Sayer Khur-

shed ;H. ^sa Kamdin ;
H. Hormazyar Padam ;

H. Bahram Kamdin ;

H. Khurshed Dhanpal ;
H. Khurshed Hormazyar ;

H. Zal Kamdin;
H. Faridun Padam and

The Behdin of Behdihs Rana son of Kaiqubad son of Manek-

sh§h, who is their leader; Behdin Narsang B. Manekshah Bahram,

B. Nagoj Manek
;

B. Isfandiar Khurshed
;
B. Minucheher Bahman-

shah of Manekshahi descent
;
B, Karva Raiian ;

B. Mahr Dhayyan ;

B. Faridun Asa ;
B. Dhayyan Asdin ;

B. Auva Dhayyan ;
B. Dhay-

yan Sagar Tabib (physician) ;
B. Mahr Sagar Tabih (physician).

Surat.

H. Nariman Hormazyar ;
H. Kamdin Rana

;
H. Mahyar Chanda ;

H. Bahman Faridun
;
H. Narsang Mobed

;
and Behd in Khurshed

Bahram their KadkhudCi (Patel) ;
B. Jaisa Bahram ; B. Kunvar

Bahram
;
B. Manek Hushang ;

B. Padam Cham pa.

Anklesar.

Hirbad Dada 5sa ;
H. Shahriar Rustam; H. Shahriar Kaiqu-

bad.

Broach.

Dastur Padam Ram
;
Hirbad Ardeshir Peshotan

;
H. Jaisang

Kamdin; H. Ramyar Adar ;
H. Vika Bahram; Behdin Hansa

Hira
;
B. Asa Padam

;
B. Chanda Poman.

Cambay,

D. DarabMahiar; H. Chanda Bahram ;
H. Khurshed Jiva ;

H,

Rustam Mahiar ;
Behdin Asa Nakhwa.^^

62. M. K. folio 212 b—213 b ; Erachji MS, pp. 2-6 ;
N M R L., T 32, pp. IS-I?'
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A comparison of the Navsari names with those occurring in the

contemporary documents published elsewhere makes it clear that

this Revayet, whatever its exact date may have been, may be safely-

placed somewhere in the third quarter of the Sixtesnth Century.'*

It cannot, in any case, be later than 1584 A. C, as Behdin Minu-

cheher Bahmanshah who is mentioned in it is known to have died in

that year (V. S. 1640),^* Let us now see if the Iranian names can

tell us anything. And first then let me quote for comparison the

names of the Signatories of the Revayet of Kamdin ShapQr, the

date of which ( 1558 A. C. ) is absolutely certain.

Turlcabdd,

*Dastur Naushirvan ;
*D. M^hvindad Rustam

;
D. Mahvindad

Bahram ;
D. Rustam D. Bahram Mahvindad

;
D. Mahiar

;
D. Bakht-

atrin ; D. Naushirvan ;

dZ, Of the forty-two Navsari names in the address, about twenty altogether occur ia

contemporary documents. Of these eleven, Kidua Rana, Faredun "Asa, Asa Kamdin,
Mahr Dhayyan, Sayer Khurshed, Hamjiar Padam, Auva Dhayyan, Asdin Kaka, Dhayyan

"Asdin, Narsang Manek and Nagoj Manek occur in a Sale deed of V. S. 1614, (1.558 A. C).

Ante, 246. Seven, ( or perhaps eight), viz. Mahiar Waccha, Bahman Chanda, Peshotaa

Chanda. Padam Rustam, Kaiqub^d Mahiar, Shapur Asa ( Waccha ? ) Khurshed Mahiar and

Asdin Kaka, are found in the well-known Agreement of V. S. 1636 (1580 A, C); Mody,

Op- Cit 148-51. Two, viz. Minucheher Bahman and Narsang Manak, are mentioned in a sale

deed of V. S. 1628, 1572 A. C. {.Ante, 214-15); one, Toyya Horn, in a paper dated 1631 V. S,

1575 A. C. {Ante^ 248-50), and t vo, Khurshed Bahram and Padam Rustam in an Agree-

ment dated 1655 V. S., 1599 A- C. ; Ante, 229-32. If we take the middle period between

the dates of the two documents in which most of the twenty names are recorded, viz 1558

A O. and 1580 A. C. we get 1569 A. C, which indicates that 922 A. Y. (1553 A- C.) f$j-

about twenty years too early.

64- Rustaraji Jamaspji Dastur, Bhagarsath Vanshavli, p. 240, Col. r.
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Sharfabdd.

*D. Mahvindad Hushang ;
D. Khurahmand Siavakhsh ; *D.

Kaikhusru Siavakhsh ; 'D. Bahram Mahvindad ; D. Jamasp ; *D.

Khusru Mahvindad
;

D. Adarbad : D. Naushirvan ; D, Ainahsar

Khurahmand ; 1). Mahvindad,—and several others.^^

The names of the Iranian priests in the Kaus KSmdin letter

are as follows :

•Dastur Anushirvan D. Rustam; *D. Mahvindad Rustam
; BahrSm

D. Mehraban ;
*Kaikhusru D. Siavakhsh ; *Mahvindad D. Hushang ;

ZaratOsht D. Jamasp ;
Khusru D, Siavakhsh ; *Bahr§m D, Mahvin-

dad ; *Khusru D. Mahvindad ; Mahraban D. Naushirvan
; Shahriar D..

Mahvindad; Farrukhzad D. Yazdyar ;
Rustam D. BahmanySr ;

Ardeshir D. Iranshah ; Jamasp D. Jamasp ; Siavakhsh D, Shahriar.^^

It will be seen that not more than six names are common, and

the resemblances are far from so close as we might expect if the

two letters had been really written within a period of only four or

five years of each other.

On the whole, it seems to me after carefully considering the

matter, that this epistle was written sometime after 1558 A. C. and

before 1584 A. C, and that its exact date is yet to be discovered.

It has sometimes occurred to me that this 922 may be possibly 922

Pai'si, = 1573 A. C, but the difficulty is that the Colophon in which

that date occurs is of questionable authenticity, and all that can be

safely said at present, is that the letter was written at some time

during the third quarter of the Sixteenth Century.

65. D. H. Lith. II. 460-461.

66. M K, folio 226 a, I. II to 226 b, I. 5 ; Erachji M S. pp. 40-41 ;
N M B L, T 32,

pp. II-I2. ^
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Two very brief epistles one of which is addressed to four of the

leading Zoroastrians of Navsari town, and the other to the Congrega-
tion of Broach next demand notice. Neither of them bears a

date, but the names appearing in both leave h'ttle room for doubt

that they belong to the last quarter of the Sixteenth Century. The
first of them is a letter recommending a Behdin named Faridun

Marzban who was travelling with his relatives or dependants to

Hindustan to the good offices of Dastur Mahiar [ Wachha ], Dastur

Hushang [ Asa ], Sett Minucheher Bahmanshsh and Sett Naushirvan

Bahmanshah". Now it appears from the old Disapothi already

quoted that Dastur Hahiar Wachha died on Roz 8 Mah 12, Vikram

Samvat 1647 (1591 A. C. ), and that Sett Minucheher Bahman

[ Manek Changa Asa Hula ] 's decease had taken place seven years

earlier on Roz 30 Mah 9, Vikram Samvat 1640 ( 1584 A. C.).'® It

is obvious that the letter must have been written some time before the

last of these two dates.

The other missive contains the replies given by the Iranian

priests to three questions which had been referred to them by the

Anjuman of Broach. The last of these possesses some historical

67. D. H, Lith. II. 397, 1, II to 398, 1. 18 and also II. 462, 1. 7 10463, 1. 13. A
portion of the letter occurs also in H. F, folio 135 a.

West ( Grundriss. p. 126). speaks
" of two Iranian Parsis, Fredun and Marzuban, having

brought letters of introduction from Yazd to India about the year 1570 ". It is true that ia

one place we read of
jj^tfljbtixi {if^->)j^ j lyj^ir* ''»>^>^^ P- H. Lith, 11.462,1. 16,

and 398, 1. 7 ) but this is most probably due to a clerical error, for a few lines further down we

find the following explicit statement :
ui'^fJ /^ «X«lj ^^a. jL>o «£*Jj^ *jl*>c ^Joj

•'
(D.H. Lith. II. 463, 11. 8-9.) 0>*»t jb j^jSc) fjd^M a'O-^"* Oj'^ir*'

"
Further, may it be known to Sett Minucheher that Behdin Faridun Marzban is a person

worthy of confidence." The sentence occurs in exactly the same words in II. F, folio 135 a^

11. 7-8.

68. Farsi Fraknsh, 1,9; Bhagarsath Vanshivli, 240 col. I.
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interest, and I give it below with its answer, as the document was

not known either to West or the author of the Pa>'si Prakash :

^^. U'J"^ r^^ l*^'^-*^ ^^'^/z ^z } (•i;^^
uW« ^ij U-i ^ U ui-v*!

juilj
j»jU^

j^^ b^ j^^ y^ jj**^! juJuAaj j^ ^^^*-< 3^ <^;^ (^^r*--*^

^^
j^JiAi

j^y-* Jc>j£ jiji ^C j^JkA^
^^jij jkA^b

" Another question—Dastur Padam Ram is dead. May your
lives be [long]. Ahurmazd only knows everything. Between you
and ourselves, there is a considerable distance, and we do not

know any one [personally]. We cannot give any decision in this

matter. Place [
on the chief Dastur's seat] that persbn from among

yourselves who is most worthy, and know him for your leader and

•obey him, for then there will [ be reason to ] hope that Ahurmazd

and the Ameshaspands have been pleased. If such
[ an agreement

among yourselves ] cannot take place, go to the Dasturs of Navsari,

and obey the orders of whomsoever they appoint, and dispute no

more, for they (i.e. the Navsari Dasturs ) are exalted in the eyes

of the Lord."

Now we know that the Revayet of Kamdin Shapur had been

addressed to Dastur Padam Ram of Broach in 1558 A. C. and

the Colophon of La, the Sadddr-i-Nathr MS in the India Office

Library, may be taken to mean that he was alive in 1575 A. C.

(944 A. Y. =Vikram Samvat 1631).''° It follows that this letter

69. The only copy of this letter known to me is in the autograph MS of Darab Hor-

mazdyar's Systematic Compilation which belongs to Ervad Manekji R. Unwalla. D. H. Lith.

II. 461-2.

70. West, S. B. E. XXIV. Introd. pp. xxxix-xl.

The question has been discussed in my paper on ' Some Parsi-Sanscrit Colophons *,
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must have been written some time afterwards, that is, Somewhere,

in the last quarter of the Sixteenth Century. The explicit declara-

tion as to the pre-eminence of the Dasturs of Navsari inclines one to

hazard the conjecture that we have here a contemporary allusion to

the famous Dastur Meherji ( or Mahiar ) Rana, in which case this

very wise and cautious pronouncement on a local dispute must have

been made before his death in 1591 A. C. The reply is subscribed by
five Iranian priests, viz. Dastur Zaratosht Rustam, Zaratosht Dastur

Kaus, Mahraban Dastur Naushirvan, Khusru D. Farrukhzad, and

_^darbad D. Mahvindad."

The name of D. Mahraban Naushirvan is the tenth among the

Iranian signatories of Kaus Kamdin's Revayet. He is probably to

be identified with the Mahraban Naushirvan Rustam Shahriar who

wrote K43, in which the three strange colophons with the differ-

ent datings "A. 20 Y. 936, A. Y. 938 and the Parsi year 943"
occur in the order quoted.'^ He appears to have been the son of

the Dastur Naushirvan Rustam [ Shahriar ] who was, in his capacity

of Leader of the Dasturs of Turkabad, the first signatory of the

letter of 904 A. Y., as well as of the epistles sent with KSmdin

Shapur and Kaus Kamdin. Naushirvan's father, Rustam Shahriar

had similarly been chief Dastur of Turkabad in 880 A. Y. ( 1511

A. C.) and his name will be found to occupy the place of honour

in the letter addressed by the Iranian Dasturs in that year to

Changa Shah and others. Lastly, the father of this Rustam,

i.e. Shahriar Mahvindad [ Bahram Dahishnyar Mahraban] also

appears to have been chief Dastur of Turkabad, for his name is the

first among the subscribers of the letter of 850 ( or 855 ) A. Y.

71, D. H. Lith, II. 462, 11. 3-5,

72. Geldner, Prolegome na, p. iii, Note.
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I must now advert briefly to the famous letter addressed to

Dastur Kamdin Padam of Broach by Dastur Ardeshir NaushirvSa

Marzban Kermani from Multan on

i. e.
" Roz Daipdin, Mah FravSrdin [ according to ] the ancient

[reckoning] of the year 967 of Yazdajard, the King of Kings."

Now it is common knowledge that Dastur Ardeshir came to

this country at the invitation of the Emperor Akbar, and for the

purpose of assisting Mir Jamaluddin Husain Inju in the compila-

tion of a dictionary of old Persian words which the latter had

undertaken at the Imperial request. Akbar died in 1605 A. C,

and it must be therefore plain to the meanest intelligence that this

letter which was written from Multan when Ardeshir had already

started on the homeward journey, must have been penned not on

the 9th of November 1617 A. C, but on the 9th of November 1597

A. C. ( New Style )". In other words, this year 967 also m.ust be

taken to belong to the Common Yazdajardi Era and not to the

Parsi or Zoroastrian.

In this epistle, Dastur Ardeshir expressly informs his corres-

pondent that the leader of the Dasturs of Turkabad or Yazd

i^Dastur-i-A'azam) at this time was Dastur Mahraban, i.e. MahrSbSn

Naushirvan [ Rustam Shahriar ], and that the chief Dastur of Kerman
to which place Ardeshir himself belonged was a Dastur Bahramshah.'''

73. This letter is one of those added by Darab Hormazdyar to hisjathei's MS, HF,
folios 46ob-46ib, It also occurs in an autograph MS belonging to me of Darab Hormazdyar's
Systematic Compilation, which appears from various Colophons to have been transcribed in

1049-1050 A. Y. i,e. only a year or two after the valuable MS in the Bombay University

Library ( Folios 537b-538b ). D. H, Lith. II. 455-458. The date is at p. 458, 11. 7-8.

74. Blochmann in Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal for 1868, pp. 12-15 and 65-69 ;

Mody, The Parsees at the Court of Akbar, 17-25.

75. Dastur Ardeshir appears to have stayed in India for about a year at the most. He
says himself that he had written a letter to Dastur Kamdin Padam five months and a half

before the date of this reply. D. H. Lith. II. 456 11. 4-5.

76. H. F. folio 461a, 11. 5-6 ; My Darab autograph, folio 538a, 11, 12-3, D. H. Lith. IL
457tll. 1-2.
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The Behdin Kaus Mahiar who was the messenger employed

by Kamdin Padam and Dastur Ardeshir appears to have been sent

some years afterwards on a mission to Iran, and a copy of the reply

that he brought is to be found in several places.'''' The date of this

epistle is given as 970 A. Y. ( 1601 A. C.) by the author of the Parsi

Prakash, on the authority of an autograph of Darab Hormazdyar's

Revayet said to have been written in 1054 A. Y,, and the statement

has been accepted by West. But the Manuscript referred to is now

lying before me/^ and I feel bound to say that I have failed to find

the date any where in it, or in any other Manuscript to which I have

had access. At the same time, the names of the messenger whom
we have just seen employed in 1597 A. C. and -of the signatories as

well as the addressees indicate that the year is approximately
correct.''^

. Among the Indian names we find those of the great Dastur,

Leader of the Faith of Aurmazd, Dastur Hushang son of Asa

{Dastur-i-Mu'assam,peshwd-t-din-i-Atirinasdi Dastur Hushang bin

Asa), D. Kaiqubad bin Hamjiar, D. Naushirvan bin Asdin, Behdin

Naushirvan ibn Bahman, Kaiqubad ibn Naushirvan all of Navsdri
;

77. The oldest copy is in HF, folios 438b.442a. It is also found in MK, folios la - 6a.

D. H. Lith. II. 451-455-

78a. Parsi Prakdsh , I. 839 and note ; West, Grundriss, 126. The MS quoted as his

authority by the author of the Fdrsi Prakash is really HF which then belonged to Dastur

Jamshedji Pestonji of Balsar, and is now in the possession of Mr. P. N. Kapadia of Bombay.
The statement that it was written in 1054 A. Y. is due to the misunderstanding of a Colophon

appended to one of the additions made to his father's MS by Darab Hormazdyar (folio 460a).

The date is not found in any of the MSS I have consulted. It is neither in HF nor in MK, nor

in the autograph of Darab Hormazdyar's Systematic Compilation which is in the library of

Ervad Manekji R. Unwalla.

79. It is said in the Pdrsi Prakash that there were two messengers Kaus Mahyar and

Mahyar Rustam of Khambait, but this is probably a misapprehension originating in the follow-

ing passage.

{j^.j^i^'^ tiH' crjl^ U/^'^t- (V^"* l**^^^
^^^ '^Ij^ i_S^J r*^' ^3J^ 'J "^^^ J
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Dastur Bahman bin Faridun, and Behdin Nairyosang bin

Jamshed, of Surat
;

Dastur Ardeshir bin Peshotan and Kaus, and Dastur Qawamud-

din and Dastur Bahram of Bhariich
;

Dastur Kaiqubfid and Dastur Shahriar oi Anklesar
;
and

Dastur Rustam bin Dastur Mahyar, Dastur Isfandyar bin Darab,

Dastur Khurshid ibn Dastur Qawamuddin and Behdin Hushang bin

Isfandiar and Behdin Kaus ibn GarothmCin KSus ( who is in Heaven )

of Kambait}^

Now we know that this Dastur Hushang Asa was the preceptor

of Bahman Kaiqubad who wrote the Qissah-i-Sanjdn in 969 A. Y.,

H F. folio 439a, 11. 6-9 ; MK folio ib, 1. 11— 14.

There is evidently some error here and the correct reading is
"j^J| jIa,1^ (ijJl t^j^^

j^^ Ji«.j
and that is what we actually find in" *D. H, Lith. II, 452, 11. 1-2. Indeed

a few lines, further on, at the same page in HF, we hear only of (folio jlj[,l/o j^i (j-j^

439,11. I1-12) and at folio 442 a U. 6-7) also, we are told that it was Behdin Kaus who

desired to take with him some ' Horn'. The rubric at the end, moreover, is

*^t««3 (>Jl^.i /Sjj t^J^t**^ j^ijlxi i^J i_y^^ i:;i«^t- ^^^M '^y^'^ f-*
"^"^

(*^^
*^*'*

(folio 442a, 11. 13-14).

It seems to me therefore that there was really one messenger and not two, that his name

was Kaus Mahyar Kustam, and that the words jU^ tx)
j^jI

arc a reduplication due to the

copyist's eye having caught them twice in the same line.

80. MK. folio I a-b ; HF folio 438 b—439 a ; D. H. Lith. II. 451.

Dastur Kaiqubad Hamjiar was the father of Bahman Kaiqubad, the author of
t\\e_Qissah-i-

Sanjdn and great grand-father of Hormazyar Framarz Kamdin Kuka \_ie. Kaiqubad ] Ham-

jiar Padam, the writer of HF.

Naushirvan Asdin was the son of the famous scribe Asdin KskS. His name occurs in

documents dated V. S. 1655 and 1667 ( 1599 and 161 1, A. C. ). See ante, pp. 231, 253.

Behdin Naushirvan Bahman was the brother of Minucheher Bahmanshah of the Faridun
Marzban letter, in which Naushirvan's name also occurs. Both of them were grandsons of

Manek Changa. Naushirvan Bahman w-is the writer of the interesting letter from Lahore
which has been edited and translated anie, pp. 220-1. His son Kukaji is obviously identical

with the Kaiqubad Naushirvan of this Kevayet.
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and the epithets bestowed upon him in this letter from Persia bear

out every word of what Bahman has said there in his praise, and the

interpretation I have placed on those expressions. At the same time,

they indicate thai the date 970 A. Y. (1601 A. C.) is, though insuffi-

ciently authenticated, very far from being untenable.

The Iranian names are Dastur Mahraban Dasiur Naushirvan,

Dastur Adarbad Dastur Mahvindad, and Dastur Zaratosht D, Jam^sp.^^

There can be little doubt that the first name is that of the

scribe of K 43, which we have already come across in the Reply of

Dastur Ardeshir ( 1597 A. C), the Judgment delivered by the Iranian

priests on the dispute which had arisen among the Mobeds of Broach,

and in the Revayet of Kaus Kamdin. It will be noticed that where-

as his name is tenth in the last, and third in the epistle to the

Anjuman of Broach, it stands y^ri'^ in the present Revayet. We may
safely take this to indicate that Mahraban was now the chief Dastur

of Turkabad or Yazd, and this receives further confirmation from

the statement occurring in Dastur Ardeshir's letter that the Chief

Dastur of Yazd in 1 597 A. C. ( 967 A. Y. ) was a Dastur Mahra-

Dastur Bahman Faridiin of Surat was the ancestor of the Dastur Darab Sohrab, the
teacher of Anquetil. The great Frenchman has left it on record that Darab was the sixth

in descent from a Dastur Shapur who was in reality the son of the Hirbad Bahman, but had
been taken in adoption by a Hirbad Kaiqubad. Mody, The Parsees at the Court ofAkbar, 394-
396.

The Dastur Qawamuddin of Broach was undoubtedly Dastur Kamdin Padam. As the only
son of the immediately preceding possessor of the Dasturship, Kamdin Padam was the heir

per stirpes, but the law of primogeniture has never found universal acceptance among us, and
he appears, after a time, to have been obliged to take the second place, probably on account of

his youth. Indeed, it seems probable from the order of the names, that the dispute for prece-
dence between him and Dastur Ardeshir Peshotan which was evidently the subject of the Letter

to the Anjuman of Broach, had been settled in favour of the latter. It would seem that

Dastur Ardeshir Peshotan was not in the direct line of descent, but he was probably the oldest

surviving member of the family to which the Dasturs of Broach belonged. His name comes

just after Dastur Padam Ram's in the Broach list of Kaus Kamdin's Revayet, and he must
have been much older than Kamdin Padam at Padam Kam's death.

81. H. F. folio 442 a, 1. S, MK. folio 5b, 11. 2-8- D. H. Lith. II. 455, 1. 8. In HF
and D. H., the last name only is given, but there is a space left blank above the line in which
it occurs, which may have been due to the difficulty experienced by the scribe in deciphering
the other two names. They are confusedly written even in MK, and not very legibly either.
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ban. The name of D. Adarbad Mshvindad also occurs in •he

epistle addressed to the Anjuman of Broach and is the last in

the h'st.

The next Revayet is dated about twenty-five years later and

need not detain us long as the date is clearly expressed not only

in the Era of Yazdajard, but also in that of the Flight. It

really comprises three separate replies given by the Dasturs of

Turkabad and Kerman to certain questions which had been sent

with a Behdin named Bahman Aspandiar. This Revayet is often

cited by the name of the messenger, but it is at least as frequently

quoted as the Revayet of Bahman Punjia who is said to have

been a brother of the Nanabhai Punjia Mody of Surat, whose death

in 936 Yazdajardi 1667 A. C. is known to have given rise to an

acrimonious theological dispute in that town.^^

82. The oldest copy of this Revayet is found in BK which was transcribed in 1006 A. Y.
i.e. only ten years after the receipt of the reply from Persia. In this MS, which belongs to

Ervad Mahyar Navroji Kutar, it is called the Revayet of Behdin Bahman Punjia. Ghandy, as

appears from the following colophon :

\j*_y JJJ^ ^•iJj^"** (S'^'T ^^->:^ C:^*t^ l:H'H^ *-*'?'-^ *"*- L>J (i'-'
'^

f*^"*
'•^**^

/»U»JL> u^^^ J^'^^ tyt:«t^- *-*flJ jb ^Mjj ^^J ^UflAr j^j tiri'^-' '(*!>» j)j^ JJ^

" This Revayet concerning Behdin Bahman Punjia Ghandy of Surat was finished on the

day Gosh of the month of Amardad in the year 1006 Yazdajardi. The writer of these words

was the Servant of the Good Mazdyasni Religion, Dastur Barzo Qawamuddin the son »f

Kaiqubad the son of Hormazyar surnamed Sanjanan, and worshipper of the Atash Bahrain ;

written in the township of i^avsri comprised in the province of Gujrat."
It would appear from this Colopon that Bahman Punjia's surname was Ghandy. Now

we know that his brother Xanabhai Punjia—ancestor of the Modys of Surat died in A. Y. 936—
1667 A. C. and that the original surname of the Modys was Ghandy. It has been said by

West, en the authority of the Pdrsi Prakash, (I. 15 note ), that Bahman Punjia
" collected all

thequestions which had been sent to Iran from time to time, with the answers recei%'ed, so as

to compie a Revayet of considerable extent." But it is clear from the Colophon above cited

that the Revayet of Bahman Punjia contained nothing else than the three replies brought by
Bahman Ispandyar and their numerous enclosures in verse and prose. Others have supposed
that Bahman Punjia and Bahman Aspandiar were one and the same person, but I am not aware

of any authority by which this identification can be established. In H. F- ( 335 b )
we read

And the same rubric occurs in my Darab autograph, folio 481 b. Punjia looks like a Hindu

name, but it is also possible that it is an abbreviated or familiar form of Aspandiar.
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The date of the Kerman reply is thus expressed :

" Koz Adar the ninth of Mah Bahman the eleventh, [ according

to] the ancient [reckoning] of the year 996 of Yazdajard the soa

of Shahriar, and the lojdtk year after the Flight^''

The second missive addressed from Kerman declaring that a

quantity of Sudop (rue) had been sent with Bahman Aspandiar

for being used in the Gahambar ceremony is dated

^'^ ^^js^ Jjj
Un ^^ *JJ*a «U ^-J ^<jl j^^

Roz dar, Mah Tir [ according to ] the ancient [ reckoning J,

YeaT ioj6 [ Hijri ], ^^6 Yazdajardi^

The Turkabad reply is dated

Roz Shahrivar, Mah Farvardin of the year 996 Yazdajardi.

It is clear that this year 996 must be assigned to the Common

Yazdajardi Era. 1036 Hijri
= 1626-27 A. C.

;
Roz Adar MS,h Tir

996 A. Y. = 27 January 1627 ;
Roz Adar Mah Bahman 996 A. Y.

= 25 August 1627 and Roz Shahrivar Mah Fravardin 996 = 24

October 1626 A. C. ( New Style ).

The signatories of the first Kerman letter declare that they

have transmitted with the messenger a copy of the Vishtcisp Yasht

and Visparad, and they express their willingness to provide even a

duplicate if necessary. At the same time, they beg that if their

83. B. K. folio 12 a, 11. 7-8 ;
H. F. folio 345 a, 11. 4-5 ; My Darjb autograph, folio 485 a,

11. 16-17 ; D. H. Lith. II. 157.

84. B. K. folio 15, 11. 2-3 ; H. F. folio 347 b, 11, 4-6 ; My Darab autograph, folio 486 a,

L 18 ; D. H. Lith. II. 160.

85. B. K. folio 19, 11. 2-3 ; H. F. folio 351 a, U. 8-9 ; My Darab autograph, folio 487 b,

U. I5-16 ; ! D. H. Lith. II. 163.
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correspondents possess any MSS for which they have no use,

they would kindly send the same for the use of their brethren in

Kermiin.^^ The Vishtdsp Yasht MS brought by Bahman AspandySr

still survives and is at present in the possession of Ervad Manekji

Rustamji Unwalla. It contains a colophon stating that it was tran-

scribed by Manuschihar Ardashir Vaharum Spendyat Ardashir for

Faridun Marzpan on the day Vohuman of the month Khurdad in the

year 996 A. Y.^^—Similarly the Dasturs of Turkabad appear to have

sent to their Indian friend^ia Vendidod about whichthey expressly state

that Dastur Khusru D. Naushirvan and Dastur Rustam—had " be-

stowed it as a gift without receiving its money-value." (Nazar kardah

wa qimat nagiraftali)}^ This is the Iranian Vendidod Sdda with

Nirang which is now in the Mulla Firuz Library and which has been

described and referred to by Geldner as MF, ^^ The full name of

the scribe is given in a Colophon dated Roz Adar Mah Ava^^ 9^7

A. Y. as Khusrob Anushirvan Rustam Shahriar Mahvindad Vahram

Dahishnyar Mihirapan of Turkabad in Vilayet-i-Yazd^". In a second

Colophon at the end of the Ninth Fargard, the scribe states that his

source was a transcript made by Siavax Shahriar Ardeshir. This

second Colophon appears to have been inadvertently missed by Geldner,

for he states that the copyist
" does not mention his source".^^

86. B. K. folio2b-7a
; H. F. folio qq6b, 11. lO-iq. My Darab autograph, folio 482,

U. 2-4 ; D. fl. Lith. 11. 150, 11. 5-8.
87. Tahmuras, Bundahishn Facsimile, Introd. xviii-xix ; Ervad N. B. Desai's Collection

of Colophons of MSS in Parsi Libraries (MS).
88. BK folio 15 a, 11. 5-9 ; HF, folio 347 b, 11. 7-12 ;

D. H, Lith. IL I60 11. 7-9-

89. Geldner
, Prolegomena, p. xi

; Peshotan Memorial Volume, p. 23.
90. Geldner (Prolegomena iii. note ) says

" MF2 is dated A. Y. 987 ( without the twentieth

year ). Now since a brother of Khusrobo, Copyist of MF2 , namely Mitroapan copied the

Dinkard ( West, supra p. 38 ) in the year 1594, Parsi year 943 after the twentieth year of

Yezdegerd, it is much more probable that his brother wrote in 1618, (reckoned according to

the Common Yezdejerdi era
) and rot in 1638, according to the Zoroastrian era)." The con-

clusion is of course sound but it is, as it stands, only u probable inference. It will be now
seen that if the MS transcribed by Khusrobo was actually sent to India in 1627 A. C, it could
not possibly have been written in 1638 A. C. The probability is thus converted into a

certainty.

91. Geldner, Prolegomena, p. xxiu Elsewhere ( Peshotan Memorial Volume, p. 23), he

sagaciously conjectures that MF2 must have been copied either 'from the MS of Marzpan or

Shatroeyar." It will be now seen that it was not taken directly from Shahriar's copy, but

iiom his son Siavax's transcript.
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The Introductions to these replies are not without interest, as

Ihey furnish the names of no less than twenty-six Indian Zoroastrians

of note in their day. I give the list below.

Navsari names.

Dastur Shapur Hushang, D. Vekji D. Kaiqubad, D. Barzo D.

Qawamuddin, D. Naushirvan D. Asdin, D. Mahmush D. Kaiqubad, D.

Bahman D. Bahram, D. Sohrab D. Bahram, D. Mehrji D. Aurmaz-

dyar, Behdin Sett Kuka and the Rais Bahram.

Surat names.

Dastur Isfandiar D. Bahman, Dastur Naushirvan D. Khurshed,

Dastur Darab Hira, D. Peshotan Khurshed, D. Asa, D. Framarz

D. Bahman, Behdin Isfandyar Neryosang, B. Kamdin B. Mahrban,

B. Nana B. Ram, B. Waccha B. Neryosang, B. Mehrji B. Khurshed,

B. Rustam bin Kamdin, B. Naushirvan B. Shahriar.

The exchange of MSS between India and Persia, which is explicitly referred to in this

Revayet appears to have been more common than is generally supposed. There is in the

Revayet of 880 A, Y. ( 1511 A. C. )
a fairly long description of the contents of the twenty-

one Nasks, and the writers add that they have written it all because they believe those books
to be extant there (in India).

o^ v^ia. ^>^Ji> i^jUr ^A ^r o*.i
|*^i*/o 4^ii^ \^^yt^ c^it /«^T /Aiy i:^Jt jt ^-^a*

( MK folio 182 b, 11. 7—9 ; D. II. Lith. II. 394, 11. 1 1-12. )

They afterwards request their correspondents to send them transcripts of a few pages from
the begiiining, the middle and the end of every work in Avesta or Pahlavi in their possession,
so that they may come to know which of the Religious works were to be found in India,

(MK. folio 184 a, 11. 8-11 ; D. H. Lith. II, 395, 11. 17-8).

This request was probably complied with, and it is permissible to suppose that to this we
are indebted for the survival of the Pahlavi Text of the Dina-i-Mainog-i-Khirad^ which is

expressly stated by the Iranian scribe to have come to Persia " from the realm of the Hindus,"

( West, S. B. E. XXIV, p. xix. Grundriss. 107 ).
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Broach names.

Dastur Qawamuddin D. Padam, D. Bahram D. Ardeshir, Behdin

As5 bin Jamshid.''

The Iranian names of which there is very long list in prose

and another in verse, are not of any particular interest'^ and it

will suffice to transcribe the few appended to the Colophon dated Roz

92. B.K. fulio I b-2 a; HF folio 535 13-336 a; D. H. Lith. II. 149. There are several

Bkistakes in this last. I have followed BK. Dastur Shapur Hushang was the son of D.

Hushang Asa. Dastur Vekji Kaiqubad was not, as might appear at first sight, a brother of

Bahman Kaiqubad the author of tlie Qissak-i-Sanjan, but Bahman Kaiqubad himself. In the

poetical address to the Indian Zoroastrians which is appended to the introduction we read

B.K. folio 4 b, 11. 7-9; HF. folio 338 a, 11. 14—16. D. H. Lith. II. 151. In other

words Vekji ( Vikaji or Bhikaji ) appears to have been the name by which Bahman was faini-

liarly known, and I may add that he is called Vekji Kaiqubad, and not Bahman Kaiqubad in

the Sanjdnd Fihrist.

Dastur Barzo Kamdin Kaiqubad was the son ofBahman's brother, and the writer of the

MS I have quoted as BK.

Dastur Mahrnush_Kaiqubad was the son of Dastur Kaiqubad Meherji Rana and the writer

of the Eevayet MS quoted as MK.

Bahman Bahram and D. Sohrab Bahram were probably Desai Bahmanji Bahramji and

Sohrabji Bahramji of the Polia Desai family. They were both sons of the famous Desai

Bahram Faridun. Desai Bahmanji died in 1655 A. C. ( Pdrii Prak&zh, I. 14 ) and Sohrabji

Bahramji in 1678 A. C. ^Ibid. I, 18. ).

Sett Kuka was the Kaiqubad Naushirvan [Bahman Manak Changa] mentioned in the

Revayet of Kaus Mahyar.

Dastur Isfandiar Bahman of Surat was the son of Dastur Bahman Faridun whose_name
also occurs in that Revayet, and it was from Isfandiar's brother Shapur that Dastur Darab the

teacher of Anquetil was directly descended.

Dastur Darab Hira was perhaps identical with the Hirbad Darab who wrote the Khordeh

Avesta Codex Pt.i at Surat in 994 A. y. ( Geldner, Prolegomena, xii ). The 'YasnaSada'

fi-om Dr. Hyde's collection which Anquetil saw in Oxford at Dr. Hunt's, and which is now in

the British Museum was written by a Hirbad Darab Hira Chanda in 1030 A. Y. (Geldner,

Proleg x).

It will be seen that the name of Dastur Qawamuddin Padam now occupies the place of

honour in the Broach list Dastur Ardeshir Peshotan, his senior, was evidently dead and the

son of the latter, Bahram Ardeshir, now takes the second place.

93. B,K, folios 5
b - 8 a and 16 b . 17 b

; HF, folios 339 a - 341 b and 349 a- b
; D. H.

Lith. II. 152-154, and 161-2.
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Adar Mah Tir 996, 1036 A. H. They are Naushirvan Dastur MarzbSn,

and his brothers Dastur Faridun and Bahram Marzban KermSni,

Ruslam D. Naushirvan, D. Marzban Faridun D. Bahram Rustam

Bundar Shah Mardan and Khusru D. Bahram. Rustam D. Naushir-

van was the scribe.^*

In the reply from Turkabad, the first signature is that of its chief

Dastur, Dastur Bahram Ardeshir, who had a son named MShvindad,'^

for we are told in the Poetical Address

j^Ijo *j^S
vXA.il Ij

t)JJ ji^ yS .'. iiT*^ 'J \ ^^--jJ /^j yoC^

I may be permitted to point out that this MahvindSd Bahram

Ardeshir is probably identical with the writer mentioned in the

third Colophon of the Iranian Dinkard, which is dated Roz Avan

Mah Khurdad 1009 P^z-j-:." He is one of the signatories of the

Turkabad reply and he appears also to have been entrusted

with the task of actually inditing it. He says so himself in the

poetical address appended to the letter from which we further

learn that his great grandfather's name was identical with his own.

In other words, his full name was MahvindSd Bahram Ardeshir

Mahvindad.^^

I must now advert to a letter which is not included in the

classified compilation of Darab Hormazdyar, which was unknown to

94. BK folio 19 a, 11. 4-7 ;
Hp folio 351 a, 11. 9-12; D. H. Lith. 11. 162, 11. 15—17.

We have here the name of the famous scribe Marzpan Faridfln, who gives a long

pedigree. Dastur Naushirvan Marzban's verse translations of the Arda Viraf Nameh (Pope,
Loc. Cit. p. xiv, Hoshangji and Haug, Book of Arda Viraf, Introd. xx) and various other

tales and episodes are familiar to students of the Revayets. He appears to have had two
brothers named Faridun and Bahram.

95. BK, folio 16 b, I. 12 ; HF, folio 349 a, 1. 9 ; D, H. Lith. II. 161. The name of his

son Mahvindad Bahram is the sixth in the list, which is a very long one, but which does not
contain any other names which can be identified.

96. BK, folio 5 b, 11. 7—9 ; HF. folio 339 a, 11. n—13 ; D. H. Lith. II. 152.
97. West, S. B. E. XXXVII. Introd. p. xxxvi.

98. BK. folio 16 a and b
; HF, folio 348b—349a ; D, H. Lith. II. 161.
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the author of the Pdrsi Prakdsh and also to E. W. West, and which

has not been reterred to in any account of the Revayets with which

I am acquainted. It is found in the old MS dated 1006 A. Y. in the

handwriting of Dastur Barzo Kamdin wh'ch I have so often quoted.

This interesting epistle is addressed by name to Dastur Qawamuddin
bin Padam bin Ramyar and Behdin ^sa Jamshed both of Bharuch,

and other Zoroastrian residents of Navsari and Surat generally. It

is the reply to a communication addressed to the Uasturs of Iran about

two years previously by Hirbad BahrSm the son of Dastur Qawamuddin

[Padam]. In the interval, another missive penned by Farid[un]

Jamshed, the daughter's son ( dukhtarzadeh ) of Dastur Qawamuddin
had been sent by the hands of two Behdins named Rustam Surkhab

and Mahvindad Isfandiar. The Iranians now acknowledge receipt

of both the epistles and their reply is dated

.yt*^ ^J ^}i\'< <-^^>^ <^jd
!* y^ *i'^ if^'*

Ci-A^^JO^I
P -f^jW

"The fourth of the Month of Ardibehesht ( according to ] the

ancient [reckoning] of the year 1005 Yazdajardi, corresponding to

Monday [the loth] of Jumada II 1045 Hijri [ nth November 1635,

Old Style ]."

The Iranians inform their Indian correspondents that their country

had been visited in A. H. 1041 [1631-2 A. C] by a famine which

had lasted for two years and that it had been subsequently devastated

• by an epidemic. They further declare that in 997 Yazdajardi [ 1628

A. C. ] and during the reign of Shah Abbas, the Dasturs of

Iran had suffered such tribulation as was indescribable by tongue

or pen, and that two of them had been killed and lost their lives in

consequence. The Jdmdspnameh and several other religious works

had been taken away by force from them, and they were persecuted

99. BK. folio 270 a— 272 a. For the date see folio 272 a, 11. 13—15-
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"because still more books were de nanded though they had none to give

The writers afterwards acknowledge the receipt of a qdimhhdni (?)

and the sum of a thousand dinars out of the offerings presented

io the Atash Bahram ( mablagh-i-yak hazar dinar az msor-i-Afask-

warakrdm ), which had been sent as a present to the Chief Dastur

(Dastur-i-Zamdn ) with a Behdin named Mahrnush who had arrived

in Shiraz from Gujarat. The letter is signed by that dignitary, who

calls himself, 'Dastur Bahram Dastur Ardeshir, resident of Turk a-

bad,
' and adds a postscript to the effect thai no letter which does

not bear his own seal should be regarded as genuine.^""

These particulars concerning the unhappy condition of our

Iranian brethren and their friendly relations with our own people

are both new and interesting, but there is in this missive a passage

which is of even greater significance, and which deserves in conse-

quence to be given in the origin al.

"
Further, they had asked a question in reference to the Ancient

[ Zoroastrian ] Months, [ and said ] that there was a difference of one

month between [the reckoning of ] Persia and Hindustan. If they

are sure that one month has passed out of their minds, and that they

have missed a month during the years that have elapsed (inuddat-h^ ),

they may now observe the months according to the Iranian method

[ /. e. adopt the Iranian reckoning ].
But if that [ reckoning ] has des-

cended to them from ancient times, they may allow it to remain

until the coming of
[ Bahram ] Varjavand."

100. BK, folio 27 1 b - 272 a.

10 1. BK. folio 271 a, 11. 6— 10.
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This explicit pronouncement in a letter written in 1005 A. Y..

( 1635 A. C. ) demonstrates the erroneousness of a notion which is

almost universally prevalent even among well-informed Zoroastrians,

and which has been sealed with the sanction of all writers on the

history of our people. That notion is tl.at the Indian Parsis were

altogether ignorant of the difference existing between the Indian and

Iranian calendar until the arrival of Dastur Jamasp Hakim Vilayati

in 1091 A. Y. ( 1722 A.C. )^°^ Now it stands out clearly from this

passage that it had arrested the attention of the priests of Broach so

early as 1635 A. C, i.e. more than eighty-six years before Jamasp's

visit and supposed discovery. It is further deserving of notice that

Dastur Bahram Ardeshir—the High priest of all Iran in his day—had

with a broad-minded disregard for a small difference which he appears

with great sagacity to have attributed to some local variation

existing in the old Iranian system itself, pronounced an opinion of

which the wisdom was proved but too clearly by the strife and discord

which resulted afterwards from the adoption of a different course.

102. Pdrsi Prakdsk, I, 23, Dosabhai Framji, History of the Paisis, ed. 1858, p. 58;

ed. 1884, I. 106-7.

MuUa Firaz, Avijek Din, p. 13 ; Bombay Gazetteer, XIII. Pt. i., 255.

See Geldner, Prolegomena, Tii. note for the dates of Jamasp's arrival and departure.

i**i
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There is yet another epistle addressed in this year, 1005 A. Y.

(1635-6 A. C.) to the Zoroastrians of Surat, Broach and Navsari,

which has also remained unnoticed, though a copy of it exists in a

Manuscript in the Navsari Meherji Rana Library. Its writer

Ispandiar Rustam of Kerman acknowledges a letter from the Zoro-

astrians in India which had been brought by a Behdin named Peshotan,

and in which some reference had been made to the famine and

plague which had been raging some time before in Gujarat. It

would appear that during that period of stress, a Parsi of the name

of Shapur had gone from India to Fars and become the slave of

some Musalman who had put out his eyes and now demanded

seven Tomans as his ransom. This amount was paid, and poor

Shapur was emancipated and adopted as his own son by the good

Peshotan, who was anxious to return at once from Hormuz to Surat

whence he had come by sea. But the sailing season had passed,

and the two strangers had to tarry for some time with their brethren

of Kerman. The devotion and prayerfulness of Peshotan are very

warmly commended by the writer of the epistle who congratulates

the entire Zoroastrian Congregation of Surat on their faithful observ-

ance of the dictates of the religion. There is in this letter also an

unmistakable allusion to the difference between the Iranians and

ourselves in the matter of the R5z Mah, which further indicates that

the Parsis of Surat also were not ignorant of its existence. The
writer gives the names of the twelve old ( qadim ) {Zoroastrian months

and the five Gathas, and gives a date-equation for the guidance of

his correspondents and the resolution of their doubts, in the following
words :
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" And in our calendar on this side, in the last year, the Nauroz

[ according to ] the ancient [ reckoning ], of which the first day was

Roz Aurmazd, and the last day Roz Khurdad of the year 1005, fell,

according to the Arabian reckoning establi':hed in the Jalali almanac,

in the month of Aban Jalali, and it ( i.e. the Nauroz or first day of

A. Y. 1005) [ corresponded to ] Thursday, the 7th of Jumada I

of the year 1045 [ Hijri ]. It is requested that if there is any

difference, they should see to it ( t.e. correct it
) "}^^

In other words, the writer declares that according to the Iranian

reckoning the first day of Nauroz, i.e. ist Fravardin, 1005 A.Y. = 7th

Jumada I, 1045 Hijri [9th October 1635 A. C. Old Style ], and that if

the first day of the Indian Nauroz or ist Fravardin had not coincided

with the 7th Jumada I, 1045, A. H. they were to be sure that there was

some discrepancy, and look to it. It is clear that this explanation

and equation would have been absolutely uncalled for, if the attention

of the Zoroastrians in India had not been arrested by the difference

103. N. M. R. L, Revayet MS. T, 32, pp. 53, 60. The date-equation occurs at p. 58,

11. 7-10.

The famine occurred in the third and fourth years o. the reign of the Emperor Shah Jahan

( 1629-30 A. C. ), and it is referred to in all the Mughal Chronicles.
"
During the past year,"

says the author of the Badshshnainah,
" no rain had fallen in the territories of the Balagbat

and the drought had been especially severe about Daulatabad. In the present year also [ the

fourth of the reign ], there had been a deficiency in the bordering countries, and a total wani

in the Dakhin and Gujarat. The inhabitants of these two countries were reduced to the

direst extremity." Elliot and Dowson, History of India, VII. 24. See also lOiafi Khan, BibL

Ind. ed. I. 444-449.

Tavemier tells us that the " months of November and December, January, February and

March were the only months of the year in which one embarks at Ilormuz for Surat or at

Surat for Ilormuz ; with this difference, however, that one rarely leaves Surat later than the

end of February ; but for leaving Hormuz one may wait till the end of March, and even till

the 15th of April, because then the Western wind which brings the rains to India b^ins

to blow." Travels, ed. Ball, I. 4-5.
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between their own Roz Mah and the Iranian. It is scarcely necessary

lo say that the year 1005 A. Y. in which both these epistles were

indited cannot be assigned to any other than the Common Yazda-

jardi Era.

After these two missives, we have an epistle brought by a Behdin

named Shahriar Rustam Sandal (or Jandel ) to the address of Dastur

Barzo Kamdin Kaiqubad. It is dated Roz Bahram, Mah Ardibehesht

1019 Yazdajardi.^"* But this is not the only Revayet that was

addressed directly by the Iranian Dasturs to the learned Barzo whose

reputation appears, as I have shown elsewhere, to have been much

less circumscribed than that of other erudite Zoroastrians of his day.

We learn from a much longer communication dated three or four

years later,^"^ that Dastur Barzo Kamdin had addressed from the

104. Dastur Barzo Kamdin's Revayet MS in the MuUa Firuz Library, Rehatsek's

Catalogue, VIII. 2, pp. 392-4. There is a copy of this Revayet in the handwriting of Dastur

Erachji in the Navsari Meherji Rana Library also. Catalogue, No. F. 48. This letter of

1019 A. Y. occurs at pp. 360-1. The notice of this Revayet in the Parsi Prakash ( I. 14) is

inaccurate in some points. The name of the messenger was not Rastam Jandel, but Shahriar

Rustam Sandal. The Iranians do not say that "there had been a severe famine in Persia

for the last two years
"

( West in Grmidriss, 127 ), but that
"

in the year 1041 liijri (1631-2

A. C), a famine had occurred in the Kingdom of Persia, which had lasted for two years,

that it had been followed by sickness and plague and that many men had died."

They then repeat the statement about the Zoroastrians having been persecuted in the

reign of Shah Abbas I. in the year 997 A. Y., and forced to give up the copies of the

Jamaspnamah etc The writer gives his name as Behdin Mulla Minucheher MuUa Siavakhsh

inucheher of Kerman.

105. This letter is one of those added by Darab Horraazdyar to his father's MS, whichi

I have called H.F. ( pages A to O ). It is transcribed in MK also at the end by aa

unknown hand ( folios 267 a to 283 b }, It occurs, besides, in the N, M. R. L. MS T. 32^

PP' 3I-53 ^rid in D. H. Lith. II. 430-446.
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"township of Navsari in Gujarat" a budget of doubts and difficulties

to the Dasturs of Yazd, Kerman and Isfahan in A. Y. 1015. The

messenger employed was an Iranian nrmed Bahram Mahrban Yazdi.

To these interrogatories which had been received seven or eight

years before the date of the reply under discussion ( qarib-i-haft wa

hasht scU pish az in )^°'', the Iranians declare that they had been

unable to give any answers on account of certain adverse circum- .

'

stdiWcts { Hddisa-i-rfiz). Meanwhile Dastur Barzo had sent another
-}'

letter in which his old questions were reiterated with but small differ-

ences, and the Iranians now take them together and answer them all.

This second Revayet associated with the name of Barzo Kamdin is

unfortunately not precisely dated, but there can be little doubt as to

the time at which it was written. The original Letter of Inquiry had

been, as we are expressly told, penned about 10 15 Yazdajardi in

India, in which the Common Yazdajardi Era and no other was ever

employed by our people, and it seems to me that the reply also

may be safely assigned to 1022-1023 of the Common Yazdajardi Era,

/. e. to 165 3- 1654 A. C.

This letter is signed by about eleven Iranian priests and the

scribe Bahram Dastur Mahrban Suraki tells us that he has written

it under the orders of Dastur-i-Zamdn, Dastur-i-Dasturan Dastur

Mavindad Dastur Bahram Dastur Ardeshir.^°'

There can be little doubt that this Mavindad Bahram Ardeshir

was the son of that Bahram Ardeshir who is mentioned as the

Chief Dastur of Turkabad in the Revayets of Bahman Aspandiar

106. MK, folio 267 b, 11. 1-6 ; UF, Additional page A, 11. 8-10 and page O, 11, 4-11 :

N M K L MS T. 32, p. 32, U. 4-6. D. H, Lith. II. 431, 11. 1-8 and 445, 11. 4-6. The

persons with whom Dastur Barzo sent a duplicate copy of his first letter are also named.

They were two Iranis named Ardeshir Shahriar Yazdi and Shahriar Rustam Kermani. D. H.

Lith. II. 445, 11. 5-6. HF, page O, 11. 7-8.

107. M,K. folio 283 a, 11. 1-4. H, F. Additional page O, 11. 13-14. D. H. Lith. II,.

445, 11. X2-I3.
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(996 A. Y. ) as well as in the letter of 1005 A. Y. It is scarcely-

necessary to repeat that the Third Colophon of the Iranian Dinkard

was written by this Mavindad Bahram, who is now seen to have

been alive in 1653-4 A. C. His name occurs, as I have shown, among

the signatories of the Turkabad Reply in Bahman Aspandiar's

Revayet 996 A. Y. = 1626 A. C. ) as well as in the poetical address

appended to it. Whether the loog Parsi of the Dinkard Colophon

must be computed as 1639 A. C. or 1659 A. C. is a matter which does

not concern us here. The names of the other signatories of this

Revayet are not of much interest but they are given below :

Dasiur Bahram D. Mavindad Dastur-i-Dasturan, D. Bahram D.

Mahraban ;
D. Mavindad D. Rustam

;
D. Bakhtafrin D. Jamasp ;

D. Khusru D. Faridun ;
D. Bahram D. Mahraban Suraki

;
D.

Ardeshir D. Mahraban ;
D. Khusru D. Mavindad

;
D. Mahraban D.

Naushirvan ;
D. Bahram D, Bahramshah

;
D. Shahriar D. Buzurg-

Umid.^"*

Two other well known Revayets owe their existence to a dispute

which arose in the town of Surat on the subject of a Dakhma

which the wealthy Behdin Nanabhai Punjia had undertaken to erect

with a view to its being for the first time used for the disposal of his

own body at death. That event occurring before the completion ofthe

building, the corpse was preserved in the old Dakhma for two months

and then consigned to the New Tower. The ceremonial propriety

of this procedure was the subject of a fierce controversy in Surat,

and the matter was at last referred to the Dasturs of Iran for their

opinion. The reply of the priests of Kerman is addressed to the

'renowned and greatest Dastur' {Dastur-i-Mud^zam-i-namdar) Rustam

Peshotan and Behdin Kuvarji, Behdin Hirji and Hirbad Barzo bin

108. MK, folio 283 a, 11. 7-15. H.F. Additional page 0, 11. 16-21. N. M. R. L. T.

p. 52, 11. 6-14. D. II. Lith. II. 445, 11. 15-19.
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Adarbad of Surat.^'^ The signatories are Rustam Dastur Ardeshir,

Mahrban D. Rustam Mahrbaii, Rustam D. Minucheher, BahmanySr
D. Nausliirvan, Marzban D. Bahrara Marzban, Khvvajah Khusru

Bundar Faridun, and Mahrban D. Naushirvan Azar.-'^'^. The letter is

not dated, but we know from an old Disapothi that Nunabhai Punjia

died on Roz Ahuramazd Mah Khurdad 1036 A. Y."^ (9th January

1667, New Style), and it may be safely said that the decision of the

Kerman theologians was pronounced about 1668 A. C.

This conclusion is borne out by another missive on the same

subject which is quoted as the Maktub-i-Suratid Adhydni (Letter to

the Surat priests ), and is addressed by name to Dastur Barzo Qawa-
muddin, Hirbad Palhan Faridun, Dastur Rustam Khurshed, Hirbad

Rustam Peshotan, Behdin Hirji Nanabhai, B. Nanabhai Naisang,
Behdin Kuvarji Bahram and B. Kuvarji Nanabhai and B. Dhanji
Bahram Bharuchi."'

The writers declare that Hirbad Rustam Khurshed Isfandiar had

addressed to them a communication on the subject of the New Dakhma
on Roz Adar Mah Khurdad 1038 A. Y., and that they had already

given their opinion on the questions put to them. The present reply

109. This letter occurs in IIF, folio 4.i;8 b-460 a, in my Darab Autograph, folio 533 b.

535 a, N M B, L, T. 32, pp. 60-67, and in D. H. Lith. II, 470-474.

This Rustam Peshotan was probably Rustam Peshotan Hamjiar, the author of ih^ Si&vaX'

nameh etc. See ante, p. 236 note.

Behdins Kuvarji and Hirji were, as we learn from [this Revayet itself, the sons of the

deceased Nanabhai Punjia.

The MuUa Firuz Library possesses a Khurdah Avesta MS written in 1 159 A. Y. ( 1790
A. C, ) by a Mobed Khurshed Edal Rustam Kamdin Barzo Tidarbad Kaiqubad Mahyar of

Surat. ( Dhabar's Descriptive Catalogue of Avesta, Pahlavi and Pazand MSS. No. 22 ).

1 10. HF, folio 460 a ; my Darab autograph, folio 535 b ;
N M R L T, 32, p. 67 ; D. H.

Lith, II. 474.

lit. Pdrsi Prakask, I. 15.

112. HF, folios 455 a-458 b ; my Darab autograph, folios 535 b—537 b; D. H. Lith.

II. 475-480. This Rustam Khurshed is the Rustam Khurshed Aspandiar who is mentioned

again in the next paragraph. He was the grandson of Dastur Aspandiar Bahman of Surat

who is mentioned in the Revayets of 1626-7, and great-grandson of the Dastur Bahman
Faridun of Surat whose name occurs in the Revayet of Kaus Mahyar. The names of

Behdins Nanabhai Narsangji and Kuvarji Bahram occur in a document dated Roz 15-8-Samvat
J741 (6 June I685). Parsi Prakash, I. 18-19.
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which contains their answers to several other points of ritual and

dogma is dated

•^ J-^"^ \4^)^
^*^^ -^'^-' ^^'^d^^ "^'^ t^ ^^-^Z jj^ y:yi'^^i'^ )^)

113

" Roz Daipadin the triumphant, of the auspicious month Dai

[ according to ] the ancient [ reckoning ] of the Farsi year 1039.

Written on [nth] of the month of RabI the first, of the year

1081 Hijri. Written in the town of Kerman."

The date equation Roz Daipadin Mah Dai 1039 Farsi = nth

Rabi I. 1081 A. H. (= 29 July 1670, New Style) demonstrates

that the year 1039 must be assigned to the Common Yazdajardi

Era, although it is expressly called Farsi (i. e, Parsi).

Several other letters were received in India from the Iranian

priests after this Mahiilb, but it is the latest of those included in

the Classified Compilation of Darab Hormazdyar of which there is an

autograph dated only nine years later, ( 1048 A. Y.) in the Bombay

University Library, and another transcribed a year or two afterwards,

in my own possession. I do not propose to speak of these missives

al any length. They were written after the use of the Common

Yazdajardi Era had been firmly established in Iran, and they are

of no great interest besides. Some of them are mentioned in the

Parsi Prakdsli and in West's list in the Grundriss der Iranischen

Philologie, but I have in the course of these researches, found two

or three others which were known to neither of them.

A Manuscript in the Navsari Meherji Rana Library contains

a copy of an epistle dated Roz Bahram ( or Bahman ), Mah Mahr,

1050 A. Y. It is the reply of the Dasturs of Turkabad, Sharfabad

and Isfahan to an Indian missive written on Roz Fravardin, Mah

113. My Darali autograph, folio 537 a ; D. H. Lith. II. 480.
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Fravardin, 1048 A. Y. Eight questions relating to ceremonial

matters are answered, and there is a long list of Iranian names at

the end. The first signature is that of Dastur Bahram Dastur

Mahvindad Rustam Anushirvan Turkabady. He was probably the

chief Dastur of Turkabad at the time, and there need be no hesitation

in identifying him with the writer of the fourth and fifth colophons

of the Iranian MS of the Dinkard.^^* The letter must have been

written in the 1050th year of the Common Yazdajardi Era, as it is

scarcely likely that the Iianian reply to an Indian missive of 1048

A. Y. { 1679 A. C. ) could have been written twenty-two years after-

wards in 1050 A. 20 Y. ( 1701 A, C. ).

A letter addressed by the Iranian priests to Dastur Jamasp

Asa of Navsari in reply to some interrogatories transmitted by him

to Persia is sometimes mentioned by Parsi writers as the Revayet
of Jamasp ASa. The author of the Pdrd Prakdsli informs us that

the original Indian letter was indited in 1721 A. C. Unfortunately,

the date of the Reply is not at all mentioned, nor is there any refer-

ence to the public or private Library in which a copy can be found,

I must confess that I have never come across any, myself.^^'^

There is then a letter dated Roz Bad (Govad ) Mah Khurdad

1 1 13 A. Y., 26 Shawwal 11 56 A. H., 28 Adar 665 Jalali ( 13 Decem-

ber 1743 A. C. ). The Indians addressed are the Dastur-i-Dastur-

zadeh Mobed Kaus and the Dastur Darab son of Mobed Sohrab of

114. N M R L, T. 32, pp. 71-76. The date of the Indian letter will be found at p. 7r,

1 7. The name of the principal signatory is given as Dastur Bahram Dastur Mahvindad

Turkabady only in the Persian Colophon at p. 75, 11. 8-9. The names of his grandfather and

great-grandfather and the date of the Reply are given in another Colophon in Avesta-Pahlavi

at p. 74.

" This copy which constitutes the Manuscript B[ofthe Dinkard ] was afterwards ap-

proved by Bahram son of Mahvindad son of Rustam son of Anoshakruban of TurVabad, vvho

blesses the writer of the Second Colophon, on the day Tishtar of the month Vohnman in

the year 1038 Yazdajardi { i8th August 1669 )

"
V/est, S. B. E. XXXVII, Introd. p. xxxvi.

115, Parsi Frakash, I. 39. AccoxAmg to s. Tawarikh-i-Khdnddn-i-Dastnr /amdsp'AsS,
( Gujarati ), the letter was written two years earlier i.e. in 1719 A. C. { p. 9 ).
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Surat. This is the reply of the priests of Yazd and Kerman to a

series of twenty questions sent about four years before ( 1109 A. Y. )

by the Qadmi leaders to their brethren in Iran, about the differences

in ritual practice and the Roz Mah between themselves and the

Shahanshahis.-^^^

Another epistle onthe same burning question of the day was

addressed from Kerman to Mobed Manakji Navroji Rustamji Sett

exhorting him to take the lead in guiding his Indian brethren aright

in this matter. The communication is undated, but as Manakji Sett

died on Roz 12, Mah 7, 11 17 A. Y. ( 19 April, 1748 A. C. ) and as the

Adarau built by him in Bombay in 1102 A. Y. ( 1733 A. C. ) as well

as a Dakhma erected at his expense in the neighbourhood of Surat

is expressly referred to, it is probable that it was written about

1747-8 A. C.-^^^ It is even possible that he did not live to read it.

A third despatch on the same subject is dated Roz Gosh, Mah
Khurdad 1138 A. Y., and Monday the 17th of Rajab 1182 A. H.

{ 27th November 1768 A. C. ) ^^^. It is addressed to Dastur Darab b.

Dastur Sohrab, D. Kaus b. D. Faridun, D. Kaus son of Rustam

Shahriar, and Behdin Sohrab son of Kaus, B. Ratanshah son of

Minuchehershah, B. Dhanjishah son of Minuchehershah, B. Kaus

116. Dastur Erachji's MS ( N M R L, No. F. 60 ). pp. 90-124. For the names see p. 91
11. 9-12, for the date of the Reply, p. 122, 11. 1-3. Dastur Kaus was Dastur Kaus Paridan

Munajjam of Surat. Parsi Prakash I. 57. Dastur Darab Sohrab was the famous teacher of

Anquetil. Ibid. I. 49.

117. Dastur Erachji's MS (
N M R L, No. F 60 ), pp. 125-131.

118. Pdi'si Prakash. I. 36 and 30. The Dakhma was probably the one consecrated

at Navsari on Roz 11-4-1116 A. Y. ( 30th January, 1747 ). Ibid. I. 36-

119. Dastur Erachji's MS, pp. 55-78. The names are at p. 59, 11. 1-5, and the date at

p. 77. 11. 5-7.

Dastur Kaus Rustam Shahriar was the third son of the well-known Dastur Rustamji
Shahriarji of Udwara. Pdrsi Prakash, I. 60. Behdin Sohrab Kaus was Sohrabji Kavasji

Neksa'atkhan, Ibid. 48. B. Dhanjishah Minuchehershah ( or Manjishah )
was the English

East India Company's broker at Surat, and a munificent and zealous patron of the Qadmis.
Ibid. 69. Ratanjishah his younger brother was a great Collector of books and Manuscripts
and a Pahlavi and Persian scholar to boot. Ibid. 71. Kaus the son of _Manak was probably
Kavasji Manakji Sayer, The Saycrs are still Qadmis. !bid. 76.
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son of Manak, B. Rustam son of Ratan, and Hakim Jiji son or

Bahman.

Lastly, we possess the lleplies of the Iranian Dasturs of Yazd
and Kerman to a series of Seventy-eight questions sent by the Qadmi
leaders of Sural. The messenger was Ervad Kaus Rustam Jalal,

the father of the famous Mulla Firuz. The date of the RepHes which

are available both in the original Persian and in a Gujarati trans-

lation is Roz Khurdad Mah Aban, 1142 A. Y. ( i8th April, 1773
A. C.).''°

Before summing up the results of this inquiry, let me give a list of

all those Revayets or Letters which have passed in review before us-^^^

120. Pilni PrakaUi, I. 50.
121. There is a list of the Persian Revayets in West, Grundriss, 1,12.5-7. Besides the

notices in the Parsi Prakdsh, there is an account in the Cama Memorial Volume, from the pen
of Mr, Bahmanji Bahramji Patel. Our Nos. I and 2 and perhaps No. 3 also are cited in

Darab Hormazdyar's Compilation as the Revdyet-i-Nariman Hfcshang. No, 4 is his Revayet or

Mfiktub-i-/asd. No. s is quoted by him as the Maktal-i-Manekshah Changashah, and the

reply is undoubtedly so called in HF., the Manuscript written by his father. Folio 202b,
left hand comer. ( Some of the letters of the heading have been cut off by the binder ).

West's suggestion that the Maktuh-i-Manekshah is
"
nearly a duplicate

"
of the Revayet-i-fasa

is thus negatived by the parent Manuscript, which was demonstrably one of Darab's principal
sonrces. No. 6 is generally quoted by Darab as the Revayet-i-Kama Bohra and some-
times as the Revayet-i-Kamii 'asa. I have shown that they are really one and the same, and
I am sure that West wouM have experienced no difficulty in "fixing their identity" if he had
had access to the original Iranian autograph and HF. No. 8 is the Classifier's Revayet or

Makti'b'i-l^lxa^Wi Shapur and is expressly connected with the name of that person in the

headings inserted in his father's manuscript ; (folios 203b, 228b, 250b, left hand corners.). No. 9
is the Rtvayet-i-Kaus Kamdin, but extracts from it are also entered under the name of Kdus
Xdj/tan. The fact is that they are identical, Kaman being only another form of the name
Kamdin. No, lo is the Maktub-i-Faridi'ni Ma7-zban. No. 12 figures as the Maktub-i-Dastur
Kamdin Padam, but it is also spoken of as the Makifib .i-Ardeskir Nattskirvan. Indeed, it is

so_ called in HF, folio 460b' No. 13 goes under the name of the Picvayet or Makttib-i-KzxLS

Mahyar. All the citations from No. 14 are said to be derived from the Revayet-i-Bahman
Pttnjia, and the explanation, perhaps, is that PunjiS was the familiar or abbreviated form of the
name Aspandiar. No. 19 is referred to as the Babat-i-Mody Nanabhai Punjia, and No. 20
as the Maktub or Tumar-i-Siiratia Adhyaru, Nos. il, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 21-26 do not appear
to have been known to Darab. On the other hand, he gives credit for several passages to a

Revayet-i-Shapur Bharucki which it has been hitherto impossible to trace or identify. A
messenger of the name of Shapur is mentioned in the Letter of Aspandiar Sohrab (

No- 5 ) as

having brought a Reply from Iran some time before. HF 197b. 11. lo-ll, MK, 137b, 11. Ii-I2,
D. H. Lith. II. 449, 11. 13-14. \Arhether or not he was identical with the Shapur Asa who
brought the Despatch of 896 A. Y. it is impossible to say, but there is no ground for supposing
Shapur Asa to have been a brother of Changa Asa's. Changa Asa does not appear, so far

as is known, to have had a brother of the name of Shapur. See the Bhagarsath Vanshavli,.

p. 222 for the Ntimagrahan ot the family.
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13 K§us Mahyar.

14 Bahman Aspan-
diar.

15 Letter to Dastur

Kamdi'n Padam

and Behdin Asa

Jamshed.

16 Letter of Ispandiar

Rustam to the

Behdins of Surat,

Broach and Nav-

sari.

17 Letter to Dastur

Barzo Kamdin

brought by Shah-

riar Rustam

Sandal (or Jan-

del).

.18 Another Letter to

Dastur Barzo

Kamdin.

19 Letter to Dastur

Rustam Pesho-

tan and others on

the subject of the

New Dakhma.

20 Letter to the

Adhyarus of

Surat.

21 Letter to Dasturs

of Broach, Nav-

sari and Cambay.

970 Yazdajardi (?)

996 Yazdajardi, ioj^-6

Hijrt.

1005 Yazdajardi, 1O/J.5

Hijri.

1C05 Yazdajardi, 10^5

Hijrt.

1019 Yazdajardi.

(No date) ; (seven or

eight years after

loi 5 Yazdajardi).

(No date).

Circa 1600 A. C.

1626-7 A. C.

1635 A. C.

1050 Yazdajardi.

1635 A. C.

1649 A. C.

Circa 1653-4 A. 0.

Circa 1668 A. C.

1039 Farsi^ 1081 Hijri. 1670 A. C.

1681 A. C.
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22 Letter lo Dastur (?) 1721 A. C. (?)

Jamsisp Asa of

Navsari.

23 Letter to Mobed 11 13 Yazdajardi, 7/56 1743 A. C.

Kaus and Dastur Hijri.

Darab Sohrab.

24 Letter to Manakji (No date). Circa 1748 A. C,

Nowroji Rustam-

ji Sett.

25 Letter to Dastur 1138 Yazdajardi, T182 1768 A. C.

Darab Sohrab Hijri.

and others of

Surat.

26 I//zoter Revayet. 1142 Yazdajardi, //(5'6 177S A. C.

(^78 Questions). Hi]ri.

A glance at the above list will show that among these twenty-six

missives, six do not contain any date and consequently do not enter

into the question at all. In other words, they have no bearing on the

point at issue and may be put out of court at once. They are Nos,

5, 10, II, 18, 19, and 24.

Of three others Nos. 9, 13 and 2*2 the dates are uncertain or un-

verified. Of these Nos. 13 and 22 are of scarcely any importance, and

there can be little doubt that if their alleged dates are hereafter

substantiated, they will be found to belong to the Common Yazda-

jardi Era.
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These nine epistles eliminated, the question we have to answer

is whether the dates found in the remaining seventeen are counted

from the Ordinary Yazdajardi Era (A. Y. ) or the Parsi (A 20 Y).

This question is easily answered so far as nine out the seventeen

Revayets are concerned. These nine are, as will be at once evident

on a reference to the table, dated in the Yazdajardi as well as the Hijri

Era, They are Nos. 3, 8, 34, iS, 16, 20, 23, 25, 26, and it would be

almost an insult to the intellligence of the reader to make any formal

attempt to prove that the equations are true only of ihe Common

Yazdajardi Era. We may take it then, that the Iranian writers of these

nine despatches were reckoning from the Ordinary Yazdajardi Era,

although in one case (No. 20) the word used is Farsi ( or Parsi) and

not Yazdajardi. It may be also noticed that the equation 880 A. Y. =s

916 A. H. (No. 3) clearly demonstrates that the Ordinary Yazdajardi

Era was current in Persia so early at least as 151 1 A. C.

It follows that there are only eight Revayets about which the

question of Ordinary or Parsi can arise. These are Nos. 1,2, 4, 6,

7, 12, 17 and 21. I may be permitted here to repeat that with respect

to two, if not three of them, ( Nos. i, 12 and 2 ) the evidence in our

possession is absolutely conclusive. We are expressly told in No. 3

that the messenger of No. i which is dated in 847 Yazdajardi or

Parsi, had visited Persia thirty-five years before the year 880 A. Y. or

916 A. H. in which No. 3 itself was written. This means, if words

have any meaning, that Nariman Hushang's visit must have taken

place about the 845th year of the Common Yazdajardi Era, ( 880 A. Y.

= 916 A. H. = 151 1 A. C.) — 35 = 845 A. Y. = 1476 A. C. The

case of No. 12 is equally easy to decide. The date is 967 A. Y., and

we know from the evidence of a reliable Musalman contemporary—•

the author of the Farhang-i-Jahangiri—that the writer, Dastur

Ardeshir Naushirvan Kermani had come to India at the express

invitation of the Emperor Akbar, who himself died in 1605 A. C-
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Now, the 967th year of the Common Yazdajardi Era was equivalent to

the iS97th year of the Era of Christ. The 967th year of the Parsi Era,

1617 A. C. would take us into the middle of the reign of the Emperor

Jahangir, and must be pronounced absolutely inadmissible.

Let us now consider No. 2. It is very probably the reply referred

to in No. 3, as hav ing been sent with Naushirvan Khusru andMarzban

Ispandiar, twenty-nine years before the year 880 A. Y. =916 A. H.,

(151 1 A. C. ), in which No. 3 itself was written. It follows that the

real date must b e somewhere about 1481 A. C. and correspond to the

S50th year of the C<3;;zw<?i^ Yazdajardi Era. In a word, it seems to

me that when the first three Revayets are viewed in the proper light

as members of a series, there can be no reasonable doubt that the

years given in their colophons are to be counted from the Common

Yazdajardi Era.

So far, the argument is exceedingly simple and we are on per-

fectly safe ground. It is not pretended that the cases of Nos. 4,

6, and 7 are on ex actly the same footing. The evidence in refer-

ence to them is, I admit, not so easy to follow. It is derived

from much more recondite sources, and is also much more comph*-

cated. But I venture to think that it is, when everything is con-

sidered, not the less satisfactory. It is not necessary to recapitu-

late that evidence, but I may be permitted to point out that those three

Letters also are members of a series coming between the Revayet

of 1511 A. C. (No. 3) and the Reply of 1558 A. C. ( No. 8). In

other words, Nos. 4, 6 and 7, together with the undated reply

brought by Aspandifir Sohrab ( No. 5 ) belong to the intervening

period of 47 years, and have to be consistently arranged within

those limits. It seems to me that any one who attempts to do so

will find it exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to assign the years

885, 896 and 904 to any other than the Common Yazdajardi Era, if

he will only give their due weight to the Indian and Iranian names

and the other considerations I have adduced.
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The Revayets which have yet to be considered are the letters

of 1 01 9 A. Y. and 1050 A. Y. They belong to the middle and last

quarter of the Seventeenth Century, when the use of the Ordinary

Era was becoming more and more common in Iran. The first of

them was addressed to Dastur Barzo Kamdin Kaiqubad who was

certainly alive in 1649 A. C, and whose name occurs in the

Maktilb-i-Suratid Adhyani which is expressly dated 1039 A. Y.

108 1 Hijri (1670 A. C. ). The second is of no great importance

and was written at a period when the Parsi Era had become all but

obsolete in Persia itself, and the fact that the name of the writer of

the fourth colophon of the Dinkard which is dated in the 1038th

year of the Ordinajy Yazdajardi Era occurs in it points clearly to

the 1050th year also belonging to the same Era.

The sum and substance of the whole matter may be put in a few

words. Out of a total of twenty-six despatches from Persia the dates

of seventeen only can be discovered and verified. In nine of

these the corresponding Hijri years are expressly given and there

cannot be a shadow of doubt that they are dated in the Common

Yazdajardi Era. The argument in favour of the dates found in three

others being assigned to the same era is as simple as it is conclusive^

aud the evidence in our possession entitles us to predicate the same

thing about the other ^z/^ with reasonable, U not absolute certainty.

Looked at in another way, it seems clear that so far as the Reva-

yets written in Persian from the 15th to the i8th Century are

concerned, there is not one which contains any positive evidence of

the Iranians having been in the habit of calculating from the twentieth

year of Yazdajard.

This does not mean that there is no instance at all of the

conscious and intelligent use of the A. 20 Y. or Parsi Era in any

of the Pahlavi MSS written during that period. It is not denied

that the Parsi Era was employed at one time in that country,
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but it is also true that " the accustomed formula for the

twentieth year
" was often inserted by Iranian scribes of the i6th

and 17th Centuries, although "the years were not counted from the

Twentieth year." The thing that now remains to be done is to

examine the evidence—external and internal—in each case and

draw a dividing line between those Pahlavi Manuscripts in which the

formula is used with a full understanding of its meaning, and those in

which it is employed mechanically or as a mere matter of form. The

present writer trusts that some competent Pahlavi scholar will

undertake that part of the inquiry, and begs permission to invite

attention to the numerous points of contact between these Revayets
and the colophons of Iranian MSS in Pahlavi, which he has indicated

for the first time in these pages.
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